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PREFACE
The present study grew out of an enquiry into the popular religious
practices in North India during the rule of the Imperial Guptas,

As our

investigation proceeded, some salient aspects of the problem soon became
apparent.

To start with, since the Gupta period only marked the

culmination of cultural trends that had been growing in the two or three
centuries preceding it, the attribution of a strict chronological
reference for various aspects of the popular religious life during the
period was not desirable.
further emphasized this,

The uncertainty of the dating of the sources
It was also clear that the designation North

India should remain rather vague, in view of the fact that the ramifications
of several popular cults crossed this boundary and extended to the Deccan
and the South.
We chose to investigate the goddess cults because these appeared to
us to be probably the most representative features of popular religious
life.

But while the subject was attractive, the difficulties in its

treatment were also obvious,

Unlike the "higher" religions -with a

developed theology, a rich liturgy and sometimes an organized sect

which

found more frequent notice in literature, the goddess cults, by virtue of
their being closer to the masses, had few of these benefits.

Their history,

therefore, could be reconstructed only in a vague outline, on the basis of
meagre evidence, often of a very uncertain nature,
The thesis is clearly divided into two parts.

The first part,

consisting of Chapters I and II, concentrates on certain general aspects
of the subject, such as the very wide prevalence of belief in goddesses
and their cults, and the gradual evolution of the cult of the Great Goddess.
It is necessary to emphasize that while there is sufficient evidence to
speak in terms of a popular cult of the Great Goddess from the Gupta period
omrards, the nature of the growth of this cult and its developed ideology
affected the goddess cults in general, so that it often becomes difficult
to ascertain whether a particular piece of evidence is with reference to
a purely local goddess or to that of the Great Goddess,

The very pervasive

and all-absorbing nature of the latter marks it out from the lesser cults
of the many individual goddesses.

The second part of the thesis, comprising

the last three Chapters, is devoted to the investigations of the nature and
cults of specific goddesses, such as the Matrs, a goddess who remains
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unnamed for lack of adequate notice of her in literature but whose figures
betray a widespread cult, and lastly Kotavi who was most probably an
ancient goddess of the Tamils,

For obvious reasons, we have had to be

very selective in our choice of the popular goddesses for special
investigation.

We decided in favour of some of the more obscure figures,

about whom the literature gives inadequate or vague information but who
are likely to have been closer to the popular religious life than several
better known divinities.
Our investigation has frequently taken us to earlier periods, and
sometimes to later ones, to ascertain the nature of the various trends

and characters of the goddesses studied.

Since each Chapter forms a

complete study in itself, we have often had to refer to the same materials
in different contexts*

However, adequate cross references have been

provided to show the interconnections,

While every single aspect studied

in the thesis is complete in itself, taken together they illuminate one
aspect of the popular religious life in North India during the first six
or seven centuries of the Christian era and justify our title,
A few words may be added about the sources and their dating.
study, we have used both literary and archaeological sources.

For our

The latter

have the advantage of relatively more accurate reference to a time-space
framework,

When vital to a specific point, a brief discussion on the

dates of texts has been introduced into the thesis,

But, generally

speaking, we have adopted the commonly accepted datings of various texts.

We favour the generally accepted view that Kalidasa flourished in the Gupta
period and also that which assigns the dramas attributed to Bhasa to a
period not much earlier.

The available text of the Arthasastra also, in

our opinion, should not be dated before the Christian era.
the dating of the early
Brahma~4~,

Pura~as

like the

Marka~4eya,

Vayu,

Again, while
Vi~~~

and

as suggested by Hazra, appears to us to be quite sound, we are

inclined to place the Bhagavata
Vi~~udharmottara,

Pura~~.

and to a certain extent the

a little later than he has done.

The dates of the

medical texts are uncertain, but they also have been often ascribed to our
period.

The use of the Mahabharata for the study of our period may be

questioned,

The critical edition has stabilized the text as it probably

stood towards the end of the Gupta period, though it does contain
materials belonging to earlier chronological strata.

But until a reliable

stratification is obtained, we feel that much of the evidence contained in
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the epic may be more safely referred to the first three or four centuries
of the Christian era than to the centuries before it.

Our real

justification for the use of various textual sources for the period comes
from the fact that they frequently corroborate each other and the
archaeological sources.
It remains for us to perform the very pleasant task of acknowledging
the help and encouragement received from various scholars, well-wishers
and friends.

Miss Mary Hutchinson, Mr B.J. Terwiel and Mr Ian Proudfoot,

all of the Department of Asian Civilizations of the A.N.U., Dr Georg Klim,
formerly of the Department of German, A.N,U., and now in the Immigration
Department of the Commonwealth Government of Australia, and Mrs Bridget
Sack helped me with the translation of the materials in German and French,
and I am indebted to all of them,

I should like to thank particularly my

friend Mr E.S. Visswanathan, of the Department of History, Research School
of Pacific Studies, A,N;U,, for help in using the materials in Tamil,

I

am similarly very thankful to Mr T. Rajapatirana, of the Department of
South Asian and Buddhist Studies, A,N,U., with whom I discussed some
Sanskrit passages.

I am also indebted to Professor J.W. de Jong, of the

Department of South Asian and Buddhist Studies, A,N.U., who let me borrow
some books from his collection and supplied me with a few important
references,

I am similarly indebted to Professor Sir Harold Bailey, of

Queen's College, Cambridge, who spared time to discuss a few important
points while visiting the A.N.U .•

My deepest debt of gratitude is to my supervisor, Professor A,L. Basham.
I have immensely benefited from his unfailing guidance,

He also permitted

me to make full use of his collection of books and always gave me time when
I needed it,

In many other ways also, I received much help from him,

I owe my interest in the investigation which has let to the completion
of the present thesis to Professor A,K. Narain, formerly of the Department
of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology at the Banaras Hindu
University and now at the University of Wisconsin, and should like to
express my appreciation and indebtedness to him,

I am also thankful to

Dr S,A.A. Rizvi, Reader in the Department of Asian Civilizations, A.N.U.,
and my colleague Mr A.Q. Rafiqi for their good wishes and constant
encouragement.

I owe thanks also to my former colleagues, Dr A. Roy, now

Lecturer at the University of Tasmania, and Mr A.K. Lahiri, now Lecturer
in Salisbury Teachers Training College, South Australia, for their
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discussions with me on matters connected with the thesis.

I am similarly

grateful to my friend Mr R.D. Dikshit, of the Department of Human Geography,
Research School of Pacific Studies, A.N.U., who suggested a very useful
reference to me,

I am particularly thankful to Mrs Malati Jain who spared

time to go through the typed thesis to eliminate mistakes, and I thankfully
appreciate the very full co-operation of Mrs Jocelyn Bergin who typed it,
I take this opportunity to express my thanks to the authorities of the
Banaras Hindu University who granted me leave to conduct my research, and
to those of the Australian National University who awarded me a Ph.D,
scholarship which enabled me to complete it,

I should also like to thank

the officials of the Menzies Library, A.N.U., particularly of its Reference
Section, who spared nothing in obtaining much needed materials, often from
overseas libraries.

It is difficult for me to find suitable words to thank my wife Shanti,
but for whose silent support and encouragement, I could not have brought
this work to completion,
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Chapter I
THE PROLIFERATION OF THE GODDESS CULTS
The goddess cults in North India in the first seven centuries of
the Christian era are characterised by hro important features, the very
widespread belief in and worship of goddesses of various types and the
evolution of the cult of the Supreme Goddess.

The roots of both features

apparently go back to much earlier times, and it may be imagined that, in
some forms, the two existed concurrently at various stages of their history.
Logically, however, the widespread cults of many goddesses must be
presumed to have formed the foundation on which the concept of the Supreme
Goddess could have developed.
A full account of the widespread cults of popular goddesses should
be expected to include the names and natures of these goddesses and
evidence of their worship in a well defined framework of time and space,
But while this may be possible to some extent in the case of a few, the
nature of our sources generally precludes such a definitive enquiry.

It

may be accepted as a general rule that the more primitive is the form of
a goddess and the closer she is to the illiterate tradition of the masses,
the less likely is she to be recognized in literature or sophisticated
arts, 1

. only t he more popular goddesses, w·hose concepts have
It lS

undergone a certain sophistication and whose cults, for one reason or

the other, have outgro1m their original narrow functions, that are likely
to be noted pointedly in literature as having votaries, and >rhose more or
less standardized iconographic forms are likely to be recognized in art.
What we have in the form of evidence of widespread cults of goddesses in
our period is only, generally speaking, of a very general and suggestive
nature,

While any number of names of goddesses of various types are

available in literature and, including the terracotta female figures, many
of <Vhich may represent goddesses, there are also innumerable images of
these deities, such evidence is often worthless for the purposes of
1

Cf. the following remark about the mother goddess cults by Collingwood,
R.G., Roman Britain, p.129, as cited by Johnston, E.H., JISOA., X, 1942,
p,101: "Few religions were more widespread in the western Roman Empire;
but there is no mention of it by any writer".

2

historical reconstruction of separate cults and can only be used in a very
general way,

We present below some selected evidence which, though often

only of a suggestive nature and not in every case strictly referrable to
the time - space framework of our special investigation, nevertheless has,

in our opinion, the cumulative merit of indicating with fair certainty
that innumerable goddesses, mostly of local or special nature and often
anonymous though occasionally also having recognizable names and forms,

were worshipped all over North India in the first six or seven centuries
of the Christian era,
Perhaps one of the most obvious indications of a widespread belief
in or 1carship of goddesses is to be obtained from the fact that, apart
from numerous individual names separately introduced in independent

contexts, groups or clusters of names of real or imaginary goddesses of
various types are frequently met with in the literature of our period,
Such clusters are, of course, of the most varied types,

While some include

but only a felf goddesses, others contain scores of names and take the form
of long lists, especially in some later sources where they are even counted,
The reason for clustering the god.desses together can be easily guessed in
the case of smaller groups in which the names tend to suggest a similar
nature or, less frequently, when the goddesses so named have a common
mythological framework to bring them together,

But a definite connecting

link is much less in evidence in the cases of larger groups where, even

presuming that the majority of the goddesses named have some semblance of
reality, the grouping is purely mechanical or theoretical,

In such cases,

their sex provides the sole justification for their grouping.

Some other

types of evidence which we would prefer to include along with the above
are not merely summarily introduced groups, but rather deliberate mythical
accounts of goddesses or female beings and their spheres of activity, or
actual prescriptions for their adoration, propitiation or exorcism,

In

these cases, while the figures included are treated individually, their
grouping is impressive and significant.

An additional gain from the

analysis of all this evidence together is the realization that, in the
context of the popular goddesses, the dividing line between the divine and
demoniacal is truly thin, for not only are demonesses often enumerated
along with goddesses, but also they often have their own special rites of
adoration or

pacification~

3

A very frequently appearing group of half a dozen to a dozen or more
feminine beings consists of apparent abstractions of mental or moral
traits or various elements of auspiciousness and prosperity,

Generally

bearing names such as Hri, Sri, Kirti, Dh~ti, Sm~ti, Bhuti, Pu~ti, Kriya,
Buddhi, r,ajja, Mati, Isa, Sraddha, Aditi, Anumati, Siddhi, Santi, etc,,
they appear in many different contexts, in myths and eulogies as
2
embellishments, in benedictions and sometimes also in rites.
Some of
them apparently have a history going back to Vedic times, but many look
like ad hoc creations of a later age,

Though tenuous, the grouping of

these figures has a certain unity, and their endurance in literature is
remarkable,

Equally remarkable is the fact that this otherwise very

amorphous group includes a popular goddess like

Sri-Lak~mi,

It is mostly

a selection from this group which appears in the well known creation
legends in the epics and the Puranas as the wives of Dharma and sometimes
3
of other seers.
In fact the:-:;eation l~gends themselves are excellent
illustrations for names of a large number of divine females,

The key

element of these legends is formed by the fifty or sixty so-called
daughters of

Dak~a,

who, in different groups, married to different

personages, become the mothers of gods, demons, men and animals.
accounts are already confused in tbe epics, and the

Pura~~

The

produce their

2
Ramaya~~.

III,49.16 enumerates several of these 'figures in the context of
asking Sita if she was a divine being, Mbh., II.7,4-5 names about
half a dozen of them as present with Saci in Indra's assembly, and ibid,,
IX,45.57 portrays some of them as marching in front of Skanda 1 s army.
They often appear in eulogies of gods and goddesses. Thus the names of
many of these abstract figures are given to Sri-Lak~mi in Vi,P,, I,9.119;
to Mahadevi in her apocryphal stutis in~., Kinjawadekar's edn,, IV.6,22;
VI,23,15-6 (see also Mbh,, Cr,edn., vol.5, p,301, App,I, no,4 D, 1,44, and
ibid,, vol,7, p,710, App.I, no,1, 11,29-32), and in her several stutis in
the Devi-mahatmya; see Mar,P., 78,60; 81.5; 82,22 ff.; 88,21 (ibid., tr.
Pargiter, pp,471, 482-3, 491 ff, and 515). Va.P., 55,43 suggests their
origin from Siva. Na~ya-sastra, III.86-7 names them in a benediction, and
ibid,, III. 5, 24 and 52 prescribe their worship in the various rites of
consecration of the playhouse, Perhaps it was usual to insert names of
some of these goddesses in the rites of worship of the one or the other of
the more prominent goddesses; see Mat,P., 69,25-6; 81,16; etc,, For the
place of these figures in the myths of creation, see below, It may be
noted that Sri and Lak~mi are often named separately in this group, and
Sarasvati is also occasionally included,
3
This appears recurrently in the Manvantara sections of the Mahabharata and
the Pura~~; see Mbh,, I. 60. 13-4; Dikshi tar, The Pura~a Index, II, p, 159, s, v.
Dharma (III). The number and names of these wives of Dharma are quite
variable,
Rava~a

4

own variations within the general framework, 4

It would be tedious to name

them and we refer the reader to the brief sketch provided by Hopkins on
the basis of the epic materials, 5 But the important point is that a large
number of female beings are meticulously named, and in their ranks are
included such well known mythical figures of divine or demoniacal nature
as Aditi, Diti, Danu, Vinata, Kadru,

Sri-Lak~mi,

Rati, Nirrti, etc •.

The enumeration of popular group divinities called Matrs provides
6
Though they are generally
another occasion for long lists of goddesses,
counted as a group of seven or eight - and occasionally sixteen - in their
popular brahmanized form, their group nature and essentially unbrahmanical,
popular origin has encouraged the production of lists in each of which the
names of the so-called "Mothers" number about two hundred.

One such list

is found in the myth of the birth of Skanda-Karttikeya in the Mahabharata
8
and an equally large one is found both in the Matsya and the

Vi~vudharmottara Purav~. 9

7

In another chapter, we have subjected these

lists to a detailed analysis in so far as they are relevant to the concept
10
and cult of the Matrs,
but it may be noted here that while the lists in
the two Puranas are substantially the same and must eventually be traceable

--·-

to one source, the one in the Mahabharata, which is also probably the
earlier, is quite different, and thus, even allowing for the few common
names and some internal repetitions, the two lists together produce more
than 350 names of goddesses,

Of these names, while some are familiar

divine and demoniacal figures, of Vedic and non-Vedic origin, a large
number may be purely ad hoc creations,

The important thing from our point

of view, however, is the very existence of such lists.

4

See e,g, Vi,P,, 1.7.

5
6

Hopkins, EM,, pp,189 ff. and 198 ff ..
For the Matrs, see below, Ch,III.

7
Mbh., IX,45,1-28,
8Mat.P., 179.9 ff ..
9

Vi,Dh,P,, 1,226,7 ff,,
10
See below, Ch,III, pp,171 ff, For the names of the "Mothers" in the lists
in the epic and the Matsya Purav~, see the Appendix to the chapter on the
Matrs, below, pp.256 ff .•

5
The "Mothers" appear in the epic and Pural}iC myths in the role of
demoniacal and bloodthirsty fighters, and sometimes as ogresses and
11
afflicters of human beings in infancy and childhood.
The names and
characteristics of some other types of equally fearsome beings are also
given in various texts of classical Sanskrit

literature~

The accounts of

them are usually grouped, although they do not occur in large lists like
that of the Mat'is.

Unlike the "Mothers", these beings are explicitly

termed evil and classed as demonesses.

But it appears that they too were

sometimes propitiated; they may be said to have had some kind of a cult
and, therefore, have a certain claim to be classed as popular goddesses.
We may first note that, in its legends of creation, the
Pura~~

Marka~geya

speaks of a demon called Du4saha, an offspring of M'ityu by

Alak~mi,

who is thoroughly misshapen and ugly and ever ready to afflict and devour
human beings.

The text refers to his haunts, and to the kinds of men and

women who are possessed by him, but also adds that he can be appeased, and
specifically refers to plenteous bali offerings to him with the utterance
12
of his name at the close of the Vaisvadeva ceremony.
Later, it speaks
of the eight sons and eight daughters of Dugsaha, all very terrible and
evil, naming the daughters as Niyojika, Virodhini, Svayam-hara-kari,
Bhrama~I, ~tu-harika,

sm,ti-hara, VIja-hara and

Vidve~a~I,

mentions the equally evil progeny of these sixteen,

and it further

The evil propensities

and activities of each of these beings are described, often in detail, and
since they are conceived of purely as demoniacal beings, a prophylactic
13
rite is also suggested in several cases,
An interesting instance is of
Jata-hari':)I, said to be one of the three daughters of

~tu-hari~I. 14

She

is imagined as the agent who causes miscarriage in pregnant women and feeds

on the newly born children, and naturally, therefore, a warning is sounded
to guard against her in the lying-in chamber.

But, as will be apparent

from the conspicuous mention of her name in certain medical texts to be
11
See below, Ch.III, pp. 177 ff,,
12
Mar.P., 47.33 ff. (tr. Pargiter, pp.250 ff,).
offerings to Du~saha.

The v,62 refers to bali

13

Ibid., ch.48 (tr. Pargiter, pp,257 ff.).
14
Ibid., 48.103-4, 107-9 (tr. Pargiter, p.266). Jata-harini is here also
called Pisitasana, i.e., one who feeds on flesh.

6

noticed below, it would be unfair to think of Jata-haril)-I as a mere
demoness,

In fact there are indications that she was regularly worshipped

in the rites relating to birth, and was in the nature of a popular
15
goddess.
Several feminine beings of predominantly malevolent nature who
afflicted children in various ways are also listed as Bala-grahas led by
16
Skanda in the Susruta Saffihita.
They are named as Sakuni, Revati, Putana,
Andha-putana, Sita-putana and Mukha-mal)-gika.

But in the rites aiming at

the removal of their evil influences they are praised and adored like
goddesses, and offerings are prescribed to propitiate them.

The prayers

are cast in traditional fashion and, though extremely brief, try to describe
the form of the goddess concerned and occasionally establish interesting
equations

>~hile

giving the various names of the goddess,

also called Lamba, Karala, Vinata, Bahuputrika and

Thus, Revati is

Su~kanama. 17

Though classed as a Bala-graha, Revati nevertheless must be imagined
as a very popular goddess.

The Kasyapa Samhita, another medical text, also
18
refers to Revati as a Bala-graha,
but attaches great importance to her
and entitles a >Thole section dealing with uncanny afflictions as Revati19 In this section, Revati appears not as an afflicter of
k alpadhyaya,
human beings but, on the contrary, as a goddess who, on the instructions
of Skanda-Karttikeya, protects them against afflictions by other evil
20
beings.
She is said to be of many forms, Bahu-rupa, but her principal
21
form is Jata-haril)-I,
and, in fact, the two names, Revati and Jata-haril)-I,
are indiscriminately used throughout this section of the text to denote the
same goddess.

It is also said that Revati- Jata-haril)-I is of three main

15
See below,
16
Susruta Samhita, Uttara Tantra, chs. 27-35.
17
Ibid,, 31,10-1,
18
Kasyapa samhita, pp.90, 98 ff .•
19
Ibid,, pp, 187 ff ..
20
Ibid., p,189.
21

Ibid,
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types, divine, human and pertaining to the animal world, and pervades the
three worlds in her various forms.

She is sarva-loka-bhayallkari and
22
revered even by the gods for the growth and long life of progeny,

Dozens of forms of

Jata-hari~I

are enumerated in this context, and they

are classified according to various geographical regions and tribes covering
practically the whole of India, and also according to various professional
groups like blacksmiths, carvers, carpenters, potters, cobblers, garlandmakers, tailors, yrashermen, cowherds, etc.

23
e

Even in its section on the Bala-grahas, Revati is considered as
surpassing all the other Grahas in power and influence and prescriptions
are given for her worship and daily recitation of her name to cure children
24
of any afflictions and for freedom from fear.
Here again, she is said to
be of many names and forms, and twenty of her names are actually enumerated;
25
She is
they include Varu~I, Brahmi, Kumari, Bahuputrika, Sa~thi, etc •.
once specifically called

9a~thi

and, in that form, is conceived of as the

sister of Skanda-Karttikeya; it is also prescribed that the six-faced
goddess,

9a~mukhi-sa~thi,

should be particularly worshipped on the sixth
26
day of the delivery of a child,
The female Grahas afflicting infancy and childhood are also prominently
referred to in the Mahabharata, but they are there confused with the
Matr-ga~~~'

and it is said that these beings should be propitiated to ward
27
off their evil influences.
Not only the descriptions but often also the

names of several female beings given there agree with those of the medical
22
Ibid,, p,194:
Trividhaiva jataharini procyate lokabhedatah daivi manusi
tirascineti. Tasmattrayo loka bhagavatya r~vatya bahur~paya
vyapta~.
Ityatasca sarvalokabhayallkari revati pathyate.
Tam deva a(ma)nyanta, tata e~am praja~ pravrdhyanta, na e~am
praja vicchedamagamat.
23
Ibid,, p,195.
24
Ibid,, pp.98 ff •.
25
Ibid., p.99.
26
Ibid,, p,100,
27
Mbh., III,219.26 ff.; see also below, Ch,III, pp.166-7.
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28
Thus we have also in the epic a Sakuni-graha called Vinata,
30
29
Piitana identified as Rak~asr
and Slta-piitana called Pisaci,
Revati
31
32
strangely identical
with Aditi,
and Mukha-mandika called Diti.
In
..
texts,

..

addition, there are Surabhi, Sarama, the "Mother of the Trees" (padapanam
ca ya mata), the "Mother of the Gandharvas" and the "Mother of the
Apsarases", the daughter of the divinity of the red sea

(lohitasyodadhe~

kanya) said to have served as nurse to Skanda and worshipped as Lohitayani
in Kadamba trees, and Arya who is said to be the mother of all children and
33
especially worshipped for their welfare.
This latter is described as
having the same status among females as Rudra has among the males, and there
are some other indications that she may have been a very popular goddess in
34
her own right,
In this description in the Mahabharata, all the female beings, including
35 In popular epic and
Revat1, are conceived of as the mothers of Skanda,
Pura~ic legends, Revati is generally imagined as the wife of Balarama, 36
and not only the later iconographic texts describe the icons of Revati by
37
the side of her husband,
but also some sculptures are identified as
28
~., III.219,26.
29
Ibid,
30
Ibid,, v .27.
31
Ibid,, v.28,
32
Ibid,, v,29,
33
Ibid,, vv,32-40.
34
See below, p,31.
Incidentally, it may be noted that the Jaina texts
describe an Ajja-maha (Arya-maha) (see Jain, Life in Ancient India: as
depicted in Jain Canon, p,215, 224-5), and Arya is also one of the several
names of the Supreme Goddess; see Mbh,, Cr.edn,, vol,7, App,I, no,1, p.710,
1.7; Hv,, Kinjawadekar 1 s edn,, II,3,1, 3,
35
A verse in the vulgate editions of the epic in which Skanda-Karttikeya is
called Revati-suta has been rejected by the Cr,edn, as later interpolation;
see Mbh., Cr,edn., vol,4, p,1076, App,I, no,22, 1,13.
36See~., I.211,7; Vi,P., IV.l,65 ff.; V.25.19; etc.; also Hopkins, EM.,
p,212; Dikshitar, Pura~a Index, III, p,98, s.v. Revati (II), and p.72,
s.v. Rama (I).
37 - See Rao, EHI,, I, pt.I, p,202.
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too must have been originally an ogress who gradually rose to the status
of a popular goddess and protector of children.

Agrawala believed that

she may be the same as or a form of the well known Hariti of the Buddhists,

44

but the resemblance extends only to the general character of the two as
originally having been "stealers 11 of children, which is also implied in
45
their names.
The identification is also difficult to accept because
Jata-hari~l,

according to all available evidence, appears to have been

only one, if a very prominent one, of a whole class of similar

spirits~

On the other hand, it is quite possible that she is the same as the
Jata-mat~-devata

of Har,acarita with her name euphemistically changed.

It

is said that, when Har.;:a >;.ras born, the old nurses danced encircled in a

great throng of boys like the incarnate Jata-matr-devata surrounded by a
46
troop of dwarfs and deaf people with laughing
faces.
The

up~urned

commentator Samkara explains her as the cat-faced goddess, surrounded by
47
a crowd of children, who is installed in the lying-in chamber,
and a
close connection between an evil cat and the ogress Jata-hari~! is also
clearly established elsewhere in the Marka~~eya Pura~~. though the two
48
are not identified,
Relying upon Saffikara 1 s explanation of the Jatamatr-devata, it is also highly probable that she is the same as Bahu-putrika
49
or Bahu-putri who is referred to as a Mat~ both in the Mahabharata
and
44
Agrawala, Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma, p.54.
45
For HB:ritl, see Peri, Noel, "H8:riti, la m€re-de-demons1l, BEFEO., XVII, no.3,
1917, pp.1 ff.; also Coomaraswa,my, Yak~as, I, pp.9-10; and II, pp.5-6 and
references cited there.
46
Har~acarita, ed. Kane, 4th Ucchvasa, p.7:
Vilasadunmukha-vamanaka-badhira-v~nda-ve,tita~ sak~ajjatamat,-devata

iva bahu-balaka-vyakula nam;turv::ddha-dhatrya~.
See also ibid., tr. Cowell and Thomas, p.111.
47
See ibid., ed. FUhrer, p. 185, and Cmrell and Thomas, cited in fn. above.
The commentary by Saffikara runs:
Jatamat:rdevata marjaranana bahuputraparivara sutikag::he
sthapyate.
It appears that this goddess was also identified with Carcika; see Agrawala,
Har~acarita - Eka Samskrtika Adhyayana, p.65 and fn.2.
48
Mar.P., 73.6 ff. (tr. Pargiter, pp.450-1).
49
Mbh,, IX.45.3.
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the Matsya

Pura'l~' 50 and about whom it is mentioned in the Kadambari that

her form adorned the door of the lying-in chamber of the queen Vilasavati,

51

...

It is also interesting to note that Sasthi, with ;,hom Revati is
identified in the Kasyapa Saffihita, is imagined as having a black cat as her
52
vahana in her popular cult in modern Benga1.
She thus shares some of the

.

.

characteristics of the ancient Jata-harini - Ja:ta-matr-devata - Bahu-putrika,
but whether she was originally identical with them, or with the Buddhist
53
Hariti as has sometimes been supposed,
is difficult to say. The comment
by Dimock that

~a~thi

herself, in contradistinction with Manasa who shares
many of her characteristics, is never malevolent 54 may be valid
only for her later history in Bengal.

Her identification with Revati

Jata-hari'li and her close association with Skanda make it practically
certain that she too had originally a malevolent character.

But whether

her name originated because she was particularly propitiated on the sixth
day of the birth of a child or because she was related to the six-faced
Skanda-Karttikeya is not easy to decide,

In any case, her status as an

independent goddess seems to be well attested for our period,

Agrawala

suggested that she may be the same as the six-headed female figure on the
reverse of some Yaudheya coins which portray the six-headed Karttikeya on
55
the obverse,
and also pointed out to an inscription from Supia (near
Rewa, modern M.P.) of the time of Skanda-gupta which refers to the
installation and worship of the goddess Sasthr. 56 Describing the decorations

. ..

50
Mat.P,, 179.19.
5-1-Kadambari, ed. Farah, p,159:
Xsakta-bahuputrikalallkrtena •.• dvarena , •..
See also Agrawala, Kadambari- Eka Samsk:rtika Adhyayana, p.77.
52
See Dimock, Jr., Edward C., "Manasa, Goddess of Snakes: The '?a~thi Myth",
in Kitagawa and Long (ed,), Myths and Symbols, etc., p,220,
53
Ibid., p,220.
54
Ibid.; cf, similar comments by Bhattacharya who compares the benevolent
~a~"thi with a malevolent modern goddess called "Jatapaharini" and the Buddhist
Hariti; see Bhattacharya, Asutosh, "The Cult of '?a~"thi in Bengal", Man in
India, XXVIII, 1948, pp.152-3.
~
Agrawala, V.S., "Goddess Shashthi on the Yaudheya Coins", JNSI., V, 1943,
pp,29-32.
56
Agrawala, £!acina Bharatiya Lokadharma, p,61. The author does not refer to
the source of this inscription and we have not been able to verify it.
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on the door of the lying-in chamber of queen Vilasavati, the Kadambari
refers to the painting or installation of the figure of §a~thi on the
one side and that of Karttikeya on the other. 57 A §~~1hi-kalpa is
58
described in the Manava-grhya-sutra
and there are also indications that
this goddess was sometimes associated with Sri-lak~mi.

59

The propitiatory rites to evil beings who afflicted human life in
pregnancy and infancy, as suggested in the epic,

Pura~ic

and medical

texts, are apparently connected with the rites to drive away evil demons
from a newly born child as prescribed in the Qrhya-sutras.

Thus, the

Paraskara Grhya-sutra prescribes that mustard seeds with rice chaff should
be thrown into the fire established near the door of the confinement room
at morning and evening t><ilight until the mother gets up from the
child-bed, 11ith the recitation of the mantras:

"May Sal)-<j.a, Marka, Upavira,

SaUJ)-<j.ikeya, UlUkhala, Malimluca, Dro~asa, Cyavana vanish hence,

Svaha!

May Alikhat, Animi~a, Kimvadanta, Upasruti, Haryak~a, Kumbhin, Satru,

Patrapa~i,

Nrmal)-i, Hantrimukha,

Sar~aparUJ)-a,

Cyavana vanish hence,

Svaha!

1160

In the same continuation, the text prescribes the rite to drive away a
special disease-bringing demon called Kumara and conceived of in the form
61
of a dog.
The latter rite is also described with some elaboration in the
62 In one place, the she-dog Sarama is said to be
HiraiJ-yakesin Grhya-sutra,
57
Kadambari, ed, Parab, p,160:
Haridra-drava-vicchurana-pifijaritambara-dharinlffi
bhagavatim sasthim devfm kurvata .••.
·
58
See Gonda, Aspects of Early Vi~~uism, pp,218-9.
59
Ibid.; also Jaiswal, The Ori in and Development of Vai~~avism, pp,99-100,
On ~a~thi, see also Brahma-vaivarata Pura~~' II Prakrti-kha~<j.a}, ch,43;
Kane, HD., V, pt,I, pp.434-5; Agrawala, Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma,
pp, 58 ff •.
60
Par.GS., I. 16,23 (SBE., XXIX, p,296). In the same text, in the prescriptions
for bali offerings which is made a part of Darsa-pur~amasa, the wife is
supposed to offer the bali outside the house with various utterances
including: "They who allure my offspring, dwelling in the village or in
the forest, to them be adoration; I offer a bali to them. Be welfare to
me! May they give me offspring,"; ibid,, I.12,4 (SBE,, XXIX, pp,290-1).
61
Ibid,, 1,16,24 (SBE., XXIX, pp.296-7).
62
HGS., II.2.7 (SBE., XXX, pp,219-20),

. ..
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63
the mother of Kumara,
apparently the same as her namesake in the ~g-vedic
64
hymns;
in another place, his mother is Dula, 65 which appears in the
66
later Vedic texts as the name of one of the Krttikas.
Apparently the

evil beings imagined in ·these rites are generally masculine and are

comparable to similar beings in AV,, VIII.6,

But the most interesting

information contained in the passage is the existence of the disease demon
called Kumara.

It may also be added that Upasruti mentioned in Par,GS.,

1,16,23 seems to have gradually developed into a goddess who uttered
oracles, In the Mahabharata, she helps Indra~I to discover the hidden
67
Indra,
and, in its description of the worship of various deities by
Vilasavati to obtain a son, the Kadambari speaks of the queen's attendants
68
The Baudhayana Grhya-parisi~1a-sutra
visiting Upasruti for prophecies.
even describes an Upasruti-kalpa, which may be a brahmanized version of

some popular rite of the goddess. 69
It is not our intention to collect detailed evidence for the popular
cults of the individual figures named above,

Revati,

Jata-hari~I,

9a~~hi,

Upasruti, etc, appear to be only representatives of a whole class of beings
who were originally demonesses, mainly connected with pregnancy, birth,
infantile mortality and disease, but who gradually developed their own
propitiatory rites and some of whom became important enough to be accepted
in the brahmanical pantheon,

As pointed out by Meyer, superstition of
this kind is spread throughout the world, 70 The important thing to note
is that these primitive ideas seem to have provided a prolific source of
popular religion in ancient India, and ancient witches and ogresses

h~ve

63

Par,GS., 1,16,24 (SBE., XXIX, p,297).
64
See Macdonell, VM., p.151.
65
HGS,, II.2,7.2 (SBE., XXX, p,220),
6-6-See TS., IV,4.5; TB., III.1.4,1,
67
Mbh,, V,13,24-5; 14,1-4.
68
Kadambari, ed, Parab, p,146; also Agrawala, Kadambari ~ Eka Samskrtika
Adhyayana, p,71,
69
See Harting, Selections from the Baudhayana-Grhya-parisi~1a-sutra, pp,15-6.
70
Meyer, Sexual Life in Ancient India, p.392.
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been gradually converted into goddesses,

Also, the suspicion that there

must have been a large number of such evil beings in the beliefs of the
ancient Indians - whether or not they always bore names as reported of
them in the texts cited above -prevents any easy derivation of the one
from the other,
We may note some other instances where the names of feminine beings
or goddesses are deliberately collected or indirectly introduced. In the
71
modified and expanded version of the Pali !tanatiya Suttanta,
as it
appears in the

Saddharma-p~4arika, 72 three Bodhisattvas and Vaisrava~a

give talismanic words for guard, defence and protection of the faithful,
each of which is a formula, ending in svaha, in which from six to several

dozen words are used which, as Kern suggested, are apparently feminine
words in the vocative, 73 The underlying principle of these formulae,
therefore,' appears to be an invocation to various feminine beings for

protection,

Kern imagined the several names to be "epithets of the Great

Mother, Nature or Earth, differently called Aditi, Prajfia, Maya, Bhavani,
Durga", and tried to demonstrate that most of the names of the largest of
these mantras may be explained as synonymous with prajfia, nature and
earth, 74 In another of these formulae, which begins with the words Jvale
maha-jvale ukke - the latter probably the Prakrit form of the Sanskrit ulke
Kern found the terms as obviously names of the "flame", mythologically the
wife of Agni, and noting that as Agni may be identified with Siva, he
suggested that feminine words here too might be regarded as epithets of
Durga. 75 In still another mantra, he argued, the names like Gauri,

..

Candalika and Matangi are known from elsewhere as epithets of Durga, and
- • - 76
others like Pukkasi and Vrsali denote the same as Candali and Matangl,

..

..

71
Digha Nikaya, XXXII (ed. Carpenter, vol,III, PTS edn., pp.194 ff.).
72
Saddharma-pu~4arika-sutra, ed, Vaidya, ch.XXI, pp,233 ff •.
73
Ibid,, tr, Kern, SBE., XXI, p,371, fn.3.
74
Ibid,
75
Ibid,, p.372 and fn.1.
76
Ibid,, p,373 and fn.2,
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Except for a few obvious names like Gauri and Gandhari, perhaps also
Ca~gali

and Matangi, most of the names in these mantras appear to be

meaningless words, especially as several of them are juxtaposed to rhyme

with each other,

But from the form in which the words are couched, there

seems no reason to doubt that they are supposed to be addressed to various
feminine beings for protection,
In the sequel of the narrative in the above Buddhist text, several
77
feminine beings are actually introduced,
They are named Lamba, Vilamba
(or Pralamba), KU}adanti, Pu~padanti, Maku}adanti, Kesini, Acala, Maladhari,
Kunti, Sarva-sattvoja-hari, and Hariti, and are said to have come to Buddha
with their own children and families,
a

Rak~asi,

Although each is distinctly called

together they give to Buddha the magical charm whose utterance

is supposed to protect the faithful against any calamity,

In its structure,

their mantra follows the standard form of the others 1 , but even more than
the others, it is a collection of meaningless words arranged in clusters
of various rhymes,

It is interesting to note that Kunti, not Hariti, is

portrayed as the leader and spokesman of the group of giantesses,
The

Dhara~I-mantra-padani

of the

Saddharma-pu~garika

may be regarded as
78
very tenuous evidence of belief in or cult of popular goddesses,
but
Buddhist Sanskrit literature has also other and more reliable indications to
that effect,

The names of thirty-two goddesses, divided into four groups

of eight each and portrayed as guardian deities of the four cardinal points,
are given in the Lalita-vistara in the context of the utterance of blessings
by Buddha to the two merchants, Trapusa and Bhallika, 79 They are called
77
Ibid,, ed, Vaidya, ch,XXI, pp,234-5; tr, Kern, SBE,, XXI, pp,373 ff,,
78
Similar mantras containing names of feminine beings in the vocative may
also be collected from the Hindu Tantras, but they are generally later than
the Buddhist evidence cited here, It may be noted, however, that the
Arthasastra of Kau}ilya also gives similar formulae in its section entitled
aupani~adika,
Thus Arthasastra, ed, Kangle, 14,3.26 has:
Alite valite manave svaha,
Ibid,, 14,3,36 contains:
Svaha, Amile kimile vayucare prayoge phakke vayuhve vihale
dantakatake svaha,
See also ibid,, tr. Kangle, pp,585, 586 and note on 14,3.36,
79
Lalita-vistara, ed, Vaidya, ch,XXIV, esp, pp,282 ff,,
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Deva-kumarikas, and the wish is expressed that they grant health and
80
happiness.
Some of the names are apparently those of the Apsarases in
81
the epic-Pura~ic tradition,
while a large number of others are of the
82
83
The names of Ila and P~thvi
type of Hri, Sri, Isa, Sraddha, etc ••
may
also be regarded as familiar but several are not so easily intelligible,
These are the names like Siddhartha, Su-utthita, Su-prathama, Su-prabuddha,
84
Sukhavaha, etc., and some others beginning with Nanda.
Jayanti and
85
Vijayantr
may or may not have any relationship with Jaya and Vijaya which
86
are seen elsewhere as the names of the Supreme Goddess
as also of her two
. . 1 ma1"d s. 87 The name Aparajita may only connote a Yak~ I, 88 but it
pr1nc1pa
is also an epithet of Maha-devi and it is under this name that the
89
Yasastilaka once describes her cult.
It may be added that the 32
Deva-kumarikas noted above are in addition to the 28

Nak~atras

who also are

all named and assigned in four groups of seven each to the four directions,
with the expression of a similar ,.,ish that they keep watch abroad as well
80
Ibid,, vv, 117-8, 126-7, 135-6, and 144-5, in each case giving the
benediction:
Ta pi va adhipalentu arogyena sivena ca.
81
Ibid,, v.135. The following verse names such Deva-kumarikas as Ekadasa,
Navamika:, Sita, K~~~a and Draupadi.
82
Ibid,, v,145; cf, also v,126,
83
Ibid., v.144. Padmavati named in this verse may have nothing to do with
Sri-Lak~mi, because a Siri is named in v.145, and a Sriya-mati in v.126.
Apropos of Sura-devi, see references to a goddess Madira in Arthasastra,
ed, Kangle, 2.4.17, and Vi,P., V.25.1-7.
84
-Lalita-vistara, ed. Vaidya, ch.XXIV, pp,282 ff., vv.117, 127.
85
Ibid., v.117.
86
See e.g. Mbh., Cr.edn., vol.7, App.I, no,1, p.710, 1.11,
87
See Quackenbos, The Sanskrit Poems of Mayura, pp.245-6.
88
See Agrawala, Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma, pp,124 ff,, for the Yak~a
connotations of the word Aparajita.

89
See Handiqui, Yasastilaka and Indian Culture, pp.398 ff .. The manuscripts
of some stotras claiming to belong to the Visnu-dharmottara Purana are
entitled Aparajita-stotra; see Hazra, Studi;;·in the Upapura~~' ·-I, p.157,
fn,122(x).
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as at home.

90

An almost exactly similar list of the "divine maidens" is
91
also found in the Mahavastu in the description of the same event,
and
it appears that this mode of classifying popular goddesses according to
92
the directions was also popular in the Jaina tradition,
The recently published Jaina text Arigavijja, dealing with
prognostications and ascribed roughly to the fourth century A.D.,

93

names

in at least three places separately a number of popular deities including
94
many goddesses or types of goddesses, In the first place,
introducing
the names as belonging to the wives and daughters of the Asuras, Nagas,
Gandharvas, Rak~asas, Yak~as and Kinnaras, or to the Vanaspatis, Disas or
directions, and the astral figures, it refers to nearly forty goddesses
which include several names of the type Hri, Sri, Kirti, Dh~ti, Sm~ti, etc,,
easily recognizable names of Apsarases like Alambu~a, Misrakesi, Menaka,
Rambha, Tilottama, Urvasi, etc., general names like Devi, Bhagavati, and
some well known names like Ila and Sita, besides class-names such as
Deva-kanya, Asura-kanya, etc,,

But some of the names in their Prakrit forms

are curious and hardly render intelligible Sanskrit equivalents,

Such are

Apala, Ar).adi ta, Airal).i and SalimaliJti, which, being sandwiched in between
the names of recognizable Apsarases, could be taken to represent deities
belonging to the same class, but about whom it has been suspected that they
might perhaps refer to foreign goddesses Pallas Athene, Anahita, Irene and
Selene respectively, 95
90
Lalita-vistara, ed. Vaidya, ch,XXIV, pp,282 ff., vv.112-4, 121-3, 130-2,
139-41.
91
See Mahavastu, tr, Jones, vol,III, pp,293 ff,,
92
See Scheftelo;Jitz, I., "Srisukta", ZDMG,, 75, 1921, p,42, citing
Trailokya-dipika-nama-samgraha1fl·
93
See Arigavijja, Intra. by Moti Chandra, pp.36, 55; also Agrawala, V.S.,
"Coin-names in the Angavi,j.ja", in ibid,, p. 94.
94
Arigavijja, p,69; also ibid., Intra, by Moti Chandra, p,42, and Intra. by
Agra>mla, V,S,, pp,61-2,
95
See the Introductions by Moti Chandra and Agrawala, cited in the fn. above,
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Long lists of popular deities appear in t>ro other places in the same
96
text, in the chapters entitled Devata-vijayajjhao and Cintitajjhao.
The
goddesses enumerated here are roughly classifiable into such figures as
Hri, Sri, Buddhi, Medha, Kirti, etc.; into those whose names signify
classes or types rather than individual deities, such as

Yak~i~i,

Nagini,

Kinnari, Apsara, Nak~atra, Vidyadhari, Rak~asi, PiSaci, as also Asura-kanya,

Gandharva-kanya, Kimpuru~a-kanya, Bhuta-kanya, Vata-kanya, etc.; and those
which may be typically Jaina creations or at least bear typically Jaina
names, such as Dvipa-kumari, DiSa-kumari, Giri-kumari and Samudra-kumario

There is a Lata-devata and also a Vanaspati-kanya.

The so-called Devatas

of Samudra, Nadi, Kupa, Ta4aga, "Pallala" (?) and Disa are also likely to
be all female beings, as are probably several others like the Kula-devata,
Vastu-devata (Prakrit Vatthu-devata), Nagara-devata, Varca-devata and
Smasana-devata:. 97 There is a Sarva-vidya-devata beside a Deva-vidya,
Some well known female beings are also included in the two places, such as
Sri, Ekanamsa, Prthivi, Ratri and Sarasvati, and the same must be said of
some others like 1i:rya and Sakuni, who appear else1>here as afflicters of
98
children,
and perhaps also of "Mauya" (Matrka ?) who may be a spirit of
similar type.

Some peculiar or obscure names are Ala~a, Se~avati,

Navamika and Sura, the latter two of which also appear in the Lalitavistara,99

Of the few obscure names elsewhere in the text to which a

reference has been made and in >rhich suggestions of foreign goddesses
100
have been suspected,
only Aira~i appears in these two lists,

In its chapters Devata-vijay(jjhao and Cintitajjhao, the Allgavijja
introduces the names of the deities, both gods and goddesses, in a rather
haphazard manner, without an order of precedence or hint at relative
popularity,

But it does contain a statement suggesting their natural

96
Angavijja, pp.204 ff., 223-4: also ibid,, Intro. by Moti Chandra, pp.53,
54, and Intra, by Agrawala, pp,78, 83,
97
Cf. Intra, by Moti Chandra, cited in the fn. above.
98
See above, pp,6, 8.
99
See above, p,16, fns. 81 and 83,
100
See above, p, 17.
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classification into hierarchically arranged types such as uttama, madhyama
It also adds significantly that while some of the deities are
101
Aryan, the others are Mleccha,
and~$

In at least two places, the

Vi~~u-dharmottara Pura~~

also collects

together the names of several goddesses, although the intention is not just
to produce bare lists but rather to prescribe rites,

A very modest attempt

of this kind, more symbolical than real or factual in effect, is a very
short chapter giving the names of the deities to be parti,cularly worshipped
102
by women,
It first refers to Sri and then includes A{okika,
constellations like the Krttikas and

Rohi~I,

and also Gauri and

Indra~i.

Since the deities included are mostly female, and the only clearly male
deities are

Vi~~u-Naraya~a,

Kamadeva and Karttika, perhaps the Chhando-

devata and vastu-devata are also to be understood as goddesses, the latter
in the sense of Grha-devata or Grha-devi.

In any case, the general

impression created by the prescriptions is that the goddesses were
103
particularly the deities of women,
In another place, in answer to the
question as to who are the deities and at what times they are to be
worshipped, the same text collects together more than one hundred names,
104
nearly half of whom are names of goddesses,
Well known figures like
Sri, Prthivi, Uma, Mena, Bhadrakali, Katyayani, Saci, Ekanamsa, etc, find
places in the list.
Devasena; Gauri as

We have also Nidra, Svaha, Svadha,
Var~ani,

Yama-patni

Dhlimor~a

~ddhi,

Anusuya,

and Surya-patni

Suvarcala; and groups such as Deva-patnis, Deva-matrkas and Apsarases.
The river goddesses are also included, either in a general way as

11

one's

favourite river-deity" or specifically as the seven Gangas and Sarasvati.
But here too, as often elsewhere, the bulk is made up of figures like
Rati, Sraddha, Kirti, Medha, Prajna,

Tu~ti,

Kanti, etc •.

Some names like

101
Angavi.j.ja, p,206:
Uttamesu uttamani, majjhimehim rnajjhirnani, paccavarehim
paccavarani. I;iyopaladdhlhim ariyadev~ta~i, rnilakkhupaladdhihim
rnilakkhadevata~i.

100

Vi,Dh.P., II.35.
103
This is also the impression created by the long description of the
devataradhana of Vilasavati to obtain an offspring in the Kadarnbari of
Ba~abhatta; see Kadambari, ed, Parab, pp,143-6.
1M
Vi,Dh,P., III.221,
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Su-mahabhaga and M:rtyucchaya

may be purely artificial constructions,

But

whether the names are familiar or otherwise, the important thing to note
is that the Puriil)-,.'!:-wri ter recommends the W"Orship of these deities with all
seriousness and presents a rough calendar of their specific rites over the
year.

The various eulogies of the Goddess, Maha-devi, e,g, the apocryphal
stutis addressed to Durga or !rya in the Mahabharata and Harivamsa, the
praise of the Goddess in the Devi-mahatmya, the Canij.I-sakka of Bal)-abhaHa,
105
the stuti of Vindhyavasini-devi in Gaiiij.avaho, etc.,
are other important
sources where a number of goddesses of various types are referred to,

usually as names and forms of the Supreme Goddess.

The historians of

Indian religions have frequently understood such names and epithets as
indicating a historical process of synthesis in which popular goddesses
of independent origin merged together to form the concept of the Supreme
106
However, while such comments are legitimate in principle, it
Goddess,
is not always possible to single out and enumerate names as referring to
independent goddesses,

By its very nature, a eulogy, generally speaking,

turns out to be an elaborate, figurative description of the form and
function of the deity, and many names and epithets may be no more than just
what they are supposed to be, words or expressions especially coined to
describe the deity and impress her greatness upon listeners.

In other

words, many names and epithets of the Supreme Goddess as seen in the eulogies
composed in her honour may not have been obtained from independent goddess
concepts, but may actually have been coined to serve the purpose of prayer,
Perhaps relatively more reliable as sources of real names may be expressions
107
of the type "Thou, 0 Goddess! art the same as, etc,"
in which the

105
See Mbh., Cr,edn,, vo1.5, App,I, no,4, pp,300 ff.; ibid,, vol,7, App.I,
no,1, pp.710-1; Hv., Kinjawadekar's edn., II. 3; Mar,P., chs. 78-90, esp.
78.54-67; 81,3-27; 82,7-39; and 88,2-35 (ibid., tr, Pargiter, pp,470-1,
482 ff,, 489 ff,, and 512 ff,); Quackenbos, The Sanskrit Poems of Mayura,
pp.267 ff.; Gauqavaho, vv,285-338,
106
See Bhandarkar, Vai~~tavism, Saivism, etc,, pp,143-4; Jacobi, H.,
"Brahmanism", ERE., 2, p,813; by the same author, "Durga", ibid,, 5, p.117;
etc ••
107
Such statements are fairly frequent in the eulogies, See, however, Mbh.,
Cr,edn., vol.5, App,I, no.4D, p.301, 11.44-5; ibid., vol,7, App.I, no,1,
p,710, 11,21, 29 ff.; etc ..
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eulogists seem to identify her with real or imagined figures, although
even such expressions occasionally lapse into purely figurative or

descriptive epithets,

Leaving due margin for these limitations, it must

be accepted that several names and epithets of the Supreme Goddess do
suggest independent and diverse elements in her make up, especially when
some of the so-called forms of Maha-devr are well known to have been
independent goddess concepts and also because we find special myths to
108
explain the origin of one or the other forms.
Perhaps more truly compilations of names of goddesses are some other
types of

Pura~ic

passages, which, though eulogies of the Great Goddess in

effect, are actually introduced as mythical narratives of some sort. One
109
such instance may be cited from the Vayu Pura'J:!!:.
In this text, in the
context of the origin of the gods, etc,, we are told of the goddess who
formed half of the body of Samkara,

She is said to have been born from

the mouth of Svayambhu with the right half of her body white and the left
black,

Asked to divide or multiply herself, she is further said to have

been converted into two forms, one white and the other black,

These two,

however, are to be understood as aspects rather than as personalities for
the narrative continues to enumerate further manifestations, apparently
as falling broadly into these two types,

The names, of which about fifty

are listed, are not easily classifiable.

True to the mythical framework

provided by the narrative, most of the names are the same as are frequently
seen in the eulogies of the Goddess of the type noted above, but the text
claims that they are not just names but different forms of the Goddess,
Also, instead of introducing the names en bloc, it presents them in three
separate steps.
Lak~ml,
Kalya~r,

First we are told of Svaha, Svadha, Maha-vidya, Medha,

Sarasvati, ApariJ.a, EkapariJ-8:, P8>t;alB:, Umii, Haimavatl,

9a~1Jhi,

Khyati, Prajfia and Maha-bhaga, who are said to be known in the

world as Gauri.

Then, with the statement that now are introduced the

names and forms of the Universal Goddess Arya, the goddesses Prak!ti, Niyata,
100
Cf. Mar.P., 79,8 ff.; 82,40 ff.; 84,4 ff, and 25-6; 85,11 ff, and 88.38 ff.
(ibid,, tr. Pargiter, pp.473-4, 493-4, 499, 500, 502-3, and 517-8), where
the origins of Ca~gika-Ambika the Great Goddess, and of Kausiki, Kali,
Cam~ga, Matrs, Vindhya-vasini, Raktadantika, Satak~i, Bhima and Bhramarr
are variously explained~
109
Va.P,, 9,82-98.
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Raudri, Durga, Bhadra, Pramathini, Kalaratri, Maha-maya, Revati and
Bhuta-nayika are referred to.

In the third section, we are told that the

forms of the goddess that are obtained towards the close of the Dvapara age

are Gautami, KauSiki, Arya:, Car:g.I, Kftty8:yani, Satl, Kum8:ri, Ytidavl, Devi,
Varada, Kr~~a-pingala, Bahirdhvaja, Suladhara, Parama-brahmacari~I,
Mahendri, Indra-bhagini, Vrsa-kanya, Eka-vasini, Aparajita, Bahu-bhuja,
Pragalbha, Simha-vahini, Ekanamsa, Daitya-hani, Maya, Mahi~a-mardini,
Amogha, Vindhya-nilaya, Vikranta and

Ga~a-nayika,

and the list is closed

with the statement that these are the names of the goddess Bhadra-kali.
The narrative contains another closing statement that there are two
principal forms of the Gread Goddess, Prajfia and Sri, which pervade the
entire universe in thousands of

forms~

Other important instances, though late in date, where a mythical
framework is provided for lists of goddesses are the well known legends of
the PI}has or sacred places of the Supreme Goddess.
legends relate the

In brief, these

Dak~a-yajfia-vidhvamsa episode as seen in the Mahabharata 110

with the addition that, unable to bear the insults heaped on her husband,
Sati committed suicide and the enraged Siva, after killing Dak~a and
destroying his sacrifice, roamed about like a madman with the body of
his beloved on his shoulder; to cure him of his infatuation, the gods
devised means by which Sati•s dead body was cut into pieces and gradually
scattered over the earth, so that every place where a part of Sati 1 s body
fell became the holy seat of the Supreme Goddess,
origin and development of the above legend,

We need not go into the

Apparently the idea that every

sacred place of the Goddess enshrines a part of her body is the latest
addition to the Dak~a-yajna story, probably sometime in the post-Gupta
. d 111
per1o .
Since the full development of the Pitha legends coincides the
organisation of the Sakta-Tantric traditions and since it is generally in
the Tantric works or works affected by the Tantric tradition that the Pitha
legends find a conspicuous place, it is possible that they were developed
110
Mbh., XII.274, esp. vv.18 ff..
111

See Sircar, D.C.,
for the origin and
lateness; cf. also
the Matsya Pura:q.~;

"The Sakta PI}has", JRASB.L., XIV, no.1, 1948, pp.5 ff.,
development of the PI}ha legends and their general
the comments by Hazra on the lateness of the legend in
Hazra, Studies in the Pura:q.ic Records, etc., p.45.
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c h 1e f ly 1n Tan t r1c c1rc 1 es~ 112
o

0

0

o

with Sircar that the idea of

But we find it difficult to agree wholly

Pi~has

must be regarded as essentially
113
connected with phallic worship or the worship of linga and yoni,

It

is true that the Tlrthayatra sections of the Mahabharata refer to such
114
holy places as Yoni or Yoni-dvara and Stana-kuJt<j,a,
but when the fully
developed legends list the Plthas, they do not invariably associate them
with the various limbs of the Goddess, and do not always refer to the
infatuation of Siva or the association of the Goddess in each Pitha with
a Bhairava form of Siva,

115

Thus, even if the mythical framework of the

developed Pitha legends may be purely a product of the Tantric traditions,
the compilations of large lists of Pithas seem

to be inspired principally

by a desire to provide justification for and give a unity to the widely
prevalent cults of the popular goddesses.
The above appears to us to be a very natural explanation but it may
be demonstrated also by an analysis of the legend as seen in the Matsya
116
Purana,
In outline, this version refers to the preparation of the

--·-

sacrifice by

Dak~a,

Sati•s anger because her husband was not invited and

her announcement that while she would give up her body, Siva would destroy
Dak~a

and his sacrifice,

fire,

Dak~a

When Sati got ready to consume herself in the

realized his mistake and, paying homage to his daughter,

addressing her as Devi and Jaganmata, he requested her not to forsake him,
The pacified Sati advised him to practise penances, enlightened him about
his

O>fll

future birth and eventually narrated to him the various places and

forms in which she would be found and should be worshipped,

There is no

reference in the narrative to Siva's infatuation, to his carrying the dead
body of his beloved, to tbe dead body being cut up into pieces, etc •.
112
Sircar, op,cit,, JRASB,L., XIV, no,1, pp,6-7, 11 ff,,
113
Ibid,, p,7.
114
Mbh,, III.80,100; 82,83, 131.
11 5

Cf, the Matsya PuraJt~ version of the legend (analysed below), which,
though dated in the early mediaeval period, is also probably the earliest
to give the list of 108 sacred places of the Goddess (see Sircar, op,cit,,
JRASB,L., XIV, no,1, p,25).
116
Mat.P., 13,10 ff ..
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The Matsya

Pura~~

version of the Pitha legend may be regarded as an

incomplete one inasmuch as it leaves out even such elements of the story

as the destruction of

Dak~a

and his sacrifice by Siva,

But, from its

mm point of view, it tries to present a complete picture,

The entire

narrative is introduced in answer to the questions, why Satr, the
daughter of

Dak~a,

committed suicide, and what did

Dak~a

say to her at

the time of her consuming herself in the fire, and fully answers both of
them,

It even adds a lengthy Phala-sruti at the end,

It is obvious,

therefore, that in the mind of the compiler in the Matsya

Pura~~'

the

Pftha legend was mainly illustrative of the universality of the cult of
the Supreme Goddess, and any other elements in the story such as the
infatuation of Siva, the cutting up of the dead body of Sati, and every
part of her body being enshrined in a holy place where the Goddess was
also associated with a form of Siva were considered non-essential,
The names and holy seats of the goddess as mentioned in the Matsya
Purana legend described above need not detain us,

spec~~ically

Since they have been
117
counted at the end as 108 in number,
the list should be

regarded as arbitrarily compiled, As a historical document, therefore,
118
it is more imaginary than rea1.
A few names in the list may refer to
well known goddesses of independent history or at least to well known
forms of the Great Goddess, but a large number are scarcely more than mere
119
names, especially as a few repetitions are also noticed.
But the
important thing to note here again is that the compiler has produced more
than a hundred names and tries to give every impression that they all
refer to various forms of the Goddess actually worshipped in various parts
of the country,
We have presented in the above pages evidence from various texts in
which, under one pretext or another, a large number of names of goddesses
117
Ibid,, v,54. The holy places of the Goddess here are not called PI'thas,
but TI'rthas or Sthanas; see also ibid., v,25,
118
Cf, Sircar, op,cit,, JRASB,L,, XIV, no,1, pp,24, 28-9, and 32; see also
our comments in another context, below, Ch,V, p,324, fn,45,
119
The two clear repetitions are Lalita and Pu~ti (see Mat,P., 13,26, 34 and
47), but the inclusion of Lak~ml' with Maha-Lak~ml', NB:raya~I with Vai~~avl',
etc, should also be regarded as repetitive,
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are collected together,

Hopkins had very early pointed out the existence

of lists of deities in the epics, in particular of goddesses, especially
abstractions like Memory, Affection, Endurance, Victory, Effort, etc,, and,
generally speaking, adopted the attitude that the mass of such deities are
120
of no importance 1<hatsoever,
In his 1<0rds; "For all they do
individually, they might as well be non-existent, Others live in a tale
121
or t1<o".
More recently, Agrawala has also pointed to the existence of
lists of deities in the epic,

Pura~ic,

Buddhist, Jaina and other texts,
122
and readily accepted them as evidence of folk cults, "Loka-dharma".
Apparently neither the cautious scepticism of Hopkins nor the naive
affirmation of Agrawala do full justice to the available evidence.

Our

own analysis of the various lists of goddesses shows that while they do
include many names which are easily identifiable as names of known divine
or demoniacal figures of independent history, they also contain a very
large number of fictitious names,

This, however, has not deterred the

compilers from asserting that they are all names of real goddesses, and
often prescribing for them rites of worship or pacification,

It is

noteworthy that the compilers do not simply refer to the large numbers of
goddesses in round figures but actually produce their names,

At the same

time they frequently show that they are but presenting very incomplete
lists,

This is sometimes deliberately indicated by closing the lists with

such expressions as nand others 11 ,

number",

or nand many others, thousands in

123

But the very fact that the lists produce very arbitrary
124
numbers of names
and occasionally fall back upon names which refer to
125
types rather than individual figures
suggests that the names are to be
120
Hopkins, EM., pp,53-4,
121
Ibid,, p,54.
122
.Agrawala, Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma, pp.3 ff,, As far as relevant to
our subject, we have already analysed in the above pages the lists cited
by Hopkins and Agrawala,
123
See Mbh., IX.45,29; Mat,P., 179,32,
124
This can be seen in the three separate lists in the Allgavijja itself;
see above, pp.17 ff •.
125
There are several such names in the lists in Allgavijja; see above, pp,17-8.
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understood more or less as samples,

The only conclusion that can be drawn

from the existence of such lists, therefore, is that goddesses of various
types must have been very widely worshipped during the period of their
compilation,

These goddesses may or may not have borne the names given

to them in the texts, but their cults must have existed,

But from the

existence of such cults, the lists become worthless and their compilation
126
thoroughly anomalous,
We have seen that the

eulogies of the Great Goddess or passages which

can be interpreted similarly provide another source of the names of
127
goddesses,
In the light of our inference noted above, it would appear
that certain general statements, also frequently seen in these eulogies,
that the Goddess is present everywhere, in all kinds of places, may be
accepted more or less in a literal sense,

It is a little difficult to

cite such statements from the Devi-mahatmya in which the mythical account
of the Goddess generally takes a strong philosophical colour,

But the

shorter and simpler eulogies in other texts are quite expressive in this
respect.

Thus the apocryphal stotra to Durga sung by Arjuna in the

Mahabharata contains the statement that the Goddess abides eternally in
128
her various shrines and sacred places throughout Jambu-dvipa.
The
similarly apocryphal Irya-stava in the Harivamsa refers to the Goddess
129 Th Pu - .
. moun t a1ns,
.
.
res1'd.1ng 1n
r1vers,
caves, groves an d f ores t s.
e
ra91c
myths of the birth of K~~~a and the destruction of Kamsa also contain
130
similar suggestions. According to this myth,
the Goddess, generally
called Nidra or Yoga-maya, took birth as the daughter of Yasoda, and,
later secretly exchanged with

K~~~a

who was born at the same time to Devaki,

126
For our same inference based on the analysis of the
the so-called Mat~s, see below, Ch,III, pp,176-7.
127
See above, pp,20 ff ••
128
See Mbh,, Cr.edn,, vol,7, App,I, no,1, p,710, 1,20:
JambUkatakacaityesu nityam samnihitalaye,
129
Hv,, Kinjawadekar 1 s edn,, II,3,6:

.

--

epic-Pura~ic

lists of

.

Parvatagre~u ghore~u nadi~u ca guhasu ca,
vasaste ca mahadevi vane~Upavane~u ca.

130
For the various versions of this myth, see Hv,, chs, 46 ff.; Vi,P,, V,1 ff.;
Bha,P,, X,1 ff ..
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sternly uarned Kamsa of his imminent death when he tried to kill her by
dashing her against a stone,

The various versions of the myth record the

assurance of Vi~~u- K'~~a to the Goddess that, released from Kamsa 1 s
grasp, she would fly up towards the sky, be accepted by Indra as sister,
131
find her permanent abode on the Vindhyas, etc ••
It is in the context of
this assurance that Harivamsa speaks of the earth being adorned by thousands
132
of sacred places of the Goddess,
and similar statements are contained
133
also in the Vi~~~ and Bhagavata Pura~~·
The types of statements noted above only suggest a widespread cult
of local goddesses who, at a certain stage of the development of the cult
of the Great Goddess, were regarded as her various forms.

Other statements,

however, specifically indicate various ethnic origins of some of these

deities.

Several such statements from the later Puranic texts are collected
134
by Hazra,
but probably the best known is the one c~ntained in the

apocryphal Arya-stava in the Harivamsa which refers to the Goddess being
worshipped by Sabaras, Barbaras and Pulindas. 135 It may also be added that
the Bhagavati Sahyavasini, apparently Durga-Ambika or some form of her,
seems to be painted as the patron deity of the
Carudatta in the
Cam~4a

~'cchakat_ik_a_,

136

and the

ca~4a1a

_H_a_r~~a~c~a~r~l~·t~a

executioners of
refers to a shrine of

in a dense grove of the Vindhyan forests peopled by various

131
See Hv,, 47.37 ff.; Vi,P,, V,1, 71 ff,; Bha,P., X,2,6 ff,.
132
Hv,, 47.48:
-- Tataq sthanasahasraistvam p,thivim sobhayi~yasi,
133
Vi.P., V.1.81:
----Sthanairanekaiq p'thivimase~am ma~4ayi~yasi,
Bha,P., X.2.10-12. The verse 11a reads:
Namadheyani kurvanti sthanani ca nara bhuvi,
When the predicted events have taken place and the Goddess has issued her
warning to Kamsa, Bha,P,, X,4.13 says;
Iti prabha~ya tam devi maya bhagavati bhuvi,
Bahunama nikete~u bahunama babhuva ha,
134
Hazra, Studies in the Upapura~as, II, pp,17, fn,62, and 19, fns, 72, 73,
135
Hv,, Kinjawadekar 1 s edn., II.3.7:
-- Sabarairbarbaraiscaiva pulindaisca supujita.
136
~cchakatika, Act X, NSF, edn., p.282,
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aboriginal tribes, including the Sabaras.

137

The eulogy of the goddess

Vindhyavasini in the Gaugavaho refers pointedly to the Koli women,
apparently belonging to some aboriginal tribe, crowding together to make
their offerings to the Goddess, and to a man of the Sabara tribe, clad
138
in turmeric leaves, leading the king to the Goddess' shrine,
All this
evidence finds excellent general corroboration from a statement about the
Mat~s

in the Mahabharata, according to which the so-called Mothers are

adorned in diverse kinds of ornaments, wear diverse atires and speak
diverse languages,

139

As noted below in another context, the statement
140
has no special relevance for the well known Mat~ deities,
but it does
seem to provide clear indication that many goddesses popularly worshipped
in India in the early centuries of the Christian era belonged to different
linguistic and ethnic groups.
Apart from the lists of goddesses and general statements in one
context or another suggesting that popular goddesses of various types must
have been very numerous and >rorshipped practically everywhere, several
other more or less distinct types of female divinities are independently
referred to quite frequently in the literature of our period,
make only a passing reference to the
the

Yak~i~Is,

Yak~i~Is

and Naginis.

We will

The cult of

more often in their individual forms than in groups, is

adequately attested by literature and archaeology, and the same may perhaps
be said for the Naginis, but these two should rather be seen in the wider
137
Har~acarita,

ed. Kane, 7th Ucchvasa, p,68:
Gahana-taru-sanda-nirmita-camunda-mandapairvanapradesaih.
For the Vindhyan fo;~st regions peopied by.various aboriginai tribes,
including Sabaras, see ibid., 8th Ucchvasa, pp.70 ff ••
138
Gaugavaho, vv.319 and 338; see also ibid., Intra., pp.xxii-xxiii.
139
Mbh,, IX.45.39:
--- Nanabhara~adhari~yo nanamalyambarastatha,
Nanavicitrave~aSca nanabha~astathaiva ca.
140
See below, Ch.III, pp,176-7.
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contexts of the cults of the

Yak~as 141 and the Nagas, 142 The literature

provides evidence also of the cult of the female Nak~atras, individually
143
as well as collectively,
and it would appear that the Apsarases also
144
commanded worship of some kind,
As we have already seen, all these
types are included in various lists of popular goddesses,
Deva-kumarls,

The Deva-kanyas,

Deva-yo~itas,

etc., referred to in various texts are, as
suggested by Hopkins, more or less akin to the Apsarases, 145 and the

evidence of the Buddhist Sanskrit literature suggests that the so-called
146
"'Deva-maidens 11 were also looked to for protection and good health,
141
For the cult of the Yak~as in general, see Coomaraswamy, Yak~as, pts. I
& II; also Rhys Davids and Stede, FED. (PTS:), pp.545-6, s.v. Yakkha,
Yakkhini and Yakkhi; Shah, U.P., "Yak~a Worship in Early Jaina Literature",
JOI,, III, 1953-54, pp,54 ff.; Moti Chandra, "Some Aspects of Yak~a Cult in
Ancient India", BPWM., 3, 1952-53 (1954), pp,43 ff.; Agrawala, Pracina
Bharatiya Lokadharma, pp,118 ff .• In the Mahabharata, the most
representative statements about the cult of the Yaksinis occur in the
Tirthayatra sections of the Ara~yaka-parvan; see beio;, pp.42-3.
To the
many evidences collected in the works cited above may be added the
reference to princess Vasavadatta performing worship in a Yak~i~I shrine
in front of the prison gates in the drama Pratijfia-yaugandharaya~~ of
Bhasa; see Bhasa-na1aka-cakram, ed, Devadhar, p,91.
142
On the Naga cult in general, see Vogel, Indian Serpent Lore, esp. the
Introductory chapter; by the same author, "Naga Worship in Ancient Mathura",
ASI-AR., 1908-9, pp.159 ff.; also Hopkins, EM., pp.23 ff.; Bhattacharya,
H.D., in Majumdar (ed,), The Age of Imperial Unity, pp.471 ff.; Banerjea,
R!!!_., pp. 344 ff.; Mahalingam, T, V,, "The Nag as in Indian History and
Culture", JIH,, XLIII, 1965, pp,1 ff,, esp. 41 ff •• There are several
figures of Nagini goddesses of the Ku~a~a and Gupta periods in the Mathura
Museum; see Agrawala, A Catalogue of the Brahmanical Images in Mathura Art,
pp,101-2, 104-5. For a colossal Nagi image of the Gupta period from Sanchi,
see Marshall, A Guide to Sanchi, p,108, For Ma~iyar Math, near Rajgir
(Bihar), which was a great centre of Naga worship during the Gupta period,
see Marshall, "Rajag:rha and its Remains", ASI-AR,, 1905-6, pp.103 ff.; Law,
B.C., "Rajag:rha in Ancient Literature", MASI., no.58, pp.33 ff..
143
See Hopkins, EM., pp,52-3, 92-3, etc.; Kane, HD., V, pt,II, pp,792 ff,.
A reference has-been made above to certain Buddhist Sanskrit texts which
contain benedictions in which the Naksatras are asked for protection (see
above, p,16-7). For more evidence of Nak~atra cult, see below, Ch.III.
pp.219 ff ..
144
See Hopkins, EM., pp.159 ff.; also below, Ch.III, pp.243-4.
145
Hopkins, EM., pp,62-3, 160,
146
See above, pp.15 ff,,
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There are, however, several other types who are also frequently mentioned
in literature, often in contexts suggesting some sort of cult, but whose
personality is of the most amorphous kind.

Such are the deities, generally

feminine, who appear as genii loci of trees, groves or forests, villages,
cities or houses, rivers, streams, mountains,

etc~d

It has been seen above that the Angavijja refers to such goddesses
147
as Lata-devata and Vanaspati-kanya.
The mention is a little dubious in
so far as it remains uncertain whether the divinity of the plant or tree
per se is intended or the female spirit residing in it, particularly as
there is adequate evidence of the existence of both conceptions in Indian
148
thought.
Tree and plant worship in India has its own history, starting
from the Indus Valley culture and the hymns of the l}g-veda and continuing
149
up to modern times.
Overlooking the fact that a complex tree-symbolism
150
has also entered into Indian philosophical thought
and confining
ourselves only to the popular manifestation of the worship of the tree and
tree-goddess, a distinction may have to be made not only between the
concept of the tree itself as divine and the spirit supposed to be residing
in it, but also, with respect to the latter, amongst the spirits of trees
in general, of particular trees perhaps close to habitation areas, of trees
in a grove or forest, and of the spirits of groves and forests as a whole,
because the literature seems to provide suggestions for all these
distinctions.
As evidence of the worship of goddesses residing in trees, we need
only cite what is perhaps the most representative statement on the subject,
in the Mahabharata.

According to this statement, those desiring children

147
See above, p.18.
148
See Hopkins, EM., pp.6 ff.; Viennot, Le Culte de l'arbre dans l'Inde
ancienne, Intro., esp. pp.2-3.
149
For one of the best and latest accounts of the Tree cult in ancient India,
see Viennot, Le Culte de l 1 arbre dans l 1 Inde ancienne,
150
Ibid., Intra., and chs, I and III. For a short but very expressive
statement about the cosmic symbolism of the Asvattha tree, see Bhagavad-gita,
XV,1-2,
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should worship the goddesses born in trees,

151

These goddesses are

described as eaters of human flesh and called V:rddhika,
edition of the epic gives the name as V:rk~aka or V:rk~ika

The Kurnbhakonam
152

which would

appear to be an excellent descriptive designation of these beings,

But

if V:rddhika is the original word, as seems to be the case, it is possible,
as pointed out by Agrawala, that the reference is to the same type of
goddess >rho is mentioned a little earlier in the epic as a Bala-graha
153
and as Arya-v:rddha whose figure, according to the
called Arya,
154
Kadambari,
was installed over scattered rice in the lying-in chamber
of the queen Vilasavatr. 155 Agrawala also thinks that the same goddess
may be portrayed on a stone plaque of the

Ku~ar:a

period from Mathura,

He

understands the expression Ajavati pratithapita Aryavati Arhata pujaye in
the inscription on the figure to mean:

"the figure of (the goddess)

Aryavati is installed; the merit of the worship of (the goddess) Aryavati
may accrue towards the worship of the Arhata", 156 In addition, he feels
that the modern figures of Bihai and Bimata, whose worship is performed in
connection with birth ceremonies, must be the same as the ancient goddess
157
V:rddhika who was variously called Arya, Arya-vrddha, V:rddha, etc,,
1 51
Mbh., III.220,16:
--- Striyo manusa-mamsada vrddhika nama namatah,
Vrk~e~u jat~sta devyo n~maskarya~ prajarthlbhi~.
Cf, ibid., III.• 115.23 ff, where the story is related of Satyavati and her
mother obtaining sons by embracing trees like Asvattha and Udurnbara; see
also Coomaraswamy, Yak~as, II, pp,11-2,
152
See Hopkins, EM., p.7; Mbh., III.220,16, note.
1 53
Mbh,, III,219,40; see also above, p.8.
154
Kadambari, ed, Parab, p,161:
Akhila-vrihi-madhyavasthapitaryav:rddhadhyasita-sayaniya-sirobhagam
155
Agrawala, Kadambari - Eka Samsk:rtika Adhyayana, p,80, fn.2.
1 56
Ibid,, For the figure and the inscription, Agrawala cites Smith, Jaina
Stupas, etc., pl,14. The inscription is apparently the same as that
included in Sircar Sel,Ins,, I, pp.120-1, no,25, Sircar reads the relevant
line as "Aryavati Lpra]ti thapi ta [.] Primya ..• Ayavamti arahata-pujaye [. ]",
and is inclined to restore 11 Priffiya 11 with missing letters as 11 Priyatarll
Bhagavati", thus strengthening Agrawala 1 s conjecture.
157
Agrawala, op,cit, (fn,155 above),
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Coomaraswamy was generally inclined to believe that in view of the
close connection of the

Yak~a

deities with trees, the female figures

associated with trees in early Indian art should be understood as
representations of
cases.

Yak~ivis. 158 This may be quite true in many doubtful

An incident related in the Dasakumara-carita would also support it,

According to this text, Pramati, wandering in the Vindhyas, prepared in the
evening to make his bed at the foot of a tree and prayed to the deity
resident in the tree for protection; later it is revealed that the deity
- - 1-1~ 159 But Coomaraswamy h1msel
.
f was consc1ous
.
. - Tarava
concerne d vas Ya k ~1!}1
160
that a tree-goddess need not invariably be a Yaksini.
He pointed to

..

certain verses in the Mahabharata in which Draupadi, leaning against a
Kadamba tree, is queried by

Ko~ika

as to who she was, >Thether a Devi, or

Yak~I,

or Danavi, or Apsara, or the wife of a Daitya, or the daughter of
k.1ng, or a R~~as1,
""'·
- or t he Wl. f e of Var~a, Yama, Soma or Ku b era, 161
a Naga
suggesting that the motif of the woman under the tree could be identified
162
in many ways.
In the case of doubtful figures, such as those on the
railing pillars of Bharhut and Mathura, a certain margin has to be left
163
The epics
for the possibility that some of them represent Apsarases.
164
do represent the Apsarases also as residing in trees,
and the reliable,
though early, evidence comes from the Vedic literature that the Apsarases
and Gandharvas residing in trees were entreated to be propitious to a
.
.
165
pass1ng
we dd"1ng process1on~
1 58

Coomaraswamy, Yak~as, I, pp,32 ff ••
159
Dasakumara-carita, 5th Ucchvasa, pp,190 ff .•
160
Coomaraswamy, Yak~~' I, p,33, fn.2, and II, p,11.
161
Mbh,, III.265,1-3.

162
The popular architectural term Sala-bhafijika used for certain types of
this motif has been shown to be derived from the name of the Sala-bhafijika
festival which had an obvious fertility significance; see Coomaraswamy,
Yak~~. II, p,12, and references cited there,
163
Cf. ibid,, I, p,33, fn,2,
164
See Hopkins, EM., p,72,
165
See AV., XIV,2,9; also Macdonell, VM,, p,134; Keith, RPVU., p,184,
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Among the typffi of deities connected with trees, a reference must be
made to the Vana-devatas or the Devatas of upavanas, udyanas, etc ••
These sometimes appear singly, but often as generic names for the sylvan
goddesses, their mention frequently serving no other purpose than to
indicate that gardens, groves and forests were full of such beings.

They

are invariably introduced as benign; they are in constant sympathy with the
humans, and, being of beautiful appearance, they provide suitable objects
166
for comparison for good-looking women,
But if only such a picture of
the Vana-devatas were available, they would seem of little significance
from the point of view of the popular cult.

As it is, their names are

mentioned in benedictions; sometimes prayers are addressed to them and
occasionally they make gifts.

Thus, in the

Ramaya~~' Lak~ma~a,

reluctant

to leave Sita alone in the forest, invokes the Vana-devata~ to protect
167
her,
and later the abducted Sita herself salutes the deities of the
168
trees in the forest,
In the same text, Visvamitra invokes the Vanadevata and leaves his forest hermitage in her charge before going with Rama
169
and Lak~ma~a to attend the sacrifice organised by Janaka.
In the
Uttara-rama-carita, the Vana-devata Vasanti, the goddess of Janasthana in
the

Da~~aka

forest, appears as a very prominent character.

She is pictured

as a friend of Rama and Sita, and shares their pangs of separation,

As the

guardian deity of the forest, she welcomes the travellers and invites them
170
to enjoy the woods.
In the ~cchaka~ika of Sudraka, Vi~a is hesitant to
do the bidding of Sakara to kill Vasantasena because he is afraid that his
evil deeds would then be witnessed by the Vana-devata~ of the ten
t.1ons~ 171 In the Abhijnana-sakuntala of Kalidasa, the elder Gautami
.
d 1rec
is described as advising Sakuntala to do obeissance to the sylvan goddesses
who had been so kind to her and permitted her to depart from her father's
166
See Hopkins, EM,, p,57; also bela'"·
167
Ramaya~~. III.43,30,
168
Ibid,, III,47.32,
169
Ibid,, I,30.13-4,
170
Uttara-rama-carita, ed, Kane, Act II, pp,32 ff.; Act III, pp,61 ff,.
171
~rcchakatika, Act VIII, v,24, NSP, edn., p,205,
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home to join her husband,

172

Earlier, in the same text, the Vana-devatas
are described as making gifts of jewels to Sakuntala, 173 In the Kadambari
also, the Vana-devata of Nandana-vana makes a gift of a Parijata-kusumamafijari to serve as a fragrant ear-ornament for

P~4arika.

. ..

Banabhatta

describes her as a beautiful young lady clad in a floral garment and
174
intoxicated with drinking the nectar of flowers.
Since the tree-worship is of great antiquity in India, it is quite
' possible that each of the different concepts of the tree-goddess noted
above has a long previous history, but it is not possible to demonstrate
it.

The Indus Valley culture had both the worship of the sacred trees and

of goddesses associated with them, but the fundamental ideas underlying
175
these cults are unknown.
Although the deities of the plants, trees and
176
some
forests do not play a very significant part in the Vedic religion,
aspects of their character do appear to connect them with the tree-goddesses
Thus, the Plants (Q~adhi) were personified as goddesses and
177
called mothers,
and the Taittiriya Samhita prescribes an animal sacrifice
178
to them to remove their obstruction to the attainment of offspring.
In
of our period,

this form, they anticipate the cult of individual trees or goddesses
associated with them as noted above, The forest as a whole is personified
179
as Aravyani in the ~g-vedic hymns,
but the name is never used in the
172
Abhijfiana-sakuntala, Act IV, NSP,edn,, p.140. The Sanskritized form of
Gautami 1 s statement in Prakrit reads as:
Jate! Jfiatijanasnigdhabhiranujnatagamanasi tapovana-devatabhi~.
Pravama Bhagavati~.
173
Ibid., Act IV, v.4, p,134,
. 174
Kadambari, ed, Parab, pp,311-2.
175
See Marshall (ed.), MIC., I, pp,63 ff., esp, 65; also our comments on a
Mohenjodaro seal representing the epiphany of the tree goddess, below,
Ch.III, pp,201 ff,,
176
See Macdonell, VM., p,154; also Keith,~., p,184 and fn,4.
177
See RV., X.97; also Macdonell, VM., p.154.
178
TS., II,1.5,
179
RV,, X.146; also Macdonell, VM., p.154; Keith, RPVU., p,185; Diehl, C,G.,
"The Goddess of Forests in Tamil Literature", TC., XI, no,4, 1964,
pp.308 ff..
--
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plural and hardly provides a prototype of the Vana-devatas noted above,
Moreover, Ara~yani seems to have some sinister aspects, apparently connected

with the fear naturally associated with a dense forest full of wild beasts.
Her conception is nearer to the flesh-eating and fearsome Vrddhikas,
Vrk~akas or Yak~i~is of later times. 180 Large trees, called Vanaspati,
literally ''the lord of the forests'', also appear as personified deities
181
in the ~g-vedic hymns, both singular and plural, but they are male.
Evidence of goddesses associated with hills and mountains is not as
plentiful as of those connected with trees and plants,

But the very strong
182
tradition of the Vindhyavasini goddess should not be forgotten.
Similarly, the names Haimavati, Parvati, etc,, though traditionally
understood as referring to the myth of the goddess being the daughter of
the Himavat mountain, strongly suggest that several goddess concepts must
183
In
have been derived from the female spirits of hills and mountains.
the list of the Tirthas in the

Ira~yaka-parvan

of the Mahabharata, one is

a mountain peak, somewhere in the Himalayas, which is said to be sacred to
184
Maha-devi Gauri,
Another name of the Goddess which connects her with
185
mountains is Sahya-vasini.
The origin and significance of the name
Durga is undertain,

One traditional explanation that the name was given
186
to the Goddess because she destroyed a demon called Durgama
is apparently
later myth-making,

The other explanation, seen in the apocryphal hymn to

180
See above, pp,30-1.
On the fearsome aspects of Yak~i~is, see esp, Rhys
Davids and Stede, FED, (PTS;), p.546, s,v. Yakkhini; also Coomaraswamy,
Yak~~. pp,9, 25.
Diehl has pointed to some early Tamilian forest goddesses
who resemble the Vedic Aranyani; see Diehl, op,cit., TC., XI, no,4,
pp.309 ff..
.
181
Macdonell, VM., p,154.
182
See above, pp.26-7.
183
See Jacobi, "Brahmanism", ERE., 2, p,813; also Hopkins, EM,, p,224,
184
Mbh., III.82, 131; see also below, p,44,
185
See above, p,27; also Monier-Williams, SED., p.1193, s.v. Sahya.
186
See Mar,P,, 88,46 (tr, Pargiter, p,518); also Monier-Williams, SED,, p.487,
s.v. Durga, citing Skanda Pura~~·
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Durga sung by

Yudhi~}hira

in the Mahabharata, that the Goddess was so

called because she rescues people from durga, usually translated as
187
"difficulty",
is closer to the original significance of the name.

The

expression that Durga saves people from durga or difficult situations
occurs frequently in the eulogies of the Goddess in the Devi-mahatmya,
and there is no doubt that the intended meaning of the >rord durga in all
188
these places is "difficult" or "difficult situation" of some sort,
But
it appears that this is only a derivative meaning,

The >rord durga literally

means "hard to go uponn, "difficult of access" and seems to have obvious

topographical connotations.

189

It could thus suggest heavily forested

mountainous regions and the name may have been originally derived from the
concept of a goddess of such regions,

This inference is borne out by the

contexts in which the word durga is sometimes used in the eulogies,
in the passage in

Yudhi~thira

1

s

Thus,

stuti cited above, the durga or "difficulty"

from which the Goddess rescues are specified as arising from dense
190
forests.
In reply to Yudhi~}hira's hymn, the Goddess assures him that
persons invoking her in atavi, durga-kantara, sagara, gahana-giri, etc.,

will have all their wishes fulfilled,

191

Elsewhere the Goddess is addressed

187
See Mbh., vol.5, App.I, 4D, p,301, 11,39-40:
Durgattarayase durge tattvam durga sm:rta janai~,
Kantaresvavasannanaffi magnanaffi ca maharnave~
188
Mar,P,, 81,11; 82,10; 86,29 (tr. Pargiter, pp,484, 490, 508 respectively).

.

Hopkins notes:

.

n

~~·

her name Durga is a lucus a non, because she saves

from durga, difficulty"; see EM., p,224.
189
For contrary opinion, see Weber, as cited in Muir, OST,, IV, p.428,
Weber's explanation of the name Dnrga comes quite cl-;;;e to the traditional
explanation contained in Yudhi~thira 1 s stuti cited above, Only, in his
opinion, like other names of the Goddess such as Kali and Karali, Durga
also points to>mrds Agni, and could refer to the violent flame of the fire
as Durga, "a protecting fortress", which, like the fire itself, delivers,
atones and frees from all durga and durita. Mazumdar's conjecture that
since Durga appears to have been originally a non-Aryan tribal goddess, her
name also must be non-Sanskritic does not appear convincing to us; see

Mazumdar, B.C., "Durga: Her Origin and History", JRAS., 1906, p,358. For
an early use of the word durga with possible topographical connotation
inasmuch as it seems to qualify P:rthivi, see AV., XII,4,23,
190
See above, fn,187.
191
Mbh,, vol,5, App,I, 4D, p,301, 11.63-4.
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as Durge Kantaravasini, or described as dwelling in Kantara-bhaya-durge~,!;';,
192
etc,,
All this evidence is very suggestive, and the possible original
193
association of Durga with mountainous regions is clearly indicated,
In
any case, as we have seen, among the many different places where the Goddess
is said to dwell in the apocryphal Irya-stava in the Harivamsa, Parvatagre~.!:':
. t 194
appears f 1rs
•
If the association of goddesses with hills and mountains is often of
a less direct and more suggestive kind, the streams and rivers are uniformly
'
divine and called goddesses. It has been seen above that certain texts
195
list among the popular goddesses also the Nadi-devatas.
The epics and
196
the Puranas produce long lists of the holy rivers.
An excellent

.

--·-

representative statement of the cult of the river goddesses may be seen in
the Ramaya~~~ which describes at length Sita•s invocation of Ganga.

Crossing

the holy river at the start of their exile, Sita prays to the goddess with
folded hands to protect Rama and ensure the safe return of her husband, her
brother-in-law and herself,

In return, she humbly vows to make an offering

of a hundred thousand cows, abundant grain and beautiful apparel to
brahma~as in order to gratify the goddess, 197 The Mahabharata imagines all
192
Ibid., vol,7, App,I, no,1, p,710, 11,22, 27,
193
Cf. Hazra, Studies in the Upapura~~~ II, pp,17; 18, fn,68; 24,
194
See above, p,26, fn,129,
195
See above, pp,18, 19,
196
See Hopkins, "The Sacred Rivers of India", in Lyon, D.G. and Moore, G.F.
(eds,), Studies in the History of Religions presented to Crawford Howell
1£Y, p,216; by the same author, EM., p,4. As one instance in the epic, may
be seen Mbh,, VI, 10,13 ff.. The list of holy rivers in the Pura~~ generally
appear in their geographical sections; see e.g., Vi.P., II.3; see also Kane,
HD., V, pt.II, p.1528,
-197
Ramaya~~. II,46.67-73:
Madhyam tu samanuprapya bhagirathyastvanindita,
Vaidehi prafijalirbhutva tam nadimidamabravit.
67
Putro dasarathasyayam maharajasya dhimata~,
Nidesam palayatvenam gauge tvadabhiraksitah,
68
CaturdaSa hi var~avi samagra~yu~ya kan;ne, ·
Bhratra saba maya caiva puna~ pratyagami~yati,
69
Tatastvam devi subhage k~eme~a punaragata,
Yak~ye pramudita gauge sarvakamasamrddhaye,
70
Tvam hi tripathaga devi brahmalokam samik~ase,
Bharya codadhirajasya loke'sminsampradrsyase.
71
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198
rivers as the "Mothers of the world" and calls them maha-balaJ;t,
and
similar statements may be found also in other texts. 199 In its sections
on Upa-nipata-pratikara, the Arthasastra has the succinct recommendation
200
to worship the rivers on parvan days.
In the case of drought, it
.
1y t he worsh1p
. of Indra, Ganga,
' - e t c •. 201
suggests par t 1cular
It is generally believed that one of the aspects of the religious life
in the Indus Valley culture which connects it with the classical Hinduism
of later times is the belief in the sanctity of water and in ritual
202
bathing.
It may be, therefore, that the epic-Pura~ic tradition of the
river goddesses is also related in some way to similar beliefs in the
chalcolithic culture of the Indus Valley, But this can only be
203
The available evidence, however, does suggest a definite
conjectured.
and direct link with the religious beliefs of the Vedic people, even though
the water deities there do not occupy a very prominent place.
~g-vedic

In the

hymns, the Waters, under the name IpaJ;t, appear as goddesses.

Their

conception scarcely rises beyond the elemental, but they are spoken of as
197 contd

sa tvaffi devi namasyami praSaiDsami ca Sobhane,
Praptarajye naravyaghre sivena punaragate.
72
Gavam satasahasrani vastranyannam ca pesalam,
Brahma~ebhyaJ;t pradasyami t~va priyacikir~aya.
73
198
Mbh., VI,10.35.

{99

Cf. Hv., 38.75; see also fn,211 below.
200
Arthasastra, ed, Kangle, 4.3.10:
Parvasu ca nadipujaJ;t karayet,
201
Ibid,, 4,3.12. A statement in the Raghuvamsa (XVI,21) that in the absence
of Rama, the sandy banks of the river Sarayu had become bali-kriya-varjita
suggests regular offerings to the river goddess,
202
See Marshall (ed.), MIC,, I, p.75; Mackay, Early Indus Civilizations,
pp,66-7; Wheeler, The Indus Civilization, p,110; Basham, The Wonder that
was India, p,18; etc •.
203
It may be mentioned that while the belief in the purifying and healing
properties of water is almost universal (see ERE,, 10, pp.463-4; ibid,, 12,
p.706), and is fully attested in Indian culture from the ~g-vedic period
onwards (see Hopkins, op.cit., Toy Volume, p,213; EM., p.3; also below),
there is no evidence that the Indus Valley people worshipped river goddesses,
though archaeological evidence suggests that they believed in the purifying
effects of water; see Mackay, op,cit,, p,66; cf, also the cautious comments
by Wheeler, op.cit,, p,110 and fn,3,
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goddesses, young,maidens and wives, and most frequently as life-giving,
204
nourishing mothers, of Agni in particular.
They are also said to
205
cleanse and purify the worshipper,
These Waters are sometimes imagined
as celestial but, generally speaking, they belong to the atmospheric region
and the earth and should be understood as rain water or flowing streams and
206
The rivers also appear independently as goddesses in the
rivers.
~g-vedic

hymns,

Sapta-sindhava~,

Sarasvati.

They are most frequently counted as a group of seven - the
etc. - but several are named, the most prominent being

As with the

Apa~,

the rivers, though deified, are scarcely

personified, the only exception being Sarasvati, although the natural basis
207
is rarely fully forgotten even in her case,
In later Vedic and postVedic history, the character of Sarasvati grows very complex.

She becomes

the guardian deity of speech and learning, and it is in this form, generally
speaking, that she finds her place in the Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jaina
208
She is, of course, also remembered in the lists of or in the
pantheons,
204
See Macdonell, VM., pp,85-6; Keith, RPVU., pp,141-2.
205
Ibid,
206
Ibid,, For Waters as celestial or cosmic in the ~g-vedic hymns, see also
Apte, V,M,, in Majumdar (ed.), The Vedic Age, p,366.
207
On the conception of the river-goddesses in Vedic religion in general, and
that of Sarasvati in particular, see Macdonell, VM., pp,86 ff.; Keith, RPVU.,
pp. 1 72 ff. •
-208
On the evolution of the concept of Sarasvati in ancient Indian culture, see
esp. Bhattacharya, Haridas, "Sarasvati- the Goddess of Learning", in
Belvalkar (ed,), Commemorative Essays presented to Prof, Kashinath Bapuji
Pathak, pp,32-52. As the goddess of learning, Sarasvati is frequently
invoked in the beginnings of various treatises (cf. the opening verse in
the Mahabharata, Harivamsa and various Pura~as), and the Pura~~ also contain
eulogies of this goddess (see Mar,P,, 21,29 ff. which refers to the Naga king
Asvatara performing austerities at Plak~avatara~a in the Himalayas, where
the river Sarasvati takes rise, and reciting a long stuti in honour of the
goddess; see also ibid., tr. Pargiter, pp,127 ff,). -po;-the iconography of
Sarasvati, see Banerjea, DHI,, pp.376 ff •• Important evidence, not always
utilized, of the prominent place occupied by the goddess in the Buddhist
tradition is contained in Mahayana text Suvar~a-~bhasottama-sutra which
devotes a whole chapter to the cult of the goddess Sarasvati; see ibid., ed,
Nobel, ch,7, pp,102 ff.; also ibid., tr, Emmerick, pp,43 ff •. Nobel has
also studied in detail the contents of this chapter in "Das Zauberbad der
Gottin Sarasvati" in Festschrift Schubring, pp,123 ff,.
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~g-veda,

there

0

lS

a 1 so th e conce:p t

0

0

10n ot

~

~O· ..

va:pta·~,Ganga
.

•
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-The most important

myth connected with the goddess is of her descent from the heavens when she
was borne by Siva on his locks,

In her human form, she appears as the

younger sister of Um8,l' coru~·wife of Si-va and mo"the:r of Kumiira=Kftrttikeya~

She is also the wife of Santanu and mother of Bhi~ma, Her parentage is
219
traced to ,Jahnu and Bhagiratha,
In iconography, Ganga, wHL
Yamuna, is frequently depicted in human form riding her crocodile on the
220
door-frames of the mediaeval Hindu shrines,
Closely connected with the sacred rivers is the institution of the
Tirthas,

Tirthas are holy places, generally, though not invariably, on

the banks of sacred rivers.

They generally derive their sanctity from that

of the rivers or streams, etc., on whose banks they are located, but
especially from association with places sacred to deities, saints, etc ••
A visit to such holy places, ablutions in the sacred waters there, worship
of the deities, observance of fasts, making of gifts of all kinds, etc.,
are especially recommended in the epic and

Pura~ic

texts and great merits

are promised in return,

How the institution began and what was the
221
underlying motive behind it is not our concern here.
There are two
things about the institution, however, which have a great bearing on the
question of the widespread cults of goddesses in India in the early
centuries of the Christian era,

Firstly, even though the history of the
222
idea of Tirtha, literally ''ford", may be taken back to the Vedic times,

218
Ibid,, esp, p,226; cf, also Vi,Dh,P,, III.221,63 which prescribes the
worship of the Sapta-prakara Ganga,
219
See Hopkins, op,cit,, Toy Volume, pp,223-4; EM., pp,5-6.
220
For the latest and best study of the iconography of the goddesses Ganga
and "Yamuna, see Viennot, Les Divinites fluviales Ganga et Yamuna, etc,,
221
On the Tirthas in general, see the brief comments by Barth, The Religions
of India, pp,277-8; also Kane, liD,, IV, sec.IV, esp, ch,XI, pp.552 ff.;
Patil, Cultural History from the Vayu Pura~~' App,B, pp.333 ff,; Bharati,
Agehananda, "Pilgrimage in the Indian Tradition", HR., 3, Summer 1963,
pp,135 ff.. We do not agree with Patil that brahma~as might have developed
their institution of Tirtha-yatra following Buddhist models; see below.
The constant emphasis by Bharati on the predominantly Tantric background of
this institution also appears to us some'What misplaced and misleading.
222
See Barth, op,cit., p,62; Kane, op,cit., pp.554 ff ..
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it is not till the Mahabharata_ and the

Purai.l~

that the lists of the

Tirthas and laudatory statements about the great merits of visiting them
223
actually appear.
Secondly, as the following perusal at least of the
lengthy Tirtha-yatra section in the Iral}yaka-parvan of the l1ahahharata
will show, a very large number of these sacred places seem to have been
associated with various kinds of goddesses.

This is specifically mentioned

in several cases, but a similar inference can be made about a large number
of others.
The Tirtha-yatra sections in the Iralfyaka-parvan of the l1ahabharata
224
list a large number of Tirthas.
We may first note those about which it
is either specifically said that they are sacred to some goddess or the
other or a similar inference may be easily·

made~

Thus, somewhere in the

north-western part of the country, there is the sacred place, called
Yoni, of the goddess Bhima, and by bathing there, a man is supposed to
225
Bhima mentioned here is apparently
become like the son of the goddess.
the same goddess as her namesake described in the Devi-mahatmya as a form
226
of the Great Goddess, especially 1>rorshipped on the Himalayas.
In the
same general direction, not far from

Kuruk~etra,

is located the residence

223
See Kane, op,cit., p.561.
224
See Barth, The Religions of India, p.277, fn.4. The account of the Tirthas
in the Irar.waka-parvan forms a continuous section but is actually composed
of separate narratives. In the first and the longest one (chs. 80-3),
Narada relates to Yudhi~thira what is said to have been narrated by Pulastya
to Bhi~ma. It follows a very rough geographical order and it is not always
possible to guess the precise locality of a particular Tirtha. The second
one (chs. 84-8) is related by Dhaumya to Yudhi~thira. This part classifies
the sacred places as belonging to east, south, west and north, but within
each part the order appears to be only roughly geographical. After this,
the actual pilgrimage of Yudhi~thira, etc., in the company of Lomasa, is
described (ch, 89 onwards). On the whole, the account gives the impression
of a more detailed and relatively accurate geography of North India than of
South,
225
l1bh., III.80.100-1.
226
l1ar.P., 88.47-8. (The Vellkatesvara Press edn. used here wrongly lists
v,47a in the previous verse); also ibid., tr. Pargiter, p.518. See also
Banerjea, J.N., "Identification of Some Ancient Indian Place-names", IHQ.,
XIV, 1938, pp.751 ff., and by the same author, DHI., pp.83-4.
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of a H·world-famousn

Yak~l

Riijag:rha another

made.
to

228

Yak~I~

near some sacred pla..ce of MahB:deva,
~,orhere

shrine is mentioned

227

and at

regular offerings -were

There is a SrJ:,,tJ:rtha, giver of prosperity, apparently sacred

Sri-Lak~mi, 229 and the same goddess is said to be ~rorshipped after

bathing in Ahalya-hrada, which is located in the sacred forest of Brahmar~i
230
Gautama.
A Sarlkhini-tirtha is specifically said to be the Tirtha of' the
231
goddess,
and a bath in the Matr-tirtha, apparently sacred to the Matr
t
232
dh
,_
go dd esses, 1s sa1d o ensure many offspring and prosperity.
Ma uva~l
233
also is a Tirtha of the goddess,
and the confluence of Sarasvati and
234
Aru~a is called Devi-tirtha,
Devi Rudra-patni is said to be seen at
th
235
'
'
Anara k a- t 1r a,
and there lS a spec1al
T1rtha of Maha-p~ya Sarasva t-1,
>

'

>

>

known as

Plak~a-devi. 236

>

-

-

-

Several verses are devoted to the "world-renowned"

shrine of the goddess Sakambhari, the guardian deity of herbs, vegetables,
etc., and reference is made to the rsis being attracted there on account of
237
the devotion to the goddess,
He~~-:gain, the reference is clearly to the
same goddess Sakambhari who is described as a form of the Maha-devi in the
- - -t mya, 238
Dev1-maha
227
Mbh,, III.81,19. Coomaraswamy seems to confuse this with the Yak~I shrine
at Rajag,ha, mentioned below (fn,228); see Coomaraswamy, Yak~as, I, pp.9
and 25,
228
Mbh., III.82,90,
229
Ibid., III.81,37,
230
Ibid,, III.82,93.
231
Ibid,, III.81,41.
232
Ibid., v,47.
233
Ibid., v. 79.
234
Ibid., vv, 131-2.
235
Ibid., vv,146 ff,, esp.148.
236
Ibid,, III. 82,5: see also above, p. 39.
The goddess Sarasvati in human
form is said to have been seen at a place visited by the Pa:r;t<j,avas: see ibid.,
III.132.2.
237
Mbh,, III.82,11-5.

238

Mar.P.,
---

88.43-6 (tr. Pargiter, p.518).
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A Tirtha called Dhllinavati, close to a sacred spot of Mahadeva, is
239
also said to be sacred to the goddess.
Since a visit to Brahmal}I-tirtha
240
promises residence in the Brahma-loka,
the reference may be to a spot
sacred to the consort of

Brahmfi~

The nrenownedn Tirtha called Yoni-dvB:ra,

a visit to which is said to give freedom from rebirth, must certainly be
241
regarded as a place sacred to some goddess.
At Jye~}hila-tirtha is to
242
be seen the god Visvesvara with the goddess.
There is the significant
mention of the "world-renowned" mountain-peak of the great goddess Gauri
243
and a Stana-kul}<j.a close to it.
The Viraja-tirtha close to Vaitaral}I
river, which would be localized by the sequence of the description somewhere
244
in Orissa,
may also have been famous on account of some goddess, because
the same general area has yielded magnificent colossal statues of the
of early mediaeval

period~

245

shrine of the goddess Gayatri,

There is a reference to a

247

11

Mat~s

world reno·w'Tied 11

Perhaps the Jati-matr-hrada

248

has some

relationship with the Jata-matr-devata to whom a reference has been made
.
249
ear 1 1er~
When the Pal}<j.avas actually embark on their pilgrimage, amongst
- - t-1r tl1a, 250 an d
the several sacred places they visit one bears the name Nar1must be regarded as sacred to some goddess,
239
Mbh., III.82.20-1.
240
Ibid., v,52.
241
Ibid., v,83.
242
Ibid., vv,115-6.
243
Ibid., vv,131-2,
244
Ibid., III.83,6-7; cf. also ibid,, III.114A, where the river Vaitaraq.i is
placed in the Kalinga country.
245
See below, Ch.III, p.154; see also Sircar, D.C., "Two Inscriptions from
Jajpur", EI., XXVIII, pp.184-5.
246
Mbh., III.83.16-8.
247
Ibid., vv,26-7.
248
Ibid., vv.34, 36,
249
See above, p.10.
250
Mbh,, III.118.4.
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The name of a so-called

Mahesvara is clOrshipped there
>~ith

some feminine deity,

11

famous" t:rrtha Devik8: and. the statement that

251

might suggest that it was also associated

There should be no doubt,

ho>~ever,

of the

association of goddesses >~ith T'irthas which are described as of the
- . kA
252 or I•Thlch
.
- -'
Kumar1
as o f oakra,
bear such names as Kanya-tJ.rtha,
Kanyasrama,
253
etc,,
Particular mention may be made of one such Ti.ctha said to be to
the south of the Kaveri and on the shores of the ocean, 254 because it is
probably this that the Periplus refers to as Comari where men and 1wmen
came to consecrate themselves for life, bathe and dwe.ll in celibacy, and
where a goddess once dwelt and bathed, 255 The Prthivi-tirtha 256 is likely
to have been sacred to the Earth goddess; K<ttika and Magha-tirthas

the female

Nak~atras

of those names, and Urvasi-tirtha

258

257

of

of the homonymous

Apsaras,
Apart from the above instances which are more or less certain as
evidence of sacred spots of various goddesses, many other names and places
enumerated in the epic list of the Tirthas may be of a similar kind,
the names of the rivers, the Tirtha-names are not invariably feminine,

Unlike
259

251
Ibid,, III,80,110-12, 115, Verse 113 in this place refers to a Tirtha of
Rudra called Kamakhya, It is described as served by Devar~is and a giver
of quick "siddhis". Since the name is almost certainly identical with
Kamakhya of the later tradition as a great centre of the Tantric worship
of the Goddess, the association with Rudra and reference to "siddhis" would
suggest association with some goddess also in the epic verse; see also
Kakati, The Mother Goddess Kamakhya, p.1.
252
Mbh., III.80,97,
253
Ibid,, III.81,94, 165; 82,117-8; 83,34; etc,.
254
Ibid,, III.83 ,21.
255
The Periplus of the Erythrean Sea (tr. Schoff), p,46,
256
Mbh., III.81,11,
257
Ibid,, 111.82,46,
258
Ibid, , v. 136.
259
Cf, Hopkins, op.cit, (fn,196 above), Toy Volume, pp,214-5. In their
mythological aspect, the rivers are distinctly feminine, whether they bear
masculine names or feminine. Tlrthas, as such, are neuter and remain
neuter in their personified state, but that does not affect our argument.
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but tbey are generally so, at least in the list as given in the
AraJtyaka-parvan of the epic,
simply the names of rivers,

This is probably because many names are
A large number of these are easily identifiable

as the names of the well known rivers of India, like Ganga, Yamuna,
Sarasvati, SoJta, Lauhitya, Narmada, Godavari, Kaveri, etc., but many others
may be of similar kind,

In the case of Tirthas bearing names of rivers,

therefore, the sentiment of visit to the holy river goddess can always be
suspected.

But some feminine names may have been names of actual goddesses

which are no more identifiable,

It is interesting to see that two sacred
260
places bear names like Gavam bhavana and Kapila
which might suggest some

association with the holy cow,
Our analysis of the lists of Tirthas in the Aravyaka-parvan of the
Mahabharata clearly shows that these sacred watering places were frequently
261
associated with female deities of various kinds,
Since the epic lists
try to follow a rough geographical scheme and embrace practically the whole
262
of India,
they easily provide a general indication of very widespread
cults of popular goddesses in India in the early centuries of the Christian
era,

That pilgrimages to the sacred spots were not always looked on with
263
favour by the orthodox brahmanical tradition
is evidence of the popular
nature of these holy spots,

It is also suggested in the detailed statements

in which the visit to the Tirthas is prescribed as a more economical but
equally or even more efficacious substitute for the expensive sacrifices
264
of the orthodox tradition,
The tutelary deities of villages and cities were also generally
goddesses,

There is little literary evidence in our period for direct

260
Mbh,, III,81,38, 40; cf, 82,27 ff,.
261
Cf. Hopkins, EM. , p. 11 •
262
See above, p,42, fn,224.
263
See Barth, The Religions of India, p,277, and Kane, liD., IV, p,561, where
it is pointed out that the sm,tis of Manu and Yajfiavalkya do not attach much
importance to pilgrimages; see also Hopkins, op,cit. (fn.196 above), Toy
Volume, pp,213-4, 225. The first large section on the merits of visiting
the Tirthas and Tirtha-lists in the Aral}yaka-parvan (see above, p,42, fn,224)
is said to have been narrated to Bhi~ma because he had grave doubts about the
efficacy of these practices; see Mbh., I11,80.25-8.
264
See Mbh., III.80,29 ff., esp.34-8.
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worship of the tutelary goddess of the village under the title Grama-devata
- a term so frequently used for the modern phenomenon of village goddesses,
265
especially in South India and sometimes in the North.
But the existence
of such goddesses and their worship may be safely presumed.

Perhaps also

it is with reference to such deities, if not especially referring to them,
that the eulogies speak of the Great Goddess being present in every place
and having her shrine everywhere,

One such statement in the apocryphal
266
hymn to the Goddess in the Bhi~ma-parvan has been cited above.
Hazra
quotes verses from the Bhavi~ya Pura~~ which refer to the Goddess being
. every s t hana,
267 The late Dev1-bhagava
t a p urar:~
f ound 1n
pura an d grama.
specifically speaks of the various forms of the Goddess as Grama-devis and
268
refers to their worship in villages and cities.
In any case, there is
an interesting inscription of the early
greatly strengthens our presumption,

Ku~a~a

period from Mathura which

It is engraved on a stone sculpture

and records the dedication of a shrine in the 10th year of the reign of

. k a. 269
Kan1~

The concluding portion of the record was first read by Luders

265
See Oppert, The Original Inhabitants of Bharatavar~~. pp.450 ff.; Whitehead,
The Village Gods of South India, esp. cbs. I and II; Hornell, James, "The
Ancient Village Gods of South India", Antiquity, XVIII, 1944, pp. 78 ff.;
ERE., 2, pp.486-7; 4, p.606; 5, pp.9-10; 6, p.698; 8, p.238; 9, pp.66, 566;
etc.; also Monier-Williams, Brahmanism and Hinduism, p,225: Marshall (ed,),
MIC., I, p.51.
266
See above, p.26, fn.128.
267
Hazra, Studies in the Upapura~~. !I, p.17, fn.62.
268
Dev.Bha.P., IX.1,137a:
Ya yasca gramadevya~ syusta~ sarva~ prak,te~ kala~.
Ibid., v, 158a:
FUjita gramadevyasca grame ca nagare mune,
The Devi-bhagavata is a sectarian Sakta work compiled sometime in the 11th12th century A.D.; on the nature and contents of this work and its date, see
Hazra, op,cit, (fn.267 above), pp,329 ff,, esp,346-7, Oppert quotes the
following interesting verse from Agama-sm,ti-sara according to <rhich the
Grama-devatas are deities of the Sudras:
Brahma~anam sivo deva~ k~atriya~am tu madhava~,
Vaisyanam tu bhaved brahma sudranam gramadevatah,
See Oppert, op,cit., p,450, fn,231,
269
Luders, H., "Three Brahmi Inscriptions: I, British Museum Stone Inscription
of the Time of Kani'lka", EI., IX, 1907-08, pp,239-41, with plates; by the
same author, Mathura Inscriptions, pp,208-9; Sircar, Sel.Ins,, I, pp,138-9.

.
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as Priyatam devi gramasya, and although he was later inclined to revise the
270
reading of the last word as grame:t},!!,
other epigraphists have adopted. his
271
original reading.
However, whether the meaning be "May the goddess of
272
the village be pleased" or "May the goddess be pleased vi th the village",
the cult of the tutelary goddess of the village is clearly indicated..

It

is doubtful whether the expression Utarayam Navamikayam in the inscription
gives the name of the goddess as Utara (or Uttara) Navamika or records the
273
locality where the shrine was built.
The stone sculpture, on which the
inscription is engraved, shows a man and a woman seated on a bench.

Since

over the head of the man there appears something which, according to L~ck0
~ler,

may be a mutilated snake-hood and since the stone immediately above

the woman's head is broken, allowing for the possibility that there may
have been a similar hood there, he was inclined to believe that the scene
represented a Naga couple, and the benediction in the inscription must refer
to a Nagi goddess, particularly as Mathura is known to have been a centre
of serpent worship during the period, 274 There is nothing improbable in a
snake-goddess being the tutelary deity of a rural locality, but Biihlel ~., L:,:,\~
suggestion must remain problematic for want of clearer evidence.

In any

case, the inscription, a rare one of its kind and for its period, serves
as a very clear pointer to the fact that villages had their own tutelary
deities and that probably they were very frequently goddesses of one kind
or anothere

There is adequate literary evidence, on the other hand, indicating
that the guardian deities of cities, the Nagara-devata, were generally
270
See Lliders, Mathura Inscriptions, p.209 and fn,3,
271
See Sircar, Sel.Ins., I, p,138, The grammatically correct Sanskritized
form of the concluding line cited above will be Priyatam devi gramasya.
272
Cf. the two alternative translations in Lliders, op.cit. (fn,269 above).
273
See Lliders, op.cit, (fn.269 above). A reference has been made above
(p,16) to the mention of Navamika as a Deva-kumarika in a Buddhist Sanskrit
text, LUders also pointed to it.
274
For the description of the sculpture and its identification, see LUders,
op,cit. (fn,269 above). On the popularity of serpent worship in the Mathura
region, see also above, p.29, fn,142.
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275
feminine divinities.
In the ~'cchaka~ika, the heroine Vasantasena,
.
.
.
" . compared to a Na.gara-deva t-a. 276
runn1ng away 1n fr1ght from "akara,
1s
The Dasakumara-cari ta of Dal).<j.in similarly compares the daughter of a city
merchant, wearing glittering ornaments and walking at night, and Ragamafijari,
the younger sister of the courtesan Kamamafijar1, to a Nagara-devata, and
on both occasions makes the interesting comment that the young ladies
appeared like the guardian goddess of the city incensed at the theft
277
committed in the city.
The prescription of the Arthasastra, therefore,
that the Nagara-devata should be placed towards the north should refer to
278
the shrine of the tutelary goddess of the city.
In the Raghuvamsa of Kalidasa, the tutelary goddess of the city of
Ayodhya appears as a beautiful young lady before Kusa and carries on a long
conversation with him.

She is portrayed as lamenting the absence of Rama

and requests the young prince to occupy the paternal throne.

Kusa is said

to have gladly obliged her, whereupon the pleased goddess "forsook her
279
embodied form and disappeared".
It is possible, though not certain,
that the text also alludes in the same context to the worship of this
280
goddess, as well as other deities, through an animal sacrifice.
In the
275
See above, p.18.
276
~'cchaka~ika, Act I, v,27, NSF. edn., p.22.
277
Dasakumara-carita, 2nd Ucchvasa, NSF. edn., p.99:
Athasau nagaradevateva nagaramo~aro~ita ni~sambadhavelayam
ni~srta samnikr~~a kacidunmi~adbhu~alfa yuvatiravirasit.
Ibid., p.109:
Athasau nagaradevateva nagaramo~aro~ita lila-ka~ak~a-mala
srllkhalathirnilotpala-palasa-syamalabhirmamabadhnat.
278
Arthasastra, ed. Kangle, 2.4.15; also ibid., tr. Kangle, p.79. We believe
that Kangle 1 s rendering of the expression nagara-raja-devata-loha-mal).I-karavo
as "the tutelary deities of the city and the king, the workers in metals and
jewels" is preferable to Shamasastry 1 s "the royal tutelary deity of the city,
etc." (see Arthasastra, tr. Shamasastry, p.54), or Stein's "workers in
metals and precious stones for the town, the king and the deities" (see
Stein, o.,"Arthasastra and Silpasastra- II", Ar.O., VIII, no.1, May 1936,
p,88).
279
Raghuvamsa, XVI. 4-23. The v.9, in which the goddess identifies herself,
runs as:

Tamabravitsa guruvanavadya ya nitapaura svapadonmukhena,
Tasya~ pura~ samprati vitanatham janihi rajannadhidevatam mam.
280
Ibid,, v.39:
Tapa~ saparyarn sapasupaharam pura~ parardhyapratima-grhaya~,
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Kadambari of

Bavabha~~a,

the queen Vilasavati is represented as performing

worship in the shrine of the Avanti-mat:rs, the guardian deities of the city
of Avanti, for the safe return of her son Candrapida,

281

Perhaps the

reference is to the same locally renowned shrine of the Mat:rs ><here the
282
Thus the
queen is earlier said to have worshipped to obtain a son.
. the area, 283 also appear
a :rs, wh o are k nown to have had a popular cult 1n
M-t
to have occasionally obtained the status of tutelary deities of cities,

But

even if the so-called Avanti-mothers are different, the reference to their
being Avanti-nama-nagari-devata and their worship by a queen are significant.
It may be added here that the goddess

Lak~mi

is portrayed as the tutelary

deity of the city of Madurai in an early Tamil poem The Garland of Madurai
dated approximately in the 3rd- 4th century A.D ..

The poem also refers to

the massive city gate with posts carved with images of the goddess and grimy
with oblations of ghee poured upon it to bring safety and prosperity to the
•t 284
Cl y.
The much discussed gold coin of the "City of

Pu~kalavati"

'showing on

the obverse a standing crowned goddess and the Kharo~thi legend Pukhalavadi
285
devada on the right,
may perhaps be cited as another early evidence of
280 contd
Upo~itair vastuvidhanavidbhirnirvartayamasa raghupravira~.
Mallinatha 1 s commentary seems to understand pura~ in the sense "ill front of",
and does not try to specify what deities may be meant by parardhyapratim&£Jhaya~.Our inference that the deities understood here, before whose shrines
the offerings of animal flesh were made, could also include the tutelary
goddess of Ayodhya is based on the fact that the whole of the preceding
part of this chapter is occupied with the dialogue between Kusa and this
goddess, the arrival of the former at Ayodhya and his causing to repair and
renew the neglected city. Cf. also ibid., XVII,36, which refers to king
Atithi adoring Ayodhya-devata~.
281
Kadambari, ed, Parab, p,649:
Candrapigasyaivagamanayopayacitam kartumavantinama-nagari-devatanamavantimat~~amayatanaffi nirgata vilasavati

282

Ibid,, p,145; see also below, Ch.III, p.143,
283
See below, Ch,III, pp,245-6.
284
See Basham, The Wonder that was India, pp.203-4,
285
See Gardner, BMC.Gr.Scy., p.162 and pl,XXIX.15; Rapson, in Rapson (ed,),
The Cambridge History of India, I, pp.557, 587, and pl.VI.10, A few other
references are cited below at appropriate places.
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We do not know· whether the Desa-devata or Desa-daivata referred to in
298
the Arthasastra
as tutelary deities of the region or kingdom were male
or female,

Equally uncertain is the sex cf the Dig-devataJ;t, provision for
299
whom in the lay-out of the city is made in the same text.
If they are
identical with the well known Dikpalas, they are obviously all male
300
deities.
On the other hand, we have seen that the Allgavijja mentions
301
Disa-kumari goddesses,
and both the Jaina and the Buddhist traditions
302
assign goddesses to various directions.
In the rite of the Paficamahayajfia, the Paraskara Grhya-sutra prescribes offerings also to the
304
303
pres1. d.1ng d e1. t.1es of th e quar t ers,
but they are apparently rna 1 e d e1. t.1es
and have to be understood somewhat in the tradition of the later Dikpalas.
However, even though there is no marked personification, the Atharva-veda
imagines the "Five directions (or regions)" as goddesses and directs prayers
to them, along with the seasons and the "fangs" of the year, 305 It is
probable, therefore, that the Desa-devatas and Dig-devatas of the later texts
like the Arthasastra were also popular goddesses,

An indirect indication to

.

..

that effect may be obtained from the Kadambari of Banabhatta,

Considering

that most of the deities whom the queen Vilasavati is said in this text to
306
have worshipped to obtain a son are female,
it is highly probable that
the Dig-devatas too, whom she is said to have propitiated on the cross-roads
298
Arthasastra, ed. Kangle, 13,2,15; 13,5,8.
299
Ibid,, 2.4,20,
300
On the Dikpalas, see Banerjea, DHI., pp.519 ff ••
301
See above, p.18.
302
See above, pP,15 ff,.
303
Par.GS,, II.9.5 (see SBE,, XXIX, p,320).
304
Cf. SGS., II.14.6 ff. (see SBE., XXIX, pp,85 ff.).
305
AV., XI.6,22:
-- Ya deviJ;t pafica pradiso ye deva dvadasa rtavaJ;t,
Samvatsarasya ye dam~traste nag santu sada sivag.
306
On the devataradhana of Vilasavati to obtain a son, see Kadambari, ed.
Parab, pp,143-6; see also above, p.19 and fn,103,
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at night while seated in a mandala drawn by tlliLpriest-magicians,
of a similar character.

-···--

307

were

The Arthasastra provides.also for the installation of the Vastu-devata]t
in their proper places irLthe. Cl.•ty,..308 hut, . judged by the. Vedic brahmanical
309
he mey: be a male. deity. The. G:rha-devatas on the
tradition of Vasto~pati,
other hand are often likely to hruz:e heen. feminine .. divinities,

Perhaps the

best indication of this is containad in. the story of. Rak¥-SL Jara in the
Mahabharata, who from being originally an ogress is ultimately transformed
310
into a giver of children.
In identifying herself to the king, Jara makes
the statement that she lived happily in his house and obtained worship, and
311
that she had granted a son to him in return.
This, along with the
312
statement that the king later ordered a big celebration in her honour,
307
Ibid,, p,144:
Mahanarendra-likhita-mandala-madhya-vartini vividha-balidanananditadigdevatani bahula-catu~dasi-nisasu catu~pathe snapana-mangalani bheje,
As pointed out by Agrawala (see Agrawala, Kadambari - Eka Samsk:rtika
Adhyayana, p,70, fn.2), Maha-narendra is used here in the sense of
priest-magician, Bhanucandra's commentary is obviously wrong in taking the
word as referring to the king,
308
Arthasastra, ed. Kangle, 2,4.18; also ibid,, tr. Kangle, p.80 and note,
309
On the Vedic deity Viisto~pati, see Macdonell, VM., p. 138; Keith, RPVU.,
p,188, The Q:rhYa-sutras prescribe offerings to him at the time of entering
a new house; ibid ..
310
Mbh., II.16,38 ff.; 17.1 ff.; also Hopkins, EM., p,41; Banerjea, J.N.,
"Some Folk Goddesses of Early and Mediaeval India", IHQ., XIV, pp.101 ff ..
311
Mbh,, II.17,1-2a:
--- Jara namasmi bhadrarn te riik~asi kamarupi~i,
Tava vesmani rajendra pujita nyavasam sukham.
Saham pratyupakarartham cintayantyanisam n:rpa,
2

About half a dozen verses in the Vulgate editions, which are rejected by
the Cr. edn. as interpolations, specifically speak of Jara as G:rha-devi,
her living regularly in every house, her figures surrounded by numerous
children painted on the walls, and regular worship of these figures with
scents, flowers, offerings of food, etc.; see Mbh., Cr. edn., vo1.2, p.94,
notes *185, *186,
--312
Mbh., II.17.5:
--- Tasya balasya yatk:rtyarn taccakara n:rpastada,
Ajnapayacca riik~asya magadhe~u mahotsavam.
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suggests that she was the tutelary deity of th.e royal palace, concerned
with the welfare of its residents, especially children,
therefore, that the

Q~hya-devata~,

It is probable,

frequently referred to in the classical

Sanskrit texts are such patron deities.

Thus, the

~~he§~~ha-devata~

who,

along with several other divinities, are cited in the Ramaya~~ as having
313
been witnesses to Dasaratha 1 s pledge to Kaikeyi,
are probably goddesses,
as also the

Q~hya~ devata~

whose worship is recommended in the Mahabharata,

314

Probably it is some such tutelary goddess of the house whom Carudatta is said
to have worshipped, in the dramas of Bhasa and Sudraka, before he instructed
315
his Vidu~aka friend to make the offerings to the Mat~s at the cross-roads,
and before whom Kantimat'I is described as bowing again and again in the
' k umara-car1
. t a. 316
Dasa
The
name

Q~hya-sutras

G~ha-devata;

317

prescribe bali offerings to domestic deities under the
and, since they sometimes mention them with Vastu-

devata, probably identical with the Vedic
seems to be imagined between the two,

Vasto~pati, 318 a distinction also

But it is uncertain whether the Vedic

brahmanical tradition had the conception of a tutelary "goddess" of the
house.

The distinction of being

Q~ha-pati

particularly to the fire-god Agni.

319

in the

~g-vedic

hymns belongs

It is only in the Atharva-veda that

we once hear of a "pleasant sheltering goddess of the house, the mistress

313
Ramaya~~. II,10,23.
314
Mbh., XIII.103,8.
315
Bhasa-na~aka-cakram, ed. Devadhar, p.195; ~~cchaka~ika, Act I, NSP, edn.,
pp.12, 16.
316
Dasakumara-carita, 4th Ucchvasa, NSP, edn., p,183.
317
In a description of the Vaisva-deva ceremony, the As,GS,, I,2,4 contains
the statement:
Etabhyascaiva devatabhya'dbhya o~adhi-vanaspatibhyo g~haya
g~hadevatabhyo vastudevatabhya~.

See also SBE., XXIX, p,161; cf. Par,GS., II,9.3; also ibid,, I,12,2 (SBE,,
XXIX, pp.319-20 and 290 respectively).
318
For Vasto~pati, see fn,309 above,
319
See Macdonell, VM,, p.95.
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of the dwelling",

32

° Considering that this Veda is 321
generally regarded as

more truly representative of the popular

tra~ons,

the reference may

be significant, although the ritual prescribed in the Kausika Sutra, while
making use of the above hymn in the ceremony of house-building, only refers
to the offerings to

.

Vasto~pati, 322

In any case, the source of the typical

.

.

Grha-devi or Grha-devata of the epic-Puranic times is likely to be outside
the Vedic brahmanical tradition, and the story of Jara in the Mahabharata
seems to corroborate it,
In the context of the

G~ha-devata

made also to the Kula-devata.
feminine divinities.

or

G~ha-devi,

a reference may be

These also appear to have been sometimes

It has been mentioned above that the river-goddess

Ganga was imagined as the tutelary deity of the family of Bhagiratha and
323
Raghu,
In the Har~acarita of Ba~abha~ta, Malati is compared to the
324
Kula-devata of Candrama,
An indirect indication that several types of deities mentioned in the
above pages were goddesses could also be obtained from their description as
Devata,

The word devata is explained by the Sanskrit grammarians as an

abstract substantive, obtained by the addition of the suffix ta, in the
sense of

11

-ness", to deva and meaning

11

divinity" or

form, the word is parallel to others like guruta,

11

godhood 11

~~tatva,

In this
325
etc •.
It
•

must be in this form, therefore, that it is used for all kinds of deities,
320
AV,, III.12.5:
-- Manasya patni sara~a syona devi devebhirnimitasyagre,
Trnam vasana sumana asastvamathasmabhyam sahaviram rayim dah,
See also ibid,, tr. Bloomfield, SBE,, XLII, pp, 140, 346; tr. Whitney, vol,I,
p,106, According to Sayal)-a, the vocative Manawa patn·i ("mistress of the
dwelling") refers to the goddess as VastupateJ;t patni. Cf, also !i:!_., IX.
3,21 (tr, Bloomfield, op,cit., p.195; tr. Whitney, op,cit,, vol,II, p,528)
which refers to Agni resting in the "mistress of the building" as if in the

..

.

'lflOIDb ~

321
See Bloomfield, The Religion of the Veda, pp.40-2, 76-7; Keith, RPVU., p,18;
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, I, pt,I, pp,112-3; etc,,
322
See Karambelkar, The Atharvavedic Civilization, p,207.
323
See above, p. 40.
324
Har~acarita, ed, Kane, 1st Ucchvasa, p.15,
325
See Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, p,476, para 1237; also p.477, para 1239;
Macdonell, A Sanskrit Grammar for Students, p,164.
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whether male or female.

devata-gaJt~l}

A good example is the expression vividha
326
in Mbh,, IX.44. 16.
But whatever may be the derivation of

the word., it appears to us that, on the presumption that the natural gender
of the object determines the gender of its name, the word devata, being
327
feminine,
when standing for an ind.ividuaL.dei ty or more or less specific
type of deity, should. normally refer to a feminine divinity, if the context
does not specify to the contrary,

This would. appear to be corroborated by

some actual usages of the word. Thus, in the Mahabharata, Draupadi is said
- k a, 328 Perhaps several similar
t o have appeared 11"k e a deva t-a to K1ca
examples may be c.ollected,

But the most persuasive evidence is of the labels

of deities in the Bharhut reliefs,

The goddesses in these reliefs bear

only two types of labels if they are labelled at all,

They are either

called Yak~iJtis or Devatas, such as Ca[m]da Yakhi[ni], Yakhini Sudasana,
329
or Sirima Devata, Culakoka Devata, Mahakoka Devata.
On the other hand,
no male deity in these reliefs is labelled. devata.

Hopkins' general

impression on the basis of the epic materials that the term devata is often
~ f or m1nor
.
d e1. t.1es 330 1s
. f erence b ecause
. qu1. t e 1n
. agreement w1. th our 1n
useu
326
Cf, the title Brhad.-d.evata of the well known Vedic text.
327
-·
Cf. Amara-ko~~. p.3, 1.18:
••• d.aivatani pumsi va devatal} striyam,
328
Mbh., IV.13.4:
--- Tam drstva devagarbhabham carantim d.evatamiva,
Kicak~~·kamayamasa kama-baJta-prapi~ital}.
329
See Barua and. Sinha, Barhut Inscriptions, pp.72-4; Luders, Bharhut
Inscriptions, CII., II, pt.II, pp.74, 77-8, 80-1, We have omitted from
consideration some other female beings distinctly labelled as Acchara
(= Apsara, the heavenly dancer) in the scene said to represent the music
and dance of the god.s; see Barua and Sinha, op.cit., pp.47 ff.; Luders,
op.cit,, pp.100 ff •• Apparently on tl~ strength of the inscribed. labels,
Barua imagined. the Yaksinis and. Devatas as two distinct types of goddesses
(see Barua, Barhut, I, ·p:62), even though an accurate iconographic
·
distinction between the figures labelled Yak~iJtis and. those called Devatas
is not possible. In his reconstruction of the comprehensive cult of the
Yak~as, Coomaraswamy considered both the terms as having the same connotation
(see Coomaraswamy, Yak~~. I, p,5; II, p,9). Since the evidence of the
inscribed. labels cannot be ignored, we feel that Coomaraswamy's suggestion
can only be accepted in the sense that both Yak~iJtiS and Devatas were
popular goddesses of somewhat similar types,
330
See Hopkins, EM., p.57.
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we believe that a very large number of such deities were feminine.

It is

no accident, therefore, that the goddesses residing in trees and forests,
streams and rive!s, or the tutelary goddesses of villages, cities, houses,

etc., were called devata,

In fact, if the context permits, the word

devata, even in its very general usages, is likely to refer to female
deities,

Thus, the deities in the expression Anugr~~atvenam prasanna

devatal]., in the Mudra-rak~~ of Visakhadatta, are very probably goddesses,
of the type of Grha-devi or Kula-devi, since the statement is uttered by a
331
mother for her son.
Thus there is impressive literary evidence of very widespread cults
of goddesses in our period,

Archaeology provides a certain corroboration

for this, but, in spite of its obvious advantages in terms of actual
practice and relatively easier reference to a time - space framework,

332

it has also its own limitations, especially in respect of the reconstruction
333
Compared to literary texts,
of the concepts and cults of deities,
archaeology can provide only very limited information, and it may not be
able to enlighten us about many popular deities and their cults otherwise
attested by literature,

It is possible that many popular goddesses were not

worshipped in iconic form at all, or were worshipped only in the form of
crude or temporary symbols which are no longer available or not identifiable,
Moreover, many may have never achieved a following wide and influential
334
enough to necessitate large, permanent shrines and icons.
It is also
possible that some quite popular deities had chiefly domestic and private
cults, giving little opportunity for large shrines or icons, and therefore
there was little need for inscriptions recording their dedication,

But our

fuller use of the archaeological material is also handicapped because,
331
Mudra-rak~~. ed, Kale, p,346,
332
While this remark is generally true, the terracotta materials (see below,
pp,72-3), have presented serious problems of dating.
333
Cf, the comments by Wheeler on the limitations of the archaeological
materials for reconstructing the religious beliefs of the Indus Valley
people; Wheeler, The Indus Civilization, p,108, These comments are made
in relation to a chalcolithic culture, but the same caution is needed in
handling archaeological material of any period without adequate literary
corroboration.
334
Cf, our introductory comments, above, p.1.
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except in the case of inscribed records and to a certain extent coins 7

these materials are not easily accessible and adequate comprehensive
surveys of them are not available,

There is yet another difficulty

respect of the sculptural material, including terracottas.

1n

While it is

true that a properly identified figure, especially if it is known to have
been an icon for worship, provides the best evidence of the cult of a
deity, such accurate identifications are not always available.

The early

figures with which we are generally concerned belong to a stage of emergent
iconography when the forms of deities were only gradually being
335
standardized.
The difficulties are almost insuperable in the case of
terracotta figures where there is only the minimum of iconographic
differentiation,

It is only when the terracottas approximate to the stone

sculptures and achieve a more or less conventional form that a specific
. 336
1. d en t.1f.1ca t.1on b ecomes more cer t a1n.
With the above limitations in mind, we may make a rapid survey of the
archaeological materials for evidence of goddess cults in our period,

The

inscribed records are dealt with first because they are not only more
definitely placed in time and space but also provide fuller information
and often names,

..

An inscription of the early Kusana period from Mathura

suggesting the cult of a village goddess, and another, of the same period
from the same place, possibly referring to the cult of a goddess called
337
Aryavati have already been mentioned,
Omitting a few inscriptions which
belong to the later phases of our period and may be related in one way or

335
This is fully borne by A Catalogue of the Brahmanical Images in Mathura Art
by Agrawala; see, however, his comments on pp,v and vii; also Codrington,
K. de B., "Iconography: Classical and Indian", Man,, XXXV, May 1935,
pp,65-6; Agrawala, Indian Art, p,316. For Coomaraswamy 1 s general comments
on the evolution of Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jaina iconographic types
following the Maurya-Sunga Yak~a models, see Yak~~' I, p.29.
336
The approximation of terracotta material to stone sculptures and the
evolution of iconographic types in terracotta, though in evidence also in
earlier periods, was not fully achieved before the Gupta period; see
Codrington, K. de B., "Some Indian Terracotta Figurines", IA., August 1931,
p,143; Sankalia and Dhavalikar, "The Terracotta Art of India", Marg, XXIII,
no,1, Dec. 1969, pp.43, 47; see also below, p.74.
337
See above, pp,31, 47-8.
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the other with the cult of the Supreme Goddess, 338 there are sevo:ral
attesting the cults of independent goddessesj or goddesses of local or

special nature.

Thus an inscription on a fragmentary marble statue from

Nagarjuuikonda and dateable approximately to the third century A.D. brings
338
The following inscriptions, arranged in a rough chronological order, may
he related directly or indirectly to the cult of the Supreme Goddess:
(i) Sircar, D.C., "Two Inscriptions of Gauri: 1, Chhofi: Sadri Inscription,
year 547", EI., XXX, pp,120 ff,; discovered in sanctum of modern temple
of Bhawarmata, from erstwhile Udaipur State, Rajasthan; dated in the
[Vikrama-] year 547 ~ 491 A.D.; opens with an invocation to Devi,
described as a fierce, fighting goddess, riding a chariot drawn by a
lion, destroyer of demon (perhaps Mahi~a), also as Loka-mata, dehardha
of Siva, etc.; records the building of shrine for the Goddess by king
Gauri,

(ii) Two inscriptions of the Maukhari king Anantavarman (6th cent.A.D.) in
Nagarjuni hill caves (Bihar); Fleet, CII,, III, p,223 ff, and 226 ff.;
one refers to the installation of the images of Bhutapati and Devi;
the other, opening with an invocation to the Goddess as Mahi~amardini,
records the installation of Katyayani in the vindhya-bhudhara-guha, and
also the grant of a village for the Goddess, here called Bhavani.
(iii)Bhandarkar, D.R., ''Vasantgadh Inscription of Varmalata, etc.", EI., IX,
pp.187 ff.; discovered outside the modern shrine of Khimel Mata,
erstwhile Sirohi State, Rajasthan; dated in the [Vikrama-J year 682
625 A.D.; opens with an invocation to Durga and K~emarya; records the
building of a shrine for the goddess (probably K~emarya), described as
Jagan-mata, by a ~~thi of persons including a woman specified as
sri-mata- ganika-buta-namni.
(iv) Chhabra, B,Ch., "Sakrai Stone Inscription, etc.", EI., XXVII, pp,27 ff.;
discovered at Sakrai (erstwhile ,Jaipur State, Rajasthan), reputed for
its modern temple of the goddess Sakambhari; dated in the [Vikrama-]
year 699 = 642-3 A.D.; opens with an invocation to Maha-ga~apati,
Ca~qika and Dhanada, and records the construction of a ~~4~ in front
of (the shrine of) goddess Sallkara by an association of bankers,
(v) Sircar, D.C., "Two Inscriptions from Jajpur: B. Chamu~ga Image
Inscription of Vatsadevi", EI., XXVIII, pp,184-5; from Jajpur, Orissa;
undated but palaeographically assigned to the 1st half of the 7th cent.
A.D.; records dedication of the image by queen Vatsadevi.
(vi) Kielhorn, F., "A Stone Inscription from Kudarkot (Gavidhumat)", EI., I,
pp,179 ff.; from Kudarkot, Itawa Dist., Uttara Pradesh; undated, but
palaeographically assigned to the later half of the 7th cent. A.D.;
records the erection of a building for brahma'i'as, but opens with an
invocation to Durga, imagined as the consort of Siva and said to be
accompanied by her lion and Karttikeya.
(vii)Sahni, Daya Ram, "Benares Inscription of Pantha", EI., IX, pp,59 ff.;
from the vicinity of Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh; undated but
palaeographically assigned to the opening of the 8th cent. A.D.; opens
w·ith praise of Vara~asi; records the building of a shrine of Bhavani,
who is described as fierce on account of her garland of human heads,
etc~.
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to light a nude squatting goddess, whose cult, from the distribution of her
figures in terracotta and stone, trould seem to have been popular in North
339
India and the Deccan during our period,
The early fifth century A.D.
inscription from Gangdhar (western Madhya Pradesh) refers to the shrine of
to the association of these deities with the ~akinis and to the
340
rites of worship in this shrine;
and, from slightly later dates, come

the

Mat~s,

two other inscriptions, one from the same general area and the other from
341
Bihar, referring to these deities.
The early Kadamba and Calukya records
testify that these "Mothers" were accepted as the tutelary deities of those
342
dynasties,
Three copper plate inscriptions of the 6th century A.D. from
Khoh (Madhya Pradesh), issued by the Parivrajaka Maharajas, refer to land
grants for worship and repairs in the shrine of a goddess Pistapuri or
Pi~}apurika, 343 who is sometimes believed to be a form of Sr~~Lak~mi 344 but
who may have been a local goddess and who probably bore some relationship
to Pi~}apura in South India, which is mentioned in the Allahabad Prasasti
of Samudragupta, 345
A copper plate grant of Dro~asimha of the opening of the 6th century
A.D. records the gift of the village Trisangamaka in Hastivapra for regular
worship and repairs in the shrine of a goddess

Pa~~urajya

or

Pa~~uraja,

339
Narasimhaswamy, H.K., "Nagarjuniko~~a Image Inscription", EI., XXIX,
pp.137 ff.; also below,pp.77-8. For the cult of the nude squatting goddess,
see below, Ch.IV,
340
Fleet, "Gangdhar Stone Inscription of Visvavarman, etc.", CII. , III,
pp,72 ff.; see also below, Ch,III, pp.144-5.
--341
Sahni, Daya Ram, "Deogarh Rock Inscription of Svami bha}a", EI., XVIII,
pp,125 ff.; Fleet, "Bihar Stone Pillar Inscription, etc,", CII,, III,
pp.47 ff.; also Sircar, Sel,Ins., I, pp,325 ff.; see also below, Ch,III,
pp,146-7, For the cult of the Mat~s, see below, Ch,III, The Bihar
inscription also refers to a goddess Bhadrarya,
342
See below, Ch,III, pp,147-8,
343
See Fleet, CII,, III, pp,112 ff., 129 ff, and 135 ff.; also Sircar, Sel.
Ins. , I, pp. 394 ff ..
344
See Fleet, op,cit., pp.113, 130,
345
Ibid., p.113, fn,2; cf. also Jaiswal, The Origin and Development of
Vai~~avism, pp,106-7.
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apparently a local deity of some importance.

346

Trisangamaka and

Hastivapra of the grant are identified with Tarsamia and Hathab in modern
347
Kathiawad, Gujarat.
A grant of the Valabhi king Dhruvasena II of the
7th century A.D. associates the name of Dronasimha with another goddess
at the same place,

According to this charter,

Dro~asimha

is said to have

made a grant in favour of goddess Kottamahika, and, as this had become
inoperative for some time, Dhruvasena II confirmed it and issued an order
348
for its use in regular worship and repairs in the shrine of the goddess,
This goddess Kottamahika seems to be identical with Korravai of the Tamil
.
d
p 349
literature and Kotavi - Kotari - Kotara of the ep1c
an the ~~~·
The boundary demarcation in another Valabhi grant of the same period seems

.

.

.

to refer to the shrine of a goddess Sallkarika, who may be the well know~
Durga - Ambika or, more probably, a local goddess regarded as one of her
350

forms.

Two inscriptions from Rajasthan, assigned to the 7th century A.D.,
refer to the shrine of the goddess Ara~ya-vasini and to the goddess
351
Vasundhara,
Another inscription of the same period from the erstwhile
Jodhpur State refers to the shrine of a goddess Dadhimati (sic.) and to
contributions raised by certain Dadhya

brahma~as,

with the shrine or the cult of the goddess.

352

probably in connection

Since the inscription was

discovered in a temple dedicated to a goddess locally known as Dadhamata346
See Jackson, A.M.T,, "Two New Valabhi Copper Plates", JBBRAS., XX, 1897-1900,
pp,1 ff.; Barnett, Lionel D., "Bhamodra Mohota Plate of Dro~asimha: the
year 183", EI., XVI, pp,17 ff.; Sircar, Sel.Ins., I, pp.426 ff ..
347
See Jackson, op.cit,, JBBRAS., XX, 1897-1900, pp.1-2,
348
Ibid., pp,6 ff.; see also below, Ch.V, pp.325~6.
349
For the cult of the goddess Kotavi, see below, Ch.V.
350
Diskalkar, D.B., "Two Un-published Valabhi Grants", EI., XXI, pp. 179 ff.
(see Bhavanagar Plates of Dharasena III, of Valabhi year 304). The
reference to the goddess comes in the line 34 of the grant as:
grami~a-nirmmita-sallkarikaryya[parata~].

351
See
XLI,
352
Ram
EI. ,

Agrawala, R.C., "Goddess Worship in Ancient Rajasthana, etc.", JBRS,,
pt,I, March 1955, pp.7-8,
Karna, "Dadhimati-mata Inscription of the time of
XI, pp. 299 ff ..

Dhriihla~a,

etc.",
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.

.

mataji and since the community of Dahima brahmanas living in the villages
surrounding the temple regard this goddess as their Kula-devi, it has been
reasonably suggested that the modern goddess is the same as the one referred
to in the inscription and that the Dahima

brahma~as

descendents of their ancient Dadhya ancestors,

of today are the

Thus the inscription is

remarkable as evidence of a long continuity of the cult of a local or
353
family goddess,
The specific mention of a community of brahma~a votaries
would suggest that the cult of Dadhimati was already affected by the learned
traditiono

In any case, as the inscription seems to reproduce a verse

contained in the Devi-mahatmya,

354

it is quite clear that the goddess

Dadhimati was imagined as having a status higher than a simple local or
family deity, and she was regarded as identical with or a form of the
Supreme Goddess,
It may be added that there is inscriptional evidence of royal devotees
355
of a goddess called Stambhesvari in Orissa in the 6th century A.D ••
In
the 10th century A.D., the same goddess was accepted as a family deity by
the Sulkis ruling over the Dhenkanal area,

It has been suggested that she

may have been originally an aboriginal deity, and is probably related to
the modern cult of wooden pillars at the corners of aboriginal villages in
Orissa.

Some temples of tbis goddess have also been noted and she seems to
356
be worshipped in the modern times under the name Khambhesvari.
Finally,
a goddess

Kira~esvari

seems to be mentioned in several short epigraphs of

353
Nitya Nanda has tried to trace the antiquity of Dadhimati to the early
Vedic period; see Dadhici Number of Dadhimati, Aug, 1952, pp.4-5, as cited
in Agrawala, op,cit, (fn.351 above), JBRS,, XLI, 1955, p,6 and fn,1, We
have not been able to see the article by Nitya Nanda, but, to our knowledge,
there is no mention of a goddess called Dadhimati in the Vedic, epic or
early Pura~ic texts,
354
See Ram Karna, op,cit., EI., XI, pp,300, 302; also comments by Sten Konow
in ibid,, p,303, fn,1, The verse contained in the 11,11-2 of the
inscription, which is also seen in the Devi-mahatmya (Mar,P., 88,9), runs:
Sarva-mangala-mangalye sive sarvartha-sadhike,
sara~ye tryambake gauri naraya~i namostu te,
355
See Sircar, D.C., "Terasingha Plates of Tu~"tikara", EI., XXX, pp.274 ff ••
356
Ibid,, p.276,
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of approximately 7th - 8th century A.D. in the Pabhosa Caves near Allahabad,
Uttar Pradesh, 357
Gods and goddesses also appear frequently on coins and seals and this
358
has often been utilized in the reconstruction of their cults,
Since the
choice of deities or their symbols as coin- or seal-devices would normally
be deliberate and meaningful, this can be taken as evidence of the
importance of the deities concerned and the popularity of their cults, but
a certain margin may have to be left for the conservatism and continuity
of numismatic traditions, the peculiar suitability of a particular deity as
.
.
l 359 e t c .. The pantheon represented on the
a d ev1ce
on co1ns
and seas,
Ku~a~a coins and seals has been independently studied by several authors. 360
A fairly full survey of the representations of Indian deities on early
Indian coins and seals is made by Banerjea, even though his approach is
. l y 1conograp
.
h.1ca l . 361 He has generally omitted particular discussion
ma1n
of the coin-series of the Imperial Guptas, mainly because he deals with the
numismatic and glyptic materials in relation to the origin and evolution of
iconography in India but perhaps also because the material on the Gupta coins
362
has been independently studied,
All this information provides some
corroborative evidence for the popularity of certain goddesses in our
period,
Without going into the merits of individual identifications, which are
sometimes quite doubtful, the following observations may be made about the
357
See BUhler, G., "Further Pabhosa Inscriptions", EI,, II, pp.481-2,
358
As an instance, see Jaiswal, The Origin and Development of Vai~~avism,
pp,94~5, where the appearances of Sri-Lak~mi on the early Indian coins have
been used to reconstruct the history of the cult of the goddess.
359
See below, p.65.
360
We should like to mention particularly Stein, M. Aurel, "Zoroastrian
Deities on Indo-Scythian Coins", IA., April 1888, pp.89 ff.; Rosenfield,
The Dynastic Art of the Kushans, pp.69 ff.; Chattopadhyaya, The Age of the
Kusha~as- A Numismatic Study, pp.144 ff ..
361
See Banerjea, J.N., "Indian Elements in the Coin Devices of the Early
Foreign Rulers of India", IHQ., XIV, 1938, pp,293 ff.; and esp, DHI,, ch,IV,
pp.108 ff., and ch.V, esp. pp.177 ff •.
362
See below, pp,66-7.
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appearance of certain goddesses on coins and seals.

Since the goddess

Sri-Lak~mi is one of those Indian deities who achieved a distinctive

iconographic form very early,

363

and apparently also because, being a

goddess of good luck and prosperity, she was particularly suited as a
364
coin-device,
she makes a very early appearance on coins and her figures
are often unmistakable.

The most characteristic form of Sri-Lak~mi is the

motif in which, seated or standing, she is bathed by an elephant
365
and the motif appears, with some variations, already on
on either side,
366
on
an un-inscribed coin from Kausambi assigned to the 3rd century B.c.,

~~eka

un-inscribed coins of Ujjayini dated between the 3rd and 2nd century B.c.,
368
and on those of
on a coin of Sujye~tha identified with a Sunga king,
369
several Ayodhya kings, all dated in the 2nd- 1st century B,C •.
It was
adopted also by the Saka rulers Azilises, Rajuvula and

367

Soda~a. 370 Further,

it appears on several official and private terracotta sealings from Basarh
371
and also on seals attached to
and Bhita, all dated in the Gupta period,
the copper plate grants of certain feudatories of the Imperial Guptas and
363
Cf, Coomaraswamy, Ananda K,, "Early Indian Iconography: II, Sri-Lak~mi",
Eastern Art, I, no.3, January 1929, p,183,
364
Cf. Banerjea, DHI., pp,111-2,
365
Foucher's opinion that this motif, when appearing on early Buddhist
monuments, represents Buddha's nativity should be abandoned; for criticism
of Foucher's opinion, see Coomaraswamy 1 s review of On the Iconography of the
Buddha's Nativity by Foucher in IRQ., XI, no,2, June 1935, pp.357 ff .•
366
Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, p, 74 and pl. V. 9; Allan, BMC.AI,, pp,
xcv,149,pl,XX,15; Banerjea, DHI., p,110.
367
Allan, BMC.Al., pp. cxliv-cxlv, 256, pls, XVIII.24, XXXVI.4-5; Banerjea,
DHI,, p,110,
368
Ghose, Ajit, JNSI., XVI, pp,59-60, as cited in Jaiswal, op,cit. (fn,358
above), p.94, fn,8,
369
Cunningham, op,cit,, p,92, pl,IX,6; Allan, BMC.AI,, pp,lxxxviii-lxxxix,
131, 133, pls, ~VI, 14-5, XVII,8, XLIII,4-5; Banerjea, DHI., p.110,
370
Banerjea, DHI,, p,10; Jenkins and Narain, The Coin-types of the Saka-Pahlava
Kings of India, pp,9, 30-1,
371
See Bloch, T., "Excavations at Basarh", ASI-AR., 1903-04, pp,106-10, seal
types nos, 3-7, 8-13, 20-23, 26; Marshall, "Excavations at Bhita", ASI-AR.,
1911-2, pp,47, 52-4, seal types nos, 32, 34-5, 42; see also Banerjea, DHI,,
pp.193 ff,.
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.
.
. the later and post-Gupta per1ods,
.
372
k1ngs
rul1ng
1n

Although

A

'-',

~asan"a

appears to have been a devotee of Siva, the reverse of his gold coins
373
show the abhi~eka motif,
and some base gold coins of comparable date,
bearing the legend Jaya, also contain a variant of the same, 374
Without the benefit of the anointing elephants and purely through her
association with the lotus, the goddess Sri-Lak~mi is recognized also on
several other local and tribal coins dateable from the 2nd century B.C.
376
to 1st century A.D., 375 on certain coins of Azes II and Hagama~a,
and
on the obverse of those coins of Rajuvula and Soda~a which show the
abhiseka motif on the reverse. 377 The so-called "dancing girl 11 on some
378
coins of the Indo-Greek kings Pantaleon and Agathocles
and the "city

--·--

deity" of
of

Pu~kalavati

Sri-Lak~mi,

379

have also been identified as possible representations

These identifications are naturally much less certain

that those of the abhiseka motif, Sometimes alternative identifications
. h
. _--:..-. ,_
380
w1t Durga, Amb1ka, Ekanamsa, etc. have also been suggested,
The goddess Sri-Lak~mi does not appear on the Ku~a~a coins and seals,
but, as is well known, she occupies a prominent place on the gold
coin-series of the Imperial Guptas, and it is generally believed that her
372
See Fleet, CII., pp,191, 196 and pls. XXVI, XXVII for seals of the kings
of Sarabhapura dynasty. For some other instances, see Pargiter, F.E.,
"Three Copper Plate Grants from East Bengal", IA., July 1910, pp.194, 199;
Basak, Radhagovind, "Tipperah Copper Plate Grant of Lokanatha", EI., XV,
p. 302 and pl ..
373
See Allan, BMC,GD., pp.cv, 147, pl.XXIII, 14-6,
374
Ibid,, pp,civ, 150-1, pl,XXIV. 6,8,
375
Banerjea, DHI., p,111, fn.1,
376
Jenkins and Narain, op,cit, (fn,370 above), pp,14, 29,
377
Ibid,, pp,30-1,
378
See Coomaraswamy, op,cit, (fn,363 above), p,182; also Banerjea, DHI.,
p, 111.
379
See above, pp.50 ff •.
380
See Banerjea, DHI,, pp,111, 133 ff,, 154-5,
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iconography in the series has been strongly influenced by the Ardokhsho
.
381
type of the Ku~a~a COlUS.
The identifications of Durga, Ambika, Gauri, Ekanamsa, etc, on early
Indian coins as suggested by Banerjea are only of the doubtful kind, as
382
noted above.
His suggestions, however, though not certain, carry
relatively greater conviction when other symbols on the coins betray a
definite Sivaite association,

Thus the female figure standing on a lotus

and holding a flower in her right hand, with possibly a lion beside it, as
depicted on the obverse of a coin-type of Azes II, could represent Siva's
consort, since the reverse also shows a humped bull which is a well known
383
emblem of Siva,
It has sometimes been suggested that the lion-riding
goddess on the Candragupta - Kumaradevi coins and the Lion-slayer type
384
of Candragupta II represents Durga- Ambika.
But the force of the Gupta
numismatic tradition has not permitted scholars to abandon identification
~- ak ~m1- .. 385 On the other hand, the unique stater of Huvi~ka, now in
Wl"th ur1-L
the British Museum, shows on the reverse both Siva and his consort.

The

381
See Smith, Vincent A., "The Coinage of the Early or Imperial Gupta Dynasty,
etc.",~., 1889, pp,13, 24 ff.; Allan, BMC,GD,, Index V, s,v, Lak~mi,
and pp,xxviii, xxxiv, lxx-lxxii; Altekar, The Coinage of the Gupta Empire,
pp,15, 21; also Das Gupta, C.C., "Some Notes on the Iconography of Lak~mi",
Bharatiya Vidya, XV, no.3, pp,61 ff .•
382
Cf. esp, Banerjea, DHI., pp.154-5.
383
Ibid,, pp,134-5; also Gardner, BMC.Gr,Scy,, pp,lix, 85, pl,XIX,5; Jenkins
and Narain, op,cit. (fn,370 above), p,14,
384
See Allan, BMC.GD., pp,lxxiii-lxxiv, lxxxiii; Altekar, op,cit, (fn,381
above), pp,27, 31-2, 106; Banerjea, DHI., p,135. It has been suggested
that this Gupta device represents a specific iconographic form of Sri-Lak~mi,
the Simhavahini Lal\:~mi ,. which is described by Hemadri and whose
representations are seen in the temples of Khajuraho; see Dikshit, R,K,,
"Simhavahini Lak~mi", JNSI., XXVI, pp.102 ff .. This, in our opinion, does
not solve the problem of the coin-device under reference, because there is
no early evidence of the association of Sri-Laksmi with the lion, The
concept of the Lion-riding Lak~mi, which is att~sted only by late evidence,
should normally be explained as evolved under the influence of Durga Ambika, especially as there was mutual give and take in concepts of these
goddesses; see Hartmann, Beitrage zur Geschichte der Gottin Lak~mi, ch,7,
esp. pp,38 ff,, But whether this influence is already in evidence in the
Gupta coin devices remains a moot point; cf. Altekar, op.cit., p,31,
385
See Allan and Altekar, cited in fn.384 above.
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name of the goddess in Greek characters was first read as Ommo by Rapson
who inferred that it referred to the Indian goddess Uma, and the reading
as well as the identification are now generally accepted, with few
t"1en·t op1n1ons.
. .
386 Banerjea has read the same legend Ommo on
.
d 1ssen
another stater piece of

Huvi~ka,

on which, however, the female figure
387
holds a cornucopiae instead of flower.
It may be added that Durga
riding a lion or killing a buffalo demon appears on Nalanda seals of the
388
later Gupta and early mediaeval periods.
A few other Indian deities have also been identified on early Indian
coins.

A reference has been made above to the possible representation of
389
Sasthi on a coin-type of the Yaudheyas.
The female figure standing on

. ..

a lotus on the reverse of

Bhadragho~a's

which conforms to the type of

coins (Paficala Mitra series),

Sri-Lak~mi,

'"as early identified by Allan as
390
Bhadra, on the basis of the name of the issuer,
On the same basis, he
also identified a similar figure on the coins of Paficala Phalgunimitra as
.
Ph algun1,
- 391 although as Banerjea has pointed out, the Purva
t he as t er1sm
and Uttara Phalgunis described in the late compilation by Hemadri are very
392
different goddesses.
The same author has identified Yaksa-Yaksini
couples on some Ujjayini coins, 393 and it may be added that:

ofte~ ~s

alternatives to identifications with Sri-Laksmi, Yaksis have been
recognized tentatively on certain Indo-Greek.and

Sak~-Pahlava

coins.

394

386
See Rapson, JRAS., 1897, pp,322-4; Banerjea, DHI., p,126; Rosenfield,
pynastic Arts~the Kushans, pp.94-5, where the dissent of Robert Gobl is
also cited; also Chattopadhyay, The Age of the Kusha~~~ etc., pp,166, 177.
387
Banerjea, DHI., pp.126-7,
388
Ibid., pp,185 ff •.
389
See above, p,11,
390
Allan, BMC.AI., pp.cxvii-cxviii; also Banerjea, DHI,, p,133,
391
Allan, op,cit., p,cxviii,
392
Banerjea, DHI,, p.133,
393
Ibid,, pp,150-1.
394
See Narain, The Coin-tyPeS of the Indo-Greek Kings, pp,7-8; Jenkins and
Narain, The Coin-types of the Saka-Pahlava Kings, p,2,
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A few unidentified goddesses appear on terracotta sealings of the Gupta
period from Rajghat, Uttar Pradesh, 395 and the name of the goddess
Sarasvati occurs in the legend on a Gupta sealing from Bhiita.396
In the context of appearances of Indian goddesses on coins and seals,
it must also be noted that the coin-sex,ies of the foreign rulers in India
introduce a large number of alien goddesses,

Apart from several

unidentified figures, some of which are simply label1ed as city-deities,

397

the figures of Artemis, Athena (Pallas), Demeter, Hekate, Nike, Tyche, etc.
398
are recognized on the coins of the Indo-Greeks, Scythians and Parthians.
The most important foreign goddesses to appear on the
and

Ku~a~a

coins are Nana

399
Ardkhsho,

Since it has been frequently noted that the foreign
400
rulers tended, to identify their own deities with the local ones,
the
phenomenon should be regarded as of considerable significance for the

history of the goddess cults in our period, particularly as the influence
of some alien goddesses on the Indian goddess concepts is clearly
. d.1ca t e d . 401
1n
The limitations of sculptural materials as evidence of religious cults
402
have been noted abov'e,
As corroborative evidence of the popularity of
goddess cults, we will only utilize the products of the Mathura school of
art, whose flourishing period generally coincides with the period of our
investigation and which also appears to have been the centre where the
395
See Banerjea, DHI., p,198,
396
See Marshall, "Excavations at Bhi~a", ASI-AR., 1911-12, p,50.
397
See above, p.51,
398
See Lahiri, Corpus of Indo-Greek Coins, p,27; also Gardner, BMC,Gr.Scy.,
pp,lvi ff ••
399
See Stein, M. Aurel, nzoroastrian Deities on Indo~Scythian Coins", IA~,
April 1888, pp.97-8; Rosenfield, Dynastic Arts of the Kushans, pp,72-,-74-5,
83 ff.; also Chattopadhyay, The Age of the Kusha~~' etc,, pp, 164 ff., and
167 ff ..
400
Cf. Rapson (ed,), The Cambridge History of India, p.557; Lahiri, op.cit,,
p.27; Rosenfield, op.cit., pp.75, 88, etc.; Banerjea, DHI,, p.155.
401
See above PI' 66-7 for reference to the Ardokhsho type of Ku~a~a coins
influencing the iconography of Sri-Lak~mi on the coin-series of the Guptas.
402
See above, pp.58-9.
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Indian iconography started taking shape.

403

In his catalngue of the

brahmanical images in Mathura art, Agrawala lists the stone figures,of the
.
~ ~
k ~m1;
- 404 Durg·a- ....Parva
t-1,
Ku~atta
and Gup t a per1ods,
of such goddesses as tJrl-La
usually identified, in the case of the early figures, with the help of the
406
.
t apascarya
'
- 1n
. th e m1. d s t o f f 1re;
.
.
t ; 405 pl 1on-moun
arva t1 per f orm1ng

Durga-mahi~amardini; 407 the so-called Mat:rkas, in a very evolutionary stage
408
of iconography in the Ku~a~a period;
the goddess Vasudhara, associated
with jars and fish;

409

the well known Buddhist goddess Hariti, characterized
410
by the child in her arms;
and the goddess Bhadra, holding a fruit, in a

complex iconographic composition, now in the Lucknow Museum, which also
411
includes Sri-Lak~mi on lotus, Hariti holding a child and Kubera.
He
412
Most of these are modest relief
also lists figures of Naginis.
compositions, and, with the possible exception of some figures of Hariti
and the Niiginis, are scarcely more than a foot in height,

They cannot,

403
See Agrawala, A Catalogue of the Brahmanical Images in Mathura Art,
pp,v, vii; Codrington, K. deB,, "Iconography: Classical and Indian", Man,
XXXV, May 1935, pp.65-6; Saraswati, A Survey of Indian Sculpture, pp,62-3;
Goetz, India: Five Thousand Years of Indian Art, p,80; etc •• On the
significance of Mathura, especially as the centre of a flourishing school
of art, see also Fabri, C,L,, "Mathura of the Gods", Marg., 7, no,2, 1954,
pp,8 ff., and Codrington, K. de B,, "Mathura of the Gods", ibid,, 9, no,2,
1956, pp.41 ff,,
404
Agrawala, op,cit, (fn,403 above), pp.48 ff,,
405
Ibid,, pp.51 ff ••
406
Ibid,, pp. 51, 53-4,
407
Ibid,, p.57.
408
Ibid,, pp.59 ff.; see also below, Ch.III, pp,149 ff ..
409
Agrawala, op,cit. (fn,403 above), pp,64-5, On Vasudhara, see also by the
same author, "Mathura Terracottas", JUPHS., IX, pt,II, July 1936, pp.29-30;
"Vasudhara", JISOA., VII, 1939, pp, 13 ff. ; and "Terracotta Figurines of
Ahichchhatra, etc,", AI., 4, 1947-48, p,123,
410
Agrawala, op,cit. (fn,403 above), pp,88 ff .• There are a large number of
figures of Hariti with Kubera; see ibid., pp.80 ff..
411
Ibid,, p.x.
412
Ibid,, pp,101-2, 104-5,
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therefore, be uniformly assumed to have 1Jeen cult images, and many may

have served a largely decorative purpose in a biggar edifice which was
the shrine of another deity.

But their representations and, in most

cases, the frequency of their: appear.anccas ar.e cle.a.rly a proof of their
popularity,
The above are more or less definitely identified figures.
Kwjal}a figures of a

goat~headed

Several

godd.ess 1<ith different attributes in her

hands and often holding a child, sometimes raising the right hand in
abhaya-mudra and having a halo round the head, have been identified as
the female counterpart of the god

Naigame~a,

'"ho may have been originally

connected with the cult of Skanda-Karttikeya but who is knmm to have
413 Th
- d a prom1nen
.
t pos1't·10n 1n
- th e J alna
.
occup1e
tra d't-.
l 1on.
ere are,
hmvever, a large number of other female figures from Mathura, some of whom,

on account of their prominent headdresses, their association with trees or
children, and their general iconographic appearance, are very likely to
represent goddesses, especially as in the case of some examples the right
hand appears to have been raised in abhaya mudra, but it is not possible
414
to supply their names,
A special mention may be made here of the large
number of charming, semi-nude females which decorated the Jaina and
415
Buddhist stupas at Mathura during the Kusana period.
Some of these
figures may represent ordinary women, but a large majority are apparently
Devatas, v,k~akas, Apsarases or popular fertility
416
goddesses of some kind,
and must be related to their named and unnamed
417
ancestresses on the railing pillars of the Bharhut stupa
and the

deities,

Yak~i~is,

413
See Agrawala, Mathura Museum Catalogue, pt. III, pp. 33-4: cf. also Mbh.,
III.217,11 (see below, Ch.III, p,163 ).
414
See Agrawala, Mathura Museum Catalogue, pt.III, pp.53 ff.; ibid., pt.IV,
pp.125-6.
415
See Coomaraswamy, ~., pp,64-5; by the same author, Yak~as, I, pp.32-3;
Ray, Nihar Ranjan, in Majumdar (ed,), The Age of Imperial Unity, pp.523-4;
Saras>mti, A Survey of Indian Sculpture, pp,68--9.
416
See references cited in fn. above; also above, P~ 32,
417

See above, p. 57.
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unnamed goddesses of the crude terracottas.

418

They almost seem to disappear

from the monuments of the Gupta_perio.d, .apparanlly bacause .tbay were
gradually being absorbed in the growing cult of the Great Goddess as seen
~
-419
. the Dev1-mahatmya
.
f or 1nstance
1n
of the Markav~eya
Purav~.
In an account of popular religion, the terracotta materials may be
expected to produce valuable evidence, the more so as the Indo-Gangetic
plain is particularly rich in them,

But the value of this evidence is
420
drastically limited for the reasons already noted,
'There is not only
the lack of adequate comprehensive surveys and serious difficulties of
identifications, but also the additional difficulty of accurate
chronological arrangement.

This has often been done on purely stylistic

considerations which are not a sure

guide~

To take two instances, a

certain type of terracotta female figurines from the North-western Frontier
regions were assigned to as early as the 2nd millennium B.C. on the grounds
of their archaic appearance, etc,, but the Charsada excavations have proved
421
that they cannot be dated before 300 B.c ••
Similarly, although certain
418
See below, pp. 74 ff..
419
Cf, Goetz, H., "Aphrodite Urania: An Asiatic Cult in Ancient Greece, and
a Corinthian Bronze in the Baroda Museum", BBMPG. , III, pt. II, 1946 ( 1948),
p, 13.
420
See above, pp.58-9.
421
See Coomaraswamy, Ananda,

11

Archaic Indian Torracottas", Marg, VI, no.2,

pp.24-7 (reprint of article originally published in IPEK., 1928, pp,64 ff.);
Gordon, D,H,, "Some Terracottas from Sari Dheri, North-west Frontier
Province", JRAI,, LXII, 1932, pp,163 ff,; and by the same author, "Notes
on Early Frontier Terracottas", Man, XXXIV, 1934, pp,55 ff.; "The Problem
of Early Indian Terracottas'', ibid,, XXXV, 1935, pp,117-8; "The
Mother-Goddess of Gandhara", Antiquity, XI, 1937, pp, 70 ff,; "The Age of
Frontier Terracottas", Iraq, V, 1938, pp,85 ff.; Corbiau, Simone, "Indian
and Babylonian Figurines", Man, XXXV, 1935, p,144; and by the same author,
"New Finds in the Indus Valley", Iraq, IV, 1937, pp, 1 ff.; "Prehistoric
Remains on the Historic Sites of India and the Near East", Man, XXXVII,
1937, pp,150 ff.; Das Gupta, C.C., "The Problem of Ancient Indian
Terracottas", IHQ., XII, 1936, pp,138 ff.; Wheeler, Charsada, etc.,
pp,104 ff., where the nickname "Baroque ladies" has been given to these
figures; also Sankalia, H.D. and Dhavalikar, M.K., "The Terracotta Art of
India", Marg, XXIII, no.1, 1969, p.39.
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archaic-looking terracotta female figures from Mathura were generally
assigned to such age brackets as

11

early" and

11

pre-Mauryall, the Ahicchatra:

excavations do not permit the dating of similar materials earlier than
422
300 B.c .•
It may also be added that according to the chronological
sequence generally agreed upon figures with bodies modelled by hand and
head pressed from a mould in the Mauryan period were followed by completely
moulded plaques in the Sm1ga period, and these in turn were followed by
423
fully modelled figures again in the Kusana period,
This sequence,
though workable, is not fool-proof.

It is possible to imagine that several

different techniques were sometimes used in the same

period~

..

The Kusana

period also shows some evidence of the use of moulds and both modelling by
.
h and and press1ng
from moulds were employed by the Gupta ar t•lS t s, 424
In the face of the above difficulties, we wil1 confine ourselves only
425
to a felif very general remarks pertinent to our discussion,
Leaving the
422
See Coomaraswamy, op,cit,, Marg, VI, no,2, pp,27 ff.; Agrawala, Vasudeva
s., "Mathura Terracottas", JUPHS., IX, pt.II, 1936, pp,10-1, 13 ff.; also
by the same author, "Terracotta Figurines of Ahichchhatra, Dist, Bareilly,
U.P.", AI., 4, 1947-48, pp.106-7,
423
See generally Coomaraswamy, op,cit., Marg, VI, no.2, pp.24 ff.; Agra•<ala,
op,cit., JIJPHS., IX, pt,II, 1936, pp.10-2, 28; Kramrisch, S,, "Indian
Terracotta:;;;;;--JISOA., VII, 1939, pp. 89 ff., esp. 104-5; Gordon, D.H., "Early
Indian Terracottas", JISOA,, XI, 1943, pp,144-5, 151, 190-1; Ray, Nihar
Ranjan, in Majumdar (ed,), The Age of Imperial Unity, p.532; Saraswati,
A Survey of Indian Sculpture, pp,98, 99, 102-3, 107, 109; Sankalia and
Dhavalikar, op,cit,, Marg, XXIII, no,1, pp.40, 43, 45, 47; etc,, It may
be added that since certain hand-modelled, crude figures appear at all
times and from all sites, defying any classification by style or technique,
the somewhat irritating name of

11

ageless' 1 or

11

timeless 11 type has been

invented for them; see Kramrisch, op,cit., pp,89 ff,; Ray, op,cit., pp.531-2;
Saraswati, op,cit,, pp,99 ff .•
424
The limitations of the chronological sequence of the terracotta materials
on the basis of technique of manufacture and exceptions are noted by nearly
all the authorities cited in fn,423 above,
425
For the comments on the terracotta female figurines presented here, the
following general or specialized surveys may be especially seen:
Coomaras,,amy, "Archaic Indian Terracottas", Marg, VI, no,2, pp,24 ff,;
Agra"ala, Vasudeva S,, "Mathura Terracottas", JUPHS,, IX, pt.II, 1936,
pp,6 ff.; by the same author, "Terracotta Figurines of Ahichchhatra, etc,",
AI,, 4, 1947-48, pp.104 ff.; Kramrisch, S,, "Indian Terracottas", JISOA.,
VII, 1939, pp,89 ff.; Gordon, D;H,, "Early Indian Terracottas", ibid,, XI,
1943, pp,136 ff.; Saraswati, A Survey of Indian Sculpture, ch,V, pp,96 ff.;
Sankalia and Dhavalikar, "The Terracotta Art of India", Marg., XXIII, no,1,
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terracotta female figures from the pre-Harappan village cultures in the
426
Baluchistan hills and the various sites of the Harappa Culture,
as
also those that have been brought to light from several post-Harappan
427
chalcolithic cultures in Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra,
it may be
said that there is a more or less connected or continuous history of

terracotta art in the Indo-Gangetic plain from approximately the Mauryan
to the Sunga, Ku~a'l-a and Gupta periods.

There also seems to be a general

agreement that, as far as human figures are concerned, the so-called
"mother goddess'' figures predominate in the earlier periods, Mauryan and
perhaps slightly earlier, after which, with advanced techniques of
manufacture and greater freedom in the handling of the material, a wide
variety of subjects, both religious and secular, is represented in the
Sunga period, and, amongst the religious figures, specific deities start
becoming identifiable,

The better of the terracotta pieces also gradually

approximate to the products in stone, and, by the Gupta period, large
terracotta plaques showing complex compositions are used to adorn shrines,
Although a precise identification should remain doubtful, it may be
conceded that the early terracotta female figurines, assignable to the
428
Mauryan or a slightly earlier period
and roughly approximating in form
425 contd
1969, pp,33 ffo; also Das Gupta, C,C,, "Bibliography of Ancient Indian
Terracotta Figurines", .JRASB,L,, IV, 1938, pp,67 ff.; and by the same
author, Origin and Evolution of Indian Clay Sculrture, esp. cbs. III-VII,
This last \<ark, though purporting to be a comprehensive survey of the
terracotta materials from Pre-historic to Mediaeval times, has not proved
as helpful to us as expected because observations of religious significance
in it are too general. In our opinion, while the work is of great
bibliographical interest, the author does not fully justify his claim (see
ibid., Preface, p,iii) to throw light on the history and evolution of the
religious and iconographical arts of India.
426
For the terracotta figurines of pre-Harappan village cultures in
Baluchistan hills and those from the Indus Valley sites, see Marshall (ed,),
MIC., I, pp,49 ff,, 338 ff.; Piggott, Prehistoric India, pp.107 ff., 128 ff.,
203; Wheeler, The Indus Civilization, pp.91-2, 109.
427
See Sankalia and Dhavalikar, op,cit., Mii:rg, XXIII, no,1, 1969, pp.37 ff .•
428
We include in this category both the early female figures from sites in
the Gandhara region, the so-called "Baroque ladies", as well as the figures
from sites like Mathura which were assigned to 11 early 11 and "pre-Maurya"
periods; see above,pp.72-3 and fns. 421, 422, The description of their
characteristics presented here should be regarded as a very general one,
In themselves, they differ in general style and many details, the one
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to the standing figures on the gold leaf plaques from Lauria-nandangarh
429
and Piprahva
suggest their divinity by their apparent nudity, excessive
emphasis on such aspects of fecundity as breasts and hips, elaborate
headdress and conspicuous girdle concealing the mount of Venus, and their
overall conventional and hieratic

appearance~

They remain un-named,

though, in various attempts to identify ti1em, any number of names such as
430
Prthivi, Mahi-mata, Aditi, Vasini, etc, have been supplied.
It has even
been suggested that they belong to a tradition of an undifferentiated Mother
431
Assuming that all these early figures which generally conform
Goddess.
to a conventional or hieratic pattern represent goddesses or even
mother-goddesses, which is very likely, it still appears to us unwarranted
to presume that they represent the same deity in every case,

Since

controlled excavations have bracketted figures which were once regarded as

earlier and later,

432

a broad regional and typological classification alone

vould suggest the possibility of different goddess concepts,

Thus the

so-called "Baroque ladies" of the sites in the North-vest Frontier region
vill have to be distinguished from their approximately contemporary
428 contd
important element of difference being that vhile the Gandharan figures are
nude, the mount of Venus is concealed by a heavy girdle in those from
Mathura. There are some Sunga specimens, however, in which the sex is
conspicuously depicted in spite of the suggestion of a covering lower
garment, somewhat in the fashion of the females on the railing pillars of
the Ku~a'ta period from Mathura; see Coomaraswamy, op,cit., Marg, VI, no,2,
p.30 and fig,43,
429
For the respousse figures on gold leaves from Lauria-nandangarh and
Piprahva, see Bloch, T,, "Excavations at Lauria", ASI-AR., 1906-7, pp,122 ff.
and 124, fn.3; Majumdar, N.G., "Explorations at Lauria-nandangarh" ,ibid.,
1935-36, pp, 59-60 and pl. XXIII. a, b. Bloch's identification of the figure
as Vedic deity Prthivi is purely speculative; see Coomaraswamy, op.cit.,
Marg, VI, no,2, p.28, where the dissent of Keith is also cited, Majumdar
also doubted the early dating of the figure; see Majumdar, op,cit,,
Citing the results of Majumdar's excavations at the site, Gordon suggested
300 B,C, as the earliest limit for the figure; see Gordon, op,cit,, JISOA.,
XI, pp,150-1,
430
See Coomaras1"amy, op,cit., Marg, VI, no,2, pp,32-3; Agrawala, op,cit.,
JUPHS,, IX, pt,II, pp,19 ff.; cf, Kramrisch, op,cit,, JISOA,, VII, p,91,
431

See Agrawala, op,cit,, AI., 4, p,107,
432
See above, pp,72-3.
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counterparts at Mathura,

433

But even within the same regional style and

group, there may have been differentiations of concepts which it is no
longer possible to determine,

A certain analogy for this suspicion is

provided by the reliefs of the Bharhut stupa,

These reliefs are in a

different medium, show an advanced style of art and even an advanced
consciousness of iconographic differentiation inasmuch as certain figures

are named in the labels accompanying them,

434

But in spite of this, it

is still not possible to form accurate iconographic pictures of the deities
435
depicted,
In fact, but for the labels, the many female figures
represented in these reliefs might have been forced into one class and
regarded as representations of various forms of the same deity, or the same
436
type of deity.
Finally it may be added that while it is possible that
these early terracotta figurines represent goddesses or mother goddesses,
their precise purpose remains doubtful.

It is uncertain whether they were

cult icons or ex veto offerings, or were for use in purely magical rites,
437
etc •.
Crude terracotta female figures of the conventional or hieratic
438
"Goddess" type, as noted above, appear also in the later periods,
but,
like the "goddesses" on the railing pillars of the Buddhist and Jaina
439
stupas,
they also seem to dwindle in number gradually down to Gupta
433
Gordon has used the figurines of the North-west Frontier region to
reconstruct the cult of the "Mother-Goddess of Gandhara" whom he tentatively
calls Anai tis and who may have been locally identified with Har'iti; see
Gordon, "The Mother Goddess of Gandhara", Antiquity, XI, 1937, pp.70 ff,;
see also below, pp. 84 ff,.
434
For the goddesses represented on the Bharhut railing pillars, with or
without inscriptions giving their names, see Barua, Barhut, I, pp.62, 85-6;
II,
pp, 70 ff.; also Banerjea, DHI., pp,368-9,
435
The attempts made by Barua and Banerjea to identify many of the unnamed
deities are largely of speculative nature; see Barua and Banerjea cited in
fn.433 above; cf, also Banerjea, DHI,, p,100.
436
Cf, our comments above, p, 57, fn.329; also Cunningham, The Stupa of Bharhut,
Intra. by V,S. Agrawala, p.xi.
437
Cf, Gordon, op,cit., JISOA., XI, p.178.
438
See above, p.73, fn.423; also Agrawala, op,cit., AI., 4, pp.108-9.
439
See above, pp.71-2.
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times.440

On the other hand, specific iconographic types of such goddesses

as Sri-Lak~mi, Vasudhara, Parvati, Durga-mahi~amardini, CamU¥ga, Ganga,
Yamuna, Hariti,

Yak~iJtis,

of the goat-headed

Naginis, and occasionally the female counterparts

Naigame~a,

more doubtfully Kotavi, the multi-headed

and Carcika in cat form, etc., have been identified in the terracottas
441
of the Sunga, Ku~alfa or Gupta periods, especially the latter.
The

~a~thi

mithuna figures frequently appearing in the Sunga-Ku~alfa period at Mathura,
Kausambi, Ahicchatra, etc. may also have some connection with goddess cults
442
Such a
in so far as they can be interpreted as fertility symbols.
connection may be suspected to an even greater extent in the mother and
443
A certain type of terracotta
child figures during these periods.
figurines showing a nude squatting goddess and assignable to the Ku~alfa
444
period has been found from Mathura and Kausambi.
Similar pieces of
comparable date also come from various sites in the Deccan, and the same
motif is represented in stone figures of the Ku~alfa-Gupta and later
445
periods.
A reference has been made above to one such piece from
Nagarjunikonda bearing a dedicatory inscription, thus certifying the status
440
Goetz makes this point in "Aphrodite Urania: An Asiatic Cult in Ancient
Greece, and a Corinthian Bronze in the Baroda Museum", BBMPG., III, pt.II,
1946 (1948), p.13, but it can be substantiated also by the report on
terracotta figurines from the Ahicchatra excavations; see Agrawala, op,cit.,
AI., pp.106 ff,, "Group I. Mother Goddess".
441
See generally, Agrawala, op.cit,, JUPHS., IX, pt,II, pp.28 ff.; and by the
same author, op.cit., AI., 4, pp.126, 130, 133 ff., 151-2, 171 ff.; Indian
Art, pp.316 ff.; Sankalia and Dhavalikar, op,cit., Marg, XXIII, no.1,
pp.43 ff ..
442
See Agrawala, op,cit., JUPHS., IX, pt. II, pp.31, 33; by the same author,
op.cit., AI., 4, pp.109 ~160 ff.; Kala, Terracotta Figurines from
Kausambi, etc., pp.27 ff ••
443
See Agrawala, op.cit., ~., IX, pt.II, pp.32-3; by the same author,
op.cit., AI., 4, pp.116, 146 ff.; Kala, op,cit., p.26.
444
See Marshall, "Excavations at Bhita", ASI-AR., 1911-12, p.75 and pl.XXIII.
40; Indian Museum Cat., II, p,286, no. Km.36, as cited in ibid., p.75;
Codrington, "Iconography: Classical and Indian", Man, XXXV, May 1935,
pp.65-6; Gupta (ed,), Patna Museum Catalogue of Antiquities, p.307, no.145,
pl.L (7716).
445
For a full account of all the available figures of this type, see below,
Ch.IV, pp.270 ff,.
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'Of these figures as representations of a goddess.

446

It is possible that

the cult of this goddess was introduced into India from the West sometime
447
during the period of Roman contacts.
It may be added here that foreign
influences of various kinds and foreign ethnic types and fashions have been
noted throughout the terracotta pieces of the Maurya,Sunga, Saka-Ku~a~a
and Gupta periods, these being most conspicuous during the Sunga-Ku~a~a
' d ~ 448
per1o
Three other types of terracotta materials may be especially mentioned
in view of their obvious importance,

One is a type of winged female two

of whose early specimens come from Basarh and are assigned approximately
449
to the Maurya-Sunga period,
Winged human figures are not common in
Indian art, and winged female figures are particularly rare, only two other
pieces being reported, one in bronze from Akhun

~heri

and the other in
450
stone from Mathura, both dated roughly in the Kusana period.
Since the

..

Basarh figure stands on a lotus, Coomaraswamy was inclined to identify her
as

Sri-Lak~mi, 451 but he regarded the wings as curious and apparently

approved of Spooner's suggestion of a possible foreign influence, from West
446
See above, pp.60-1.
447
For the cult of the Nude Squatting Goddess, see below, Ch,IV.
448
See Coomaraswamy, HIIA., p,12; Agrawala, op.cit., JUPHS., IX, pt,II, p.27;
by the same author, op.cit., AI., 4, pp.124 ff., 155 ff.; Indian Art,
pp,313-4; Ray, Nihar Ranjan, in Majumdar (ed.), The Age of Imperial Unity,
p.533; Saraswati, A Survey of Indian Sculpture, pp.115-6; Kala, op,cit.,
pp.41 ff.; Sankalia and Dhavalikar, op.cit., Marg, XXIII, no.1, pp.40, 43-4,
47. It may be noted that some of these figures which are attributed to the
Mauryan period may actually belong to a slightly later date. See also
below for discussion on some of these types.
449
See Spooner, D.B., "Excavations at Basarh", ASI-AR., 1913-14, p,116 and
pl.XLIV;i (cf. also fig,g in the same place); Coomaraswamy, "Early Indian
Iconography; II, Sri-Lak~mi", Eastern Art, I, no.3, January 1929, pp.181
and 174, fig.3. Spooner was inclined to date the figure in the Mauryan
period and used it as another evidence of Persian influence in Mauryan times.
Some other scholars have ascribed the figure to the Sunga period; see
Saraswati, op,cit,, p.115.
450
See Coomaraswamy, "Archaic Indian Terracottas", Marg, VI, no.2, p.35, fn.
19.
451
Coomaraswamy, op,cit, (fn,449 above), Eastern Art, I, no.3, p.181.
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.
- f rom p ers1a.
. 4 52
or more ..] l. k e~y
As1a

Agraw·ala has 1dentified the figure

as Sapak~a-~a~~hi referred to in the Kasyapa Samhita, and suggested that
this, as well as the type of winged Kamadeva, who seems to be represented
on a terracotta piece from Kausambi, may have developed under the
influence of the Hellenic concepts of Aphrodite and Eros respectively.

453

Some other terracotta objects, approximately dateable to the 2nd - 1st
century B.C., also form a distinctive iconographic type.

More or less

complete or fragmentary specimens of it have been found over a very wide
area, from Rupar (Panjab) in the west to Tamluk (Bengal) in the east, and
including such sites in Uttar Pradesh as Kausambi, Ahicchatra, Rajghat,
454
Mathura, etc ••
The best preserved specimen is the one from Tamluk, now
in the Museum of the Indian institute at Oxford. 455 The figure is moulded,
452
Coomaras>ramy, ~·, p,12; cf. also Sankalia and Dhavalikar, op,cit,,
Marg, XXIII, no,1, p,40,
453
Agrawala, Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma, p.61; also by the same author,
revie~r of Kala, Terracotta Figurines from KauS8:mbi, etc

0, in J1JPHS .. , XXII,

1949, pp,237-8. It may be added that Saraswati refers to the figure of a
hermaphrodite from Rajghat, and Sankalia and Dhavalikar regard it as a
foreign type; see SaraSlHati, op.cit., p.116; Sankalia and Dhavalikar, op.cit.,

Marg, XXIII, no,1, pp.44-5.
454
For the Tamluk figure, see fn,455 below. For other specimens, mostly
fragmentary, see Sharma, G.R., The Excavations of Kausambi (1957-59), pp.93,
122, pl,46,14 and fig,18,3; Kala, op.cit., pp.21-2, 58, 61, pls, V.C (cf.
also A), XIV.A.2; Agra<mla, op.cit., JUPHS., IX, pt.II, pp,19, 29, pl.V.14,
VIII.26 (both slightly doubtful); by the same author, op,cit., Al., 4,
pp, 110-1, pl,XXXII,12 and fig,1,2 (the female figure appearing here as part
of the mithuna motif); Gordon, op,cit., JISOA,, XI, p,191 and inset fig, on
p,195; Sharma, Y,D., "Past Patterns in Living as unfolded by Excavations at
Rupar", Lalit Kala, 1-2, 1955-56, p,126, pl,XIVIII.21 (the middle piece);
Das Gupta, Paresh Chandra, "Early Terracottas from Chandraketugarh", ibid,,
6, 1959, pp,46-7, pls, XIII.3, XV,16 (cf. also XVI.17); Gupta, Jagadisa,
"Ayudhalamk:rta Sirobhu~a-yukta Bali-devi ki Rahasyamaya Mnuniirtiyan", in
Saksena, etc, (eds,), Kaviraja Abhinandana Grantha, pp,502, 507 and figs,
5-8, where similar figures from some other sites in Uttar Pradesh are
noticed, Cf. also Coomaraswamy, "Archaic Indian Terracottas", Marg., VI,
no,2, fig,29, said to come from Kausambi, and Chhabra, B.Ch., "Antiquities
from Jhusi and Other Sites", Lalit Kala, 9,1961, pl.V.8.
455
Johnston, E.H., "A 'l'erracotta Figure at Oxford", JISOA., X, 1942, pp,94 ff.
and pl.IX.1; also Gordon, op,cit., ibid,, XI, 1943~189 ff.; Saraswati,
op,cit., pp,1JO ff, and 117, fn,20 .•
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but finished by hand with meticulous care.

456

Standing against a background

stamped with rosettes, the female figure is profusely ornamented and
distinctively dressed from the shoulders to the ankles.

All the ornaments

- the ear-ornaments, the necklace, the series of bracelets on each wrist
and the girdle - are unusually heavy,

The most conspicuous is the elaborate

headdress with a row of symbols attached to it which are identified
generally as various types of weapons, such as

a.:rikuSa,

triSUla, an axe-like

weapon and another which looks like a chopper but may also be a dhvaja,
It is these symbols in the coiffure that generally help to ascribe the
many fragmentary pieces to the same type,

Some other symbols associated

with the Oxford figure are a pair of fish, a bird, a sleeping doe and a
makara on what is described as a sash passing over the right shoulder and
round the left hip like a bandolier; and paunchy, squatting figures,
sometimes identified as KumbhaJJqas, on the upper parts of the series of
strings hanging from the tunic over the thighs,
While there has been considerable interest in this type, its
identification has baffled scholars,

Kramrisch tentatively suggested that
457
it might represent the Apsara Paficacuqa,
although there is no information
about the existence of a cult of such a deity,
identified it as a

Yak~iJJI,

458

Several others have simply

which by itself is not very enlightening

because any number of goddesses could be similarly designated,
has also been identified as

Sri-Lak~mr.

459

Since

The figure

Sri-Lak~mi is always

described as a young lady dressed in beautiful clothes and adorned with all
460
kinds of ornaments,
the suggestion may have some basis, But no such
figures of

Sri-Lak~mi

are known and no textual description of the goddess

fits the iconographic peculiarities of the terracotta figure,

The

identification with the Vedic goddess Sinivali, suggested by some,

461

also

456
See the detailed description of the figure in Johnston, op,cit,,
457
Kramrisch, "Indian Terracottas", JISOA,, VII, pp,99-101,
458
See Sharma, Y,D, and Das Gupta, cited above in fn,454; also Banerjea, DHI,,
p,368,
459
See Sankalia and Dhavalikar, op,cit,, Miarg, XXIII, no,1, p,43,
460
See below, Ch,IV, p,274.
461
See Sharma, G,R,, op,cit, (fn,454 above); also Pradhan, Ashok, "Terracotta
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suffers from the weakness that we have no evidence of a cult of this Vedic
goddess in the period.

One author has gone to the extent of suggesting

that this terracotta type represents a composite deity combining together
462
the saktis of many deities indicated by their symbols.
This
explanation is hardly possible for such early figures.

The presence of the
463
male figure in the Ahicchatra plaque also does not help identification.
Although suspecting the divinity of the female in the composition, Agrawala
has naturally classified it as a mithuna plaque.
Johnston, who brought the Oxford figure to light, later analysed it
464
minutely in a separate paper,
He tried to find Indian parallels for
many details and was generally inclined to regard it as a purely Indian
product.

But he also noticed certain curious features, especially of the

dress, which are not explained through Indian sources and show some
465
resemblance to figures of Hellenic origin.
His final conclusion was
that the cult of the goddess represented by this figure may have prevailed
in the Gangetic region much earlier than the period of these figures and
that there was some possible relationship with the West Asiatic cult of
the Mother Goddess, but that a precise identification of the goddess was
466
not possible,
As proof that even in the centuries around the Christian
era, the widely prevalent cult of the Mother Goddess shows contacts with
similar cults in West Asia, Johnston pointed to Oxyrhynchus Papyrus no,1280,
dated in the 3rd century A,D,, which contains an invocation to Isis in
which the goddess is equated with many mother goddesses known to the Greek
world, including "Maia" in India.

Later, in a fragmentary portion of the

same invocation, a reference is also made to the goddess bringing floods
in rivers, including the Ganges in India, and there is the suggestion that
461 contd
Figurines of Sinivali", The Leader, Weekly Magazine Section, 22 October,
1961, as cited in Gupta, op,cit, {fn,454 above), pp.504 ff,, Gupta examines
this identification and does not find it quite satisfactory.
462
See Kala, op.cit,, p,22,
463
See Agrawala, op,cit,, Al,, 4, pp.110-1,
464
See Johnston, op,cit. (fn,455 above), JISOA,, X, 1942, pp.94 ff,.
465
Ibid., p,97.
466
Ibid., pp.99, 100-1,
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the fertility of the land depends on these rivers.

467

He suggested

further that Maia of this source may be the same as the goddess Maya
referred to as mayeva divi devata in the Saundarananda of Asvagho~a,

468

and she may, therefore, be presumed to have had a popular cult as a
fertility goddess in the Gangetic valley. 469 Without committing himself,
he also suggested the possibility that the Oxford figure, which also seems
to represent a fertility goddess as indicated by the symbols like the fish
.
- - 470
and makara, may be a representat1on
of the goddess Maya.
The probability that the cult of a fertility goddess called Maya
existed in the Gangetic plain, at least in the early centuries of the
Christian era, and that it was familiar to the contemporary Hellenic world
471
in the west is a very useful addition to our knowledge.
But, as Johnston
467
Ibid., pp,101-2,
468
See Saundarananda, ed. Johnston, II.47:
Tasya devi n~devasya maya nama tada 1 bhavat,
Vitakrodhatamo maya mayeva divi devata.
469
Johnston, op.cit,, pp.101-2,
470
Ibid.
471
Apparently encouraged by the findings of Johnston, Agrawala tried to
adduce more evidence of the wide popularity of the goddess called Maya. He
identified "Sirima-devata" of Bharhut as a representation of this goddess,
and believed that she was also regarded as identical with Sri-Lak~mi,
Ancient Indian literature, however, does not clearly reveal the cult of a
goddess called Maya. The evidence is only of the type such as in the
Saundarananda, The references to Maya generally in the abstract in the
sense of "magical potency", especially of the Asuras, are not infrequent
in the Vedic, epic and Pura~ic literature (see Macdonell, VM., pp,24, 156;
Hopkins,~., esp. p.39).
According to Agrawala, the so-called Maya of
Asuras as referred to in the Vedic literature gradually developed into a
goddess and her cult merged with that of Sri-Laksmi. He also implied that
the name Mia, by which Sri-Lak~mi was called in l~ter history (see the
interpolated line after line 54, p,6, in NSP, edn, of the Amarako~~ with
the commentary by Mahesvara), and whose Prakrit variants may be Mayi or
Mayia, may be a contraction of the name Maya, This inference is quite at
variance with the opinions of several other scholars who understood the
Bharhut label Sirima as the Prakrit feminine form of Sirima and corresponding
to Pali Sirimati and Sanskrit Srimati, In other words, in the name Sirima
at least, Ma is a suffix and not the member of a compound, The name has
survived to this day in Ceylon, where it is commonly given to girls, and
there it is never taken as containing an element rna connected with either
mata or maya, but is looked on as a feminine form-of siri (=sri). What
exactly is the origin of the name -Ma given to Laksmi is difficult to say,

.
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himself felt, there is no real indication that the terracotta type discussed
here represented this goddess.

The presence of symbols with probable

religious meanings, the profuse ornamentation, the elaborate headdress and
the overall hieratic appearance clearly suggest the divine status of the
type,
had a

Its very extensive distribution further suggests that the goddess
widespre~d

cult in North India in the one or two centuries preceding

the Christian era.

The exact identity of the goddess must remain uncertain

until more information is available.
should be regarded as Indian.

We agree with Johnston that the type

Not only are the various individual symbols

identifiable as Indian, but the general style of the figure fits in with
the terracotta materials generally assigned to the Sunga period, and, as
.
.
.
~ •
472
Gordon remarked, 1ts elaborate p1led-up headdress appears typ1cally ounga.
The possibility cannot be ruled out, however, that there is something alien
in the form and character of this goddess.

For the iconographic form of the
473
type as a >rhole, there are no known parallels in Indian stone sculpture
and no textual authority to our knowledge in contemporary, earlier or later
works.

Apart from the characteristic conglomeration of the weapon-symbols

in the headdress, the ornaments, though apparently Indian, are exceptionally
474
The most suspicious element appears to be the dress. While the
heavy.
more common practice in the case of the female figures in terracotta or
475
stone during the Sunga-Ku~a~a periods is to leave the breasts bare,
the
471 contd
but Agrawala's suggestion that it may be a contraction of Sanskrit Maya or
Prakrit Mayi or Mayia does not appear to us to be convincing; see Agrawala,
Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma, pp.105 ff.; Barua and Sinha, Barhut
Inscriptions, pp.74 ff.; LUders, Bharhut Inscriptions, CII., II, pt.II,
pp,77-8, where the authority of Hultzsch is also cited.
472
See Gordon, "Early Indian Terracottas", JISOA., XI, p,190,
473
Cf, Ibid,, pp.191, 194. Gordon, of course, made his comments before many
other fragmentary pieces conforming to the same type were brought to light,
but it must still be asserted that the type is very distinctive and without
close iconographic parallels.
474
Cf. Moti Chandra, Pracina Bharatiya Vesabhu~~. p.82, as cited in Gupta,
"Ayudhalarllkrta Sirobhusa-yukta Bali-devi ki Rahasyamaya Mrnmurtiyan", in
Saksena, et~. (eds.), Kaviraja Abhinandana Grantha, p.503:·
475
See Gordon, op,cit,, JISOA., XI, p,192.
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Oxford figure is dressed in a tunic covering most of the upper body but
leaving the right shoulder and part of the right breast bare.

As a lower

garment, the figure seems to wear an under-skirt reaching to the ankles,
Johnston imagined that, as an alternative, the figure may be supposed to
476
be dressed in a single garment with flounces.
On the whole, the dress
has an unfamiliar and, judged by the contemporary art materials, somewhat
un-Indian appearance.

Gordon pointed to a female figure of approximately

1st century A.D. from some site in the North-west Frontier region in which
477
while the one breast is covered by the dress, the other is left bare,
478
Another scholar has suspected Scythian influence on the dress.
It
appears to us, therefore, that there is some ground to suspect that the
very popular goddess represented by the Oxford figure and several other
fragments of the same type, if not entirely un-Indian, had some markedly
alien features in her character,

Since the age of the terracotta type may

by approximately limited to the two centuries before the Christian era,
with some possible overlappings in the 1st century A.D., the alien elements
should have been received towards the beginning of this period.

It is

difficult to say, however, whether these elements were derived from the
West Asiatic, Hellenic, Iranian or Scytho-Parthian goddess cults,
The third type of terracotta materials to be noticed are the so-called
"votive tanks" wl;J.ich were found at Sirkap in the archaeological context of
479
the Scytho-Parthian period and in association with the Buddhist stupas.
In a well preserved specimen, this object consists of a walled enclosure,
with lamps on the three corners, birds on the three walls and a miniature
shrine inside against the fourth wall,

There are steps leading up to the

shrine, outside which stands a figure, apparently of a goddess.

Inside

the enclosure are also small pillar-like objects, and the fragment of a
similar enclosure shows two snakes with a pillar.

Gordon interpreted these

476
Johnston, "A Terracotta Figure at Oxford", JISOA,, X, p.97.
477
Gordon, op,cit., JISOA,, XI, p.193.
478
See Moti Chandra, Pracina Bharatiya Vesabhu~~' p,82, as cited in Gupta,
op.cit, (fn,474 above),p.503.
479
See Gordon, "The Mother-Goddess of Gandhara", Antiquity, XI, 1937, pp.74 ff.,
and fig,2.
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objects as model votive shrines of the Mother Goddess with various
adjuncts of her cult, like the birds which must be doves, the snakes,
the pillars and the lamps.

He utilized these and the terracotta figures

of goddesses of comparable date, the so-called "Baroque ladies", from
480
various sites in the Gandhara region
to reconstruct a popular cult
of the Mother-Goddess of Gandhara who is manifested as the Persian
481
Anaitis and the Buddhist Haritr.
According to Gordon, the terracotta
materials on which his reconstruction was based are not dateable before
approximately 300 B.C .•

Therefore the cult of the Mother-Goddess revealed

by them cannot be directly related to the chalcolithic cult of the Mother
Goddess in the Indus Valley culture or to the ancient West Asiatic goddess
cults, but in all probability it was a much more recent introduction from
the west,

In his opinion, the Hellenized Parthians might have introduc<>d
482
it in some Iranian form sometime in the 3rd century B.c ••
Since, as
483
noted above,
the Charsada excavations have vindicated Gordon's dating
of the terracotta figurines referred to, his conjecture about the more
recent introduction of some mother goddess cults in the region from the
west may be accepted in principle,
Terracotta "votive tanks" or model shrines, very similar to those

found at Sirkap, have also been found at Ahicchatra in layers dateable
484
from A.D. 100 to 200.
They are also walled enclosures with lamps at
the corners.

Although there is no clear indication of a shrine inside or

the figure of a goddess, the resemblance is very striking,

Inside the

walled enclosures in the Ahicchatra specimens we have musicians, playing
on cymbals and drums.

Shallow bowls are frequently depicted inside the

enclosure, and some fragmentary specimens also show a bird.

Agrawala

480
See above, p,72 and fn,421,
481
Gordon, op,cit. (fn,479 above}, Antiquity, XI, pp.70 ff., esp. pp,72-3,
78.
482
Ibid.; see also by the same author, "The Age of Frontier Terracottas",
Iraq, V, 1938, p,88,
483
See above, p,72,
484
See Agrawala, "Terracotta Figurines of Ahichchhatra, etc.", Al., 4, pp,125
ff,, pls, XXXVIII-XXXIX.
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naturally related these objects to similar ones from Sirkap and, accepting
Gordon's thesis, came to the conclusion that the goddess cult introduced
by the Hellenized Parthians into the Gandhara region seems to have quickly
485
spread to various centres in North India,
In support of his inference,
he also pointed to the drummer figures, several separate specimens of which
were also found

t a nk s,

486

i~

layers of the same date as those yielding the votive

He suggested the possibility of these being foreign ethnic types

and cited Van Ingen to the effect that the drummer type was specially
popular at Seleucia during the period of the Parthians who may have actually
. . d uced
.
lntro
l•t •487
We may close the discussion of the archaeological material with a
reference to carved stone rings or discs found all over the North India
from such sites as Taxila, Rupar, Mathura, Sankisa, Sravasti, Kausambi,
488
They are generally dated in the Maurya-Sunga
Rajghat, Patna and Vaisali.
period, although it has been specifically noted about the one from Vaisali
489
that it came from a stratum assigned to 150 B.C. - 100 A.D ••
They are
modest little pieces, generally ranging from 1.5" to 3,5" in diameter, with
or without a central perforation,

All contain carvings on the surface, and,

in the case of several perforated ones, also on the rim of the inner circle.
In several cases, the carvings are simply in the form of an elaborate
geometrical or floral pattern, often with a central stylized lotus and
485
Ibid., p.125,
486
Ibid., pp.124-5.
487
Ibid., pp.125-6.
488
See Coomaraswamy, HIIA., p.20; Marshall (ed.), MIC,, I, pp.62, 63 and fn.1;
Irwin, John, "Masterpieces of Oriental Art - 16; Late Mauryan or Early
Sunga Ring-stones", JRAS., 1951, pp.1-2; Sharma, Y.D., "Past Patterns in
Living as unfolded by Excavations at Rupar", Lalit Kala, 1-2, 1955-56,
p.125, pl.XLVI.13; Chhabra, B.Ch., "Antiquities from Jhusi and Other Sites",
ibid,, 9, 1961, p.15, pl.VI.14; Khandalavala, K,J., review of Krishna Deo
and Vijayakanta Mishra, Vaisali Excavations: 1950, in ibid., p.68; Gupta
(ed.), Patna Museum Catalogue of Antiquities, pp.343-8, pls. LIII-LVII; also
Banerjea, DHI., pp.168-73; Agrawala, Indian Art, pp.77-82.
489
See Khandalavala•s review of Vaisali Excavations: 1950, cited in fn.488
above.
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sometimes resembling a prabha-mag4a1a.

In some cases the concentric bands

or symmetrically arranged segments contain animal and bird figures.

But in

a fairly large number of specimens, there are conspicuous figures of
standing females alternating with all kinds of vegetal, animal and other
devices.

Amongst the floral motifs, the palm tree appears most frequently,

and a winged lion is sometimes included among the animals.

The female

figures, always standing facing in a stiff posture, are apparently nude
but often with a modest headdress, and their likeness to the gold repousse
490
figures from Lauria-nandangarh and Piprahwa
has been frequently noted.
The small size of these rings had earlier led some scholars to think
491
of a utilitarian, possibly cosmetic, use for them,
but the consensus now
is to give them a religious and ritual meaning, and to regard the nude
standing female as the representation of the Mother Goddess,

Marshall tried

to relate them to the ring stones of the Indus Valley culture -which,
incidentally, do not contain any carvings and range from a half inch to
four feet in diameter - and imagined that they were symbolic representations
of the yoni, the female organ of generation, and served as necessary
adjuncts, perhaps as votive offerings, in the cult of the Mother Goddess
492
or Earth Goddess as Prthivi,
His suggestion seems to have taken firm
root, and several subsequent scholars have seen in these carved rings even
493
the prototypes of the Tantric cakras and yantras.
Marshall's identification of the Indus Valley stone rings as symbols
494
of yoni appears to us to be quite doubtful,
but the appearance of nude
female figures in stiff hieratic postures on the carved rings of early
historic times suggests some affiliation with goddess cults and some
rapprochement with the nude or semi-nude terracotta female figurines of
490
For the gold repousse figures from Lauria-nandangarh and Piprahwa, see
above, p.75,, fn.429,
491
See Coomaraswamy, HIIA., p.20; Irwin, op,cit, (fn.488 above), JRAS., 1951,
p.2.
492
See Marshall (ed,), MIC., I, pp,61 ff ••
493
See esp. Banerjea and Agrawala, cited above, fn.488,
494
Cf. Basham, The Wonder that was India, p.24.
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approximately the same period. 495

In this general form, therefore, they

may be said to be connected with the evolution of the cult of the Supreme
Goddess as seen in the

Pura~ic

literature, but whether they also

specifically anticipate the Tantric symbols and rituals appears to us,
in the present state of our knowledge, to be largely speculative.
Sufficient literary and archaeological evidence has been adduced above
to suggest that the people in the North India in our period generally
believed in a very large number of goddesses, and that many of these
goddesses had their own popular cults, local or special.

The very fact

that these goddesses are of many different types and functions, and must
have been of various independent origins, precludes a uniform historical
explanation of their popularity.

For the popularity of the individual

figures or types which could be labelled as fertility deities, part of the
explanation may lie in the predominantly agricultural nature of the
496
society.
For certain other figures, especially the probably non-Aryan
497
ethnic types,
there may be some explanation in the matriarchal traits
of the complex society of the times, of which some scholars have collected
498
evidence,
even though we have no final proof of an essential connection
between a matriarchal social organisation and the prominence of mother
499
The wider cults of individual goddesses or types must
goddess cults.
be explained as the results of the historical processes of movement and
contact, and there may have been several goddesses whose special nature
and function made them more enduring.

This may be particularly said of
500
goddesses ;rith a demoniacal, fierce and warlike nature.
It is obvious,
therefore, that a simple explanation of the phenomenon of widespread cults
495
See above, pp.72 ff ••
496
Cf. Starbuck, Ed;dn D., "Female Principle", ERE., 5, p,828.
497
See above, pp.27-8.
498
See e,g. Kosambi, D.D., "On the Origin of Brahmin Gotras", JBBRAS., XXVI,
1950 (1951), pp,70 ff,, esp. 73-6,
499
See James, The Cult of the Mother Goddess, pp.228-9.
500
Svstems, p.106,
See Bhandarkar, Vai~~avism, Saivism and Minor Reli
for similar explanation of the popularity of Rudra-
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of goddesses cannot be given.
phenomenon existed.

What is certain, however, is that such a

It is no wonder that Samvahaka, anxious to avoid

paying his gambling debts, is portrayed in the ~cchakatika of Sudraka
as hiding in the deserted temple of some goddess and trying to fool his
501
pursuers by pretending to install himself as the image of the goddess,
when a god's temple and a god's idol would have better suited the context.
The dramatist must have been aware of the numerous modest shrines of
goddesses in his age to think of this apparently anomalous ruse.
501
See

~cchakatika,

Act II, NSF. edn., pp.53 ff •.
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Chapter II
THE EVOLUTION OF THE CULT OF
THE SUPREME GODDESS
A very wide prevalence of the cults of goddesses of various types
in the first six or seven centuries of the Christian era in North India
has been demonstrated in the previous Chapter,

This period is also

characterised by the evolution of the concept and cult of Maha-devi, the
Supreme Goddess,

1

The idea of a Supreme Goddess is a philosophical or at least a
quasi-philosophical concept, and any satisfactory evidence of it can only
be obtained from literary texts which dwell at length on the nature of the
Goddess, narrate important myth or myths relating to her or present stutis
in her honour,

We may select for brief analyses the apocryphal hymns to

the Goddess in the Mahabharata and Harivamsa, the Devi-mahatmya section of
the Marka~~eya Pura~~' the Ca~~I-sataka ascribed to Ba~abha~~a and the
eulogy of Vindhyavasini Devi in the Gaudavaho of Vakpati, directing our

-·

attention mainly to such elements as help understand the concept of the
Goddess and the problem of its historical evolution,
The two apocryphal stutis to the Goddess in the Mahabharata are

Vira~~- and Bhi~ma-parvans. 2 The one in the Vira~a-parvan
3
purports to be a hymn sung by Yudhi~~hira to Devi Durga.
In this hymn,
contained in the

See above, Ch,I, p,1, We use the expressions "Supreme Goddess" or "Great
Goddess" mainly as convenient descriptive terms, The sources do use the
word "Maha-devi" (see Mbh., vol,5, p.301, App,I-4D, 1,43; ibid,, vol,7,
p,710, App,I, no,1, 1,25; Hv., Kinjawadekar's edn,, II, 3.6; etc,), but
they frequently refer to the Goddess under the general name "Devi" or under
one of her popular names such as Durga, Parvati, Gauri, Ambika, Ca~~ika,
etc ..
2

We have chosen for analysis the versions of the hymns as given in the
Kinjawadekar 1 s edition of the text; see Mbh,, Kinjawadekar 1 s edn,, IV,6
and VI,23; also Mbh., Cr,edn., vol,5, pp.301-2, App,I-4D, and ibid,, vol.7,
pp.710-1, App,I, no.1, Since both the hymns are quite short and it is easy
to locate authorities for various statements in our analysis of them, we
have refrained from citing sources for the individual statements,
3
See Mbh,, Kinjawadekar 1 s edn,, IV.6, and ibid,, Cr,edn,, vol,5, pp.301-2,
App,I-4D; see also fn,2 above,
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the Goddess is conceived of as the Supreme Deity, since she is called
Tribhuvanesvari and is prayed to by the gods for the protection of the
three worlds,

But this is indirectly expressed also in various other ways,

Thus the Goddess is given many names or identified with many goddesses,
such as Jaya, Vijaya, Kali, Mahakali, Hri, Sri, Kirti, etc ••

She is said

to be the ultimate refuge in all kinds of difficult situations,

She grants

victory in battle, progeny, wealth, happiness, and freedom from fear,
sickness and other privations,

It is said that wherever a person might be,

at home or far away, in forests, on seas, in mountain wildernesses or in

battle, if he prayed to the Goddess, all his desires would be fulfilled,
The two myths to which the hymn makes specific reference are, firstly, the
birth of the Goddess in the family of Nanda and as the daughter of Yasoda,
and, secondly, that of the Goddess destroying demons, especially the
Buffalo-demon, Mahi~asura. 4

While the latter is expressed cryptically in

the phrases Asura'tam k~ayaffikari and Mahi~asura-nasini, the former is
emphasized in several expressive epithets or statements, such as
Yasoda-garbha-sambhuta, Nanda-gopa-kule-jata, Kamsa-vidravaya-kari,
Sila-ta~a-vinik~iptamakasam prati gaminim and Vasudevasya bhagini,

epithets such as Naraya'ta-vara-priya also indicate her

Vi~Jtuite

Other

affiliations,

Scattered over the hymn there are various statements describing the visual
form of the,Goddess, in which she is portrayed as a beautiful young lady,
clothed in a heavenly dress and adorned with various ornaments,

She is

said to be armed with sword and shield and various other weapons such as
pasa, dhanu and cakra, etc,.

She also holds vessel, lotus and bell,

Perhaps more significant from the iconographic point of view are such
5
epithets of the Goddess as caturbhuja and caturvaktra,
The use of
4

For the myths of the Goddess as born in the family of Nanda and as killer
of Mahi~asura, see below, p,99;
also above, Ch,I, pp,26-7.
5
Coomaraswamy has noted that images with four or more arms do not appear
before the 2nd century A.D.; see Coomaraswamy, Yak~~' I, p,29, The
epithet Caturbhuja may therefore indicate a slightly developed iconographic
concept, Also, since the four-faced form of the Goddess cannot be a
popular one, couldit be that Caturvaktra is a mistake for Candravaktra?
(Cf, the expression Candravaktra caturbhuja for the Goddess in Hv., 48,30),
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epithets such as Kumari and

brahmacari~i,

reference to the brahmacarya of

the Goddess apd to her being the "pure woman", and the specific statement
6
Kaumaram vratam-asthaya tridivam pavitam tvaya suggest the conception of
a virgin goddess. 7 The Goddess is also said to be fond of sidhu, mamsa
and pasu, and the Vindhya mountain is mentioned as her permanent abode.
Yudhi~1hira

is said to have invoked the Goddess when he and his brothers,

deprived of their kingdom, were entering Vira1a-nagara, and he asks
specifically for protection and victory.
Arjuna 1 s hymn in the

Bhi~ma-parvan

is also said to be directed to the
8
Goddess Durga for victory in the imminent Mahabharata war.
The greatness
of the Goddess is expressed in this hymn not so much by specific epithets
or direct statements as indirectly, by supplying her with an even larger
number of names.

Some of these names may be purely descriptive epithets,

coined solely for the purposes of the prayer to suggest the greatness of
9
the Goddess, but many may refer to independent ~oddess-concepts. Among
these names appear Irya, Kali, Bhadra-kali, Maha-kali, Karali,

Ca~4i,

ca~ga, Kapali, Kausiki, Uma, Sakambhari, Virupak~I, Jata-vedasi,

Brahma-vidya, Maha-nidra, Svaha," Svadha, Sarasvati, Veda-mata Savitri,
Maya, Hri, Sri, etc ..

Here also the Goddess appears as the destroyer of

Danavas in general, but the epithets Nanda-gopa-kulodbhava and
Mahi~as'l'ka-priya

refer to specific myths as in the previous hymn.

In

addition, the Goddess is credited with killing Kaitabha, a feat generally
10
reserved for Vi~~u in the Pura~ic myths.
Again, in this hymn also the
Goddess bears the epithet Kumari, but at the same time she is also called
Janani.

The popularity and pervasive influence of the Goddess is expressed

in the statement that she is found in her shrines in various places all
11 She 1s
. also addressed as Kantara-vas1n1.
- - . over the Jambu-dv1pa.
6

Cf. also Hv., 47.45.

7
Cf. below;; p.105,
8

See Mbh,, Kinjawadekar's edn., VI,23; ibid., Cr,edn,, vol,7, pp,710-1,
App.I, no,1; also above, fn,2.
9
Cf, also our comments above, Ch,I, p,20,
10
Cf, Mar.P., 78,49 ff., esp.74; ibid,, tr. Pargiter, pp,469 ff,,
11
-See above, Ch.I, p,26 and fn.128.
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Several hymns to the Goddess were interpolated also in the Harivamsa,
of which the most representative is the Xrya-stava inserted in the
12
description of the myth of Kr~~a's birth,
As in the two hymns noted
above, several names are given to the Goddess in the Arya-stava.
appropriately to the context, she is specifically called
Baladevasya bhagini and Nanda-gopa-suta,

Naraya~i,

Quite
besides

But she is also described as

Trisuli and said to be as Parvati among all women,

There is reference to

her being known as Vindhyavasini, but the hymn also emphasizes that the
Goddess is of many forms and is found in many places, such as on mountains,

in forests, rivers, caves, etc .•
Barbaras and Pulindas.
of the Goddess.

She is said to be worshipped by Sabaras,

There is no lack of emphasis on the fierce aspect

She is.described as Raudri,

Prakir~-kesi, ~rtyu,

Sura-mamsa-bali-priya, Kalaha-priya, destroyer of demons, etc., and is
identified with the terrible Revati, Sakuni and Putana who appear as
13
Bala-grahas in other texts.
But on the whole the Arya-stava tends to be
more figurative and philosophical, especially in its references to the
Goddess being found in various places and in various forms,

Also it contains,

besides the epithet Tribhuvanesvari, the specific statement that whatever
is in this world, whether mobile or immobile, is pervaded by the Goddess,
There is also considerable emphasis on the Goddess removing sickness, death,
fear, and satisfying all kinds of desires, for wealth, progeny, etc .•

She

is a protector-goddess par excellence, bhaktanam parirak~l~I·
The Devi-mahatmya is a long tract of several chapters contained in the
Marka~geya Pura~~

and it is not possible to summarise its contents in the
14
On the whole,
manner of the shorter hymns such as those noted above,

12
See Hv., Kinjawadekar's edn., II.3, It may be noted here that although
this hymn is regarded as an interpolation, considerable parallel material
about the concept of the Goddess in the preceding and the following chapters
is retained in the Cr,edn.: ¢\i;Wvsee Hv., Cr.edn., 47.24 ff. ·, 48,26 ff. ·, see
also below, p.99.
For someA~ hymns to the Goddess in the vulgate
editions of the text, see Hv., Kinjawadekar's edn., II.107.4 ff.; 120.1 ff •.
As in the case of the apocryphal hymns in the Mahabharata, we have here also
refrained from tracing individual statements in our analysis to specific
verses in the hymn; see above, p.90, fn.2.
13
See above, Ch.I, pp.6 ff ..
14
The Devi-mahatmya is formed of the chapters 78-90 of the Marka~geya Pura~~
(chs,81-93 in Pargiter 1 s translation, pp.465-523), The last two chapters,
which are in the nature of phala-sruti and refer to the worship of the clay
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however, it may be said to present in elaborate form what is contained in
suggestive epithets and expressions in the shorter hymns noted above,
Thus, the Devi-mahatmya dwells longer on the conception of the Goddess as
15
the Supreme Power, It invents a myth of the origin of the Goddess
mainly
with a view to bringing out her greatness and her all-powerful aspect.
Also it describes in considerable detail the Goddess' victory over the
demons Mahi~a, Sumbha and Nisumbha, etc,, and sometimes digresses upon
descriptions of various forms of the Goddess.

In a philosophical aside on

her nature at the very beginning of the text, Devi is described as the
16
Maha-maya of Hari,
and she is given the name Naraya~I in a hymn to her
17
contained in the text,
But, besides the very general Devi, the names
most commonly given to the Goddess in the mythological narratives are
18
Ambika and Ca~gika, and rarely Bhadra-kali, Durga and Katyayanr.
Ca~gika-Ambika

is also the name given her in the description of her origin

from the collective energy of the gods, in order to kill Mahi~asura and
19
Though the Goddess herself is sometimes referred to as
his demon-host.
2
Bhadra-Kali,
Kali, identified with Cam~ga, is described as her
21
emanation.
The Mat~s appear as personified energies of various gods, and

°

actively help

Ambika-Ca~gika

against the demons, but not unnaturally they

14 contd
images of the Goddess, are apparently later interpolations into the original
poem; see Agrawala, V.S., "The Devi-mahatmya", JIH., XLII, 1964, p.832,
Agrawala seems to suspect that chapter 88, which contains a long stuti to
the Goddess as Naraya~I, may also not have formed part of the original poem
(see ibid.), but this is unlikely, Since the ioddess is portrayed as the
Maha-maya of Hari in the very beginning of the poem (see below), there
seems nothing especially incongruous in her being called Naraya~I.
15
Mar.P., 79,8 ff.; tr, Pargiter, pp.473-4.
16
Ibid., 78.41; tr. Pargiter, p.469,
17
Ibid., 88,7 ff.; tr, Pargiter, pp.513 ff .•
18
See Mar,P., 79.50, 53, 68; 80.1, 8, 11, 24, 28, 30; 81,34, 35; 82,69;
85,28; etc,.
19
Ibid,, 79.50, 53, 68; tr, Pargiter, pp,476-8.
20
Ibid,, 81.35; tr, Pargiter, p,488.
21
Ibid,, 84,4 ff,, 26; tr, Pargiter, pp,499-500,
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are also regarded as forms of the Goddess,

22

In one place, the principal

form of the Goddess is called Parvati, and Ambika, Kausiki and Kali are
23
described as her secondary forms,
In another, while Amhika-Ca~4ika
Katyayani is regarded as the principal form, others, such as Rakta-dantika,
Satak~I, Sakambhari, Bhima and Bhramari, and probably also Durga, are

portrayed only as her lesser forms.

24

The Devi-mahatmya also refers

briefly to the myth of the birth of the Goddess as the daughter of Yasoda,
and to the Vindhya mountain as one of her seats, 25
The concept of the Goddess as the Supreme Power is brought about in
various ways in the Devi-mahatmya,

Some approaches to it are frankly of

a philosophical and cosmogenic nature.
a precedence to

Vi~~u,

Thus, without in any way assigning

and apparently to bring out the aspect of the

Goddess as the eternally active principle at the back of, the world-process,
26
Devi is said to be the Maha-maya of Hari,
It may be supposed that the
idea is taken from sectarian Vi~~uite theology mixed with SaiDkhya
27
ideology,
but, in the Devi-mahatmya, it is thoroughly shorn of any
Vi~~uite

element except in the bare reference to Hari and the identification

of the Goddess with the periodic cosmic sleep of that god,

The real sources

of the philosophical basis of the Great Goddess should be traced to a
theistic adaptation of Upanisadic Vedantaism mixed with Saffikhya conception
28
of Prakrti.
As it is, the,Goddess is imagined as the Supreme Principle
in her own right, as eternally existing, as Supreme Knowledge, as the
29
cause of the bondage and the final liberation of beings, etc ••
Statements
~

Ibid,, 85,11 ff.; 87,3-4; tr. Pargiter, pp,502-3, 509.
23
Ibid,, 82,40 ff.; tr, Pargiter, pp,493-4.
24
Ibid., 88.38 ff.; tr. Pargiter, pp,517-8.
25
Ibid,, 88.38-9; tr. Pargiter, p.517.
26
Ibid,, 78.40-1; tr. Pargiter, p.469.
27
For one instance of Vi~~uite sectarian theology, especially cosmogony, and
the general resemblance of Vi~~u•s creative sakti with Saffikhya Prakrti, see
Schrader, Introduction to the Paficaratra and the Ahirbudhnya Samhita,
pp,29 ff., 68 ff ••
28
See also below, pp.135-6,
29
Mar.P., 78.42-4, 47-8; tr, Pargiter, p.469,
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of philosophical import, suggesting a monotheistic or, more accurately,
a monistic concept of the Goddess are frequently seen in the various
short eulogies contained in the text.

Sometimes they are in the explicit

form of attributing to the Goddess the origin, sustenance and absorption
30
of the ;ror ld,
but often they are poetic expressions suggesting her
-t-31
• th.1ta,
- 32
all-pervasive nature. The epithets J aganma
a
a nd Mat~-rupe~a-sams
which have obvious religious overtones, could also be understood in a
cosmic sense,
on that of

There is also the Goddess' assurance, apparently modelled

Kr~~a

in the Bhagavadgita, that whenever trouble may arise on

account of the Danavas, she will become incarnate and accomplish the foes'
33
destruction,
It is the mythological narratives, however, that truly
bring out the concept of the Goddess as the Supreme Power,
expressive, of course, is the account of the or1g1n of

from the combined energies of all the gods,

34

The most

Ambika-Ca~qika

but this is suggested

throughout in the actions of the Goddess, as extending her protective
mantle over the helpless gods, as a fierce fighter, riding her ferocious
lion and annihilating the demons one by one,

The recurrent hymns of praise

sung by the gods after the achievement of various feats by the Goddess add
their own touches and further enhance the effect.

Individually, they are

not very different from the apocryphal hymns in the epic and the Harivamsa,
but in their cumulative effect, they are even more impressive, more
elaborate and more figurative.

These hymns contain not only many names

given to the Goddess but also elaborate poetic descriptions, in which she
is identified vith every mental and moral faculty, 35
30
Cf, ibid., 78.56 (tr, Pargiter, p.470), ;rhich occurs in Brahma 1 s stuti
to the Goddess:
Tvayaitad-dharyate visvam tvayaitatsrjyate jagat,
Tvayaitatpalyate devi tvamatsyamte ca sarvada.
31
Ibid,, 80,34; tr, Pargiter, p,481,
32
Ibid., 82,34; tr. Pargiter, pp.492-3.
33
Ibid., 88.51; tr. Pargiter, p,518,
34
See above, p.94 and fn. 15.
35
See esp. Mlar,P., 82,13 ff.; tr. Pargiter, pp.490 ff ••
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Of the two other texts that we have especially chosen to analyse,
the

Ca~gi-sataka ascribed to Ba~abha~~a36 is composed of a series of

independent stanzas, mostly couched in the form of benedictions,

37

Again,

these benedictions generally seek the protection of the Goddess, although
it is also wished that she may give prosperity, destroy sins and purify,
38
ward off troubles, satisfy desires, etc ••
Since the poem is entitled
Ca~gi-sataka, Ca~gi or Ca~4ika could be imagined as the principal name of

the Goddess, but in the stanzas themselves, the name Parvati appears most
39
frequently.
Other frequently appearing names are Uma, Devi and Ambika,
Several names of the Goddess are specifically derived from those of Siva,
such as Siva, Bhavani, Rudra~i and Sarva~i.

The Goddess is sometimes also

referred to as Kali, Kalika, Bhadrakali, Durga, Katyayani, Irya, Gauri,
40
etc., and some names refer to her as the daughter of Himavat mountain.
In some cases, a boon is sought from the Goddess through the intercession
41
of her son Karttikeya.
The most important thing to note is that all
except four stanzas in the Candi-sataka refer to the victory of the Goddess
42
over the Buffalo-demon.
~·~he remainder, three allude to Kamsa's attempt
43
to dash the Goddess against a stone.
The hymn to Vindhyavasini Devi sung by the king Yasovarma in the
Gaugavaho is in some ways markedly different from the texts referred to
44
above,
There is no doubt, of course, that this also refers to the Supreme
36
On the Ca~gi-sataka, see Biihler, G., "On the Ca~gika-sataka of lia~abha~~a}',
IA., April 1872, pp.111-5; Quackenbos, The Sanskrit Poems of Mayura,
pp,245 ff. (Introduction) and 267 ff, (Text and Translation).
37
Quackenbos, op,cit., p,245.
38
Ibid .•
39
Ibid., p,258,
40
Ibid., pp,258-9.
41
Ibid,, p.245.
42
Ibid., p,247; see also Buhler, op.cit., LA·• 1872, p,111.
43
See Quackenbos, op.cit., p.247.
44
See Gaugavaho, vv.285-338; also ibid,, Intro., pp.xxi-xxiii.
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Goddess or Maha-devi.

Vindhyavasini Devi is described as the killer of the
Buffalo-demon and as the daughter of Himalaya, 45 She is also addressed as
46
Kali, Ca~41, Nidra-rupi~f, Kalya~i, etc ••
Epithets such as Madhavi and

Naraya~i

suggest a

Vi~~uite

affiliation, as does also the allusion to her
as flying up to the sky when Kamsa tried to kill her, 47 But there is even

greater emphasis on the association with Siva.

The Goddess is not only

regarded as the daughter of Himavat mountain and addressed as Bhairavi and
Saffikari, but she is also specifically said to form the half of the body of
"oas1-se
' . ' kh ara or o1va4
".
48 The malevolent aspect of the Goddess and her rites,
however, emerges far more prominently in this hymn than in the texts
analysed above.

In this respect, the concept of Goddess as presented in

the Gaugavaho is closer to the description of

.

Ca~4ika,

..

her shrine and her

.

chief priest in the Kadambari of Banabhatta and that of Camunda
and her
..
49
votaries in the Malati-madhava of Bhavabhuti.
There are pointed
references in the hymn in the Gau4a-vaho to human and animal offerings to
the Goddess.

Since her shrine is located in the Vindhyas, a Sahara is
fittingly portrayed as the guide of the king, 50 and the Goddess herself is
51
once addressed as Sabari.
There is also a reference to Kali women,
apparently belonging to some non-Aryan aboriginal tribe, crowding to make
52
their offerings to the Goddess.
The concept of the Supreme Goddess emerges also in various other
cosmogenic and mythological contexts, as for example in the account of Devi
and her various forms in the

D~,~~l section of the Vayu Pura~~, 53 in

45
Ibid,, vv.285-6, 290.
46
Ibid., vv.289-90, 296-7,
47
Ibid,, vv,285, 291, 308,
48
Ibid,, vv,287, 292.
49
See belo'"• pp, 114-5.
50
Gaugavaho, v,338.
51
Ibid., v,305,
52
Ibid,, v,319; also Intro,, p,xxii.
53
Va.P,, 9,82-98; see also above, Ch.I, pp,21-2.
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the myth of Siva's marriage with Parvati to produce a son who would destroy
the demon Taraka as narrated in the Matsya Pura~~,
in the later Pi!ha
55
legends,
etc,. But an important and frequently appearing" myth, to which
6
reference has been made earlier, 5 is of the birth of the Goddess as the
54

daughter of Nanda and Yasoda.
life of

K~~~a

In this form, she is said to have saved the

and warned Kamsa of his impending destruction.

the myth finds a prominent place in several
Harivamsa, the

Vi~~uite

Naturally,

texts, such as the

Vi~~u Pura~~ and the Bhagavata Pura~~. 57 All these texts

refer to the Goddess as Yoga-nidra or Maha-maya of

Vi~~u,

to her flying up

towards the sky when released from Kamsa 1 s grasp and later being adored in
58 The Harivamsa and the Visnu-Purana also add
many forms at many places.
--·~

·-

that the Goddess would be received by Indra as his own sister, would destroy
the demons, especially Sumbha and Nisumbha, and find her permanent abode on
the Vindbyas, 59 Further, the two texts also refer to the offerings of wine
60
and animal flesh to the Goddess,
and since she was born to Yasoda on the
ninth day of the dark half of the month of Nabhasa in the rainy season,
61
. ••
that day is treated as a sacred one for her worship,
The Har1vamsa also
identifies the Goddess as Ekanamsa and informs us that she was adored by
62
the V~~~is and brought up like a son,
From a philosophical point of view, the idea of the Supreme Goddess
that emerges from the materials noticed above may be characterised as a
type of monism,

Its sources, as in fact those of the sectarian theistic

54
Mat,P., 154,56 ff., esp,71-84,
55
See above, Ch,I, pp,22 ff ••
56
See above, Ch,I, pp.26-7.
57
Hv., chs. 47-8 and 96.11 ff.; Vi,P., V. 1 ff.; Bha.P,, X.1 ff,.
58
See above, Ch,I, p.27.
59
Hv. , 4 7. 46 ff. ; Vi. P. , V. 1 . 80 ff ..
60
Hv., 47.51; Vi.P., V,1.85.
61
See Hv., 47.34, 51; Vi.P., V,1.77.
62
Hv. , 96. 11 ff ..
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philosophy in general, especially as it is seen in the Puranas,

----·--

63

should

be traced back to the monistic strands in Vedic philosophical thought,
especially the Upani~adic concept of Brahman, and the Saffikhya concept of
. 64
P r ak :rt14
It is, however, the mythological aspect that is of the greatest
interest to us.

From this point of view, the materials noticed above

present the concept and cult of a goddess who was regarded as all powerful,
as destroyer of demons, especially

Mahi~asura,

excellence in all and every situation,

and as a protector par

She was regarded as having many

names and forms, and as being worshipped everycihere,

As one caring for her

devotees, as a saviouress and protectress, as one who granted all kinds of
boons and cured various evils, as a pure tvoman, a model wife and loving

mother, the Goddess is benign and merciful,

But as destroyer of demons, as

demanding offerings of wine and flesh, including human flesh, as having her
shrines in mountain wilds and as worshipped by aboriginal tribes like Sabaras,
etc,, she is fierce and forbidding.
It may be noted that while the materials examined above clearly
suggest a 1<idespread cult of the Great Goddess, they do not provide definite
65
evidence of an exclusive organised sect.
They certainly do not provide
any evidence suggesting that the cult of the Great Goddess was only an
offshoot from either the cult of Siva or that of
affiliation with both these deities is apparent.

Vi~~u, 66 although a certain
While the

Vi~~uite

element

would seem to be quite prominent in some myths, the association of the Great
Goddess with Siva appears to have been far closer, since many of the
principal names of the Goddess, such as Ambika, Uma, Parvati, etc., are
67
known to be the names of Siva's consort.
The instance of the
Devi-mahatmya itself is very instructive in this connection,

While this

text is introduced as an account of the Goddess who is the Maha-maya of
Hari-Vi~~u,

it refers to her in the lengthy mythological narratives of her

63
See Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, III, p.497.
64
See also below, pp.135-6.
65
Cf. Hartmann, Beitrage zur Geschichte der Gottin Lak~mi, p,40; also
Agrawala, op,cit., JIH,, XLII, 1964, pp.824, 826,
66
Cf, Monier Williams, Brahmanism and Hinduism, p. 184.
67
See below, pp. 116 ff ..
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various feats not as Laksmi, Vaisnavi or Narayani, but generally as Ambika
or Cand l'ka . 68 But there are a large number of cosmogonic and other myths
•

~

•

#

..

in which it is specifically the consort of Siva who appears as the
Supreme Goddess.

Thus the Goddess who is described in the Deva-srsti

section of the Vayu

==-=-·

Pura~~

#

·-

as pervading the entire world in thousands of

forms, of which dozens are actually named, is initially introduced as
forming half of the body of Siva, 69 Similarly, it is the one destined to
be Siva's consort who is presented as the Supreme Goddess in the
Taraka-vadha episode in the Matsya

Pura~. 70 The most definite evidence is,

of course, of the Pitha legends in which the many goddesses and their holy
71
shrines in the country are affiliated to Sati, the wife of Siva.
In fact,
the very close association of the Supreme Goddess with Siva has never been
doubted, and many authors even begin their account of Devi worship by
72
tracing the history of the consort of Siva.
Hopkins is certainly right
in his assumption that the adoption of Devi or Durga is a late feature of
73

Vi~~uism.

Confining ourselves for the present to the fully evolved concept as
seen above and its apparently highly sycretistic nature, it may be noted
that there is a general consensus that the many so-called names and forms
of the Great Goddess actually refer to independent goddess concepts which
>rere utilized, or actually merged, to form the concept of the Great
74
Goddess.
A very strong strand in the make-up of the composite Great
Goddess is generally supposed to be formed by the consort of Rudra-Siva,
68
See above, p, 94. The name Cal).<j.ika, literally "the violent one", seems to
have been derived from canda >rhich appears as an epithet of Siva and Skanda;
see Hopkins, EM., p. 225-.-• ·69
Va.P., 9.82; see also above, Ch.I, pp.21-2.
70
Mat,P., 154.56 ff.; see also above, p,99,
71
See above, Ch.I, pp,22 ff ••
72
See below, pp,116 ff ••
73
Hopkins, EM., p,225.
74
See e.g., Jacobi, H., "Brahmanism", ERE~, 2, p.813; Bhandarkar, Vai~r:avism,
Saivism, etc., pp,143-4,
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variously named as

the

-1t .. 75
Ambika, Uma, Parvati, Gaurl, Sati, Ka1,ec

In

76

epic-Pura~ic

myths, Gauri appears also as the wife of Varll.I}a.
According to Weber, she may refer to the Vedic Nirrti. 77 It has also been
suggested that she may have been originally worshipped by the yellow skinned
Mongoloids of the Himalayan region. 78 Since a typical brahma~~ is sometimes
described as gaura, "fair-complexioned",

79

the name Gauri may have been a

contribution of the brahmanical tradition and may suggest the recognition
of the goddess in the brahmanical circles.

The popular

Pura~ic

mythology

frequently understands the name Kali as denoting the black colour of the
80
Goddess.
It is possible, therefore, that Kali was originally a goddess
of some dark-skinned aboriginal tribe,

But her character and function as

the cruel goddess of destruction also connect her with Time, or Kala, in
the sense of ill fate and death, which is also a name of Siva in his aspect
81
as a god of destruction,
In any case, as Weber suggested very early, she
seems to be connected with Kali which is given as a name to one of the
seven flames or tongues of the Fire-god in the

Mu~gaka Upani~ad, 82

Whether

a cruel goddess named Kali was already in existence at that time is uncertain,
but it is apparently this goddess who appears in some brahmanical domestic
75
See below, pp,116 ff., 122 ff,, 128 ff ..
76
See Hopkins, EM., pp,63, 120, 225,
77
As cited in Muir, OST., IV, p,425.
78
See Sircar, D.C., "The SaktaPi~has", JRASB.L., XIV, no,1, 1948, p.3, fn,2.
79
See Vyakara~a-Mahabha~~' ed, Kielhorn, vol.I, p,411, 11.18-9, commenting
on Pa~ini, II,2,6,
80
See e.g. Mar.P., 82,44; 84.4-5 (tr. Pargiter, pp.494 and 499 respectively);
cf. also Va.P,, 9,83.
81
See Hopkins, EM., p.76; Sircar, op,cit., JRASB.L., XIV, no.1, p.3, fn.2.
Mazumdar has tried to connect the two meanings of kala, "black" and "time".
He has argued that kala, meaning black, is derived from Dravidian kar =
black (' *kar --> Tamil karappu = black), and kala signifying time, comes from
this source because darkness and fate are associated with kala in its uses
in early times; see Mazumdar, The History of Bengali Language, p.76,
82
As cited in Muir, OST., IV, pp,425, 429-30; see also below, p,117.
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rites with her name euphemistically changed as Bhadra-kali.
probable that Kali was originally an independent goddess,

83

It is quite

Even in the later

period, a clear distinction is sometimes imagined between her and Siva's
84
consort,
Cam~ga, who is identified with Kali in the Devi-mahatmya, is

a very late entrant into the brahmanical pantheon,
the epics,

Her name is unknown in

But the fact that she occupies such a prominent position in the

Devi-mahatmya and the text finds it necessary to produce a special
etymological explanation of her name indicates clearly that she was a quite
popular goddess at the time of its composition, 85
The origin of Durga is also obscure, Her name suggests a goddess of
86
mountainous and forest regions,
Perhaps it is she who was originally
associated with Vindhya mountain and was worshipped through bloody rites
by several aboriginal non-Aryan tribes like the Sabaras, Barbaras and
87
Pulindas.
In the account of Siva's marriage with Parvati, the Matsya
Pura~~

once distinguishes between Parvati and Durga and seems to connect

the latter with the forests, infested with tigers and lions, in the vicinity
88
of the river Ganges.
In any case, considering that the apocryphal hymns
to the Goddess in the Mahabharata are specifically said to have been sung
in the praise of Durga, and the Great Goddess is more than once referred
to under this name in the mythological narratives of the Devi-mahatmya,
Durga must have had a very popular cult and have made a major contribution
to the formation of the concept and cult of the Great Goddess.
83
SGS., II,14,14 (SBE,, XXIX, p,86); Manu-sm,ti, III,89; Vaikhanasa-smartasutra, III.7; tr. Caland, p,77.
84
In Kumarasambhava, VII.39, the Kapalabhara~a Kali follows the Mat's in the
train of Siva when the latter is proceeding to marry Parvati; see also
Hartmann, Beitrage zur Geschichte der Gottin Lak§mi, p,36, citing Linga
Pura~~' II.6,53 where also a similar distinction is made,
85
On Cam~ga, see below, Ch,III, pp.185, fn,223, and 190, fn.250.
86
See above, Ch.I, pp,35 ff,,
87
Cf. Mazumdar, B.C., "Durga: Her Origin and History", JRAS,, 1906, pp.355 ff.;
Hopkins, EM,, p,225.
---88
Mat,P., 154.561.
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A very curious figure is Ekanamsa under which name the HarivaffiSa Gnce
89 - Th~~~;;-~bharata
refers to the Great Goddess in the myth of Kt~~a•s birth.
once identifies her with Kuhu, 90 and the ~rhatsamhita describes her images
in a manner which agrees with her being a sister of

Saffikar~a~a

and

~~a. 91

Whatever may be the significance of her name, she may be presumed to have
been a fairly popular goddess in our period, because it is not anly in
Vi~~uite myths that she makes her appearance but also in purely Sivaite

92
ones where she is regarded as identical with Parvati.
She appears in
93
the list of popular goddesses also in the Angavijja.
Since the Harivamsa
provides the additional information that the so-called divine daughter of
Yasoda, when released from Kamsa•s grasp, was adored by the Vt~~is and
brought up like a son, 94 it has been suggested that she was originally a
tutelary goddess of this tribe, and that this may perhaps provide
additional evidence of matriarchal traits in the

v,~~is, 95

The exact significance of the name Xrya also should be regarded as
uncertain.

It might only suggest the high and noble status of the Great

Goddess in brahmanical circles, or, alternatively, point to the popular
goddess Arya who appears in the Mahabharata as a Bala-graha transformed
into a deity interested in children's welfare. 96 The latter suggestion
is strengthened by the fact that of the several similar deities mentioned
in the same context in the Mahabharata, the reference to Arya is perhaps
89
See above, p.99.
90
Mbh., III,208.8:
---Yam tu dr~tva bhagavatim jana~ kuhukuhayate,
Ekanamseti yamahu~ kuhlimangirasa~ sutam.
91
~rhatsamhita, 57.37-9.
On the goddess Ekanamsa, see Ghosh, Jogendra
Chandra, "Ekanamsaand Subhadra", JRASB.L. (3rd series), II, 1936, pp.41 ff.;
Mukherji, Shyam Chand, "The Cult of Ekanamsa", IHQ., XXXV, no.3, Sept. 1959,
pp.189 ff ••
92
See Mat.P., 154.74.
93
See above, Ch.I, p.18,
94
Hv., 96,13 ff ..
95
See Jaiswal, The Origin and Development of Vai~~vaism, pp,66 ff •.
96
See above, Ch,I, pp,8, 31.
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the most complementary.

It has been suggested that both Kausiki and

Katyayani point to the tutelary goddesses of the brahmanical families
97 But t he name Kaus1
'.
- ·
'"kof t he Kus1ka
and Katyayana
gotras respect1vely,
1
could also have come through Indra wluL . bears the epithet Kusika in the

~g-veda 98 and is closely connected with the Goddess in the myth of K 0 ~~a 1 s
birth,

99

The source of Katyayani, as of several other names of the

Goddess, including Kali as noted above, has also been traced back to the
100
Vedic Fire-god and his identification with Rudra,
Whether the names
Sakambhari and Bhramari point to the Vedic goddesses P0thivi, Ila, etc.,
102
101
But the
as has sometimes been suggested,
may not be quite certain,
t'vo may have been independent goddesses,

At least the former finds a

prominent mention in the Tirthayatra section in the !ra~yaka-parvan of the
103
- Mahabharata,
an d the same t ext also re f ers to the sacred place of Bhima
104
The name
some>rhere in the north-western regions of the country,
- - as no t e d a b ove, may denote a v1rg1n
. . goddess, 105 although in the
Kumar1,
106
In
context of the Great Goddess, it was probably used in a moral sense.
any case, it does seem to have some connection with various tirthas bearing
- e t c •. 107
- - Kanya,
names sueh as Kumar1,

97
See Bhandarkar, Vai~~avism, Saivism, etc., pp,142, 144.
98
RV,, I,10,11,
99
See above, p,99 ; also Hv., 47.46-7,
100
See Weber as cited in Muir, OST,, IV, p,427; also below, p,117.
101
---See Dikshit, The Mother Goddess, p,85; Das Gupta, Shashi Bhusan, "Evolution
of Mother Worship in India", in Madhavanand and Majumdar (ed,), Great Women
of India, pp.54-5.
102
On the nature of the real contribution of the Vedic brahmanical tradition
to the concept of the Great Goddess, see below, pp,133 ff ••
103
See above, Ch.I, p,43.
1M
See above, Ch,I, p.42,
105
See above, p.92.
1~

As applied to the Goddess the word must have a wider sense than that of
virginity, Cf. Hartmann, Beitrage zur Geschichte der Gottin Laksmi, p,36,
107
See above, Ch,I, p,45.

·-

106
Since the Great Goddess bears many names in the eulogies, the exercise
of tracing the various names to possible independent goddess concepts can
be carried on much further,

But it is hardly necessary,

fact that several names given to the Goddess, such as

Apart from the

Lak~mi,

Sarasvati,

etc,, are those of known independent goddesses, there are many others which,
108
as noted above,
may be only poetic and descriptive epithets, Again, even
if some names may be pointed out as having independent histories, it would
still be pointless to pick them out if they do not lead to goddesses who may
be supposed to have had a popular cult,

Personifications of various mental

and moral qualities, generally speaking, may be said to belong to this
group,
A few words may be said also about the myth of the Goddess killing the
Buffalo-demon, which is not only constantly alluded to in literature but
would also appear from the sculptural evidences, to be noticed below, as
the most characteristic element in the concept of the Goddess,

The origin

of this myth is very obscure,

Mahi~asura

The Mahabharata attributes the killing of
109
to Skanda-Karttikeya,
and Quackenbos has imagined on this

basis that the Goddess either usurped the fame originally belonging to her
son, or

Mahi~a,

once killed by Skanda, was obligingly reborn to be
110
slaughtered again at the hands of the Goddess,
The latter, of course,

is not an alternative but only a rationalization of the former hypothesis.
Solitary instances may be found in the Purar:ic literature also where Skanda
111
appears as the killer of the Buffalo-demon,
but the feat is almost
unanimously the prerogative of the Goddess and, what is even more important,
no other deity except the Goddess is ever credited with it in iconography,
Considering the force of this tradition, there is an even greater likelihood
that Skanda-Karttikeya obtained this feature from his supposed mother,

It

is not possible to say uhat is the origin and original significance of this
108
See above, p,92 ; also Ch.I, p,20,
109
Mbh,, III.221.52 ff,, esp. 65-6; IX.45.65,
110
Quackenbos, The Sanskrit Poems of Mayura, pp,247-9.
111
Ibid,, p.249, fn,1; see also Vam.P., 32,86 ff., esp. 109. I t may be noted
that the same Purana describes in considerable detail the destruction of
Mahi~a by the Godd~ss; see esp, Vam.P,, ch,21.
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myth.

Kosambi has made a tentative suggestion that Siva himself or some

equivalent of him might have been originally the Buffalo-demon.

The myth

might thus be related to some historical conflict between the cult of this
deity and that of the mother goddesses.

In support of his hypothesis, he

points to the horned headdress of the three-faced god seated in the yogic
posture on the well known Mohenjodaro seal showing buffalo horns, and to
a pastoral god called Mhasoba currently in worship at Poona and the
surrounding area.

The latter god must be regarded as

Mahi~asura,

who is

not only worshipped sometimes in close proximity of a Devi shrine but is
also married to some local goddesses who are regarded as forms of DurgaParvati,

Kosambi also connects his hypothesis with the form of Devi in
112
which she tramples upon a lifeless Siva.
Since the horns in the

Mohenjodaro seal noted above appear to be ridged at regular intervals or
113
twisted,
they could represent buffalo-horns, although this by itself
need not prove the seated deity wearing the horned headdress to be a
114
Buffalo-deity,
Also, if the appearance of animals on the Indus Valley
seals has some religious significance, as is often supposed, especially in
cases where the animal is also associated with symbols or utensils which
may have religious significance, it is possible that the buffalo too was
regarded as a sacred animal by the Indus Valley people, 115 But all this
provides no definite evidence for Kosambi's thesis.

A hypothetical cult

of a Buffalo-god, analogous to Rudra-Siva, in the Indus Valley culture, is
too vague and too far separated to be easily connected with the motif of
the Goddess killing the Buffalo-demon,
the

Goddess~

as narrated in the

of the identity of

Mahi~a

Also, this characteristic myth of

Purag~

with Siva,

contains no suggestion whatever

The late motif of the Goddess trampling

a lifeless Siva should be connected with the Tantric concepts of some fierce
112
Kosambi, Myth and Reality, pp,2-3, 28, 90-1, 122,
113
For the Mohenjodaro seal under reference, see Marshall (ed.), MIC,, I,
pl,XII,17.
114

The horned headdress as a sacred symbol or emblem of divinity was popular
in contemporary Sumer and Babylonia. The specialized meaning that Kosambi
gives this headdress on the Mohenjodaro seal is very unlikely; see Marshall
(ed.), MIC., I, pp.54-5.
115
Ibid,, p.70.
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forms of the Goddess which were supposed to be seated on corpses,

116

and

perhaps ultimately to the Goddess symbolizing the life and energy in her
consort Siva without which he is as good as dead,

We also consider it a

little risky to use such thin modern anthropological data, as Kosambi has
done, to explain a popular ancient myth,

It is quite possible that this

animal adversary of the Goddess simply symbolized darkness and death,

This

would agree with the literary and iconographic motif of Yama, the god of
117
death, having a buffalo as his vahana,
On the other hand, the myth may
118
simply be connected with the sacrifice of buffaloes to the Goddess,
But
><hatever may be the origin of the myth, it is certain that in the classical
Hinduism of the

Pura~~.

the killing of the Buffalo-demon was the special

prerogative of the Goddess and it was in this form that she was generally
recognized in iconography,
An important question is when this highly sycretistic concept and cult

of the Supreme Goddess evolved,
Pura~ic

This touches upon the dating of the epic,

and similar materials about the Supreme Goddess as analysed above.

There seems little dispute about the dating of Gaudavaho and Cand1-sataka,

--·

-··

Since Vakpati-raja was a court poet of Yasovarman of Kanauj, his Gaugavaho
119
may be dated to the middle of the 8th century A,D •.
Also, since Vakpati
presents in this Prakrit poem vivid pictures of rural life and locates the
Goddess' shrine in Vindhya region, it seems natural that he produces a
gruesome picture of it since the region was populated by aboriginal tribes
120
who were much feared by the inhabitants of more settled areas,
The
ascription of Ca~g1-sataka to Ba~abhatta, the author of Har~a-carita and
Kadambar1 and contemporary of king Har~a of Stha~v1svara and Kanauj, is
also generally accepted, even though this work is in poorer style than
116
See Banerjea, J,N,, in Majumdar (ed,), History of Bengal, I, p,455; by
the same author, DHI., pp,274, 507-8.

117
Banerjea, DHI,, p,525.
118
This may be implied in the frequent references to the offerings of animal
flesh to the Goddess, By this time the sanctity of the em< vas vell
established,
119
See Keith, A History of Sanskrit Literature, pp,150-1; Dasgupta and De
(ed,), A History of Sanskrit Literature: Classical Period, vol,I, p,279;
also Majumdar in Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, p,326.
120
See Keith, op,cit., pp,150-1,
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others by the same author,

121

So the evolution of the concept and cult

of the Great Goddess may be presumed to have been an accomplished fact by
the beginning of the 7th century A.D ••
materials are uncertain,

The dates of the

epic-Pura~ic

The most important is the Devi-mahatmya which

may be regarded as the principal text of the cult of the Supreme Goddess,
It has been clearly demonstrated by Pargiter that the requirement of the
continuity of narratives in the

Marka~4eya Pura~~

suggests that the

Devi-mahatmya, which is a complete poem by itself and quite unconnected
with the

Pura~ic

text in which it is embedded, is a later interpolation,

Also, since the earliest manuscript of this poem is datable to the 9th
century A.D., it must have been completed before that time, and, according
122
to Pargiter, it was probably composed in the 5th- 6th century A.D ••
123
Winternitz, Hazra and others have fully endorsed this dating.
Pargiter
also added that, on the consideration of the close association of the
Goddess with Siva, whose worship was particularly popular during the period
in the western part of the country, the Devi-mahatmya is likely to have been
124
composed in this general region.
On the basis of the choice of the two
motifs, Se~a-sayi Vi~~u and Mahi~amardini, together in the same shrine, the
Mahi~amardini

Man4apa at Mamallapuram, Seshadri believes that cantos 81 and

82 of the Devi-mahatmya in the

Marka~4eya Pura~~

must have been completed
125
before the second half of the 7th century A,D ••
Again, on the basis of
the parallelisms between the iconographic motifs described in the text and
121
See Dasgupta and De, op,cit., pp.170-1.
122
Mar,P,, tr. Pargiter, Intro., pp,vi-vii, x-xiii, xx.
123
See Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, vol,I, pt,II, pp.495-6 and
p.495, fn,3; Hazra, Studies in the Pura~ic Records, etc., pp,12-3.
124
Mar,P., tr, Pargiter, Intra., pp.xi-xiii, While Pargiter 1 s general
inference in the form noted above is very acceptable to us, we feel that
his specification of Mandhata in the Narmada region as the place of origin
of the poem is not adequately supported.
125
Seshadri, M., "Mahi~asuramardini: Images, Iconography and Interpretation",
The Half-yearly Journal of the l{ysore University, sec.A- Arts, XXII, no,2,
1963, pp.3-4, Seshadri apparently refers to the edition of the text
translated by Pargiter. The chapters 81 and 82 of this text correspond to
78 and 79 of the Vellkatesvara Steam Press edition used by us.
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actual sculptural illustrations, and also on the basis of several other
motifs, linguistic usages and the general religious background, Agrawala
126
dated the text to the Gupta period.
Iconographic parallelisms may not
be wholly reliable guides for dating because textual descriptions could
also be imagined as based on popular iconographic patterns,

But, as

noted above, an early 7th century A.D. inscription from Rajasthan quotes
a verse from the Devi-mahatmya, and happily, this verse expresses succinctly
127
the salient characteristics of the Great Goddess,
The Devi-mahatmya,
therefore, must have been completed sometime before the close of the 6th
century A.D., and may have been in existence towards the later part of the
Gupta period.
The dating of the Devi-mahatmya in the 5th - 6th century A.D.
facilitates the use of similar epic and

Pura~ic

materials for our purpose,

Thus, even though the evidence of manuscripts has proved that the hymns to
Durga by

Yudhi~1hira

and Arjuna were interpolated into the Mahabharata at a

later date, as were the Arya-stava and a few similar hymns in the Harivamsa,
we feel justified in making use of them because, as source materials, they
clearly fall in the same class as the Devi-mahatmya and make no significant
additions to the concept of the Supreme Goddess as presented in that
128
t ex t ,
126
Agrawala, V.S,, "The Devi-mahatmya", JIH., XLII, 1964, pp,826 ff,.
127
See Bhandarkar, D.R., "Epigraphic Notes and Questions: VI -The Date of
the Marka~qeya Pura~a", JBBRAS., XXIII, 1909-14, pp.73-4; Ram Karna,
"Dadhimati-mata Inscription of the time of Druhla~a; [Gupta-] Samvat 289",
EI,, XI, pp,300, 302, 303 fn.1 by Sten Konow, and 11.11-2 of the
inscription; see also above, Ch,I, pp.62-3 and fn.354.
128
Cf. the following statement by Winternitz in his review of Utgikar's
edition of the Vira1a-parvan of the Mahabharata in ABORI., V, pt. I, 1923-24,
p,24:
"No>< Utgikar has proved, that by the unmistakable evidence
of the MSS, the Durgastotra is a late interpolation in the
Virata-parvan, and has to be excluded from the text altogether,
Utgikar (p.xxii) is perfectly right in saying that no absolutely
certain historical argument could have proved the Durga-stotra
to be an interpolation, >Thile the evidence of the MSS, is an
absolute proof,"

111
The evidence of inscribed records and incidental references in secular

literature also confirm that the concept and cult of the Great Goddess must
have evolved by the Gupta period and become quite popular in the immediately
following one,

The earliest inscription clearly suggesting such a cult

comes from Choti Sadri in the erstwhile Udaipur State in Rajasthan and is
129
dated in the [Vikrama-] year 547 = 491 A.D •.
It opens with an invocation
to the Goddess called Devi, who is described as one who bears a sharp spear
that tears asunder the demon, Asura (probably

Mahi~asura),

or demons, whose

rapidity is impetuous owing to her being seated in a chariot to which is
yoked a fierce lion (or lions), >rhose anger is concentrated in her fro>ming
glance, who, out of her devotedness, assumes half of the body of mooncrested Hara, and who, out of kindness to the devotees, sustains the <mrlds
like a mother full of tenderness arising from her affection for her own
c h 1'ld ren, 130 The purpose of the inscription is to record that a certain
Maharaja Gauri, desirous of the grace of the Goddess, built a palatial
shrine for her.

Several other inscriptions which may be related to the

cult of the Great Goddess belong to a later period.

They are generally

dated in the 7th century A.D., and come mostly from Rajasthan but also from
various other places in North India, including modern Uttar Pradesh and
131
Orissa.
In all cases, the goddesses referred to have to be identified
as the Great Goddess for the simple reason that they bear either the general
name Devi or such popular names as Durga, Katyayani, Camu~ga, Sakambhari
or Bhavani.
129
See Sircar, D.C., "Two Inscriptions of Gauri: 1. Chhoti Sadri Inscription,
year 547", EI., XXX, pp,120 ff.; also above, Ch.I, p.60, fn,338,
130

Ibid., 11.1-3 of the inscription. The corrected invocatory verses as read
by the editor are:
Devi jayaty=asura-dara~a-tik~~a-sula
prodgirnna-ratna-makut-amsu-cala-pravaha,
Simh-ogra-yukta-ratham=asthita-canda-vegah
bhrubhanga-drsti-vinipata-ni~ista-ro;a,
Bhllyo=pi sa jayati.Ya SaSiSekharasy~·
.
deharddham=udvahati bhaktataya harasya,
Ya bhakta-vatsalataya prabibhartti lokan
mat=eva svakya-suta-prema-vivrddha-sneha.
2
131

For the inscriptions in our period which may be related to the cult of the
Supreme Goddess, see above, Ch.I, p. 60, fn,338.
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It is similar in the case of various incidental statements in
literature.

Such statements have been taken to refer to the Great Goddess

because they use her principal names, although in some cases at least the
deity referred to may be no more than a local or tribal goddess who has
132
The references
assumed a literary colour and donned a superior gart,
to Katyayani in the dramas of Bhasa must be related to the cult of

"

Ma~adevi

because they are either in clear allusion to some well known myth connected
with the Great Goddess, such as her role in the myth of

Kf~~a's

birth and

in the destruction of the demons Sumbha, Nisumbha and Mahi~a, or relate the
133
The same should be imagined of Katyayani whose shrine
goddess to Siva,
in Kusumapura

(Pa~aliputra)

is referred to in the Vasavadatta of Subandhu,

because the goddess is described as the killer of the demons Sumbha,
134
Nisumbha and Mahisa.
In the Mrcchakatika,
Durga appears only in the
,.

.

-·

__

132

We have omitted any mention of the goddess Madira, prov1s1on for whose
shrine, along with those of several other deities, in the centre of the
fortified town, is made in the Arthasastra of Kau~ilya, It has been
sometimes suggested that she may be the same as the goddess Durga-Kali,
but we regard it as doubtful; see Arthasastra, ed, Kangle, 2.4.17, and
note on it in ibid,, tr, Kangle, p,80, where the opinion of Meyer is also
cited, It is also uncertain whether the goddess bears any relationship
with Sura, Varuvi, etc, mentioned in other texts; see above, Ch,I, p.16,fn.83,
133
.
Bhasa-na~aka-cakram, ed, Devadhar, pp.532 ff, (Bala-carita, Act II),
Kamsa describes the goddess as:
Tiksnagram sulamalarnbya raudra-vesena jrmbhate,
Vin~~akale samprapte kalaratririv~tthit~.
The goddess Katyayani identifies herself as:
Sumbham nisumbham mahisam ca hatva krtva suramstan hata-satru-paksan,
Aham prasuta vasudeva-;.amse kartyaya;,_I (sic) kamsa-kula-k~ayaya, '
See also ibid,, p,83 (Pratijfia-yaugandharayav~, Act III) where a reference
is made to a Siva temple in Ujjayini which had in it the icons of Siva, his
consort Lohita-Katyayapi and son Brahmacari (Skanda-kumara). Incidentally,
the fact that the ~~'61 Bhasa also chose the theme of Kf~Va's birth and
refer to the role of Devi in the destruction of Kamsa, suggests a late date
for them, closer to Sudraka and Kalidasa than to Pa~ini as has sometimes
been suggested, On the date of Bhasa, see Keith, A History of Sanskrit
Literatur~, Preface, pp,xii ff.; Mehendale, M,A,, in Majumdar (ed,), The Age
of Imperial Unity, p,261,
134
Vasavadatta, tr, Gray, p,77, The text translated by Gray characterises the
goddess as Vetala, but the Telugu and Srirangam editions replace the epithet
by Cav~~; see ibid., pp,77, fn,4 and p,161. It may be added that this text
also alludes to the myth of the Goddess killing the Buffalo-demon in
figurative descriptions of the sunset and the evening twilight; see ibid,,
pp.94, 97, 152, 158.
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modest role of the family deity of the

ca~~ala

executioners of Carudatta,

but her name as well as the epithet Sahyavasini necessitate her¢
identification as the Great Goddess. 135 However, the goddess Vindhyavasini
Durga occupies a very prominent place in the Dasakumara-carita.

In one

place, the text refers to the goddess granting. a son and a daughter to a
king, and this daughter later worshipping the goddess by means of
Kanduka-n,tya every month on the K,ttika day from the age of seven to the
136
day of her marriage, in order to obtain a suitable husband.
In another
place, where also there is a conspicuous mention of the shrine of the same
goddess as well as her image, the popular belief in the greatness of the
goddess and her supposed instructions to a certain person in dream are
137
utilized as important props in the continuity of the story.
Bhagavati Gauri,her shrine and her worship occupy a prominent place
in the Sanskrit drama Nagananda.

Both Malayavati and Jimutavahana address

prayers to the Goddess and ask for her grace, and the goddess is credited
. . .
J-1mu
-t ava-h ana. 138 Banabhatta describes in his Harsacarita how
w1'th rev1v1ng
he crossed the
to the court of

Ca~~ika-kanana
Har~a.

. ..

to reach the village

--·

Mallaku~a

on his journey

Here, in this forest, the figures of the goddess

Katyayani were carved on the trees and travellers used to pray obeisance
139
to them.
Agrawala has suggested that this forest must be located
somewhere between the rivers Son and Ganges in Shahabad District in Bihar.

140

135
~cchaka~ika, Act X, NSP, edn., p,282; see also above, Ch.I, p,27.
136
Dasakumara-carita, 6th Ucchvasa, pp,207 ff ••
137
Ibid., 8th Ucchvasa, pp,273 ff •• It may be added that in its prescriptions
relating to the rites of Truth, the Yajnavalkya-sm,ti refers to the worship
of Ugra (lit. "powerful", "fierce") deities, and the Mi tak~ara commentary
explains it as referring to Durga, etc.; see Yajfiavalkya-sm,ti, II. 112-3
and Vijfianesvaras commentary thereon.
138
Nagananda, ed. Toraskar and Deshpande, pp. 18 ff., 36, 50 ff., 158 ff .•
139
Har~acarita, ed. Kane, 2nd Ucchvasa, p.26:
Prathame 1 hani ••• pathika-jana-namaskriyama~a-pravesa
padapotkir~a-katyayani-pratiyatanam ••• sanais-ca~~ika-kananam
atikramya mallaku~a-namanam gramamagat.
140
Agrawala, Har~acarita - Eka Samsk,tika Adhyayana, p,36.
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The reference to the

Ca~gika

temple and its chief Draviga priest in a

lengthy digression in the Kadambari of Bana must be related to the cult of
141
the Great Goddess,
Although the descr~ption is full of uncanny elements
and the goddess Ca~gika has all the appearance of a fierce local and tribal
142
goddess,
her conspicuous mention and the meticulous, ornate description
of her form, her shrine and her chief priest are clearly inspired by the
- d ev1- cult, 143 The same text refers also to the queen V1lasava
. t-1,
popular Mahaaspiring for a son, performing worship in the shrine of

Ca~gika

guggula, fasting and sleeping on an uncomfortable, prickly bed,
The modest
that

Har~a

Cam~ga-ma~gapa

by burning
144

in a forest settlement of aboriginal people

is said to have seen in the Vindhya region, according to the

Har~acarita, 145 could simply be the shrine of a local, tribal deity, but the
goddess Cam~ga of the drama Malati-madhava by Bhavabhuti is a very impressive
146
and should be regarded as an aspect of the Great Goddess, Perhaps
figure
a goddess of independent origin,

Camu~ga

is invariably included in the

141
Kadambari, ed, Parab, pp.452-63, Candrapiga is said to have seen this temple
and performed his worship there on his way to Ujjayini, Agrawala felt that
it is probably the same forest and shrine which is referred to as Candikakanana in the Har~acarita (see above); see Agrawala, Kadambari- Eka
Samskrtika Adhyayana, p,223, fn.2. The route taken by Candrapiga is not
very clear, but it seems very unlikely that this Ca~gika shrine of Kadambari
is located in modern Bihar.
142
Cf, Payne, The Saktas, p,68,
143
With the Draviga priest of the Ca~gika temple in the Kadambari, cf. the
statement in the Har~acarita that among various rites being performed to cure
Har~a 1 s father, there was an Andhra man holding up his arms like a rampart
to conciliate Ca~gika; see Har~acarita, ed. Kane, 5th Ucchvasa, p,21:
Kvacidandhroddhriyama~a-bahu-vapropayacyamana-ca~gikam •.••
See also ibid., tr, Cowell and Thomas, p,135,
144
Kadambari, ed, Parab, p,144:
Anavarata-dahyamana-guggulu-bahula-dhlimandha-karite~u

candika-grhesu dhavalambarena suci-murtiruposita

ha~ita-ku~op~cchade~u musal~-Sayane~u su~vap~.
145

Harsacarita, ed, Kane, 7th Ucchvasa, p,68; see also above, Ch.I, £P.27-8,
fn, 1:h.
146
Malati-madhava, ed, Ka~e, Act V, pp,94 ff ••
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popular group of the Sapta- or A~ta-mat{kas, and, identified with Kali,
. regard e d as an emanat1on
.
. the Dev1-maha
- - -tmya, 147
s h e 1s
of the Great Goddess 1n
Similarly, while the goddess Amba worshipped by Vilasavati, as mentioned in
148
the Kadambari,
may be a local deity, the goddess Ambika of the Ga~apati
kalpa-prakara~~

in the Yajfiavalkya-sm{ti is obviously the same as her
. th e Dev1-ma
- -hnames ak e 1n
atmya. 149
It is clear from the evidence presented above that the cult of the
Supreme Goddess becomes recognizable from the Gupta period onwards.

How

far back its history can be traced depends upon the identification of the
central element in the concept of the Supreme Goddess,

In other words, the

crucial question to answer is what is the nucleus around which the concept
developed, or, to be more precise, who is the goddess who achieved
prominence and popularity enough to absorb other smaller goddesses and
inspire poems and eulogies painting her as the Supreme Deity, the Supreme
Power, the final refuge, the origin and end of the world, etc .•

The concept

of the Supreme Goddess was not a mechanical product or a purely literary
motif,

The evidence of secular literature and inscribed records proves

that it had a real cult as its basis,
Several authors have examined the question of the origin of the Great
Goddess of classical Hinduism. It is impossible to be exhaustive in our
150
references to them,
But we may present the representative lines of
enquiry in a very rough historiographical manner, adding our own comments
about their validity and limitations,
147
See below, Ch.III, pp,156, 185 and 190, fn,250.
148
Kadambari, ed, Parab, p.145:
Aparimi ta-lms uma-dhupavi l epapupa-palal a-payasa-bal i-1 aj akalitamaharaharambadevi-saparyamatatana,
It may be noted that "Jyestha-devi" appears sometimes as a variant of
u Amba-deviu.

··

149
Yajfiavalkya-sm{ti, I. 286-91, Ambika is here called Vinayakasya janani,
According to the prescription laid down, the offerings to the goddess,
including raw and cooked meat and fish, are to be made in a winnowing basket
at the crossroads, with the prayer to give beauty, fame, prosperity, progeny,
wealth and satisfaction of all desires.
150
On the origin and development of the concept and cult of the Great Goddess,
we refer particularly to the following; Wilson, The Religious Sects of the
Hindus, pp,135 ff.; Muir, OST., IV, pp,420 ff,, 497 ff., where the opinion
of Weber is also extensively reproduced; Oppert, The Original Inhabitants of

116

At an early stage, the main source of the Great Goddess, like that of
many other elements of classical Hinduism of the epics and the
was traced back to the hymns of the

~g-veda,

Pura~as,

Emphasizing the philosophical

content as against the Goddess of the cult, Wilson imagined that the worship
of the female principle "originated in the literal interpretation of the
metaphysical language of the Vedas in which the will and purpose to create
the universe is represented as originating from the Creator, and
151
co-existent with him as his consort".
This tendency is still very much
alive, especially among those who emphasize the esoteric and symbolic
elements in the Sakta-Tantric teachings and point to their possible Vedic
152
sources,
As it will be seen below, a Vedic brahmanical element is
apparent in the concept of the Goddess, but it seems to provide only a
superstructure, a philosophical framework for what is non-Vedic and
153
unbrahmanical at its core,
A large majority of other scholars have pointed specifically to the
consort of Rudra-Siva as the real source of the Great Goddess.

Perhaps the

most representative and quite an early opinion of this type is that of
Weber, who traced the source of the Goddess to various feminine deities
associated with Rudra in the Vedic literature and, at the same time, to
various other concepts that this Vedic god obtained through his identification
150 contd
Bharatavar~~'

pp. 397 ff.; Jacobi, H., "Brahmanism", ERE,, 2, p, 813; by the
same author, "Durg8:", ibid., 5, pp.,117 ff .. ; Bhandarkar, Vai~:r:avism, Saivism,
etc,, pp,142 ff.; Hopkins, EM,, pp.224 ff.; Marshall (ed~ MIC., I, pp.49
ff,; Renou, in Renou and Filliozat (ed,), L 1 Inde Classique, esp. pp,519-20,
522-4; Basham, The Wonder that was India, pp.311-2; Norman Brown, W.,
"Mythologies of India", in Kramer (ed.), Mythologies of the Ancient World,
pp,309 ff,; Banerjea, DHI., pp,488 ff.; Hazra, Studies in the Upapura~~'
II, pp,1 ff, (which incorporates, with minor changes, by the same author,
"Compilation of Pura~ic Works or Chapters on Sakti Worship", Our Heritage,
IV, pt.I, 1956, pp.67 ff,); Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, I, pp.258 ff.;
II, pp,208 ff,.
.
1 51
Wilson, The Religious Sects of the Hindus, pp. 136-7, Wilson pointed to the
Saffikhya conception of Prakrti also as another source; ibid ••
1 52
The writings of M,P, Pandit on Tantric religion are good illustrations of
this approach, but its best earlier representative is Sir John Woodroffe,
who also wrote under the pseudonym Arthur Avalon.
153
See below, pp,133 ff,.
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· 154
w1'thAgn1.

.
d out not only that Kal1
- - and Karal1,
- - wh'h
He po1nte
1c appear

later as names of the Great Goddess, are names of tongues or flames of the
Fire-god in the

Mu~~aka Upani~ad,

but that the names Durga, Katyayani and
Kumari may also point to the same source, 155 The latter suggestions are
quite doubtful, but Weber's general explanation has never been really
doubted,

It may be added that Weber did not greatly interest himself in

this context in the determination of Vedic or non-Vedic elements in the
concept,
From an equally early stage again, and even before any archaeological
evidence had entered into the picture, it was suspected that various
non-Aryan and non-Vedic cults helped the formation of the concept and cult
of the Great Goddess,

Opinions, however, differ on the nature and extent

of this contribution,

We cite two representative instances 1. Bhandarkar
traced the history of the cult of Devi or Sakti through the history of the
consort of Rudra-Siva and accepted that, just as in the case of Rudra
himself in earlier times, so also in the case of his consort later, an

aboriginal element made its contribution in the form of goddesses of
forests and mountains worshipped by wild tribes and demanding animal and
156
human offerings.
Oppert, on the other hand, asserted that the worship

' "the principal of Female Energy", was wholly a
of Devi or Saktji.,
contribution of the original non-Aryan inhabitants of the land, whom he
identified as

Gau~a-Dravidians. 157 His main arguments were that goddesses

occupied an insignificant position in Vedic myths and rituals whereas they
are still very popular with the Dravidians of South India, that eulogies to
the Great Goddess in the epic$ and the

Pura~~

distinctly point to

non-Aryan elements in her character, and, lastly, that Uma and Amba or
Ambika, two of the principal names of the Goddess, are most likely derived
154
See Weber, as cited in Muir, Q§!., IV, pp,421 ff,,
155
Ibid,, pp,425 ff ••
156
Bhandarkar, Vai~~avism, Saivism, etc,, pp,142 ff,, esp, 144, Jacobi
expressed similar opinions; see Jacobi, op,cit, (fn,150 above),
157
Oppert, The Original Inhabitants of Bharatavar~~. Preface, p,viii and
pp,397 ff,.
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from the Dravidian '"ord

~'

meaning "mother".

1 58

Oppert 1 s vigorous

exposition appears to have strongly influenced later writings on the subject
and his derivation of the names Uma and Ambika have been frequently
159
endorsed,
The archaeological discoveries of the Indus Valley culture have greatly
strengthened the hypothesis outlined above. It is now generally accepted,
160
perhaps a little too readily,
that a cult of the Mother Goddess or Earth
Goddess formed the popular household religion in the chalcolithic culture
161
of the Indus Valley,
The main argument for this hypothesis is the
discovery of numerous terracotta figurines of an almost nude female, from
practically all over the excavated areas of Harappa and Mohenjodaro and in
T

many other Indus Valley sites also/· ;these "have no clear counterparts in
162
the seals or major sculptures".
It has been argued that the remarkable
frequency of the occurrence of these figures, their general resemblance to
one another, their elaborate headdress and rich jewellery, all indicate that
they portray a goddess.

More specifically, it has been pointed out that the

cup-shaped appendages on either side of the fan-like headdress in several
specimens are smoke-stained, suggesting that oil or little pellets of incense
1 58
Ibid., p,421.
159
See Hopkins, EM,, p,226; Keith, RPVU., pp.199-200; etc.; also Caldwell,
A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or South Indian Family of Languages,
pp.613-4.
160
See Wheeler, The Indus Civilization, p,91; also below, p,122,
A recent
and excellent warning against hasty interpretations of prehistoric
figurines has been sounded by Ucko, who demonstrates through an analysis
of the Cretan figurines that even though a Mother Goddess may have been
worshipped in neolithic Crete, the anthropomorphic figurines from Knossos
did not appear to present any corroborative evidence of such a cult; see
Ucko, Peter J., "The Interpretation of Prehistoric Anthropomorphic
Figurines", ~. , XCII, pts. I and II, 1962, pp. 38 ff ••
161
For this and the following statements about the so-called cult of the
Mother Goddess in the Indus Valley culture, see esp. Marshall (ed.), MIC.,
I, pp,49 ff., 338 ff.; Piggott, Prehistoric India, pp,107 ff,, 128 ff.,
203-4; Mackay, Early Indus Civilizations, pp.53 ff.; Wheeler, The Indus
Civilization, pp,91, 109; also, Sullivan, Herbert P., "A Re-examination of
the Religion of the Indus Civilization", HR., 4, 1964, pp.115 ff ..
162
See Wheeler, op,cit,, p,109.
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were burned in them to propitiate the goddess.

Marshall pointed also to

an oblong sealing from Harappa depicting on the one side an upside-down
and apparently nude female with a plant-like object issuing from her womb,
and on the other the figures of a man and a woman, the former standing
with a sickle-shaped weapon in his hand and the latter seated with the
hands raised in an attitude of supplication.

He believed that this sealing

provided evidence of the cult of the Earth or Mother Goddess and possibly
163
of human sacrifice connected with it,
Some modern scholars have been
particularly impressed by this evidence and regard it as clear testimony
164
To some
to Marshall's overall hypothesis about the terracotta females.
others, the more decisive indications are the depictions of pregnant
165
females.
Marshall produced some indirect arguments also in support of his
hypothesis,

Firstly, he pointed out that female statuettes akin to those

found on the Indus Valley sites were also reported in large numbers from
various contemporary cultures in West Asia and were generally regarded as
166
representations of the Great Mother or Nature Goddess.
Secondly, he
argued like Oppert that 1<hereas there >ras no evidence that goddesses
occupied a prominent position in the religious life of the Vedic Aryans,
they were conspicuous in later Hinduism, uhere they appeared as local
manifestations of the Great Mother Goddess,

This, according to him,

strengthened the possibility that a cult of the Great Mother Goddess was
very popular in the Indus Valley culture, from where it gradually permeated
167
the religious life of the Vedic Aryans,
In his reconstruction of the cult of the Mother Goddess in the Indus
Valley culture and also the near contemporary village cultures in the
163
Marshall (ed,), MIC,, I, p,52 and pl,XII,12, See also below, Ch,IV, p.270
and fn.5 where this seal has been noticed in another context.
164
See Sullivan, op.cit,, HR., 4, p,117.
165
See e.g. Norman Brown, op.cit,, in Kramer (ed.), Mythologies of the Ancient
World, p,310. For the terracotta female figurines suggesting pregnancy, see
Marshall (ed.), MIC., I, p.49; Wheeler, op,cit., pp.91, 109.
166
Marshall (ed,), MIC., I, p,50.
167
Ibid., pp.51-2.
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neighbouring hills of Baluchistan, Marshall gave the impression that all
the terracotta female figurines may not represent one and the same divinity,
but by and large, he found it convenient to think in terms of a cult of the
168
Great Mother Goddess,
and it is mainly in this form that his hypothesis
has gained currency,

As he reconstructed it, therefore, the supposed cult

already anticipates in great measure the cult of the Supreme Goddess of
Pura~ic

Hinduism,

Marshall took his hypothesis a step further by imagining

that the essential idea of Sakti-ism of later times might also be anticipated
169
at that early age,
He defined Sakti-ism as essentially a sexual dualism
in which the Great Mother is conceived of as the personification of the
VC

female energy (Sakti) and as the eternally producti~g principle (Prak~ti)
which, united with the eternal male principle

(~~~),

becomes the creator

and mother of the universe, and he pointed out that this Great Goddess is
mythologically conceived of as the consort of Siva,

He argued that a male

god analogous to Siva Pasupati of later Hinduism seemed to be depicted in
. suggested that here we m1ght
.
have a
some seals and sculptures, 1?0 and th1s
parallelism with the religious ideas of the ancient Near East, in which the
Mother Goddess was generally associated with a young, subordinate male god,
Moreover the Indus Valley and other contemporary sites in the Baluchistan
hills have also yielded phallic objects and symbols of female sexual
171
organs,
which suggested that already at that early age India was familiar
with the religious symbolism of the organs of generation and thus with the
sexual dualism which is the underlying principle of the classic Sakti-ism,
In this case also, Marshall's supposition derived support from the strong
172
With
probability that the Vedic Aryans disapproved of phallic worship,
168
Ibid,, p.50, fn.5.
169
Ibid,, pp, 57 ff,.
170
Ibid,, pp, 52 ff .•
171

Ibid., pp.58 ff,,
172
See Bhandarkar, Vai~~avism, Saivism, etc., p.115; Keith, in Rapson (ed,),
The Cambridge History of India, I, p,85; Basham, The Wonder that was India,
p,32; Banerjea, DHI,, pp,62 ff,; etc,, The interpretation of the expression
Sisna-deva~ in RV., VII.21.5 and X,99.3 cannot, of course, be regarded as
finally settled; cf, Fiser, Indian Erotics of the Earliest Period, pp.85-6.
Also, it must be accepted that the Vedic myths and rituals are otherwise
full of erotic and sexual allusions; see ibid., pp,43 ff,, 108 ff,,
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the exception of a few dissentient opinions, 173 these additional suggestions
of Marshall have many supporters,

His hypothesis of the prototype of Siva

Pasupati in the seal representations and statuary of the Indus Valley sites
has proved particularly attractive. 174 It is also generally conceded that
the conical symbols to which Marshall pointed out, some of which are quite
175
~realistic, are formalized representations of the phallus,
although his
suggestions about the stone rings being symbolical representations of the
176
The fact is that, considered individually, almost
female sex are dubious,
every hypothesis of Marshall has found more or less general acceptance, but
the arguments for the existence of a proto-Sakti-ism and proto-Sivaism in
the Indus Valley culture have been best marshalled by Marshall himself, and
since his great report few further arguments in favour of this hypothesis
have been put forward,
The discoveries of the Indus Valley culture and Marshall's reconstruction
of its religious life have strongly moulded the types of opinions represented
by Oppert, Bhandarkar and others, and form the basis of the theories on the
origin and development of the Great Goddess most widely accepted today,

In

other words, while the goddess allied to Rudra-Siva is believed to be the
central element in the concept of the Great Goddess, the history of both,
the goddess and her consort, is now frequently traced from the Indus Valley
177
culture.
An additional explanation is also often added that the Great
Goddess was late in receiving recognition because of her alien, non-Vedic
178
nature.

173
Cf, Sastri, K.A. Nilakanta, in Bhattacharya (ed,), The Cultural Heritage of
India, IV, pp,65 ff ••
174
Wheeler, who otherwise sounds the need for caution in handling material
objects for the reconstruction of religion, seems to accept fully Marshall's
hypothesis of the existence of "Siva" as yogi, pasupati and na~arii:ja in the
Indus Valley culture; see Wheeler, The Indus Civilization, pp.89-90, 109,
See also below, Ch.III, p,206,fn.340.

175
See e.g. Wheeler, op.cit,, p.109; Basham, The Wonder that was India, p,24;
Banerjea, DHI., p,63; etc .•
176
See above, Ch,I, p,87.
177
See e.g. Banerjea, ~., pp.447, 489; Yaduvanshi, Saiva Mata, chs.1 and 2.
178
Cf, Norman Brown, W,, op.cit., in Kramer (ed,), Mythologies of the Ancient
World, p.310.
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The above explanation bas much to commend it, and may in fact be
largely true,

But it is based on several pre-suppositions and does not

explain some significant aspects of the problem,
Thus, even if it is accepted that the terracotta female figurines
from the Indus Valley sites, which conform to a certain conventional and
hieratic type or otherwise suggest pregnancy or fertility, represent
goddesses, which is very likely, it is doubtful whether they represent the
179
same goddess in every case,
Again, although it is very probable that
the people in the Indus Valley culture were familiar with a male god
analogous to the later Rudra-Siva, we still know nothing of his supposed
relation with the goddess cults at that time.

If Rudra-Siva was already

allied to the Goddess at that early period, vby do we notice an ambivalence
in his relationship <lith Ambika in the brahmanical literature, and, what is
even mo.re important, "hy it is that while the recognition of Rudra-Siva
appears early in the Vedic brahmanical literature and the god steadily
gro<rs in prestige, his supposed consort takes so long to appear and obtain
180
commensurate recognition?
The truth is that the material objects of the
Indus Valley culture can at best provide only the most gene.ral information,

181

and presuming that the short inscriptions on the seals of this culture also
contain matters of religious interest, no certain assertions can be made
182
about concepts until their script is satisfactorily deciphered,
With literary records of the Vedic brahmanical tradition, we are
naturally on more firm ground,

We have shown below in another context that

179
See our same remark above, Ch,I, p.75, about the terracotta female figurines
of the early historic period; cf, also similar comments by Nilsson on the
supposed cult of the Great Mother Goddess in Minoan-Mycenaean religion;
Nilsson, The Minoan-Mycenaean Religion, etc,, pp,337-8.
180
See below, p,126,
181
Cf. Wheeler, op,cit., p,108; Gordon, The Prehistoric Background of Indian
Culture, p,68; Allchin, Bridget and Raymond, The Birth of Indian Civilization,
p,308; also Gonda, Change and Continuity in Indian Religion, pp,19 ff ••
182
The recent claims by Finnish scholars, Parpola and others, to have
deciphered the Indus Valley script has not yet received general approval;
see reviews of their first two pamphlets, embodying preliminary reports on
the decipherment; by Zide, Arlene R.K. and Zvelebil, Kamil, in Indo-Iranian
Journal, XII, no,2, 1970, pp.126 ff.,
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there are grounds to suspect that Rudra-Siva has many and marked non-'Vedic
elements in his

make~up, 183

It is significant., therefore, that the Gre<>t

Goddess of Pura1,1ic times often bears the names of Siva's consort,

The

earliest and the most important mention of a female deity associated with
Rudra is of Ambika, who appears in the Vajasaneyi and the Taittiriya
• · t· s1s
· t er, 184 ana· recelves
·
h er s.are
h
of offerings with him
S amh1
as as h lS
185 It is also significant that Ambika
in the rite called Tryambaka-homa.
is pictured in the Taittiriya

Brahma1,1~

and the commentaries on the
186

Yajurvedic texts cited above as a cruel goddess and a killer,
It is only
187
in a later period that she appears as the w·ife of Rudra.
Uma, another
favourite name of Siva's consort in epic-Pura~ic times, appears for the

first time as Uma Haimavati in the Kena or Talavakara

Upani~ad,

without,

however, any connection ,.,i th Rudra-Siva but important enough to be imagined
as the being >ifho revealed the identity of the resplendent Brahman to the
188
Vedic gods Indra, Agni and Vayu,
The epithet Haimavati may point to
the mountainous origin of Uma, but, if she was already allied to Siva, the
epithet might have come to her also through the association of that god
'
189 The commentary on the Upani~adic passage naturally
Wl'th moun t a1nse
identifies the goddess as Brahma-vidya and also understands Haimvati as
alternatively indicating one resplendent with golden ornaments or the
183
See below, Ch.III, p,206, fn,340,
184
VS., III.57a; TS,, 1.8.6,
185
The rite of Tryambaka-homa and the place of Ambika in it is discussed below
in another context, where the relevant passages from the Vedic texts are
also reproduced; see below, Ch,III, pp.212 ff,.
186
See below, Ch,III, pp.214,
187
See Muir, OST., IV, pp.420, 422; also TA., X,22 (see below, p.125);
Hopkins, EM., p,226, On the lateness of the Xth chapter of the Tai ttiriya
Irawaka,see below, p, 125.
188
Kena Upani~ad, III.1- IV,1.
189
See Weber, as cited in Muir, OST,, IV, pp.423-4; also Keith, RPVU,,
pp. 199-200, Bhandarkar believed that Uma was already regarded as the wife
of Rudra-Siva; see Bhandarkar, Vai~1,1avism. Saivism, etc,, p,111. It is not
however till the Taittiriya Ira1,1yaka 1 X,22 (see below, p, 125 ) and the
epics (see Hopkins, EM,, p,224) that Siva is called the husband of Uma,
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daughter of Himalaya,

190

AlreeAy in the Iatu· Vedic periodf various forms
191
of Rudra had been imaginea,
In the §:';hya~!'l.i!tras, Hl the description of

the Sula-gava sacrifice which is especially meant for him, he is associated
with several female beings who bear names such as Rudriin.i,
H.havilni 9 SarvS:ni,
' .
'
I'Sani, etc~, and receive ·their share of offerings,192 By the time of the
epics, Rudra has become a very prominent god and his consort is frequently
mentioned with him,

She appears under various names, Uma being probably

the favourite one,

Several of her names are derived from the myth of her

being the daughter of Himavat, such as Parvati, which appears only in late
passages but is very common in the Harivamsa and the Puranas, and others
like Giri-putri, Saila-raja-putri, etc,,

--·-

Besides the stories of her birth

and marriage, she also appears conspicuously in the myth of the destruction
193
of Dak~a's sacrifice by Siva,
It is this last myth ·which later grew
into the elaborate Pitha legends explaining the many forms and various
194
sacred seats of the Great Goddess.
In the evolution of the concept of the Great Goddess, a reference is
invariably made also to a version of the Vedic gayatri found in the Xth
chapter of the Taittiriya

Ara~yaka,

This gayatri reads:

Katyayanaya vidmate

kanyakumari (sic) dhimahi, tauno durgil} pracodayat, literally "we think on
195
Katyayana and mediate on Kanyakumari; may Durgi advance us".
Since other
deities for whom also appropriate gayatris are given in the same context are
196
all male,
it seems natural that in this gayatri also we obtain masculine
190
See the commentary on the relevant lines of the Kena Upani~ad, reproduced
by Weber, as cited in Muir, OST,, IV, p.421 1 fn,200,
191
See Bhandarkar, op,cit,, pp.103-5,
192
See HGS,, II.8, 7 (SBE,, XXX, pp,221-2); ~·, Ili,8, 10 (SBE., XXIX,
p,352~see also Bhandarkar, op,cit,, p.106,
193
See Hopkins, F.M., pp,224 ff,; Mahadevan, in Majumdar (ed,), 'rhe Age of
Imperial Unity, p,457; also Yaduvanshi, Saiva Mata, pp,58 ff., 69-70, 78 ff.,
81 ff .•
194
See above, Ch,I, pp,22 ff,,
195
See Muir, OST., IV, p,426; TA,, X,1.
196
These are Rudra, Vakrat~4a Danti (Ga~esa), Nandi, Mahasena 9a~ukha
(Skanda-Karttikeya), Garu4a, Brahma (Brahma), Naraya~a-Viisudeva-Vi~~u,
Aditya (Sun) and Agni,
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forms Katyayana, Kanyakumari and Durgi,

But the formula is a curious one

and, as Weber pointed out, there is no alternative except to accept the
traditional explanation of the commentators and understand the names es
irregular forms referring to the Great Goddess as Katyii:yani, Kanyaku_mari
·
.
. th e 1N- 197 The f orms are more or Jess
an d Durga~
regular1zed
.1n
ara,;ya:r:~.
Upani~ad

(which is only another name of the Xth chapter of the ,Tai ttiriya

!ravyaka) in the Atharva-vedic tradition and the Linga
part of the Taittiriya

!ra~yaka

I'ura~~. 198 This

contains interesting references to the

Goddess in two other places also, One is a verse invoking Durga who is
- an d va1rocan1.
"
.
- 199 This verse occurs also in the
cal 1 e d t h ere Agn1-var~~
200
later additions to the Ratri-siikta in the Khila of the 1fg-veda,
In the
201
other, Rudra-Siva is invoked as Ambika-pati and Uma-pati.
This last
part of the Taittiriya Ara!).yaka is generally accepted as a very late
202
addition.
In fact, i t is extremely doubtful if it can be dated before
the Christian era,

The same may be said of the Ratri-siikta in the Khila

of the 1,<g-veda which eulogizes Durga in some verses apparently added to it
203
.
h l t
t.

1n muc

a er

1mes.

The above survey demonstrates one thing very clearly,

While Rudra

Rimself had many non-Vedic elements in his make-up, he also seems to have
gathered around himself several popular goddesses of non-Vedic origin who
bore names which were later given to the Great Goddess and some of 1chom,
such as Ambika, had clear malevolent streaks in their character,
197
See Weber, as cited in Muir, OST,, IV, pp.426-7,
198
Ibid,, p.426, fn,211; also Oppert, The Original Inhabitants of
p,368, fn,105,

It is

Bharatavar~~.

199

Muir, OST,, IV, p.427; TA., X,2,
200
RV. Khila, IV,2,12 (see Scheftelowitz, Die Ayocryphen des J;<gveda, pp,111-2;
RV., ed. Sontakke and Kashikar, vol.lV, p.957 •
201
TA., X,22.
202
See Max MUller, A History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, etc., p,334;
Winternitz, fi History of Indian Literature, I, pt.I, pp.205, 207; Ghosh, B.K.,
in Majumdar (ed.), The Vedic Age, p.421.
203
RV. Khila, IV,2, esp. vv.5 ff. (see Scheftelowitz, op.cit., pp.110-2; RV.,
ed. Sontakke and Kashikar, vol.IV, pp.956-9; also ibid., p,907).
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possible to imagine, therefore, that the goddess originaliy and most closely
allied to Rudra-Siva gradually rose to importance and absorbed other
popular goddesses of similar nature and origin.

But this hypothesis still

does not quite explain the fact that while Rudra is an important god already
in later Vedic texts and, presuming that the Svetasvatara

Upani~ad

was

composed before the Christian era and probably not much earlier tlmn the
Bhagavadgita, he had become important enough to be identified with
204
Brahman,
his consort takes longer to make an appearance and obtain full
recognition.

If the apocryphal stutis are excluded from consideration, as

they should be, even in the Mahabharata, Uma-Parvati derives her prominence
mainly from being the consort of Siva and does not appear to be a popular
goddess worshipped in her own right.

It appears to us, therefore, that

the Great Goddess of Pura'i).ic times must have a history slightly different
from that of Rudra-Siva, and perhaps she was the product of certain special
historical situations.

The simple explanation that the nucleus of the

Great Goddess was provided by the consort of Rudra-Siva may not be sufficient,
We have seen above that there is a great probability of the prevalence
205
of goddess cults in the Indus Valley culture.
It may also be that these
cults survived in later Indian history and provided the background of the
growth of the cult of the Great Goddess.

The terracotta female figurines

and the carved stone rings or discs of the early historic period also
provide a certain continuity, however

vague~

2%

.

L1terature also, as seen

in the preceding chapter, supplies evidence of widespread cults of popular
goddesses of various types and thus helps fill in the background.
Reliable sculptural evidence, which anticipates to a considerable
extent the cult of the Great Goddess as seen for example in the Devi-mahatmya,
starts with the beginning of the Christian era.

It has been noted above

that the killing of the Buffalo-demon is probably the most important myth
207
connected with the Great Goddess,
This is also probably the favourite
204
See Keith,
p. 103 ff ..
205
See above,
206
See above,
207
See above,

RPVU., pp. 143, 144; Bhandarkar, Vai~'i).avism, Saivism, etc.,
pp.118 ff ••
Ch,I, pp. 72 ff., 86 ff ••
pp.100, 106 ff ••
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iconographic motif of the Goddess and is widely distributed in time and
208
space,
The Mahi~amardini motif has its owu history of evolutlon in
art, from simple early compositions depicting the bare essentials of the
myth in the form of the Goddess overpowering a buffalo to more complex
and artistically more satisfying later ones of various types, in which
the Goddess and her demon adversary take different iconographic forms,

209

Some developed forms of the motif provide close parallels with the Purii!jiC
myth in which the demon is portrayed as emerging in human form when his
210
The earliest specimens of the
buffalo-head had been decapitated.
Mahi~arnardini

motif come from Mathura and are dated in the

Ku~a!Ja

period,
211
I t is significant that they do not show the lion mount of the Goddess,
Two terracotta plaques, from Nagar, in the Jaipur unit of Rajasthan,

depicting the same theme have also been assigned to a period from the
212
mid-1st century B,C, to the early 1st century A,D,,
but the presence of
the lion in the better preserved of the two has been regarded as incongruous
.
213 They probably belong to late Ku~alja
f or sue h an early f 1gure,
or early
214
Gupta period.
The motif must have become quite popular by the Gupta
208
Cf, Banerjea, DHI., pp,497, 499-500; Viennot, Odette, "The Goddess
Mahi~arnardini in Ku~a!}a Art", Art.As., XIX, 1956, p,368.
209
For the Mahi~amardini figures in early Indian art in general, see Banerjea,
DHI,, pp,497 ff.; Agrawala, R,C., "The Goddess Mahi~asuramardini in Early
Indian Art", Art,As,, XXI, 1958, pp,123 ff,. A recent and very full survey
of the various forms of this motif and their evolution is made by Seshadri;
see Seshadri, M,, "Mahi~asuramardini", The Half-yearly Journal of the Mysore
University, sec,A- Arts, XXII, no,2, 1963, pp,1 ff,,
210
See Agrawala, v.s., "The Devi-mahatmya", JIH,, XLII, 1964, pp,827-8,
211
See Agrawala, A Catalogue of the Brahmanical Images in Mathura Art, p,57;
also Viennot and Agrawala, R,C,, op,cit, (fns, 208, 209 respectively),
212
See Agrawala, R,C,, "Terracotta Plaque of Mahi~amardini from Nagar", Lalit
Kala, 1-2, 1955-56, pp,72 ff,; and by the same author, op.cit, (fn,209
above), Art,As,, XXI, pp,123 ff,.
213
See Seshadri, op,cit, (fn,209 above), p.6; also lyer, K, Bharatha, "An Early
Gupta Seal of the Mahi~asuramardini", Art,As,, XXXI, 1969, p,180, fn,8,
214
See Viennot, op,cit, (fn,208 above), Art,As,, XIX, 1956, p,372,
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period because specimens of it in stone and terracotta are reported from
Bhi~a,

Ahiccl,!atra, Rajghat (all in Uttar Pradesh), Udaigiri Caves, the Siva
215
temple at Bhumra, and Karavan (all in Madhya Pradesh),
None of the early

Mahi~amardini

figures dated to the

bears an identifying label or dedicatory inscription,
while there is no question of their identification as

Ku~alJa

period

In the circumstances,
Mahi~amardini,

which

happens to be an excellent descriptive term, there is no means of lu1owing
that the goddess represented by them was already imagined as the Great
Goddess.

It has been remarked by one scholar that the

Ku~alJa

statuettes

depict an earlier version of the myth which has an unmistakably rm'al
216
'
atmosphere.
However, these early f1gures prove the very popular cult
of a goddess who, inasmuch as she was regarded as the killer of the
Buffalo-demon, strongly anticipates the Great Goddess of the DevT-mahatmya.
It may be that this goddess, whatever her real name and earlier history,
served as the nucleus of the growth of the Great Goddess.

Since Mathura

was a prolific centre of art during the period, it is not unnatural that
the majority of the early figures, if not all of them, belong to that place,
But it would be safer to infer that this goddess had a popular cult in the
southern and south-vestern Uttar Pradesh and the contiguous regions of
Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh.

We are therefore strongly inclined to believe

that she is the same goddess who appears in the persistent tradition of
Vindhyavasini Devi in literature.

Perhaps it was she who was originally

given the name Durga, and was mostly worshipped by non-Aryan tribes like
217
the Sabaras, Barbaras and Pulindas.
218
The strong Sivaite element in the concept of the Great Goddess
indicates that this very popular divinity of the Vindhya region, who was
regarded as the killer of the Buffalo-demon, was absorbed in the Sivaite
circles before the philosophic and literary forms of the concept appeared
as in the Devi-mahatmya.

It is also highly probable that she was already

215
See Seshadri, op.cit. (fn,209 above), pp,6-8; Iyer, op,cit. (fn.213 above),
Art.As., XXXI, pp,179 ff ..
216
See Iyer, op.cit., Art.As., XXXI, p,180.
217
See also above, p. 103.
218
See above, pp,J00-1, 116 ff ••
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allied to Siva when her earliest figures appear in Mathura art, and that
her concept and cult obtained a classical form in association with the cult
of Siva,
...

The history of Sivaism during the period seems to confirm this

e~

inf'Hlence,

There are several indications that the Siva cult was

particularly popular in western India, including Mathura and Ujjayini, in
the early centuries of the Christian era.

..

The Saka and Kusana kings of

Mathura, who ruled from the 1st century B.C. to 3rd century A.D., favoured
219
either Siva or Buddha,
The Naga-Bharasivas and Yaudheyas, probably the
t1w most important native dynasties which asserted themselves after the
disruption of the Ku~al)-a empire, were ardent devotees of Siva or of the
220
The Mathura Pillar Inscription, dated
Sivaite deity Skanda-Karttikeya,
in the Gupta year 61 (= 380-1 A,D,) proves that a branch of Pasupata Sivaism
221
flourished at Mathura during the Ku~al)-a and early Gupta periods,
The best
evidence of the popularity of Siva cult in the Avanti region is the strong
222
tradition of the renowned shrine of Mahakala-Siva at Ujjayini,
It may
also he added that some Parivrajaka Maharajas, who were feudatories of the
Imperial Guptas in Madhya Pradesh, Yasodharman, Mihirakula, and most of the
223
kings of the Vaka}aka and VS:labhi dynasties were worshippers of Siva,
219
See Raychaudhuri, Materials for the Study of the Early History of the
Vai~l)-ava Sect, p,164,
220
Sircar, D.C., in Majumdar (ed,), The Age of Imperial Unity, pp,166-7, 169,
221
Bhandarkar, D.R., "Mathura Pillar Inscription of Candragupta II: G,E, 61",
EI. , XXI, pp. 1 ff ..
222
See Meghaduta, I,34; Raghuvamsa, VI,34; also above, p,112, fn,133, The
very coarse query in the ~'cchaka}ika, when Vidu~aka,referring to the
obesity of Vasantasena's mother, asks whether the entrance of the house was
constructed after she was set up there like an idol of Siva, is understood
by van Buitenen to have an indirect reference to the famous Mahakala temple
at Ujjayini; see ~'cchaka}ika, Act IV, NSF, edn,, p,124; ibid,, tr. van
Buitenen, Intra., p,32 and p.275, note 39. See also Mar,P., tr, Pargiter,
pp,xi, 521 and note,
223
See Fleet, CII,, III, pp,95, 102, 107, 111; also ibid,, p,146 and by the
same author, "Mandasor Pillar Inscription of Yasodharman", IA., July 1889,
pp,219-20; Majumdar, in Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, ~37; Mirashi,
VS:kataka Rajavamsa ka Itihasa tatha Abhilekha, p,72; Jaiswal, The Origin
and Development of Vai~~avism, p,203,
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The above discussion indicates that the popular nBuffalo=killingn
goddess of the early statuettes from Mathura,

V~ho

may have been the

inal

Vindhyavasini Devi worshipped by non-Aryan t,ribes, served as the nacleus of
the development of the Great Goddess of the

Devi-m~hatmya

and similar texts,

Also, this concept gradually evolved during the Kmiai;ta and ea.r Iy Gupta
periods somevrhere in the general region of western India, in alliance 1vi th
224
the cult of Siva, ><hich had a stronghold in that region,
It is in this

specialized form that we may speak of the consort of Rudra-Siva as forming
the nucleus of the concept of the Great Goddess,
Perhaps the special historical and cultural background of the age also
aided the process of this evolution,

It has been seen in the previous

Chapter that, during the rule of the foreign dynasties, alien godd.esses
225
were introduced in the country,
It was also noted that Prakrit forms
of the names of some foreign deities have been suspected in the Allgavijja,

226

and the Indian terracotta materials of the early historic period also show
227
some influence of alien goddess cults and concepts.
It is not possible
to assess accurately the nature and extent of the contribution made by
this phenomenon to the eventual growth of the cult of the Great Goddess,
Nevertheless, this necessitates that, as against vague suggestions often
made about parallelism or contacts between the Indian cult of the Great
228
Goddess and West Asiatic Mother Goddess cults in very early times,
enquiry should be directed specifically towards relatively more recent,
historical times, such as during the Achaemenid, Alexandrian, Scythian,
224
See also Pargiter, as cited above, p,109.
225
See above, Ch,I, p,69,
226
See above, Ch,I, p, 17,
227
See above, Ch.I, pp. 78 ff ••
228
There are several attempts of this type, but it is most marked in Dikshit,
The Mother Goddess, vhere speculative theories are frequently built up on
the basis of vague linguistic and other parallelisms, See also Przyluski,
Jean, 11 Les .ASvin et la Grande DBessen, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies,
I, 1936, pp,129 ff., and "The Great Goddess in India and Iran", IHQ,, X,
no,3, 1934, pp,405 ff., and criticism of the two by Keith, A.B., in "The
Asvins and the Great Goddess", IC,, III, 1937, pp, 721 ff.; also Raychaudhuri,
H,C., "Prototypes (?) of Siva in Western Asia", in Law (ed,), D.R. Bhandarkar
Volume, pp.301 ff,; Hazra, St~s in the Upapurar:as, II, p,23; etc •.
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Parthian and Ku~'iilfa periods, v1hen India is known to have been in closer

contacts with countries beyond its western border and is very likely to
have received external influences and made its influence felt on the

neighbouring cultures,
The periods of most immediate relevance to our enquiry are those of
the rule of the

Ku~alfaS

and the immediately succeeding one when the native

dynasties asserted their independence, culminating in the rise of the
Imperial Guptas, who brought most of North India under one rule.
well known that the

Ku~alfa

It is

coin-series reveals an elaborate and complex

pantheon of deities drawn from the Greco-Roman world, Hellenised West Asia,
229
Iran and India,
This pantheon also includes several goddesses, of vhom
the most important are Nana and Ardokhsho who in terms of the number of
230
coins and variety of types take precedence over several gods.
Whatever
may be the true explanation of the adoption of such a mixed pantheon by
231
the Ku~ava kings,
the fact that they assigned prominent positions to
certain alien goddesses must have made its impact on the local goddess
cults and indirectly on the evolution of the cult of the Great Goddess.
Since the early history and true character of both Nana and Ardokhsho are
232
obscure,
it has been possible to speak so far in terms of iconographic
229
See Rosenfield, The pynastic Arts of the Kushans, p,69; also above, Ch,I,
p,64 and fn,360.
230
Rosenfield, op,cit., pp.72, 74-5, 83 ff.; also above, Ch,I, p,69 and
fn,399.
231
See Rosenfield, op,cit,, pp.69 ff ••
232
Nana has been related to Innana-Ishtar of the ancient Near East, and
Ardokhsho to the equivalent of Old Persian Rti(s)vahvi, the Avestic
A(r)si-Oakhsho (of ASi Yast, Yast XVII). But the two goddesses have also
been related to Anahita (of Avestan Xban Yast), who may contain religious
elements of great antiquity but who makes a late appearance and is known to
have had a popular cult in Iran in the Parthian period, The latter
suggestion gains some strength also on the consideration that but for it,
it is difficult to account for the absence of Anahita on the Kusana coins;
see Rosenfield, op,cit,, pp.74-5 and 83 ff.; also Ghirshman, Ir~n; pp.269-70.
For brief sketches of the concepts and cults of Innana-Ishtar and Anahita,
see Paton, Lewis Bayles, "Ishtar", ERE,, 7, pp.428 ff.; Cumont, Fr.,
"Anahita", ibid., 1, pp.414-5. It has been pointed out by Agrawala that the
name Nana occurs in the list of the Nighaif~U and it is used in RV., IX.
112,3 in the sense of mother, He also thought that this word may be
connected with the ancient Sumerian goddess variously called Nana, Innana,
etc., and with Nana of the Ku~alfa coins, But as he himself has pointed out,
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influences only,

The influence of the Ardokhsho type on the

Sri-Lak~mi

of the gold coin-series of the Imperial Guptas has been noted above.

233

Whether the lion-mount of Uma-Parvati was introduced under the influence
of Nana is uncertain,

But such a possibility cannot be ruled out,

especially in view of the probable identification of the two deities.

234

The characteristic lion mount of the Indian goddess could have come through
her consort Rudra-Siva, who is depicted in the Mahabharata as driving in
235
a chariot drawn by lions.
But there is no authority to our knowledge
which may be certainly dated before the Ku~ar:a period and which associates
236
Uma-Parvati-Ambika-Durga with a lion,
It is also significant that this
237
mount makes a late appearance in the Mahi~amardini reliefs
and many
figures of Durga-Parvati, from Mathura and belonging to the

Ku~iil).a

period,

are so identified mainly on the basis of the presence of a lion in the
238
The real impact of Nana and Ardokhsho, whose characters
composition,
239
sometimes appear mixed with each other,
probably lies in another
direction,

It is quite probable that their high status and popularity with

the ruling dynasty gave a certain prestige to the local goddess cults.
most important individual gainer was the consort of Siva..

The

Since Siva

232 contd
the name is a rarity in Vedic literature, Whatever may be the or1g1n of
this word in Vedic literature, it is extremely doubtful that it has any
connection with goddess Nana of the Ku~ar:a coins; see Agrawala, Vasudeva S,,
"Aditi and the Great Goddess", IC., IV, no,4, 1938, p,409,
233
See above, Ch, I, pp, 66-7,
234
See below,
235
See Mbh,, III, 221,1-2,
236
The Mohenjodaro seal which is supposed to represent proto-Siva also shows
a tiger among the animals surrounding the seated human figure, but this
hardly provides evidence of the association of the mother goddesses in that
culture with a sacred tiger; see Marshall (ed,), MIC,, I, p.52. For the
possibility of the lion-mount of Durga-Ambika being Dravidian in origin,
see Gonda, Change and Continuity in Indian Religion, p,88.
237
See above,p,127,
238
See above, Ch,I, p,70,
239
See Rosenfield, op,cit,, p,88,
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appears on the

Ku~alfa

coins both with Nana and with Uma, the

Ku~alfas

must

have identified the two goddesses and assigned them the same high status,
Considering the strong probability that the

Mahi~amardini

240

goddess,

affiliated to Siva and identified with Uma-Parvati-Ambika etc,, enjoyed great
popularity at Mathura and the contiguous southern and south-western regions
during the

Ku~al}a

period, it is quite likely that she acquired even greater

importance when the local dynasties asserted their independence after the
disruption of the

Ku~alfa

empire,

The catholic spirit of the Guptas, their

feudo-federal administrative set-up and the overall cultural florescence
241
during the period of their rule
must have provided the opportu.'"lity for
\

a further development and 1rider acceptance of her cult, its full recognition
in elite hrahmanical circles and the consequent evolution of the literary
and philosophical form of the Great Goddess,
of

Vi~JfU

The association with the cult

should he regarded as roughly coinciding with these final phases

of the development.

If Jais><al 's suggestion is accepted that Ekanamsa was
242
originally a tutelary goddess of the V~~Jti tribe,
this association may

have been first initiated with the identification of Ekanamsa with
Vindhyavasini, but it achieved a more definite form with the evolution of
the

Vi~~uite

sectarian theology and the recognition of the Great Goddess

as the Maha-maya or Yoga-nidra of

Vi~Jfu.

The characteristic brahmanical elements in the concept of the Great
Goddess.helong, as suggested above, to the latest stage in its development,
The Vedic elements entered the cult apparently through the recognition of
the Goddess and the development of the literary form and philosophical
basis of her cult in the hrahmanical tradition,
individual Vedic deities, such as Aditi,
to us to be very limited.

The contribution of

P~thivi,

Sarasvati, etc., appears
243
While Sarasvati had her own independent cult

and at best only added to the richness of the literary picture of the
Goddess by lending her name, Aditi and

P~thiv1

could scarcely he said to

240
See ibid,, pp,88, 94.
241
See Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, pp,xlvi ff.; 348 ff.; 373,
242
See above, p,104.
243
On the goddess Sarasvat1, see above, Ch,I, p,39, fn,208,
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have had popular cults in the real sense of the term,

244

Vedic brahmanical contribution is the ideological one,

The more definite
As Wilson very early

pointed out, the monistic strand.s in the Ved.i c hymns do anticJ.pato the
. th e Dev1-mahatm;ya,
- - 24 5 It is in this sense that
concept of the God d ess 1n
the concept of Adi ti as the mother of gods and of all beings, or that of
. ~ as the Grea t Mother, etc$, could have made their cont rlbu
. t.1ons. 246
P ~ th lV1
More definite anticipations of the Primeval Female Principle as the source
248
247
and Ratri-sliktas
of all creation are available in the Deviof the
I,tg-veda,

In the former, the goddess Vac appears in the role of the Ultimate

Creative Principle; in the latter, Ratri.
popular cult,

Both appear to have no basis in
249
They are rather pure products of priestly imagination,

But both ideological traditions apparently snrvi ved in later thought.

It

is likely that the concept of the Great Goddess as Supreme Knowledge,
250
Maha-vidya,
is related not so much with the concept of Sarasvati of the
244
See below, for suggestions about the possible nature of their contribution,
It may be noted that the Mahayana Buddhist text Suvar~a-~abhasottama-sutra
devotes a whole chapter to the goddess D:r~ha P:rthiv1, but her conception
there is quite abstract and not that of a popular goddess in active worship;
see Suvarr:a-Jl!"'bhasottama-sutra, ed, Nobel, ch,10, pp,121 ff.; ibid., tr.
Emmerick, pp, 51 ff. ;4cf. also Tucci, Giuseppe, "Earth in India and Tibet",
EJ., XXII, 1953 (195p), p,325.
245
See above, p,116,
246
On the concepts of Aditi and P:rthivi in the Vedic religion, see Macdonell,
VM,, pp,88, 120 ff.; Keith, RPVU,, pp,174, 215 ff.; also Agrawala, Vasudeva
S., "Aditi and the Great Goddess", l.Q.., IV, no,4, 1938, pp,401 ff .. The
Vedic brahmanical goddess Prthiv1 seems to have had a closer relationship
with Sri-Lak~mi; see Gonda, 'Aspects of Early Vi~r:uism, pp,230-1; also
Tucci, op,cit,, EJ,, XXII, p,347.
247
g., X,125. See also Norman Brown, W,, "The Creative Role of the Goddess
Vac in the Rig Veda", in Heesterman (ed,), Pratidanam, pp.393 ff.. He
suggests that Ekam sat of RV,, 1,164,46 also refers to vac~
248
RV., X,127.
249
Cf. Norman Brown, op,cit., p,393. In the ~:rhaddevata, Vac is considered
threefold, terrestrial, middle and celestial, and the other goddesses are
imagined as her forms; see ~:rhaddevata, II. 72 ff.. The additional first
line in the v.77, which refers to Durga, is considered an interpolation;
see ibid., tr. Macdonell, note on II. 77,
250
See above, p. 95.
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popular CUlt, but rather 'W"ith -th:is aiWient CO.DC8.'Pi. of VS:c, most pl'Obab.l_y

through the mediacy of Brahman,,knowledge,

flr~::v,tdya.

Similarly, it is

impossible not to detect a certain relationship betveen Vedic Ratri and
the concept of the Great Goddess as Ratri, Nidra, etc,,

251

In e,ny case,

as has been pointed out, both the above-mentioned siiktas of the l}K::Yed~
2 52
"
t pos1t1on
" "
" th e caK
«~ t a r1"t ua 1 o f l a t ,er +t,lmes~
"
came t o occupy a prom1nen
1n
The suggestive ideas in these and other !,log-vedic siiktas, such as the
~~a-siikta 253 and the Nasadiya-siikta, 254 ;;ere loosely organised in the
Upani~ads

in the concept of an impersonal Brahman as the source and end
255
of all creation,
As in other sectarian theistic systems, especially as

they are seen in the popular PuraJtiC literature, the concept of the Great
Goddess in the Devi-mahatmya and similar texts also utilizes this idea for
256
its o;;n purposes,
Again, as Wilson pointed out, another important
source of the philosophic basis of the Goddess should be the concept of
Prak:rti in Saffikhya philosophy, 257 A marked dualism is not a conspicuous
feature of the concept of the Great Goddess as seen in the Devi-mahatmya
J;:

or similar materials examined above' but,, is apparently borrowing saffikhya
terminology in calling the Goddess Prak:rti or Mula-prakrti,

258

In any case,

251
Cf. Mar,P., 78.59 (tr, Pargiter, p,471), which occurs in Brahma 1 s eulogy
to the Goddess,
Kalaratrir-maharatrir-moharatrisca daruna,
Also, Mat.P,, 154.56 ff.; see also above, pp:91, 94.
252
See Banerjea, DHI,, pp.490-1,
253
RV.,X.90.
254
RV., X,129.
255
For a brief sketch of the Upanisadic concept of Brahman and its relation
with the monistic thought in,the.l}g-vedic hyrrms, see Hiriyanna, Outlines
of Indian Philosophy, pp.41 ff,, 53 ff ..
256
Cf. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philo~, III, p,497; see also above,
p,99.
257
Wilson, The Religious Sects of the Hindus, pp,136-7; see also above, p, 115,
n.151; also Renou, in Renou and Filliozat, L'Inde C1assique, I, pp,519-20,
258
See Mar.P., 78,59; 81,7; 82,7; etc, (tr. Pargiter, pp,471, 483, 489, etc,).
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as affiliated to Sivaism, or in the form of the consort of Siva, which is
particularly noticeable in the Tantras, a monistic adaptation of Sallkhya
.
. l es 1s
. o b v1ous
.
. th e concep t o f t he God.dess. Z59
pr1nc1p
1n
We may summarise the above discussions in the form that while a long
continuity of analogous cults and concepts, with their histories going
back to the Indus Valley and the Vedic culture, formed the background or
the substratum, the immediate elements that led to the formation of the
concept and cult of the Great Goddess were of independent later growth,
or at least become recognizeable in literature and art at a much later
period,

Also, in all probability, these elements were of non-Vedic and

non-Aryan origin and became particularly prominent in the western and
south-western part of India during the rule of the

Ku~a~as

and in the

immediately following period when native dynasties became locally
autonomous,

Allied to the cult of Siva, these elements became prominent

enough to give rise to the concept and cult of the Supreme Goddess by the
Gupta period,

It was probably only after the cult had achieved a certain

prominence and a loose organisation that it was affiliated also to the
cult of

Vi~~u.

As a direct result of the evolution of the Supreme Goddess,

the idea became popular that each god has his Sakti; the gods in themselves
are powerless and their energies are centred in their female counterparts,
It is not surprising that the same Devi-mahatmya, which presents the
allegory of

Ca~4ika-Ambika

formed of the collective energies of the gods

and ready to annihilate the demons, also contains the allegorical
description of the

Mat~s

as personified energies of various gods,

259
Cf, Woodroffe, Introduction to Tantra Sastra, pp,4 ff,,
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Chapter LII

MATJL'i
The Matrs, especially in the form of the Sapta-mat:p, are familiar
figures to students of Indian iconography.

They are equally familiar

figures in classical Sanskrit literature, even though they are normally
referred to by their generic name alone rather than as a specific group
of seven or eight, as in the iconographic texts.

It is certain, therefore,

that the Mat:J;S had an important popular cult in ancient India, maintaining
its distinct individuality despite the growing cult of Devi which
absorbed many other goddesses and often altered them beyond recognition.
Still, the history of these divinities is very obscure, and we are
immediately on uncertain ground when faced with questions like what and
how many goddesses constituted this group, how were they named, what was
their original and essential nature and in what manner were they
propitiated,
Prevalence of the Cult of the

Mat~s

A review of some opinions about the origin and early history of the
Matrs will be presented below- opinions which trace the cult back to the
Indus Valley or the Vedic Culture, or sometimes to the two together,
besides those pointing to the essentially non-Aryan character of these
goddesses.

But whatever the origin and early history of the Mat:p, the

prevalence of their cult from about the beginning of the Christian era can
be safely inferred from the available literary and archaeological evidence.
To concentrate on the literary evidence first, the confused mythology
of the birth of Skanda and his anointment as generalissimo of the gods'
1
2
army, etc,, as available in the Ara~yaka- and the Salya-parvans of the
Mahabharata, contains several important allusions to the
generally as

Matara~

or

Mat'~~~~'

Mat~s.

Cited

they appear there in groups, sometimes

specified and named but also anonymous, and sometimes in the company of
1

Chs. 213-21.
2

Chs. 43-5.
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Siva but frequently as the mothers of Skanda.
passages later, with a vievr to

ascer~taini:ng

\ve propose to analyse thes<o

the origin and nature of the

Mat:rs, but it may be mentioned here that the texts not only utilize these
goddesses to build up the myth of Skanda, 1 s birth but also contain clear
evidence of their cult.

Thus, in the

Iral).yaka-pa~,.

one group of such

goddesses, called the daughters of Hutasana and apparently distinguished
from another group of Mothers, are said to have requested Skanda to bless
3
them to become the good and respected "Mothers of the World", to which
the young god replied:

"Be it so".

A little later, without specifying

what Mothers or what group of Mothers are meant, we are told that all the
Mothers requested Skanda to instal them in place of another anonymous
group of Mataral] of a bygone age so that they might now be worshipped.
Skanda granted the request, conferred upon the Mothers great power and
assured them:

"Ye shall live happily worshipped by all".

4

The

Mat:;-~1).~!],

in this context, appear as afflicters of children and are supposed to be
pacified with ablutions, incense, unguents, bali-karma and other offerings,
and especially with the worship of Skanda; when honoured and worshipped
thus, they are said to bestow upon men what is good for them, as well as
valour and long life. 5 It may be added here that the Mahabharata also

3

Mbh., III.217. 7:
--- Bhavema sarvalokasya vayam matara uttamal],
Prasadattava pujyasca priyametatkurusva nah.
See also below, pp.163-4.

.

.

4

Mbh., III.219.16-7, 23:
Yastu mataral] purvam lokasyasya prakalpital],
Asmakam tadbhavetsthanam tasam caiva na tadbhavet.
Bhavema pujya lokasya na tal;> pujya surar§abha,

16
17

And by Skanda:
Aham ca val;> pradasyami raudramatmanamavyayam,
Paramam tena sahi ta suk.ham vatsyatha puj i tal].
See also below, p p.165-6.

23

5
Mbh., 111.219.42-4:
Ye ca matrga~aJ;l proktal] puru~ascaiva ca ye grahal],
Sarve skandagraha nama jfieya nityam sariribhil].
42
Te~aill praSamanaill karyaffi snanaffi dhUpamathafijanam,
Balikarmopaharasca skandasyejya vise~atal].
43
Evamete'rcital} sarve prayacchanti Subhaffi n:p;:.a:m,
A:yurvlryam ca rajendra samyakpujanamaskrtal).
44
See also below, pp. 166-7.
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mentions a Mat:r-tirtha

6

and once calls Siva by the name Mat:r-bhakta,

7

i.e., one devoted to the Mat:rs.
There are many references to the

MB.:t~s

in the early }'urB.:I).ic liter-ature,

8

and the ~:rhatsamhita as well as later Sil"pa_fB:stras contain prescriptions
.
9 Particularly suggestive o.f the popularity o.f the
.
for rna k 1ng
Ma-t r-1cons.
Mat:r-cult is the succint verse of the ~:rhatsamhita which, in t.rying to
lay down what persons are especially qualified to perform the worship o.f
what deities, names only the devotees o.f Vi~rp, Surya, Siva, the Mai:l;s,
10
- Bu d d h a and J1na.
.
,_
Brahma,
The Na~ya-sastra
of Bharata also recommend s
the worship of the Mat:rs in the ritual connected with the preparation and
consecration of the playhouse and the stage.
these goddesses as

11

The text clearly identifies

Br8:hmi, etc. n, but prefers to l a b el them

-

-

Na~ya-mao:r£·

11

6

Mbh., III.81.47. Bathing in this Tirtha was supposed to give much
progeny and great prosperity.

7
Mbh., XIV.8.19. The reference is in the form Ma:t:rbhaktaya for Siva, in
the context of salutation to that god.

8
For the references to the Ma:t:rs in the BrahmaJt4~, Vayu, Matsya, MarkalJ4eya
and Bhagavata Pura~~' see Dikshitar, ~~a Index, II, s~v., Mataras, Matr~,
Matr:kas and Ma:t:r~Jt~· Many of these are utilized below at appropriate
places.
9
Brhatsaillhita, 57. 56. Some of the Puranas also give iconographic
d;~criptions of the Matr:s; se:, e.g::-M~~P.,JU9h.261; Mar.P., 85,11 ff,
(tr. Parg1ter, 88.11 ff., pp.)02-3); Vl,Dh.P.",ch,73. A large number of
iconographic prescriptions from the Agamic and other texts are reproduced
by Rao, EHI., I, pt.II, App.C, pp.143 ff ••
10
~:rhatsamhita, 59,19:
Vi~~orbhagavatan magarnsca savi tu.J;t sambholJ sabhasmadvijan,
Matrnamapi mandalakramavido vipran vidurbrahmanah.
saky~n s~rvahitasya santamanaso nagnan jinanam'vidu.J;t,
Ye yam devamupasri ta:t: svavidhina taistasya karya kriya.
11
Na~ya-sastra, III,66:

Namostu na~yamat:rbhyo brahmyadibhyo namo namal].
The offerings and salutation to the Mothers here are preceded by those to
Kubera and the other Yaksas and followed by offerings to the weapons of Rudra
and Vi~~u, etc •. The sa~e Mat~s seem to be referred to in ibid., III,29 and
44, in both of which places they are named along with the Yak~as, The
Na1ya-kumaris in ibid., III.8 may also be the same. Ghosh is obviously not
right in imagining that the Na~ya-kumaris are some different and special
group of goddesses ignored by the Pura~as, or that Sarasvati, Dh~ti, Medha,
Hri, Sri, Lak~mi, Mati and Smr;'ti, who are referred to in ibid,, III.86-7 and
called mataralf, are the Na~ya-iriat:.;-s mentioned in the verses cited above; see
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But perhaps even more reliable evidences of tJw prevalence of the MB:t:r-cul t

are the incideRbal references in the

Sanskrit literature,

~ 1 belles=lettres' 1

In the drama (Daridra-) Carudatta, ascribed to Bhasa,

-------

the hero Carudatta instructs his
to the Mat:rs at the crossroads",

Vidu~aka

12

----------

friend,

-·

"Go, offer (this) bali

and the instruction, in almost the same

words, is repeated in the Mrcchakatika of Sudraka.

·--

13

have been possible to make such offerings by proxy.
here is that, in the latter drama, when the
oblige

-~

o.f the classical

Vidu~aka

Obviously it must
What is signif'ica,nt
shows reluctance to

because 1 in his opinion, there was no use in such offerings When

the deities did not favour poor Carudatta

the hero's stern reply is that

such rites should not be questioned; they are the obligatory duties of a
14
householder.
Clearly, the particular offering to the Hat:rs is assumed
here to be a commonplace one, 15 and, at least in this case, the main
Q

worshipper happens to be a poor
is noted for his character and

brahmi~in

learning~

the merchants• profession who

16

11 contd

comments by Ghosh on ibid,, III,S, 44, 86-7. The word matara!J for the
eight goddesses, Sarasvati, etc., in III.86-7 is to be understood as used
in a general sense, or at the most on the pattern of the popular group of
the Sapta- or A~"!'a-mat:rkas,
12

Bhasa-na}aka-cakram, ed. Devadhar, p,204:
Maitreya! Gaccha, catu~pathe balimupahara mat:rbhya~.
13
_!:!:rcchaka}ika, NSP. edn., Act I, p.16:
Tadvayasya ••. gaccha, tvamapi catu~pathe mat:rbhyo balimupahara.
In the same drama, the Vidu~aka curses himself in the words: But I, a
poor brahmal)-a will come to grief at every step just as an offering made at
the crossroads is gobbled up by dogs (see ibid., Act I, p.46), but this
need not have any reference to the Mat:r-bali. In Kadambari, i t is said
that the queen Vilasavati, in the course of performing various rites for a
son, also worshipped digdevatas while seated in a ~1}<j.ala at the crossroads,
and again at the crossroads made offerings to Siva; see Kadambar1, ed.
Parab, pp,144, 146.
14
_!:!:rcchaka}ika, NSP, edn,, Act I, p.16:
Vayasya! ma maivam, g:rhasthasya nityo'yam vidhi!J,
15

This is indicated by the casual mention of the rite without elaboration or
comment; cf. Wilson, Theatre of the Hindus, I, p.23, fn, on Mat:rs. Wilson,
however, does not seem to be right in thinking that the rite was comparable
to that of the Pitp as enjoined in the Manusm:rti, 3,91; see below,pp.224 ff'"
16
This is suggested throughout the drama, Albeit in a merchants• profession,
Carudatta is proud of his brahmar:a lineage, follows the brahmanical way of
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Besides the fact that the rite mentioned in the two dramas consisted
of offerings of pali, i, e., balls of cooked rice, to the Mat:rs at the
crossroads, two other matters of detail are suggested in the context.
Firstly, the offering '<as supposed to take place at the onset of the
night, presumably in the dark half of the month, which is suggested not
only by the reference to the

Vidu~aka's

fear of going out at that unsafe

hour and his eventually agreeing when he got a companion with a lamp in
18
17
her hand,
but also by the mention of the moon rising shortly afterwards.
Secondly, the night in question was probably of the sixth day of the dark
half of the month.

As introduced in the

~cchakaFka,

the

Vidu~aka

Maitreya was to present Carudatta with a new cloak after the latter had
finished certain religious rites,

The hero's worship of the house-deities

and subsequently his instruction to make offerings to the Mothers are acts
which are supposed to have followed this particular rite. The text
19
reports the rite as siddhlkidadevakajjassa,
which, rendered into Sanskrit
as siddhikrtadevakaryasya, would mean 'after (Carudatta) having finished
the worship of the gods•.
variant

~~~~hi-vrata-k:rta,

But the commentary of Prthvidhara records a
20

i.e., 'after having finished the

~~~~hi-vrata•,

16 contd
life, is a connossieur of good poetry and music, etc •. All the characters
in the drama, including the guards, the judges of the court and the
executioners, show due deference to him~
17
The time is indicated as Padosavelae (prado~avelayam), when the raJamarga
would be unsafe because of the courtesans, their parasites, royal servants,
etc., moving about; see ~cchaka~ika, NSP. edn., Act I, pp,16-7. In fact,
throughout this opening act, there are allusions to the onset of the
night, as in Vasantasena, pursued by Sakara, disappearing in the night's
darkness (see ibid,, pp,27-8), Vidu~aka enjoying the gentle night-breeze
(ibid., p,33), Carudatta•s son suffering from the chilliness of the evening
(ibid,, p,41), etc.. See ibid,, p. 30, where Carudatta agrees to let
Radanika accompany the Vidu~aka and the latter asks the maid to carry a
lamp along with the ~·
18
~rtam pradiJ2ikabhiJ;t.
Pasya: Udayati hi SasarlkaJ;t, etc., spoken by
Carudatta; see ibid., p.47. It is curious, however, that when Carudatta
returns, past midnight, from the musical concert, we are told of the setting
of the moon, and soon after the housebreaking by Sarvilaka takes place.
19
Ibid., p.11.
20
Ibid,, p,12.
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'Nhich seems to have greater claim to originality, not only because i't then

makes better sense but also because this reading is supported to some
extent, by the Carudatta of Bhasa, which has

_satthlkida·~devakayyassa, 21

It

would appear that the cloak was to be presented to Carudatta after he had
finished certain rites in connection with the vrata observed on the sixth

---

day of the month,

Probably on that date Carudatta had observed. a fast
22
which was supposed to be ceremonially broken in the evening,
just as,
later in the drama, the hero's wife speaks of having observed the
23
Ratna~a~\Ohl fast that day.
Other important evidences of the prevalence of the Mat:r·-cult come from
the works of

Ba~abhatta.

In the

Har~acarita,

when king

Pu~pabhuti

wished

to see the Bhairavacarya, he was informed that the ascetic was staying in
a bilva-vatika to the north of an old
father's illness,

Har~a

mat:r~:rha. 24 On hearing about his

returned to find all kinds of rites being performed

to restore the king to health.

One such rite is described as

kvaciddipika-dahyamana-kulaputraka-prasadyamana-mat:r~Jt1alam, 25 which is
translated by Cowell and Thomas as "There young nobles were burning
26
themselves with lamps to propitiate the Mothers".
A rite analogous
21
~
Bhasa-nataka-cak#am, ed, Devadhar, p,195.
22

See £!:rcchaka1ika, ed, Kale, Notes, p.16,
23
£!rcchaka1oika, NSP, edn,, Act III, p.94.
24
Har~acarita, ed. Kane, 3rd Ucchvasa, p,46:
Asya jirJtamat:rgrhasyottareJta bilvavatika madhyaste,
25
Ibid., 5th Ucchvasa, p,21. In ibid., fn.1, dahanadahyamana is noted as
a variant for dahyamana accepted in the text.
26
Har~acarita, tr. Cowell and Thomas, p.135,
There seems to be some
difference of opinion about the nature of this special propitiation, Thus,
according to Kane, the young nobles did not burn their limbs; they rather
kept lamps on their heads to propitiate the Mothers and now and then got
burnt accidentally; see Har~acarita, ed, Kane, Notes, p.71. He points out
that even now worshippers of Arnbika are in the habit of placing lamps on
their heads and reverently going round the idol, and suggests comparison
with jvali ta lohHamurdhaJ;"atnarasmibhiJ;l~:r~~asarpairapi sirodhrta
~~idipakair-ivaradhyamanam of Kadambari.
Agrawala seems to understand
the expression simply as propitiating the Mat~s by burning lamps; see
Har~acarita - Eka Samskrtika Adhyayana, p,89.
However, an even more painful
mode of propitiating these deities is recorded in the Yasastilaka of
Somadeva; see below, P.180, fn,197.
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to the one in the Carudatta and the Mrcchakatika seems to be referred to

-·---·--

in a simile of the l!ar~acarita, where l!amsavega, overwhelmed at Har~a's
acceptance of the proposal of friendship of Kumara (Bhaskaravarman) of
Fragjyoti~a,

goes on to recount the fate of a man in servitude, a royal

servant, a man in distress (a fate which can never be likeable to a
respectable person), and, in that context, says of such a man: nisasvapi
mat,.balipiv<J-asyeva

d~~u vik~ipyamal).~,

i.e., "who is thrown in various

directions (sent out on various errands) like the mat,.balipig<j.~ even at
. ht" • 27 In the Kadambari, where the queen Vilasavati is portrayed as
n1g
performing all manner of rites and propitiating various gods to obtain a
son, we are told that she used to resort to the neighbouring shrines of
the Mat,.kas, in whom faith was displayed by the people (darsita-pratyayani
28
The expression darsita-pratyay~
sannihita-matrka-bhavanani jagama),
is very significant here and eloquently speaks of the popularity and
29
influence of these goddesses,
Further, the long and gruesome description

..

of the old Tamil priest of the Candika temple in the forest includes:
"His cheeks had been badly scratched in encounters with bears hiding in
30
abandoned Ma:t:r-shrines",
27
Har~acarita, ed, Kane, 7th Ucchvasa, p.65.
28
Kadambari, ed, Farah, p.145. Farab here accepts the reading sannidhana,

and gives sannihita, as also sannidha, as

variants~

Since there is no

difference in meaning, sannihita may be accepted as the better expression
which is adopted in some editions of the text.
Later, Vilasavati is again depicted as propitiating the Avanti-matrs for the
safe return of her son Candrapi<j.a: " ••• candrapi4asyaivagamanayopayacitam
kartumavatinamanagaridevata:nam:avantimat~~amayatanam nirgata Vilasavati •.• ";
see ibid., p.649. Perhaps the same shrine of the Mothers as above is
intended here. Bhanucandra 1 s commentary definitely identifies the Avantimothers as the Sapta-mat,.ikas, Brahmi, etc,, Cf. Agrawala, KadambariEka Samskrtika Adhyayana, p,305 and fn.1.
29
See the relevant commentary by Bhanucandra. Also, cf. Mbh., IX,45,2;
YaSasvininaffi mat~:r;affi S~Jtu nfimS:ni bhftrata,
-Yabhirvyaptastrayo loka~ kalyagibhiscaracara~.
30
Kadambari, ed. Farah, p. 462: Asak:rdutsannadevamat:r.!n·havasyr.J!:~anakha
jarjaritakapolena. Bhanucandra's commentary does not explain devamat:r..g_:rha,
but there is no doubt that a shrine of the Mothers is meant; see Agrawala,
Kadambari- Eka Samsk:rtika Adhyayana, p,231. A modern Sanskrit commentary
by KH~amohana ~astri specifies the M'"atp as Brahmiprabh:rti; see Kadambari,
ed. Krsnamohana Sastri, p,647 •

.. .
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None of the instances quoted above look like literary cliches used
as embellishment,

Since all are casual and incidental and occur in the

respective narratives without any comment, they create the impression that,
in the early centuries of the Christian era, the

Mat~s

were well-known

objects of widespread popular worship, and the authors of our texts were
familiar with them, with their sacred places, and with various rites
31
performed in their honour,
Archaeology provides excellent corroboration of the above literary
allusions,

The well-known Gangdhar stone-tablet inscription, of the
32
(Malava) year 480 (=A.D. 422-3),
which opens with an invocation to

Vi~~u

and records that

to be built a temple of

Maylirak~a,
Vi~~u

a minister of king Visvavarman, caused

and a large drinking well, also goes on to

record in lines 35-7 that, for the sake of religious merit, the counsellor
of the king caused to be built "this very terrible abode •• , of the Divine
Mothers (Mat:f'.'anca)".

Since

Maylirak~a was professedly a devotee of Vi~~u, 33

31
Commenting on darsita-pratyayani, etc., of Kadambari (above, p,143, fn,28),
Agrawala says that for the worship of the Mat~ goddesses, every village had
in its vicinity a Mat~-bhavana where images of several Mat~s were installed,
In the excavations at Ahicchatra one such shrine, he notes, was discovered
in which about fifty images of the Mat~ goddesses were found together;
Kadambari- Eka Samsk~tika Adhyayana, p.70, fn,4, Agrawala does not cite
the source about the Ahicchatra excavations, but apparently he refers to his
own "Terracotta Figurines of Ahicchatra, etc.", AI., no,4, 1947-8, Type 29,
pp,171 ff., where he notices the discovery of about forty clay-idols, all
except tw~ females, found lying in fragments on a platform built against
the city wall in the south-east corner of plot ACV, After noting· in detail
the common features of these idols, he tentatively suggests identification
with ~a~~hi- the "brahmanical counterpart of the Buddhist Hariti", although
here too he notes that the platform on which these figures were found, in
association with half a dozen figures of Mahi~asuramardini, was probably
used "as a shrine of the Mother-Goddesses, or mat~-bhavana, as it is called
by Ba~abha~~a, where different female tutelary deities worshipped by the
village people were installed together ••• ". The idols seem to be dated
by Agrawala to a period between A.D. 550-750, They are crude in appearance;
many are three-headed and some specimens hold a child. If their
identification with the well-known Matp could be accepted, it would indicate
the popularity of the Mat~ cult in the region of Western U,P, in late Gupta
period, the essentially popular nature of the cult, and the uncertain number
of goddesses included in the Matr-group,
32
•
Fleet, CII., III: Inscriptions of the Early Gupta Kings, etc,, no,17,
pp.72-8.
33
The minister is qualified in ls,25-6 of the inscription as one who is
displaying by means of lawfully acquired riches, the most extreme devotion
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his building a shrine for the

Mat~s

indicates not only that he looked at

these goddesses with favour but also that they were already popular
34
The village
divinities of the locality, most likely among the masses,
Gangdhar, it may be noted, is in the erstwhile Jhalawa4 State in the
Western Malwa Division of the Madhya Pradesh, and Fleet also thought that
the name of the village must be connected with the river Gargara,
mentioned in the inscription, on whose banks stood the city said to have
been adorned with temples, etc,, by
shrines of

S\ ....~CC'....'l.-;1/.

Vi~~u

and the

Mat~s

Maylirak~a

and where presumably the

were built.

33 contd
towards the god Vi~~u who holds the cakra and the gada,
34
It is not infrequently found that a builder of a religious edifice, or
a donor, who caused his pious act to be recorded in an inscription, also
expressed his personal faith, or that of his family, in a particular deity
through explicit statements or pithy epithets. But there are also instances
of such persons building shrines for deities, or making donations for faiths,
other than their own, To quote a few such instances at random which roughly
belong to the period with which we are concerned; (i) Maharaja Va,inyagupta,
who was a devotee of Siva, made gifts for the worship of Buddha; s'e'~;·sel,
Ins,, I, pp,340 ff.; (ii) the Ucchakalpa Maharaja Sarvanatha, who sn~s to
have been a devotee of Vi~~u, made a grant for the temple of Sun; seeA'CII,,
III, no,28, pp.125 ff.; (iii) the Maitraka king Dro~asimha, who is called
Paramamahesvara (e.g., in Maliya Cop. Pl. grant of Maharaja Dharasena II, cia±,
CII., III, no.38, pp,164 ff.), made a grant to a local goddess Pa~4urajya;
seetSQl,Ins., I, p,426; (iv) another Maitraka ruler Siladitya I, called
Paramamahe~vara, made grants for the worship of the Sun-god; see EI., 'XXI,
no,18, pp,116 ff,, (It is interesting that this king is also shown as a
patron of Buddhism; see Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, p,63);
(v) Sarvavarman Maukhari, who calls himself Paramamahesvara in his~wn
1
Asirgadh seal, seems to have confirmed a grant to a Sun-temple; s~ e,(CII,,
III, no,46, pp.213 ff.; (vi) Mahasivagupta, who called himself
'
Paramamahesvara and built shrines for Siva (see EI., XXVII, no.50,
pp.319 ff; ibid,, XXXI, no.5, pp.31 ff,), also made donations to Buddhist
monasteries; see EI,, XXIII, pp,113 ff., etc .. Instances where a prince or
a noble built shrines or made donations for a deity to whom he owed
alliegiance would be good evidence of the personal faith of the individual
concerned and, to that extent, of the popularity of that deity. But when
such persons are seen bestowing the same favour upon other gods or faiths,
especially in different and separated areas, it should be best understood
in terms of the religious need of that area and, therefore, indicative of
the real popularity of the deities or cults concerned, The Mat~s, therefore,
must have been quite popular deities of the region for them to have
attracted the attention of the minister Mayurak~a.
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From the same general area comes another important record testifying
to the popularity of the Matf-cult. 35 This slightly damaged inscription,
dateable towards the end of the 6th century A.D., is engraved on a rock-cut
flight of steps leading down the south side of the Deogarh Fort (Jhansi
Dist., U.P,) to the banks of the river Betwa,
to the Divine Mothers as:

It begins with an invocation

"May the group of the Mothers, the Mothers of

the Universe, having their dwelling in,,, and having prowess fit for the
36
preservation of the world, be for your welfare",
and records that a
person called Svamibhata caused to be constructed on that hill "a very
costly and indestructi~le abode for the Mothers", 37 It is highly probable
that the builder in this case too belonged to a princely family, since the
genealogical portion of the record calls

Svamibha~a

the grandson of

Gomilaka who was an ornament of the Solar race, the son of Kesava who was
comparable to

Vi~~u

and whose fame was widespread, and himself a man of

great prowess and fame,

The inscription is engraved immediately above a

niche which contains a panel of the Divine Mothers Brahmi, Mahesvari,
Kaumari,
Ga~apati,

Vai~~avi,

Varahi,

Indra~I

and

Camu~4a,

flanked by Virabhadra and

and the editor thought that the abode of the Mothers whose

erection the epigraph records is probably identical with this niche,

38

The MatfS. are also referred to in another inscription, of a slightly
later date than the Gangdhar inscription, from the Bihar sub-division of
the Patna District in Bihar, 39 Unfortunately it is too fragmentary to
reveal reliable information in any detail,
pillar and is obviously in two parts,

It is engraved on a stone

The first part, which mentions in

35
Sahni, Daya Ram, "Deogarh Rock Inscriptions of Svamibha~a", EI,, XVIII,
no,15, pp,125-7.
36
·~· sthanaill jagadrak~ak~amaujasaill
Mat~~am lokamat~~am ma~4alam bhutayestu vav.
37
The verse 6 of the inscription runs as:
Tena karitamattradravarthinevarcitarthina,
Preyah" priyaprasadanam matrnam ksayamaksayamiti,
38
If this is true, the inscription cannot be very much earlier than 600 A,D,,
because the description of the carved images as given by the editor suggests
a developed iconography,
39
Fleet, CII,, III, no,12, pp,47 ff.; also Sircar, Sel,Ins,, I, no,30,
pp,325 ff •.

..
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the beginning at least two generations of a family which may have been
connected by marriage with Kumaragupta I of the Imperial Gupta dynasty,
seems to record the erection of a column in or in front of a shrine which
was in some way connected with the Matrs, The legible relevant portions
•
in lines 7 and 8 of the inscription are translated by Fleet as " ••• by
(the presence of) Bhadrarya, the house shines ••• ", and" ••• headed by
Skanda and by the Divine Mothers, on the earth ( ••• skandapradhanairbhuvimatrbhisca
--·===

~

. )"
~

·-

"

Bhadrarya is again referred to in line 10, and this as

well as line 11 seems to refer to some permanent endowment, apparently for
the shrine concerned.

The second part of the inscription, of which line

32 mentions Bhadraryaka, probably identical with Bhadrarya of the first
part, again seems to record a perpetual endowment at the command of the
reigning Gupta king, who may have been Skandagupta or Purugupta,
--~--------------

Apart

from the probability that there may be a reference here to a Matr temple
•
and some building activity connected with it carried on by a person of
ministerial rank, as also a perpetual endowment to the temple, the only
certain information revealed by the inscription is the complimentary
manner in which the Mat's are referred to, and their association with
Skanda and Bhadrarya,

The identification of the latter is uncertain,

Agrawala suggested that she might be the same as Bhadra, who was regarded
as the wife of Kubera, and, emphasizing arya, Sircar identified her with
P -arvat'~1~ 40

It may be noted for the sake of completeness of the contemporary
picture, that the Mat's must have become sufficiently important divinities
for the early Kadambas and Calukyas of Badami to have adopted them, along
41
with Svam1 Mahasena or Karttikeya, as their tutelary deities.
Both the
40

See Sircar, Sel,Ins,, I, p.,328, fn.1, where is also cited Agrawala, JNSI.,
III, p,82, Sircar also notes that Bhadra is a name of Siva,
---41
Cf. Fleet, en., III, p.48, fn.1. Svami-mahasena-mat:r~anudhyatanam and
Saptalokamat:rbhis=saptamat:rbhirabhivardhitanam karttikeya-parirak~~~~
prapta-kalya~a-parampara~am are almost stock phrases in the early Kadamba
and Calukya records respectively, For the Kadambas, see, e.g., "Talagu~4a
Pillar Inscription of Kakusthavarman", EI,, VIII, no. 5, pp. 24 ff. ; "Halsi
Plates of Ravivarman", IA,, VI, pp.26·-7; "Nilambur Plates of Ravivarman",
EI,, VIII, no,13, pp.146 ff.; Kudgere Plates of Vijaya-Siva-Mandhat:rvarman
and Bannahalli Plates of K:r~~avarman II in "Two Kadamba Grants", EI., VI,
no,2, pp,12 ff., etc •. For the Calukyas, see "Hyderabad Plates of
Satyasraya {Pulakesin II)", IA., VI, pp. 73-5; "Gadval Plates of Vikramaditya
I", EI., X, no. 22, pp. 100 ff. ; "Vakkaleri Plates of Kirtivarman II", EI.,
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dynasties seem to have been of indigenous, local, origin,

42

The Kadambas

were probably brahmavas; they certainly betray a marked brahmanical
43
The Calukyas of Badami, as would appear from their
outlook,
varaha-lafichana and occasional paramabhagavata title, probably professed
as their personal faith, but they were very liberal in outlook
and some of the later kings seem to have embraced other creeds, 44 What is

Vi~~uism

noteworthy is that the two important royal families of the Deccan favoured
the

Mat~s

even while showing personal preferences to other deities and

other creeds,

The association of Mahasena-Karttikeya with the

Mat~s

in

their epigraphs is also significant, and, as far as we know, in epigraphy
the

Miat~s

are specifically counted as seven for the first time in the
early Calukya records, 45
The difficulties of making definite identifications of sculptural

remains with divine figures of cult and mythology, especially in the
46
evolutionary stage of iconography, have been noted above.
The available
Mat~ka

images are so labelled today because they appear to illustrate

well-known iconographic descriptions in brahmanical texts,

The

]~hatsamhita is the earliest text to give suggestions of a standardisation

of the iconographic forms of the
number, it simply lays down:

Miat~s.

Without specifying their names or

"Mat~s

are to be made with cognizances of
the gods corresponding to their names", 47 But standard lists of Miat~s,

41 contd
V, no,22, pp,200-5; Timmapuram Plates of Vi~~uvardhan I, EI., IX, no.50,
pp,317 ff,; a grant of Jayasimha I in IA,, XIII, pp,137-8; "Nausari Plates
of Satyasraya Siladitya", EI., VIII, no,22, pp,229 ff,. It is sometimes
suspected that the phrases-expressing adoration to Karttikeya and the
Mothers, along with Manavyagotra and the metronymic Haritiputra were
borrowed by the Calukyas from their Kadamba precursors in the area; see
Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, p,228,
42
See Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, pp,227 ff,, 270 ff •.
43
See Sircar, The Successors of the Satavahanas, pp,228 ff •.
44
See Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, p,228,
45
Individual members, however, are not specified,
46
.
See above, Ch,I, p.59.
47
]~hatsaffihita, 57.56;
Mat~ga~a~ kartavya~ svanamadevanurupak~tacihna~.
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specifying their names and number, were soon compiled, which are now

utilized in identifying the icons,

There are many variations in these

lists, but the usually accepted one, which seems to agree with the
available sculptural material is, as noted in the beginning of the
chapter, of the Sapta-mat:rkas, consisting of Brahmi, MaheSvari, Kaumari,
d- 48
Vai~~avi, Mahendri, Varahi and Camur:.a~
The Mat:r-icons are recognizable from about the beginning of the
Christian era,

In his catalogue of Brahmanical images in the Mathura
49
Museum, Agrawala lists several Mat:rka panels of the Ku~a~a period.
According to him, one of the most complete ones, assignable to the early
Ku~a~a period and earliest from the point of view of evolution, 50 shows
a row of seven identical standing female figures, the right hand of each
raised in abhaya-mudra and the suspended left holding a water-pot, with
a male figure at the right standing in the same mudra and holding a
staff-like object in the left hand,

The number seven of the female

figures is noteworthy, as also the presence of the male guardian deity
at the right,

A similar guardian may be presumed also at the left end,

which is broken.

As far as the number of deities is concerned, the panel

fulfils two important requirements of the standardised Sapta-mat:rkas of a
later age, according to which the seven Mothers should be flanked on the
' 51 The
two sides respectively by VIrabhadra (or VIresvara) and Ga~esa.
48
See Banerjea, DHI., p,505,
49
Agrawala, A Catalogue of the Brahmanical Images in Mathura Art, pp.59 ff,,
The author has listed twenty-two Mat:r panels, complete and fragmentary,
of which seventeen are assigned to the Ku~a~a period, the rest being
mediaeval; see also his Mathura Museum Catalogue, pt.IV: Architectural
Pieces, etc., pp.125-6, for some other Ma:trka reliefs of the Ku~a~a period.
50
A Catalogue of the Brahmanical Images in Mathura Art, p.59, F,38. Agrawal a
does not illustrate the figures listed by him in the Catalogue, but the
description shows that he has reproduced a line-drawing of the same in his
Indian Art, ~~- LIII, fig. 184, fac. p,260,
51
,,

An extract from

Rupama~~ana,

reproduced by Rao, EHI,, I, pt.II, App,C,

p,154, runs as:
VIresvarasca bhagavanvHaru~ho dhanurdhara!J,
VInahastatrisula ca matrnamagrato bhavet.
Madhye ca mataral:J karya'~nte te~am vinayakal:J,
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identification of the panel thus appears beyond doubt, especially in view
52
of the staff- or spear-holding guardian at the right.
But no distinction
whatever is made in the female figures.

They are all alike, "ordinary

females without any distinguishing symbols or vehicles".

All of them wear

ear-pendants, bracelets and anklets, and are clad in long skirts instead
of dhotis.

The only sign of divinity is the upraised right hand granting

fearlessness - a very common feature in the early stages of the development
of Indian iconography. 53
Agrawala lists an almost exactly similar piece in the Mathura
Museum, 54 but, as far as the available specimens of the Ku~a~a period are
concerned, the panels with seven females are more an exception than a rule,
Even allowing for the probability of similar panels in fragmentary reliefs
55
showing four or five goddesses, there are several depicting only three,
one complete in itself and undamaged, clearly indicating that the number
seven of the Mothers was still not standardised, 56
Ku~a~a Mat~s of Mathura are their
57
and the occasional depiction of
frequent depiction with animal faces,
seated Mat~s with children in their laps. 58 Sometimes worshippers in

Other interesting aspects of the

52
This staff- or spear-holding guardian, with right hand raised in
abh,aya-mudra,seems very common in the Mat;- images of the Ku~a~a period
from Mathura, One may be tempted to identify him with Saktidhara
Karttikeya, especially in view of this god's association with the Mat;-s
in the Mahabharata (see below,pp,161ff;also cf, an image of Karttikeya,
of 2nd cent. A.D., from Mathura, reproduced, fac, p,237, in Agrawala's
Matsya Pura~a- A Study), but the iconographic texts would not support it,
Could he be Siva as sulin? According to Agrawala, they are just ayudhapuru~~ which were precursors of Virabhadra and Ga~esa in the development
of Mat;- iconography; see his comments on G,57 in A Catalogue of the
Brahmanical Images in Mathura Art, p,60,
53
Cf, Coomaraswamy, Yak~~' I, p,29,
54
Agrawala, A Catalogue of the Brahmanical Images in Mathura Art, p,60,
no.126.
55
Some fragmentary reliefs show only two goddesses,
56
Agrawala, op,cit,, pp,60-1, no,1046.
57
Ibid., pp,60-2, nos, 880, 929, 1002, 2331 and 2491.
58
Ibid., pp,60-1, nos, F,31, F.34, 929, 1179 and 2331,
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59 and , in one relief, between the four devotees

on the one side and the two Mothers on the other, is a vase from which
emerges the bust of the guardian__ figure with a staff in his left hand,

60

It is clear that the .earl.y image.s.. of the.. Miiifs from Mathura betray
only an emergent iconograplL;)L,. not yet standardised, hut Agrawala appears
to be off the mark when, explaining the animal-faced females, he suggests
that the figures were distinguished not by their respective vahnnas but
61
by the animal faces borrowed from them,
He seems to imply that the
animal faces of the Mothers are to be understood as normal steps towards
standardisation of the Sapta-matrkas, distinguished by their respective
mounts.

This is far from certain,

animal faces clearly recognizable,

Firstly, not in all cases are the
62

When they are, we can see a lion-faced

female beside a boar-faced one; in other cases, a human-faced female is
depicted by the side of animal-faced ones - once with a bull-faced figure,
Now, to readily identify this last as M&hesvari, and the other two as
Narasimhi and Varahi would suggest that Narasiffihi was already well on the
way to becoming a Miitrka - one of the seven - whereas the truth is that
this goddess is very infrequently counted as a Miitrka even in iconographic
. t.10ns 63
prescrlp
and her actual sculptural representations are qu1•t e rare. 64
Perhaps the best explanation of the animal faces of the Mothers here would
be that, consistent with their origin and nature as reflected in the epic
stories, they were, in the early period, popularly conceived of as having
59
Ibid,, pp,60-1, nos, G.57 and 1179,
60
Ibid,, p,61, no,1179. On the basis of the vase here as in Vasudhara
images, and the children as in the lap of Hariti, Agrawala imagines an
intimate connection of the Matrs with these deities, and suggests that
the Miitrs were invoked as goddesses of fertility and child-birth,
61
Ibid,, p.61; see comments on no.2331.
62
See, e.g,, ibid,, pp,60-2, nos, 880 and 2491, Even while making his
comments on no,2331, Agrawala is not able to identify the animal faces.
63
See below, pp,190-1,
64
For the description of a mediaeval Narasiffihi figure from Satna (Madhya
Pradesh), now in the collection of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, see DHI,,
p,508,
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a variety of animal faces and fierce forms, 65
is laid on the capacity of the

In the Mahabharata, stress

to assume any form at will, and once
66
they express the desire to eat up human progeny in this way.
The Matrs
67
appear as companions of Skanda in the epic,
and the description of the
68
fierce form of the Mothers in the Salya-parvan
has great resemblance to
69
the fierce, animal-faced Parisadas of Skanda in the same place,
It is
Mat~s

----·----

possible that, like the other companions of Skanda, the
as also having animal

Mat~s

were imagined

faces~

No Matrka images of the Gupta period are listed by Agrawala in his
catalogue of the Mathura Museum, but such images are reported from other
70
places,
Most probably of this period, there is a badly damaged relief
71
of the Seven Mothers in the Udayagiri caves near Vidisa,
and from the
same place, near the ancient site of the famous Heliodorus Pillar, were
discovered seven almost identical figures of goddesses which were identified
72
by Patil as Sapta-Matrikas and assigned to the early Gupta period.
These
73
figures, now preserved in the Gwalior Museum,
are also damaged, but
enough remains to suggest the identification,
and style, thus suggesting a group,

They are identical in size

Two-armed, they are all shown seated

65
For the discussion on the nature of the Matrs, see below, pp.177 ff ••
66
The Matrs are described as nanarupa~ in Mbh,, IX,45,29; as kamarupadhara~
in ibid,, v,21; see also ibid,, III.219. 19,
67
See below, pp.161 ff,,
68
See below, p,179.
69
See Mbh,, IX,44.73 ff, for the animal-faced Parisadas of Skanda,
70
--·-Agrawala, however, notes some Mother-and-Child figures and one possible
Kaumari of the Gupta period in the Mathura Museum; see Mathura Museum
Catalogue, pt,III: Jaina Tirthaffikaras, etc., p.59, no,104,
71
Patil, Monuments of the Udayagiri Hill, p,26, as cited in PIHC., XII,
1949( 1 50), p,110 and fn,3. Cunningham refers to two such reliefs and
labels them as !~~a-sakti; see ASR., X, pp,48, 50,
72
Patil, "Sapta-matrkas or the Seven Mothers from Besnagar", PIHC, XII,
1949( 1 50), pp,109-12, and the plate accompanying it.
73
See Thakore, Catalogue of Sculptures in the Archaeological Museum, Gwalior,
M,B,, pp,3-4,
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on stools, and three

have

each a child portrayed with them.

In spite

of much damage, the general similarity of the figurBs seems to confirm the
impression that even by the time of the Gupta rule in northern India, the
distinctions in Mat~ icons had not crystallized, 74 To the Gupta period
are also assigned some other individual Mat~ka figures in the Gwalior
75
Museum,
and several individual Mat~kas from Gujarat and Saura-t~ra,
76
although many of the latter might not be earlier than 600 A.D ••
With the increasing temple-building activity in the early mediaeval
period - by carving live rocks or erecting structural edifices -

Mat~ka

panels or slabs, with some variations both in the number and identity of
77
the goddesses
become common after the 7th century A.D..
Thus early
mediaeval individual icons of Brahmi, MaheSvari, Kaumari, Vai~~avi, Aindri,

Varahi and Camu~4a - the last two quite common - and occasionally Narasiffihi,
78
are reported from the Gujarat-Saura~tra region and south-western Rajasthan,
74
Cf, Patil, op.cit,, PIHC., XII, pp,110-1.
75
Thakore, op.cit., pp.9, 10, The Brahma~i listed on p.10 is dated as later
Gupta,
76
Goetz, H., "Gupta Sculptures from Northern Gujarat", JGRS,, XIV, no, 1,
Jan, 1952, pp,1-5, in which individual Mat~ka figures from the erstwhile
Idar State in the Gujarat-Saura~tra region are published, The author dates
them approximately to the first half of the 6th century A.D. and calls them
of Baroque Gupta Style, Of those illustrated, the identification of Cam~4a
(fig,5) is certain, but figs,1 and 2 are labelled Mat~kas because they
appear as ha•J.oed goddesses with a child, U,P, Shah, in "Gupta Sculptures
from Old Idar State (Northern Gujarat)", :!1.!:'!., IX, 1953, pp.90-103, and
"A F:ew Brahmanical Sculptures in the Baroda Museum", ~., X-XI, 1953-5,
pp.19 ff., refers to some individual Mat~kas of the Gupta period, but many
of these might be later; cf, general comments on the author's liberal early
dating of the Samlaji sculptures in Lalit Kala, no,8, Oct, 1960, pp,83-4,
77
This will be apparent from the references below, but an instance may be
cited of an interesting Matrka panel from the Gujarat region dateable to
the middle of the 8th centu~y A,D., which, though complete in itself as far
as the composition is concerned, shows only five goddesses; see Goetz,
"'Late Gupta' Sculptures from Patan-~ilwa4a: Archaeological Evidence on
Vanaraja and Capotkata Dynasty", BBMPG., VII, 1949-50, pp,31-2,
78
For Gujarat-Saura~tra region, besides Goetz and Shah above (fns,76, 77),
see Majumdar, M.R., "A Post-Gupta Mat~ka Group from Western India", ~·,
April 1950, pp,88-91; Mankad, B.L., "Mat~ka and Related Images in the
Baroda Museum and their Background", with an appendix by H. Goetz, BBMPG.,
VII, 1949-50, pp,39-47, etc,, See also Soundara Rajan, K,V, and Parikh,
R. T,, "A Magnificent Sapta-mat~ka Group and Parvati from Vadaval, North
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and even more impressive pieces come from Orissa. 79
specimens of the panels of seven or eight

Mat~kas

Some of the best

together, flanked by

VIrabhadra and Ga~esa, are found in rock-cut shrines and structural temples
81
82
80
in the Deccan, as at Ellora,
Elephanta,
Aihole,
etc •. These shrines
are all dateable after 600 A.D. and generally Sivaite in nature, In fact
83
the Mat~kas are found in early mediaeval Sivaite temples all over India.
There can be no question, therefore, of the great popularity of the
Mat,ka figures from the 7th century A.D. onwards.

It is, however, necessary

to remember that, as far as can be conjectured from the size of the
individual icons or detached slabs and reports of the circumstances of
their finds, coupled with the absence of dedicatory inscriptional labels,
few Mat,-icons can be regarded with any certainty as cult-icons, specially
installed in a shrine for worship,

It is, of course, not entirely unlikely

78 contd
Gujarat", BPWM,, 7, 1959-62, pp,46 ff,. For Rajasthan, see Agrawala, R.C.,
11
Some Unpublished Sculptures from South-western Rajasthan11 , Lalit Kala,
no,6, Oct, 1959, pp.63 ff.; 11 Some Interesting Sculptures from Devangana,
Raj asthan 11 , ibid. , no, 8, Oct·•. 1960, pp. 69 ff, ; 11 More Sculptures from
Imjhara, Rajasthan11 1 Arts Asiatiques, XII, 1965, pp.175 ff •• See also
Agrawala, R,C., 11 The A~}amat,kas of Marwar 11 , IHQ., XXIX, no,4, Dec, 1953,
pp.392 ff,; 11 A Rare Image of Varahi in the British Museum 11 , Oriental Art,
NS,, IX, no,3, Autumn 1963, p,167,
79
Chanda, Ramaprasad, "Explorations in Orissa 11 , MASI,, no,44, pp,3-4, 14 ff.,
where magnificent specimens of Mat' images, some nearly 9ft, high, from
Jajpur and the banks of the.Marka~1esvara tank at Puri are noticed,
Chanda assigns them io the "early mediaeval period 11 and, more specifically,
to the 8th century A.D.; see ibid., pp,4, 14; cf, also Panigrahi,
Archaeological Remains at Bhubaneswar, pp,136-7, 249-50.
80
Gupte and Mahajan, Ajanta, Ellora arid Aurangabad Caves, pp.182, 202-3,
207, 213-4 and 215.
81
Sastri, A Guide to Elephanta, p,50.
82
Gupte, The Art and Architecture of Aihole, pp,29, 57, 59, 91-2 and 108-11.
83
See Mankad, op,cit., BBMPG., VII, 1949-50, p,42, fn.22, where several
sources are cited giving information about the Ma:t,ika images in the early
mediaeval period; see also Soundara Rajan, K.V., "Some:ticonographic
Elements in the Pre-mediaeval Rajasthan Temples", Lali* Kala, no,8, Oct.
1960, pp,15 ff,, esp. p,22, For the Sapta-mat,kas in the mediaeval temples
of Bhubanesvara and some other sites in Orissa, see Panigrahi,
Archaeological Remains at Bhubaneswar, pp,71, 72, 79, 80, 87, 91, 92, 135-7
and 249. Mediaeval Mat~ka panels in the Mathura Museum are already noticed;
one such panel in the Lucknow Museum is reproduced by Hiranand Shast:d,· The
Origin and Cult of Tara, MASI., 20, pp,3-4 and pl.IIb,
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that at least some of them were actual cult-images; 84 and any concentration
of such icons in a specific area should lead to the same conclusion,
especially in view of literary references to Matr-shrinas in that area
and independent inscriptional evidence to corroborate them.

But there

is no doubt that the majority of these icons decorated the temple walls.

85

Nevertheless, the fact of their frequent appearance on the temples is
itself a measure of their popularity, and, if corroborated by other
evidence, may be taken to point to the fact that they were very alive in
the public mind and appropriated their share of popular worship,
Nature of the Matrs, their Number and Names
It was found necessary to introduce the concept of the so-called
Sapta-matrkas to assess the sculptural evidence of the Matr cult, but, as
hinted at in the beginning of the Chapter, so far as literary notices go,
the Sapta-matrkas are only a specialized form of the Matrs.
therefore, ask the question:

We may,

who were the Matrs, and what was their

original and essential nature?
The brahmanical

Pura~ic

literature has a more or less standard form

of myth to account for the Matrs, in which, while the basic structure of
the story remains almost unchanged, the details and names of some principal
characters vary.

The Mat,s, in these stories, are imagined as personified

energies of seven or eight of the principal brahmanic gods, and appear to
aid Siva or his consort Devi in destroying a particular demon and his
hosts.
In the Devi-mahatmya section of the

Marka~~eya Pura~~.

the gods,

thoroughly vanquished by the two demons Sumbha and Nisumbha, pray to Ambika
to save them, and the Goddess, offering them protection, engages herself
86
in a gruesome battle with the demon host.
At the start of the battle,
the demon Dhlimralocana and the contingent following him are destroyed by
Ambika,

Then

Ca~~a

and

Mu~~a,

with their well-arrayed army, meet with a

84
The colossal Matrkas of Orissa would assert their nature as cult images
by their very impressive size,
85
Cf, Mankad, op,cit,, BBMPG,, VII, 1949-50, pp,42-3,
86
Mar,P,, cantos 82-7 (tr. Pargiter, cantos 85-90, pp,488-511),
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similar fate at the hands of Kali, "of the terrible countenance", who is
said to have emanated from Ambika 1 s forehead grown "dark as ink" in
87 We are told here that because she destroyed the demons Cai)-<j.a
anger.
- 88 The feat of
and MUI)-<j.a, Kali would be known in the world as Camrntcfa.
killing Sumbha and Nisumbha is reserved for the goddess Ambika-Cai)-<j.ika
herself.

As the story continues, when the two demons, enraged at the

losses they had suffered, attacked the Goddess, "there issued forth,
endowed with excessive vigour and strength, the Energies (saktaya~) from
the bodies of Brahma, Siva, Guha (i.e., Kumara Karttikeya),
and went in the forms of those gods to Cai)-<j.ika.

Vi~I)-u

and Indra,

Whatever was the form of

each god, and whatever his ornaments and vehicle, in that very appearance
89
At this place is introduced
his Energy advanced to fight the Asuras".
an almost iconographic description of the Saktis of Brahma, Mahesvara,
Kumara, Vi~I)-u, Hari (presumed to be the Varaha form of Vi~gu), Nrsimha
90
and Indra, making a group of seven.
Naturally, there is no mention of
87
Ma:r.P., 84.4-7 (tr. Pargiter, 87.4-7, p.499):
Tata~ kopam cakaroccairambika tanarinprati,
Kopena casya vadanam masivarnamabhuttada.
4
Bhrku1Iku1ilattasya lala1aph~lakaddrutam,
Kali karalavadana viniskrantasipasini.
5
Vicitrakhatvangadhara ~aramalavibhusana,
Dvipicarmaparidhana suskamamsatibhair~va.
6
Ativistaravadana jihvaialanabhi~~I)-a,
Nimagna raktanayana nadapuritadinmukha,
7
88
Ibid,, 84.26 (tr, Pargiter, 87.2~, p.500):
Yasmaccandafica mundafica grhitva tvamupagata,
Camundeti"tato lok; khyata devi bhavisyasi.
89
Ibid., 85.11-3 (tr. Pargiter, 88.11-3, p,502):
Etasminnantare bhupa vinasaya suradvi~am,
Bhavayamarasimhanamativiryabalanvita~.
11
Brahmesaguhavi~I)-linam tathendrasya ca saktaya~,
Sarirebhyo vini~kramya tadrupaiscai)-<j.ikam yayu~.
12
Yasya devasya yadrupam yatha bhu~a')-avahanam,
Tadvadeva hi tacchaktirasuranyoddhumayayau.
13
90
Ibid., 85.14-21 (tr. Pargiter, 88.14-21, pp.802-3):
Hamsayuktavimanastha sak~asutrakama')-<j.al~,
Xyata brahmai)-a~ saktirbrahmai)-I sabhidhiyate.
14

..

MaheSvari

.

v~~arUgha triSUlavaradhari~i,

Mahahivalayaprapta candralekhavibhu~ai)-a.
15
Kaumari saktihasta ca mayuravaravahana,
Yoddhumabhyayayau daityanambika guharupii)-I.
16
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Camugqa, since, as Kali, she is already present in Devi 1 s ranks,
we are informed of an Energy of the goddess

Sivaduti,

Ca~qika

Instead,

herself, called

91

In the description of the battle that ensued, the individual
92
performances of these Saktis, including Kali and Sivaduti, are noted,
and, collectively, they are called Mat~-ga~~ or Matr~.

93

Raktavija, from

every drop of whose blood falling upon the earth sprang up a similar demon,
94
is said to have been destroyed by Kali-Camugda,
and Sumbha and Nisumbha
were finally killed by

C~qika,

A similar account of the Matrs, in which, however, the Mothers emanate
from the body of the goddess
Pura~~'

Ca~qika

herself, is given in the Yamana

and, according to Agrawala, the entire episode of the Goddess

killing the demons Sumbha, Nisumbha, etc, in this text seems to be indebted
to the Devi-mahatmya version. 95 Also similar in essentials is the account
of the

~V~a~r~a~h~a~P~u~r~a~~~

with the difference that there the Matrs appear to aid

90 contd
Tathaiva vai~~avi saktirgaruqopari samsthita,
Sallkhacakragadasarngakhaqgahastabhyupayayau,
17
Yajfiavarahamatulam rupam ya bibhrati hare~,
sakti~ sapyayayau tatra varahim bibhrati tanum.
18
Narasiffihi nrsimhasya bibhrati sadrsam vapuh,
Prapta tatr~ sa}ak~epa k~iptanak~~trasaffihati~.
19
Vajrahasta tathaivaindri gajarajoparisthita,
Sahasranayanaprapta yathasakrastathaiva sa.
20
Tata~ parivrtastabhirisano devasaktibhi~,
Hanyatamasura~ sighram mama prityaha ca~qikam,
21
91
Ibid,, 85.22-7 (tr. Pargiter, 88,22-7, p.503). The verses 22 and 27 read
as:

tato devisarirattu vini~krantatibhi~a~a,
Ca~qikasaktiratyugra sivasataninadini.
22
•

e •

•

Yato niyukto dutyena taya devya siva~ svayam,
sivadutiti loke'sminstatah sa khyatimagata.
27
•

92
Ibid., 85.29 ff, (tr, Pargiter, 88,29 ff., pp,503-4),
93
See, e.g., ibid., 85,38 (tr. Pargiter, 88,38, p,504):
Iti matrga~am kruddham marddayantam mahasuran,
Drstvabhyupayairvividhairnesurdevarisainikah.
38
Cf, al~~·ibid,, 85.44, 49 (tr. Pargiter, 88,44, 49, pp.504-5).
94
Ibid,, 85.39-55 (tr. Pargiter, 88,39-55, pp.504-5).
95
See Vam.P., chs,29-30, esp. 30,3 ff.; Agrawala, Vamana Pura~a- A Study,
pp,105 ff ••
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Siva against Andhakasura,

96

As in the case of Raktav1ja in the Dev1-

mahatmya, from every drop of blood fallen from Andhakasura's body an
identical demon emerged, and, to stop the blood from falling on the earth,
Siva created Yogesvar1 out of the flame issuing from his mouth, and Indra
and other gods also sent their Saktis,

The latter are enumerated as

Brahma~I,

varahi,

MaheSvari, Kaumari, Vai~~avi,

Indra~i

and camuqqa, armed

with weapons, wearing ornaments, riding vahanas and carrying banners like
their respective male counterparts,

By adding Yogesvar1 to this group,

.

the Purana makes the number of the Matrkas eight,

--·-

The Mothers caught the

blood of the demon before it touched the ground and ultimately helped to
break his power,

According to the Suprabhedagama, the Mat,kas were created
by Brahma to kill Nirrta, 97
The traditional origin of the Mat's as reflected in the

Pura~ic

myths,

outlined above, is clearly an attempt to incorporate these deities into
the brahmanical pantheon,

The more or less stereotyped grouping, labelled

Bratm1 etc,, is itself the first sign of the artificial nature of the

..

.

so-called Sapta- or Asta-matrkas,

It is difficult to account for the

popularity of the Mat' cult on th.e basis of the shadowy figures of
"Energies" of certain brahmanical gods, especially if we keep in mind that
not all the_gods in the group can be imagined as having had a popular cult
of their own,

Most

illuminat~ng

is the case of Brabm1 or

almost invariably she heads the list of the Sapta- or

Brahma~I.

A~~a-mat:rkas,

While
her

male counterpart had scarcely a popular cult comparable to that of Siva or
Vi~~u,

Perhaps an important god in northern India in the early Buddhist

period, Brahma, though always remembered as the father-god, is nevertheless
an insignificant figure in the Puranic literature and there is no clear
98 Similarly, even if a Varat1
evidence of his popular independent.cult,
is justified on the basis of a popular cult of the Varaba form of

Vi~~u,

96
This account is summarised by Rao, EHI., I, pt.II, pp.379 ff •• In this
Purana, the Matrkas are also said to have been born out of Dev1•s laughter;
see Yaduvanshi, 'saiva Mata, p.119, quoting ch,96 of the Pura~~·
97
See Rao, EHI., I, pt,II, pp,382-3.
98
See Banerjea, DHI., pp.510 ff.; Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy,
pp,95-6; Majumdar (ed,), The Age of Imperial Unity, pp,464 ff.; The
Classical Age, pp,440 ff,,
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at least in the Gupta period, 99 the same cannot be said of Narasiffihi.
Further, in literature and art, Siva's consort is generally recognizable,
not as Mabesvari, but as Uma, Parvati or Gauri, and similarly the consort
of Vi~~u, generally speaking, is not Vai~~avi but Sri-Lak~mi,

Again,

except in stories which narrate Kumara Karttikeya 1 s marriage with
Devasena, this god is invariably remembered, not as one accompanied by
his consort, but as a warrior god leading the gods' armies, as the son of
Siva and Uma-Parvati, or, as often in south Indian art and literature, as
100
The inclusion of the Saktis of one or more forms
an instructor god,
of

Vi~~u,

besides that of

Vi~~u

himself, also looks rather incongruous,

and, perhaps for this reason, the Devi-mabatmya, when first introducing
the god's "Energies", speaks only of the Saktis of Brahma, Siva, Guha,

Vi~~u

and Indra, without mentioning those of the other forms of

An analysis of the
mat~ikas,

Pura~ic

myths of the origin of the Sapta- or

Vi~~u. 101
A~ta

therefore, shows that the Mothers were essentially ferocious

deities, always conceived of as a group, and any attempt to name them or
fix their number was a result of brahmanising and incorporation in the
Pura~ic

pantheon,

The above inference is confirmed by evidence which should be regarded,
on logical as well as chronological considerations, prior to the above
Pura~ic

myths.

In the Matsya

Pura~~.

we are told that when an identical

demon sprang up from every drop of Andhaka's blood, Siva created the Mat~s
99
See Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, pp,422-3; Agrawala, Matsya Pura~~
A Study, pp,308 ff,, esp, 333-5,
100
Skanda 1 s name Kumara implies that he was essentially a bachelor god, In
the Vikramorvasi, Kalidasa records the tradition that the sacred precincts
of the god Kumara Karttikeya were strictly out-of-bounds for women, It is
said that when Urvasi, forgetting the rules laid down by the deity, entered
the grove sacred to him, she was immediately transformed into a creeper;
see Vikramorvasi (ed, Kale), Act IV, p,182,
In respect of Kaumari as one of the Sapta-matrkas, it may also be noted
that in the epic stories, the Mat~s are generaily mothers of Skanda-Kumara1
see below, pp,161 ff,,
101
See above, p.156, fn,89.
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to drink all the blood and prevent the swelling of the demon army,

102

The

Mothers were exceedingly gratified to perform this task even though it

..

.

could be successfully accomplished only after Visnu created Suska-revat1.
The Purana names the Mothers in this story and makes up a list of about

----·-

one hundred and ninety, with the remark that there were many others
b esl.'d es. 103 It does include Mahesvar1, Brahm1 and Kaumar1 in the very
beginning, and later finds places for Sakr1, Cam~4a, Varah1, Narasimh1
and

Vai~~av1,

Still, the list is too large to correspond to the standardised

group of seven or eight Mothers.

As fa:I' as the individuaLnames are

concerned, even this list may. be suspected. to be a fictitious one, and its
bulk only impresses us as

indicatin~

that the Mothers were essentially

conceived of as a group of gnddesses of indefinite number.
that the

Pura~~-writer,

It is possible

taking advantage of their collectivity and

anonymity, has arbitrarily sought to include a large number of real and
imaginary goddesses in the group,
~bservation

in the story,

This is confirmed by another interesting

Their task over, the Mothers continued to devour

men, gods and demons in spite of Siva's admonition, and N~siffiha-Vi~~u had
to create a different group of thirty-two Mothers to subdue them. These
104
Mothers are also named,
with some names overlapping with the first list,
and are contrasted with the latter by being characterized as "prosperous
105
They are supposed always to stay by Vi~~u and receive
and fortunate".
oblations along with him, whereas the subdued Mothers are instructed to
106
grant all desires of the devotees when propitiated separately,
100
Mat,P,, ch,179, The battle between Siva.and Andhaka is said to have taken
place in the Mahakala forest in the Avanti-vi~aya; see ibid,, 179.5.
103
Ibid,, 179.9-32, For the list of Mat~s, see the Appendix below, pp,256 ff,,
1W
Ibid,, 179.66-73.
105
Sarvastastu mahabhaga; see ibid., 179,67, The Mothers created by
Nrsiffiha-Visnu are given these epithets even though they are described as
fferce eno~gh to subdue the Sivaite mat~kas and are called trailokya~~~~i-saffihara-samarthR; ibid.' 179.74.
106
Ibid,, 179.83-4, For further discussion on the long list of Mothers in
this text, see below, pp,171ff .. It may be noted that the Vi~~udharmottara
Pura~~. I, ch,226, also gives the story of Siva's killing the demon
Andhakasura with the aid of the Mat~s in almost exactly the same words as
the Matsya Pura~~. ch,179. As these Pura~ic stories specifically speak
of a helpless Siva seeking the aid of Vi~~u, we may suspect the hand of a
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Perhaps a still earlier st.aga of the position of MB:t:rs in the
brahmanical pantheon is reflected in the Mahabharata.
in the

Ara~yaka-parvan

As noted earlier,

of the text, the Mat:rs are conspicuously referred

to and are specifically named at several places in the account of Skanda 1 s
107
birth,
Like the myth of Skanda's birth itself, the references to the
Mat:rs in the context are singularly confused,

Several independent groups

seem to be referred to and differently named,

Nevertheless, the citations

do help us to imagine the original, essential nature of these deities,
The myth of the birth of Skanda in the Mahabharata first introduces
Indra rescuing Devasena from the demon Kesin and Devasena expressing the
wish to be married to one who is able to conquer all the gods, demons,
etc ••

Indra notices a favourable conjunction of planets and imagines that

if a son were to be born then of Soma or Agni, he could become the
appropriate husband for the damsel,

He confers with Brahma, who agrees

with him, and the two gods then repair to the place of the seven celestial
:r~is

where the ground is prepared for the appearance of Agni 1 s son,

Agni,

while returning from delivering the sacrificial oblations to the Devas,
notices the wives of the brahmin

:r~is

and is smitten with their charms,

Afraid to approach them with his illicit proposal of love, he decides to
remain content with being near them in the form of the household fire.
Svaha, the daughter of

Dak~a,

who is already enamoured of the Fire-god,

finds in the latter's infatuation an excellent opportunity to entice her
Q

beloved.

Successively assuming the forms of the six wives of the br'ahmj.J?.''

seers, she unites with Agni, but every time deposits his seed on the peak
of the White Mountain guarded by poisonous snakes, and abounding in
Rak~asas, Pisacas and other terrible spirits and animals. 108 From the seed
thus thrown is born Skanda, with six faces, resplendent like the sun and of
incalculable power.
106 contd
Visnuite editor in this part of the myth, The Kurma Purana also has traces
of.the same tendency, where even Siva is portrayed as joi~ing the wayward
Mothers in destroying everything, having been left without any means of
subsistence; see Rao, EHI., I, pt,II, pp,381-2,
107
Mbh,, III, chs, 213-21
108
Mbh., III.214,11-2.
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Skanda rapidly grows into a mighty being, terrorising the three worlds.
Such is the fury and terror caused by his appearance that the gods first
approach their leader Indra with the request to destroy him, and, finding
him as afraid as they are, they finally decide:

"Let the Mothers of the

Universe repair today to Skanda.
energy.

They can muster at will any degree of
109
Let them kill this child" •
Saying "It shall be so", the Mothers

agree, but even they become dispirited at the sight of Skanda,

They

therefore seek the child's protection, praying to him to become their son,
and, in return, Skanda is said to have paid due respect to them and acceded
110
to their request.
We are told that Agni came to his son and stayed on
111
that mountain with the Mothers to tend him,
That lady among the Mothers~
who was born of anger (krodhasamudbhava), with a sula in her hand, kept a
constant watch over the child, and the other, the red-coloured daughter o£
the sea, "the cruel one, living on blood" (krura lohitabhojana) nursed
. 112
h 1m,
At this place, there is no mention of the creation of the Mothers,
or of their specific alliance to any brahmanical deities, and no attempt
is made at naming them or fixing their number.
These

Matara~

continue to recur in the story of Skanda, but now other

Mothers are also introduced, making any precise identification of the group
difficult.

While Agni and numerous other "fire-mouthed" and blazing

dwellers of heaven of cruel mien waited upon Skanda-Mahasena with the

Mat~-ga~as, 113 Indra decided to fight it out with him but ultimately sought
his protection, and the magnanimous babe granted him fearlessness,

Here,

in a confused account, we are told that when once struck by Indra 1 s vajra,
109
Ibid,, III,215,16:
Sarvastvadyabhigacchantu skandam lokasya matara~,
Kamavirya ghnantu cainam tathetyuktva ca ta yay~.
110
Ibid,, III,215.17-9.
111
Ibid,, III,215.20:
••. saba matrganena ha,
112
Ibid., III.215,21-2,
113
Ibid,, III,216.1-2:
Grahaq sopagrahascaiva ~~ayo matarastatha,
Hutasanamukhascapi diptah parisadam ganah.
1
Ete canye ca bahavo gho;astridivavasi~a~,
Parivarya Mahasenam sthita matrganaih saha.
2

. .

. . .
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another being came out of Skanda 1 s body, called Visakha, as also a number
of kumaras and kumaris, of terrific appearance and stealers of children,
who adopted Visakha as their father, and the latter, also called Bhadrasakha,
114
guarded them carefully in the presence of the Mothers,
Then, "the
daughters begotten by Hutasana, named Tapa", went over to Skanda and
expressed the wish to become "the good and respected Mothers of the World",
Skanda, as we have seen earlier, granted this request, saying
"Ye shall be divided into Siva and As iva".

repeatedly~

Having established Skanda 1 s

sonship, the Mothers departed and, by the blessings of the same being, an
offspring (sisu) was born to them,

These "Mothers of the sisu" are

specifically named as Kaki, Halima, Rudra, B'hali, Xrya, Palala and Mitra,
115
and counted as a group of seven,
Who is this sisu is uncertain, The
following verses ident.ify him as the eighth hero born of Skanda 1 s Mothers,
but it is said that "he is also known as the ninth when that being with
116
the face of a goat is included",
Further, we are told, "know that the
sixth face of Skanda was like that of a goat.

That face ••• is situated
117
in the middle of the six and is regarded constantly by the Ma:t,.--gaJtas",

We have clearly ·to do here with beings analogous to Skanda himself who
probably merged together to form the conception of Skanda-Karttikeya with
different names; but interesting from our point of view is the curious
group of the Mothers specifically named and counted as seven.
114
Ibid,, III,216,13; 217,1-4,
115
Mbh,, III,217,6-9:
--- Yii:stastvajanayatkanyastapo nama hutasana~,
Kim karomiti tah skandam sampraptah samabhasata,
6
Matara ucu.Jt!
•
• _
·
_
•
Bhavema sarvalokasya vayam matara uttama~,
Prasadattava pujyasca priyametatkurusva nah,
7
Markandeya uvaca;
•
•
So 1 br~~idba~hamityevam bhavi~yadhvam prthagvidha~,
Asiva~ca sivascaiva punah punarudaradhih.
8
Tat~ saffikalpya putratve'skandam matrga~~ 1 gamat,
Kii:ki ca halima caiva rudratha brhali tatha,
Xrya palala vai mitra saptaitah sisumatarah,
9
116
Ibid,, III,217,11.
117
Ibid,, III,217,12:
... nityaffi mat~ga~arcitam.

.

.

How these
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Mothers, "the daughters of Hutasana", are to be related to the Mothers
tending the child Skanda, as narrated earlier in the story, is not made
clear.

The story goes on that with Skanda's concurrence, Indra continued to
remain the sovereign of the three worlds, and in his turn anointed Skanda
as the leader of the gods' army against the demons,

Introduced now for

the first time, Rudra is said to have come there with Parvati, and we are
suddenly told of Skanda being in reality Rudra's son,

It is explained

that the White Mountain was actually formed of Rudra's semen, Agni was
united with the

K~itikas

on this mountain, and Rudra had entered into the
118
constitution of the Fire-god when Skanda was produced,
Skanda is now

married to Devasena, "she who is called ~a~~hi, Lak~mi, Isa, Siikhaprada,
. ~ -1 1,
. Ku h- · · -" • 11 9
S1n1va
u, Sa dv~ t t1· an d AparaJ1ta
The six ladies, from amongst the wives of the seven
as another group of Mothers,

~~is,

now appear

Disowned by their respective husbands, who

suspected them to have actually borne the child to Agni, they also come
to the shelter of Skanda, who accepts them with the words "Be my Mothers" ,

120

The wives of the seers, like the seers themselves, may have astral
connections, but it is not specifically mentioned in this context,

121

and,

118
Ibid,, III,218.25-30,
119
Ibid,, III,218,47.
120
Ibid,, III,219,1-6:
Markandeya uvaca:
~riya'justam mahasenam devasenapatim krtam,
Saptar~ip~tnyaq ~a4 devyastatsakasamathagaman,
1
~~ibhiq samparityakta dharmayukta.mahavrataq,
Drutamagamya cocusta devasenapatim prabhum,
2
Vayam putra parityakta bhart~bhirdevasammitaiq,
Akara~adru~a tata pugyasthanatparicyuta~.
3
Asmabhi~ kila jatastvamiti kenapyudahrtam,
Asatyametatsamsrutya tasmannastratumarhasi,
4
Ak~ayasca.bhavetsva~gastvatprasadaddhi na~ prabho,
Tvam putram capyabhipsamah krtvaitadanrno bhava,
5
Skanda uv8:ca:

•

•

••

Mii:taro hi bhavatyo me suto vo'hamanindita~,
Yaccabhipsatha tatsarvam sambhavi~yati vastatha,

6
121
For seers as stars, see Hopkins, EM., pp,176 ff,, Seers or ~~is are
sometimes conceived of as one with the Fathers in the epic; ibid,, pp.34 f.,
176, 178; and the Fathers also are called stars; ibid,, p,34, These ideas
seem to be anticipated in the Vedic thought where a certain relationship
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earlier, only two of the ~~isj wives are named, one

Siva,

the wife of

Allgiras, whose form was first assumed by Svaha, and the other, Arundhati,
the wife of Vasi~tha, whose form she could not assume on account of the
latter's great ascetic merit and devotion to husband,

However, some

astral figures, including the K:;-ttilffis, are introduced in the story at
this stage.

It is said that

Dhani~~ha,

etc., including

Rohi~I,

were

created by Brahma for specific astral positions, but Abhijit, jealous of
the seniority of her sister, deserted her position to perform austerities,
Indra, therefore,. made a request to Skanda to fill up the vacancy, which
seems to have been ultimately assigned to the sakatakara Krttikas, presided
122
over by Agni.
Vinata•s wish to become Skanda's.mother ~s also inserted
123
here.
However, when the story continues, we are told that all the
Mothers (sarvai,J.

mat:r~I,l,!:.J,l)

spoke to Skanda:

"We have been praised by the

learned as the Mothers of the World (sarvasya lokasya matarai,J.), but we
desire to be thy Mothers", and, on Skanda's agreeing to this, they go on
to request that they be installed as Mothers in place of others of bygone
age, that they, and not the old ones, be worshipped by the world, and that
124
They
the progeny of which they had been deprived be restored to them,
121 contd
between the dead ancestors and stars is imagined; see below, p. 219, The
Saptar~is in astronomy are understood as stars of the constellation of
Ursa Major; see Monier-Williams, SED., p.1150a, s,v, Sapta.
122
Mbh,, III,219.7-11, While Skanda makes these arrangements, none of the
astral figures, singly or collectively, are specifically called Matarai,J.
or Mothers of Skanda, although their motherhood may be taken to be implied,
123
Ibid., III,219.12.
124
Mbh,, III.219.14-7:
--- Markal,l4aya uvaca;
Atha mat:rga1,1ai,J. sarvai,J. skandam vacanamabravit,
Vayam sarvasya lokasya matarai,J. kavibhii,J. stutai,J.,
Icchamo matarastubhyam bhavitum pujayasva nai,J..
14
Skanda uvaca:
Matarastu bhavatyo me bhavatinamaham sutai,J.,
Ucyatam yanmaya karyam bhavatinamathepsitam.
15
Matara ucuh:
Yastu ta m~tarai,J. purvam lokasyasya prakalpitai,J.,
Asmakam tadbhavetsthanam tasam caiva na tadbhavet.
16
Bhavema pujya lokasya na tai,J. pujyai,J. surar~abha,
Prajasmakam h:rtastabhistvatk:rte tai,J. prayaccha nai,J..
17
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further add to this grim request others more formidable:

"We desire that

living with thee and assuming different shapes, we be able to eat up the
125
progeny of those Mothers and their guardians ... ".
Skanda, instead,
assures them fresh progeny and, even though he exhorts them to extend
their protective care to children instead of feeding on them, he still
acquiesces to their afflicting them until the sixteenth year of their
126
The story finds this a convenient occasion to speak of beings,
age.
both male and female, called grahas or Skanda-grahas, who afflict children
before and after birth in various ways.
here are Vinata,

Rak~asij

Some of the female beings included

Putana, both Aditi and Diti - the former also

called Revati -, Surabhi, Sarama, Kadru, the mother of the Gandharvas and
Apsarases, and Arya.

They are specifically called evil spirits fond of

meat and wine, and prescriptions are given as to how they may be pacified
-. prasamanam
'
• k-aryam• •.• ) , 1 27 The whole context shows th at th e ogresses
( te~am
mentioned here are to be included in the group of the Mothers, and this is
specified in the words:
124 contd
As noted earlier (above, p. 138), it is not certain as to who precisely
are referred to by Sarva~ mat~~~~~ in v,14, The commentator Nilaka~1ha's
identification of them as Vinata etc, may or may not be correct. He is,
however, certainly wrong in identifying the "Mothers of bygone age" with
Brahmi, etc.; see Nilakantha 1 s commentary on Mbh,, III.230.14 and 16 in
the Kinjawadekar 1 s edn, ~f the epic, The concept of the Mat~s ~s
personified energies of gods is a later phenomenon; see below, pp,187 ff ••
125
Mbh., III.219,19:
--- Icchama tasam matr~am praja bhoktuffi prayaccha na~,
Tvaya saba prthagbhuta ye ca tasamathesvara~.
126
Ibid., III.219.20-3:
Skanda uvaca:
Praja vo dadmi ka~1am tu bhavatibhirudahrtam,
Parirak~ata bhadram va~ praja~ sadhu namaskrta~.
20
Matara ucuh:
Parirak~am~ bhadram te praja~ skanda yathecchasi,
Tvaya no rocate skanda sahavasasciram prabho,
21
Skanda uvaca:
Yavat~odasa var~a~i bhavanti taru~a~ praja~,
Prabadhata manu~ya~am tavadrupai~ p,thagvidhai~.
22
Aham ca vah pradasyami raudramatmanamavyayam,
23
Paramam te~a sahita sukham vatsyatha pujita~.
127
Ibid,, III.219.24 ff.; see also above, p,138, fn.5, where vv.42-4 are
reproduced,
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Ye ca mat:rgaJtaJ;t proktaJ;t pura~ascaiva ca ye grahii:J;t.,
128
Sarve skandagraha nama jfieya nityam sariribhiJ;t.
The rest of the story of Skanda-Karttikeya is taken up by the account
of his destroying the army of the demons, especially one of its leaders,
the Danava

Mahi~a,

but there is no talk of any assistance given by the

Mothers to the gods in this fight, even though they may be presumed to
have been present in Skanda•s train.
The MataraJ;t appear equally prominently in another detailed story of
129
Skanda, in the Salya-parvan of the epic,
where his parentage is
specifically traced to Siva and Uma, and, in that context, also to the
Krttikas,

Called the story of the investiture of Kumara, it speaks of the

vital seed of Mahesvara falling into the blazing fire; of the Fire-god
Agni, unable to hold it, throwing it into the Ganges; the sacred river,
unable to retain it, throwing it on the peaks of the Himalayas, where
"Agni's son" began to grow and, nurtured by the six KrJ.ttikas, developed
130
six mouths and was called Karttikeya.
When the child first saw his
real father Siva, the latter is described as seated among a crowd of
Bhutas who were bodiless, strange looking, crooked
131
The Sapta-matr-galf~J;t
of wild beasts and birds,
132
there,
as were the Sadhyas, Visvedevas, Maruts,
133
Siddhas, Danavas, and Brahma, Vi~JtU and Indra.

and ugly, with faces
were also present
Vasus, Rudras, Adityas,
The mention of the

Mothers in the company of Siva is noteworthy, as also the motley.crowd of
128
Ibid,, III.219.42.
129
Mbh., IX, chs, 43-5.

130

Ibid,, IX.43,6-16. The RamayaJt~, I. ch.36, also gives the story of the
birth of Skanda-Kumara from Agni and Ganga, of the child being nursed by
the Krttikas, and thus developing six mouths and obtaining the name
Karttikeya, but the goddesses called Matrs do not play any part in the
story,
131
Mbh., IX.43.23-8.

132

Ibid,, IX.43,29:
Saptamatrga'tascaiva
133
Ibid., IX,43.29-30,

samajagmurvisam pate,
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strange beings with them,

All the gods collected there reouest Brahma to

grant some kind of sovereignty to the child Skanda, and the latter's
investiture as the general of the gods' army is performed on the banks of
the sacred Sarasvati.
The story provides a much fuller list of the brahmanical gods who
were present on the auspicious occasion of the investiture of Kumara, and

all of them are said to have given suitable gifts to the young celebrity.
Skanda in this way acquired not only various weapons of war but also
numerous fighter-followers (pari~ada~), of fierce forms and strange animal
134 H
. g1ven.
.
. con t 1nua
·
t.1on, 135
. t o f wh ose names lS
f aces, a l ong l 1s
ere, 1n
is introduced the band of Mothers (mat:r-gai).an), "the slayers of foes", who
become companions of Kumara although they are not mentioned as anybody's
gift to him,
A large number of these Mothers are actually named, in all about one
hundred and ninety, but to make certain that the names are but a sampling
of the group, we are told:

"These and many other Mothers, numbering
136
thousands and of diverse forms, became followers of Karttikeya".
A
graphic description of the gruesome appearance of these deities, their
137
cruel fierce nature, their favourite haunts, etc., follows the list,
In the above list of the Mat:rs in the Salya-parvan of the Mahabharata,
138
just as in that from the Matsya Purai).~ cited above,
all
kinds of goddesses are included,

Here again we notice repetitions, and at

134
Ibid., IX,44,73 ff .•
135
Ibid., IX, ch,45. The two opening verses of this chapter read:
Srnu matrgananrajankumaranucaraniman,
KI;tyama~a~aya vira sapatnaganasudanan.
1
YaSasvininaffi matrnaill Srnu nama~i bharata,
Yabhirvyaptastray~ lok~h Kalyanibhiscaracarah.
2
136
Ibid,, IX.45.3-29, For the list of the Mat:rs, see the Appendix below,
pp,256ff,,The verse 29 reads as:
Etascanyasca bahavo mataro bharatar~abha,
Karttikeyanuyayinyo nanarupaq sahasrasa~.
137
Ibid., IX.45.30 ff,,
138
See above, pp,159 ff,,

.

.

.
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least some names appear to be hypothetically constructed.

139

Clearly, any

attempt at identification of goddesses in such lists has to be given up,
but some names are noteworthy, either because they refer to goddesses of
140
known history, like Bhadrakal1 or Kal1,
or at least independently known
elsewhere, or because they bring out some interesting aspect of the goddess
cults, including the cult of the
demoness like PUtana is included,

141

Thus, in the epic list, a well-known

Two goddesses of almost identical

Catu~patharata, 143 with another called
144
Catvaravasin1,
remind us of the Mat~-rite at the crossroads in the

names,

Catu~pathaniketa

Mat~s.

142

and

Sanskrit dramas Carudatta and Mrcchakatika.
. - 146
-·
·ca ll e d Ma h l~anana.

145

There is also a goddess

In the further story, Skanda, accompanied by his companions and the
Mothers, proceeds against the demons and destroys them, including their
prominent leaders, Taraka and

Mahi~a.

From these references to the Mothers in the epic stories, what
inferences can we draw about the origin and essential nature of these
deities?

Since the incidental references in the non-didactic classical

Sanskrit literature are to the Matrs as group divinities, and since this
is corroborated by the evidence of inscriptions, this aspect of their
nature must be accounted for.

The

Mat~s

undoubtedly loom large in the epic

myths of Skanda-Karttikeya, and that they were always conceived of as a
139
For an analysis of the two lists, see below, pp.171 ff •.
140
Mbh., IX.45,11 and 13,
141
Ibid,, IX.45.16, In the Ara~yaka-parvan of the epic, the demoness PUtana
is named as one of the female bala-grahas, all of whom are included in the
group called Mat~-ga~E~; see above, p,166,
In the Bhagavata Pura~~.
the Mat~s are named with Putana, etc,, as evil beings, see below, pp,180-1,
142
Ibid,, IX.45.25,
143
Ibid,, IX.45.27,
144
Ibid,, IX.45.12,
145
See above, p.140.
146
Mbh., IX,45.25,
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group is also clear.

But it seems equally clear that the Mahabharata

stories do not warrant any precise identification, nomenclature and fixed

number of this group, in spite of actual attempts in the myths to the
contrary.
We notice first that the Mothers are often introduced as a group
without any names or fixed number.

Such are the Mothers who are employed
to kill the child Skanda and who eventually rear him. 147 Similar are the
Matr-ga~~~.

in the confused account of the epic, one of which requests
148
to be installed in the place of the other.
Despite a few who are named,
two

such also appear to be the Matr-ga~~~ who are presented as afflicters of
149
children.
The virtual anonymity of the group is also indicated by
passages where individual members are specified or named.

It is

interesting to note that whenever the epic attempts this, it lists a
different group each time. On different occasions, in the Ara~yaka-parvan
150
story,
besides an anonymous group of Mothers, the daughters of
"-

Hutasana- counted seven and named-, the wives of the brahmt9rtseers, the
Krttikas, and, curiously, it would appear, even the female beings produced
151
out of Skanda's own body,
are called Mat,~ or Matara~. The very long
lists of the Mothers, as in the Salya-parvan or the Matsya Pura~~' are no
exceptions to this, even though, on account of their bulk, they seem to
. 1
form a class by themselves. 152 Had the Matrs
been well k nown brah man1ca
divinities, with specific names and of more or less fixed number, we

should never have found this variety and confusion in their epic lists.
The only manner in which the Mothers in the myths of Skanda in the

147
See above, p.162.
148
See above, p.165.
149
See above, pp.166-7.
150
See above, pp.161 ff •.
151
This conclusion is irresistable because the Ira~yaka-parvan, in ch.217,
vv.1-2, introduces terrific Kumarakas born from Skanda's body who are
stealers of children, and Kanyas of great strength, and in ch.219, v.30,
portrays these Kumaras and Kumaris as bala-grahas and counts them along
with the Mat,s.
152
See above, pp.159-60, 168-9; also below, pp.171 ff., and Appendix pp.256 ff ••

171

Mahabharata can be made intelligible is by supposing that they were a
group of popular divinities, influential but as yet outside the pale of
brahmanical society, and, in the process of brahmanisation, their
essentially alien nature and, partly for that reason, their relative
anonymity was utilized to introduce all kinds and groups of goddesses
under their name,

At least as far as the epic myths are concerned, we

are not dealing with a gradual evolution but with haphazard and arbitrary
attempts at absorption and brahmanisation.

The epic sources do not seem

to warrant the priority of a specific group, such as the
other, from which other specific or general
be derived,

Mat~-ga~as

The original and essential aspect of the

K~ttikas

or any

may be supposed to
Mat~s

seems to be a

group of goddesses, allied and alike in nature, who were given different
names and numbers at different times, No other explanation would do
153
justice to the Mahabharata evidence,
The longer lists of the
- 154

~~~

Mat~s

in the Salya-parvan and the Matsya

are, as suggested above, in a sense a class by themselves, and a

closer look at these may be attempted here.

155

Neither the names in t·he

153
See below,pp,199ft,for an examination of various suggestions about the
origin of the Matrs.
154
•
Mbh., IX.45.1 ff.; Mat,P., ch,179. See also Appendix, pp,256 ff ••
1 55
We are omitting from consideration the list in the Visnudharmottara Purana,i
-"A
·J
ch. 226 (see above, p. 160, fn. 106), because the exactly parallel list in the
Matsya Pura~~. ch,179, is a more complete one. According to Hazra, the
Matsya Purav~ has borrowed a large number of passages from the
Vi~Vudharmottara; see Hazra, Studies in the Upapurav~, vol.I, pp.202 ff,.
If this is true, it is possible that the list of Mat~s given in the former
text is also based on that in the latter, But the available text of the
Vi~vudharmottara omits a few names and produces a somewhat shorter list of
the Mothers, Thus, even though Vi~vudharmottara, I.226.28a is an extra
line not found in the Matsya Purav~. Matsya Pura~~' 179.31 and 32a are
missing in the Visnudharmottara. Again, although Visnudharmottara, 1.226,
63b-64a, proceeds'to list, like Matsya Purav~, 179:66; the 32 Mothers
created by N~simha, it produces a· list of 24 only, omitting a complete verse
after I,226,66a, which is available in Matsya Pura~.!::., 179.69b-70a (cf. also
Hazra, Studies in the Upapurav~, vol,I, pp.155-6, fn,122.f.). This
consideration alone justifies the choice of the Matsya Pura~~ list for a
fuller discussion, but some of the proper names in it may also be more
original compared to those preserved in the Visnudharmottara, Unfortunately,
this cannot be asserted with confidence in the ·~bsence of critical editions
of the two texts and in vie;, of the fact that many names in the list may be

172
lists nor anything in the context where they are introduced have any
suggestion of originality.

But what is interesting is that, unlike

attempts to produce shorter and more compact lists of the Matrs, these
long ones, incongruous though it may seem, do not even have pretensions
to specifying and identifying these deities,

This becomes obvious when

the compiler ends his list with the phrase "and many others besides"
_ _,
-' - -' 1 57) - the ;:,alyaparvan
A
·
( e t -,
ascanyasca
bahavo, 1 56 etascanyasca
has add1• t 1onal
"thousands of them" (sahasrasal)-) 158 - but the very length of the lists
and the analysis of the names contained in them confirm their artificial
character.
.
. the Mahabharata
- 159
In each of t h e two l1sts,
1n
and the Ma t sya p urav~,
the goddesses number about one hundred and ninety, but, curiously, there
are hardly more than a dozen common names.

Bala, Lamba, Nandini, Subhaga

and Visoka, are the only names which appear in the same form in the two
lists.

It may also be accepted that Bahuputrika, Bhagananda, Gokarvi,

Kalika, Krodhana, Kukkutika and Sallkhanika of the epic refer to the same
goddesses respectively as Bahuputri, Bhagananda,
Kukkuti and Sallkhini in the Matsya Pura~~·
common names.

Gokar~ika,

Krodhani,

But this almost exhausts the

Again, we come across repetitions of names in each of the

two lists as also names which have the appearance of being artificially
constructed for real or imaginary goddesses.

Surprisingly, these features

are relatively more in evidence in the Mahabharata list, which has otherwise
every claim to being chronologically earlier.
Lohitak~I,

Thus, in the epic, Gokarvi

Pingak~I

and Sudama are each listed
_ 160
_
atwice, and clusters of names like Dahadaha and Dh ama dh ama,
E41, Bhe,1

Lohamekhala,

Mahabala,

155 contd
arbitrarily constructed (see below)., making it ~mpossible to
distinguish between the original and corrupt forms,
1 56
Mbh,, IX.45.29; see also above, p,168 and fn,136,
157
Mat.P,, 179,32.,
158
Mbh., IX.45.29.
1 59
See below, Appendix, pp,256f~, where the names in the two lists are
alphabetically arranged for convenience of reference,
160
Mbh,, IX.45.19.

173
- 162 Sudama
- - and Vasudama,
- - 163 p ra t.1~.th-a and
d - 161 Ga~a- and Sugava,
and Same.1,
- - 165 and several go dd esses
. th-a, 164 Megh arava- an d Meghamala,
Supra t 1~.
names ending in da and

kar~I,

166

Wl. th

by their very grouping, look fictitious,

Instances of arbitrary names can be detected also in the Matsya Pura~~
. t 1n
. sue h pa1rs
.
" - and Bhagananda,
- 167 Mat~nan
d-a and Sunand-a, 168
l 1s
as ~atananda
·k
· - 170
b
td v· t- 171
d D bh - 169
· d
S bh u

aga an

ur

aga,

Kamp1n1 an

Par1 amp1n1,

Lam

asa~a

an

1sa.a,

etc ••

Individual groups of such names might well have been conceived as
172
names of real goddesses, mutually distinguished,
but the manner in which
they appear in the lists along with similar groups, and the general nature
of the lists themselves, make their authenticity highly suspect.
The suspicion that the lists of the Mat's in the Mahabharata and the
Matsya

Pura~~

are artificial is strengthened by two more factors.

Firstly,

they include with what appear to be imaginary names, names of goddesses
of known history.

Such are the goddesses Bhadrakali, Kali, Kalika or

161
Ibid,, IX.45.13,
162
Ibid., IX.45,26,
163
Ibid., IX.45.5. In ibid., v,10, Sudama is named with Bahudama.
164
Ibid,, IX,45.28,
165
Ibid, There is a Meghasvana in ibid,, v.8, and Meghavasini in v,17.
166
Dhanada and Bhavada in ibid., IX,45.13; Bhangada in v,26; Pasuda, Vittada,
Sukhada, Payoda, Go-mahi~ada, all in v.27; Kr~~akar~I, K~urakar~i and
Catu~kar~i in v,24; Gokar~i, Kharakar~I and Mahakar~i in v,25; Gokar~I
again with Sukarni in v,28,
167
•
Mat,P., 179.11,
168
Ibid. , 179. 12.
169
Ibid,, 179.14, Dubharga of the text is obviously a mistake; cf, Vi.Dh.P.,
I.226,12.
170
Ibid., 179,24; ibid,, v.25 names Kampana.
171
Ibid., 179.28.
172
Cf, Culakoka- and Mahakoka-devata of the Bharhut railing inscriptions;
see Barua & Sinha, Bharhut Inscriptions, p,73.

174
Mahakali, who in one form or the other appear in both the lists.

173

Bahuputrika, Kotara, Revati and Jye>tha also appear to have had popular
174
cults of their own,
Secondly, in these lists goddesses whose divine
nature was never suspect in the brahmanical tradition are crowded together
with demonesses,

This is difficult to be detected in the epic list in

which, while the well known demoness Putana is included and several other
names suggest goddesses of horrible form and character, there are scarcely
any clearly recognizable Vedic brahmanical deities,

But the Matsya

Purav~

includes Aditi, U~a, Svaha, Svadha, Va~atkara, etc., with Pisaci, Rak~asi,
Vinata, Surasa, Danu, etc,,

This might possibly hint at the priority of

the Mahabharata list, but such priority is clearly indicated by the fact
that, whereas there are very few goddesses in it whose names may be
175
imagined as feminine forms of names of male gods,
the list in the
Matsya

Purav~

traditional

is full of such instances,

There, not only all the

Sapta-mat~kas

are recognizable, but also such goddesses as
176
Rudresi, Sakri, SaTikari, Sauri, Siva, Vainayaki, Varnvi and Vayavya,
173
Bhadrakali in Mbh., IX.45.11; Kalika in ibid., v,13; Kali in Mat,P.,
179.14 and 27; and Mahakali in ibid., v,14.
174

Bahuputrika occurs in Mbh,, IX.45.3 and Mat,P., 179.19. The Kadambari
refers to painting the figure of this goddess on the door of the confinement
room of queen Vilasavati; see Kadambari, ed, Parab, p.159. A Jatamat~devata
is mentioned in the Har~acarita (ed. Kane, 4th Ucchvasa, p.7), in
connection with the celebration on the occasion of Harsa's birth, and it
would appear from Saffikara 1 s commentary on it (see ibid:, ed, Fuhrer, p,185)
that she might be identical with Bahuputrika, See also Agrawala,
Har~acarita - Eka Samsk~tika Adhyayana, p.65, and Kadambari - Eka Samsk,tika
Adhyayana, p.77 and fn,2, where the identification of these goddesses with
Carcika is suggested, See also above, Ch. I, pp, 9 ff..
;Kotara occurs in the Mahabharata, IX,45.17, For a popular cult of
Kotavi-Kotari-Kotara, see below, ~h.V,
The Matsya Purav~ includes Revati and Jye>tha also in the list of the
Mat~s; see Mat,P., 179,13, 20.
A popular cult of Revati is clearly suggested
in the Revati-kalpadhyaya of the Kasyapa Saffihita; see Kasyapa saffihita,
pp,187 ff.; also Agrawala, Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma, pp.58 ff.; see
also above, Ch. I , pp,6 ff. • For a popular cult of Jye~tha, see Rao, EHI.,
I, pt.II, pp,390 ff.; Hartmann, Beitrage zur Geschichte der Gottin Lak~mi,
pp,12 ff., esp,15-6; Banerjea, J.N., "Some Folk Goddesses of Ancient and
Mediaeval India", IHQ, , XIV, pp. 104 ff .._
175
In fact, there are no such recognizable names except the very doubtful ones
like Dhanada, Pingak~I, Pu~ava, and probably a few others.
176
See Appendix, below, pp,256ff.,. About the lateness of the conception of the
Mothers as personified energies of the male gods, see below, pp,187 ff ••

175
The long listsof the

Mat~s,

therefore, generally speaking, are purely

arbitrary compilations and no precise identification of all the goddesses
named can be made.
It might perhaps be suspected for a moment, in view of these long
lists, that we are dealing not with one group of the

Mat~s

but with several

separate groups of them, or that the very grouping of the Matrs is a later
phenomenon when popular local goddesses of independent origin and history
77
were arbitrarily huddled together.f
The second alternative, which at
first sight would appear to explain the long lists satisfactorily, has to
be rejected outright because independent historical evidence invariably
speaks of the existence and worship of the Matrs as group-divinities,
which, therefore, has to be accepted as their original, essential
178
The first alternative may appear relatively less
characteristic.
objectionable, especially since the epic, when referring to the Mat~s,
.
11 y u·ses th e express1on
.
-t
-h ~ 179 But even this explanation
occas1ona
~:r-gar:~.
would appear hypothetical, firstly because the more common expression in
matara~,

the epic passages is

and occasionally also

mat,-ga~~~.

where not

more than one group is implied; and, secondly, because the classical
Sanskrit literature of secular inspiration as well as inscriptions, when
referring to the shrines or the worship of the Mat,s, always seem to mention
them as one group.

So the longer lists also should be regarded as products

of the same tendency which worked in the compilation of shorter and more
specific lists, with the difference that the compilers here show greater
enthusiasm and, commensurate with it, greater arbitrariness in including

all kinds of real and imaginary goddesses in the group.

At least in the

early stages of such developments, as reflected in the epic verses and also
in the Matsya

Pura~~.

the compilation of longer lists may also be assumed

177
This would seem to be implied in Kosambi's approach; see below, pp.251 ff ••
178
The smaller groups of the Mothers, widely differing from each other, as
seen in the myths of Skanda's birth in the Mahabharata, would be intelligible
only on the assumption of a pre-existing group of popular goddesses who were
collectively designated Matrs.
179
E,.g. in Mbh., III.219.42: ye ca mat:r~rt~~ prokta~ •.• ; mat::~~an in ibid,,
IX.45.1. Also in Ete canye ca bahavo gar:~~ satrubhayamkara~ (ibid,, IX.45.
40), the word~~~~' coming immediately after the long list of the Mothers
and the description of their forms and nature, should stand for Mat::-gar:~~·

176

to have been influenced by the exigencies of the myth, to highlight
Skanda 1 s position by increasing the number of Matrs accompanying him, or,
when the destruction of demons was at stake, to swell the gods' army by
including as many ferocious Mothers in it as possible, counting them in
hundreds and thousands.

It is only when a smaller group, like that of

the Sapta-Matrkas, has been more or less standardised and popularised in
the brahmanical tradition that, in the

Pura~ic

myths, we notice only these

assisting Siva or Devi in vanquishing the demon host.

The word Matr-ga~~g,

therefore, has to be understood as a loose expression synonymous with
180
Matarag,
and perhaps occasionally necessitated because several arbitrary
groups of Mothers had already been introduced into the story.
The arbitrary nature of the long lists of the Matrs in the epic and
Pura~ic

literature has been demonstrated above.

The manner in which such

lists were made up and the factors facilitating their compilation may also
be suggested here.

The possible exigencies of the story where a large

army of ferocious beings was to be brought together, and the ease with
which this could be done in the case of the Matrs in view of their group
nature and relative anonymity, coupled with the enthusiasm of the compilers,
must have worked in tbe production of such lists, but we suspect that these
factors alone may not fully explain their bulky nature, for we notice in
them, not simply a vague and general counting of deities in round figures
like hundreds and thousands, but attempts at actually naming such a large
number.

In the face of these lists, therefore, it appears to us necessary

to assume that, even if the names included are generally concocted ones,
a wide-spread cult of feminine deities must have been a familiar phenomenon
of the age.

Real goddesses must have been locally worshipped all over India

before such lists could be manufactured and made intelligible.

This,

incidentally, is supported by certain passages in the same context in the
Mahabharata.

Towards the close of a fairly detailed description of the

nature and appearance of the Matrs, immediately following the list of them,
180
This inference would be quite in conformity with the Sanskrit grammatical
tradition, in which, in the case of a dvigu compound, the qualified noun
could be in the plural if the adjectival part indicated more than one
number, i.e., Sarvag matr~~~g and Sarvag mat,~~~g, would both be
permissible and mean the same, viz., "the group of the Mothers". A good
illustration is provided by Saptamatr~~ascaiva in~., IX.43.29, which
almost certainly stands for the group of the seven Mothers.

177
we are informed:

"Adorned with diverse kinds of ornaments, they wear
181
diverse kinds of attire, and speak diverse languages".
It is transparent
enough that the compiler of the epic list (and presumably that of the Matsya

Pura~~.

following it) had raw material in the form of the very large number

of local goddesses to draw upon in reconstructing a gx:o.up of Mothers in
182
hundreds, and in actually being encouragacL.to coin namas.. for tham..
However, while th.e intention of the .. c<llllfli-Ler. and tha mathncL.adnp:tecL.hy him
is clear, his attempt has no other reLevance to the. concept of the Mat'\'s
except demonstrating ... the group nature of these deities and their alien
origin,

As far as the mechanism of coining names is concerned, it may be

noted that almost all the names appear. to be pure Sanskrit words in
feminine forms.

A fairly larganumber of them are expressive of the forms

and appearance of the Mat'\'s, generally fierce and cruel, e.g., Bhayallkari,
Uttejani, Satrufijaya, Krodhana, Mahavega, Vibhi~a~a, Alatak~I, Lohitak~I,
Dirghajihva, Vidyujjihva, Lambapayodhara, Sasollikamukhi, Sisumaramukhi,
Jarjaranana, Lohamekhala, Kha~qakha~qa, Mahakaya, etc ..

Other names try

to express the sentiment that, when appeased, the Mat'\'s grant all kinds of
boons; such as Pasuda, Vittada, Sukhada, Payoda,

Go-mahi~a-da,

etc ••

Some

names appear to be euphemistically formed with ananda and bhaga endings,
183
.
t.1ng a genera l ausp1c1ous
. .
1mpu
na t ure t o th ese d e1. t.1es~
Before we proceed to examine attempts to specify the names and number
of the Mat'\'s in shorter, compact groups of seven, eight, etc., we may take
note of the epic and

Pura~ic

statements about the nature of these deities,

Far from what their group name, "Mothers", seems to suggest, the
Mat's generally appear as a formidable group of fighting, ferocious and
bloodthirsty beings.

This is indicated by several aspects of their

character and myths.

In the common epic and Pura~ic stor.es of Siva, Skanda

L

"

181
Mbh., IX.45,39:
Nanabhara~adhari~yo nanamalyambarastatha,
Nanavicitravesasca nanabhasastathaiva ca.

.

.

182
Cf. also above, Ch,I , pp,24 ff.,
183
For several such names, see Mbh., IX.45. 5, 11; Mat.P., 179.11, 12, 14, 25.
Cf. also Mangala and Sumangala in Mat.P., 179.21 and Mbh., IX.45.12
respectively; Kalya~I in Mbh., IX,45.7 and Svastimati in ibid,, IX.45.12;
Subha in Mat,P., 179.29,

178

or Devi killing the demons, they appear on the side of the gods as suitable
matches for their enemies,

Their appearance

strikes~

terror in their

enemies' hearts and they spread destruction all around the demon host,

184

In the Pura~ic myths of Siva killing Andhakasura, as we have seen, the
Mat~s

were especially created to suck the blood of the wounded demon and
185
were exceedingly gratified at performing this task,
In fact, so
pronounced is their ingrained ferocity and bloodthirstiness that even after
the demons are annihilated, they continue to devour gods and men in the
186
three realms in spite of Siva's admonition to the contrary,
Although designated "Mothers", the

Mat~s

also appear as ogresses.

It

must be borne in mind that the so-called "Mothers" of the child Skanda
187
were initially employed to kill him,
Skanda's female grahas, again
called

Mat~s,

are said to destroy foetuses, cause miscarriage and afflict
188
children under sixteen years of age in various harmful ways.
In fact,
189
they have to be especially pacified to prevent them from doing so.
It
may be added here that both the Harivamsa and the Matsya Pura~~ record a
184
Note their performance in Mar.P,, 85.28-38 (tr, Pargiter, 88,28-38,
pp.503-4); see also Mat~s as satrubhayaffikara~ in Mbh,, IX,45.40. In Bha,P.,
VIII.10,33, the Mat~s fight the demons for gods for possession of am~ta
that came out of the churning of the ocean, and, in ibid., X,63, 6 ff., they
are in the train of Siva when he fights on the sid~e of Ba~asura against
Krsna 1 s army.

185.

See above, p. 160, Mat.P., 179.33 reads as:
Andhakanam mahaghora~ papustadrudhiram tada,
Tato 1 ndhakas~ja~ sarva~ param t~ptimupagata~!·
In the Mar.P., against Raktavija, this feat is performed by Kali-Camu~4a,
generally counted as the last of the Sapta-mat~kas; see above, p, 157.
See also Lohitabhojana as the name of a "Mother" attending on the child
Skanda (above, p,162 ), and some Bala-grahas, also called Mat~-ga~a~, as
fond of flesh and wine; (above, p,166),
186
Mat.P,, 179.41-4, 61-2,
187
See above, p,162 and fn,109,
188
Mbh,, III,219,24-41; see also above, PP. 166-7,
189
See above, p,138,~ and fn,5.

179
tradition that all the children of the king Bharata had been destroyed in
"- -t :rs. 190
a bygone age on account. of t he anger. of t=-.Ma
The malevolent character of the Mat:rs is clearly indicated in a
graphic description of their forms and appearance in the Salya-parvan of
191
the Mahabharata.
Though also said to be generally of straight forms
and sweet features, fair complexioned, endowed with youth and decked with
ornaments, they are described .at leng:th .as ugly,_ ferocious-looking: beings,
with long nails, long teeth and protruding _lips,

They are ske.letal

(nirmamsagatryaJ:) and some of them have long ears, long breasts and stomachs.
While some are said to be white in colour, others are tawny, coppery, green
or dark like clouds and smoke,

Their favourite haunts are trees, open spots,
192
crossroads, caves and cremation grounds, mountains and springs,
all of
which, named together, have to be regarded as equally inauspicious places,
and were often conceived as playgrounds of all kinds of demoniacal beings
193
like Rak~asas, Pisacas, Bhutas, etc ••
Carudatta•s worship of the Mat:rs
as referred to in the Carudatta and the Mrcchakatika may have been a

-·

·--

brahmanised rite, but it is interesting to note that the offerings were to
194
be made in the evening at the crossroads,
and the used or abandoned

Matr
shrines of the ~~acarita and Kadambari, oftea" located in uninhabited
195
or wild places,
are clearly not an invention of Ba~abha~~a. The statement
190
Hv., 23.50:
Bharatasya vina~~e~u tanaye~u mahipate,
Matrnam tata kopena yatha te kathitam tada,
Mat.P,, 49.15:
Bharatasya vina~~e~u tanaye~u pura kila,
Putra~am matrkatkopat sumahansaiDk~ayaJ: krtaJ:.
191
Mbh,, IX.45.30-40,

..

192

Ibid,, IX.45.38:
Vrk~acatvaravasinyascatu~pathaniketanaJ:,

.

.

.

Guhasmasanavasinyah sailaprasravanalayah.
193
See e.g., Hopkins, EM., p.37 for Bhutas as dangerous demons of mountains;
ibid., pp.39, 40, 44~or Rak~asas living in caves, trees, mountain wilds,
rough places. The demoness Jara is said to collect raw flesh at crossroads
at night; see ibid., p,41. According to Varahamihira, a house situated near
the crossroads brings evil repute; see ~rhatsaiDhita, 52.87; also below,
~2~.
1~

See above, PP.140 ff ••
195
See above, pp,142-3,

180
in the

Har~acarita

that young nobles burnt themselves with lamps to
196
propitiate the Mothers
must also be accepted as having some basis in
fact, for even more gory rituals are recorded in the Yasastilaka of
Somadeva according to which. certain fanatical devotees of the Mat:p used
to tear out their intestines to appease these deities, 197
The demoniacal strain in the

Mat~s'

character is also suggested by

the arbitrarily compiled long lists of the epic and the Puranas which, as
we have seen, juxtapose goddesses with knmm demonesses, 198 , But clearer
evidence still comes from several instances where the

Mat~s

as a group are

counted along with beings of undoubtedly demoniacal character,

We have

already seen how, in the Salya-parvan, when the father Rudra was seen by
the babe Kumara Karttikeya, the former was in the midst of numerous
199
The
ferocious and ugly looking Bhutas and the Divine Mothers, etc,,
list includes towards the end several Vedic brahmanical deities, but it
starts with counting the Bhutas and immediately after them notices the
Mothers,
Pura~~·

Several such interesting instances are found in the Bhagavata
For example, in an account of the creation of all beings by

we are told of the origin of the Prajapatis, Manus, Devas,
Siddhas,

Cara~as,

Vi~~u,

~~is, Pit~~ga~as,

Gandharvas, Vidyadharas, Asuras, Guhyakas, Kinnaras,

Apsarases, Nligas, Sarpas, Uragas, "Mat:rs", RB:k~asas, PiSS:cas, Pretas, Bhlitas,

Vinayakas,

Ku~ma~~as,

Urumad-devatas, Yatudhanas, Grahas, etc., where the
200
specific position of the Mothers in the narrative cannot be overlooked,

196
See above, p.142 and fn,26,
197
Kvacit-tik~~a-puru~apakr~ta-svakiyantra-yantradolana-to~yama~a-mat~~~~alam,

as cited in Handiqui, Yasastilaka and Indian Culture, p,397, The dreaded
goddess Candamari is described in the Yasastilaka as the stewardess of the
kitchen of'the awful Mothers; see ibid,, p,81,
198
See above, p,174, Kaki, who is called a Mat~ in Mbh,, III,217,9 {see above,
p,163, fn,115), is a demoness (danavi) in Hv,, 3,81-2,
199
See above, p,167,
200
Bha.P,, II,10,37-9. In a similar description of the creation of all beings
by Vi~~u in the Kinjawadekar's edn, of the Mahabharata, we are told of the
origin of Bhuta-matr-ga~adhyak~am virupak~~ (see Mbh., ed, Kinjawadekar,
XII,207,34), but the Critical edn, rejects the verse as apocryphal; see
Mbh,, Cr,edn,, vol,15, p,1116, n,545 on Mbh,, XII,200,33,

181

..

In the description of Krsna's victory over Bana to secure the release of
~

~

Aniruddha, Rudra is portrayed as fighting on the side of the demon king
and his army is said to have been constituted of Bhutas, Pramathas,
Guhyakas, l}iikinis, Yatudnanas, Vetalas, Vinayakas, Pretas, "Miit:rs", Pisacas,

Ku~ma~4as and Brahma-riik~asas. 201

At another place in the same

Mat:rs are explicitly conceived of as evil beings.
the babe

KH~a

Pura~~' the

We are told that when

had killed the balaghatini Putana, the overjoyed, but at the

same time scared, Gopis carried out all kinds of apotropaic ritual for the
child and finally performed a bija-nyasa on his body with various protective
utterances, including:

" ••.•

May the l}iikinis, the

Ja~adharis,

the

Ku~ma~4as, the infanticides, the goblins, the Mat:rs, the Pisacas, the
Yak~as,

the

Riik~asas,

the Vinayakas,

Ko~ara,

Revati,

Jye~~ha,

Putana, etc.,

••• , other evil omens and calamities dreamt of, the slayers of the old and
the young, all these and other evil spirits be destroyed, being terrified
at the recital of the name of

Vi~~u". 202

There is, therefore, no doubt about the essentially evil nature of
the Mat:rs, and it would appear that even after they had been incorporated
into the brahmanical pantheon and their cult popularised in the form of
the Sapta- or

A~~a-mat:rkas,

their original nature was never forgotten.

The

need of pacification (prasamana) of the Ma:t:rs, as referred to in the
- t a, 203 appears to have been constantly felt. In the Vi~~udharmottara
Ma h -abhara
Pura~~'

immediately after the account of Siva's destruction of the demon

Andhakasura with the aid of the Mothers, a short chapter is devoted entirely
to certain rites, involving the use of many kinds of medicinal herbs, food
materials, etc., by which the evil influences of the MB:t:rs (mat:r-do~~) may
204
It is interesting to note that in the rite of the
be warded off,
201
Ibid., X,63,6 ff,, esp. vs.10-1,
2~

Ibid,, X. ch.6. The verses 27-9 read:
l}iikinyo yatudhanyasca ku~ma~~a ye'rbhakagraha~,
Bhutapretapisacasca yaksaraksovinayakah,
27
Kotararevatijyestha put~na m~trkadayah;
U~ada ye hyapa;~ara dehapra~e~driyad~uha~.
28
Svapnad:r~ta mahotpata v:rddhabalagrahasca ye,
Sarve nasyantu te vi~~ornamagraha~abhirava~.
29
203
See above, p,138, fn.5.
204
Vi.Dh,P., I. ch,227.
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!:rddhi Sraddha, as described in the mediaeval dig.ests and the Pural}as, the
rationale given for the worship of tha.Matrs before that of the Pitp or
205
and
other deities is that otherwise they woul~.perpetrate violence,
occasionally appears in the role of the chastiser of these
206
divinities,
In the Varaha Pural}~, the Mat:rkas are portrayed as

Vi~JtU

symbolizing bad mental qualities like desire, anger, covetousness, pride,
207
etc ..

The character of the Mii:t:rs is reflected also in the epigraphs.

In

its invocatory verse, the Deogarh Rock inscription of Svamibha~a lays stress
208
and in the Gangdhar inscription, while
on the prowess of these deities,
the Mii:t:rs are described as "uttering loud and tremendous shouts of joy and
stirring up the very oceans with the mighty winds arising from the Tantric
rites of their religion", their abode is said to be "full of female ghouls"
(<J-ii:kini-samprakirl}Jt~) and "a very terrible one" (atyuggram). 209 As we
shall presently see below, there are other indications that certain forms
of worshipping the Mat:rs were probably of the Tantric variety, and there
is

explicit, though late, evidence of these deities being actually included
210
in proper Tantric rites,
It is not unlikely, therefore, that the Mat:rs,
like many other similar groups such as ~ii:kinis, Sii:kinis, Yoginis, etc.,
who are all of predominantly malevolent character, were included in the
Tantric rites, and possibly were the very first to be included, for that
very reason4

The essentially demoniacal character of the Matrs appears certain, and
their group name should, therefore, be regarded as euphemistic,

200
See Kapadia, Hindu Kinship, p,39, fn.84 1
206
Mat,P., ch.179; see also below, p.193.
207
See Rao, EHI., I, pt.II, p,381.
208
See above, p.146 and fn,36,
209
See Fleet, CII., III p.76, lines 35-7 of the record:
Mii:t~Jtafica [pramuJdita-ghan-atyarttha-nihradininam,
Tantr-odbhuta-prabala-pavan-odvarttit-ambhonidhinam.
[ ••• ]gatam~idam <J-ii:kini-samprakirn'tam,
Vesm-,atyuggram n:rpati-sacivo=[•Jkarayat=pul}ya-heto~.
See also Sircar, Sel,Ins., I, p,405,
210
See below, PP.249 ff,.

The whole
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history of the Mothers appears analogous to that of the demoness Hariti
211
who became the Buddhist Madonna,
or the demoness Jara of the
212
Mahabharata,
Of course, the dual character of a divine figure, at once
evil and good, is a familiar religious phenomenon,

Some of the best

instances of it are provided in the religious history of India itself, in
which, generally speaking, it becomes difficult to conceive of a demon as
213
wholly evil, or, for that matter, of a god as always kind and merciful,
It is possible to imagine that the Matrs too had always had such an ambivalent
nature; essentially cruel, they could also be pacified so as to grant
protection and boons or, at least, not to inflict injuries,

But as far as

the evidence of the brahmanical literature stands, the Matrs seem to have
acquired much of their kindly nature, their so-called "Motherhood", in the
process of their entry into the brahmanical pantheon,

To our mind, the

epic passages where, while accepting the seven daughters of Hutasana as
"Mothers", Skanda repeatedly remarks:

"Ye shall always be named Siva and

Asiva", and where, dissuading the Matara~ from eating human children, he
214
exhorts them to extend to the children their protective care,
and also
a similar act on the part of Siva in the Matsya

Purag~, 215 retain pages of

the real history of these divinities, when their malevolent character was
216
gradually being softened in the process of brahmanisation.
211
See Peri, Noel, "Hariti, la Mere-de-demons", BEFEO., XVII, no.3, 1917,
pp,1 ff.; also Coomaraswamy, Yak~~' I, pp,9-10, and II, pp,5-6 and
references cited there,
212
See Mbh., II,16.38 ff.; 17,1 ff.; also Hopkins,~., p,41; Banerjea, "Some
Fo~k Goddesses of Ancient and Mediaeval India", IHQ., XIV, pp,101-4,
213
Cf, Hopkins, EM., p,38, while writing about the demons in the epic,
214
~., III,217,8; 219,20, quoted above on p,163, fn,115 and p,166, fn,126
respectively,
215
Mat,P,, 179.42:
Bhavatibhih prajah sarva raksaniya na samsayah,
216
Yaduvanshi makes a distinction between two separate types of Matrkas, the
•

•

•

"

It

ones who were benign and conceived of _as "mothers", and the others who were

fierce and malevolent in nature. According to him, it is the popular cult
of the benign Matrkas that is reflected in inscriptions, in such literary
texts as the Mrcchakatika and in the conception of the Matrkas as constantly
accompanied by.Gagesa'in iconography, The other type of the Matrkas, in his
opinion, are the ferocious companions of Siva and Parvati as described in

184
The analysis of the epic and
suggest that the

Pura~ic

myths, therefore, enables us to

Mat~s

were originally a group of analogous goddesses of
217
cruel, demoniacal aspect, outside the brahmanical tradition,
They may
have had their own names - although there is little indication of their
having been of a fixed number- but when confronting the brahmanical society,
it was by their group character rather than by specific names that they
were recognizable,

However, giving specific names to the

Mat~s

and fixing

their number seems to have started from the very beginning of their
incorporation into the brahmanical fold,

The attribution of these two

specific features could well have been a simultaneous process, but available
evidence indicates that the Mothers were first sought to be limited by
number before they were specified by proper names,

We have already

suggested that the varying lists of the Mahabharata do not warrant the
218
originality or priority of any one group of Mothers over the others.
This being so, the attribution first of a number to the

Mat~s

has to be

presupposed to explain why the six wives of the seers together with Svaha,
the Krttikas, and the seven daughters of Hutasana are all separately calle~
• 219
Considering the popularity that the concept ·of the SaptaMataraq.
mat~kas

enjoyed in literature and art in the subsequent period, it would

not be surprising if, in the process of their entrance into the brahmanical
pantheon, the number of the

Mat~kas

was originally fixed at seven,

Suggestions of this are contained in the Mahabharata itself,

When the

daughters of Hutasana are welcomed as "Mothers", they are specifically
216 contd
the Pura~~; see Yaduvanshi, Saiva Mata, p.141; cf, also ibid,, pp,163-4,
Such a distinction, we believe, is thoroughly arbitrary and even misleading,

217
See also below, pp, 199 ff,,for an examination of various suggestions
about the origin of the Matrs.
218
•
See above, pp,170-1.
219
See above, pp. 161 ff,. While only six wives of the ~~is appear as Skanda's
"Mothers", the place of the seventh is not quite vacant;in view of the
figure of 'chaste' Arundhati lurking in the background and especially of
that of Svaha, who was not only instrumental in the "fall" of the six and
their eventual installation as Skanda's mothers, but who was herself
fittingly accepted as one, Similarly, even though there is a tradition
that the ~ttikas are of a large, indefinite number, they were generally
counted as six and sometimes as seven; see below, pp,216 ff .•
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counted as seven,

220

and Siva in the Salya-parvan is described as surrounded,

amongst the others, also by the
If the number of the

Mat~s

Sapta-mat~-ga~ah, 221
was originally sought to be fixed at seven,

it is difficult to be certain of the names by which they were first
recognized,

The different groups of the Mothers in the

Ara~yaka-parvan

only suggest a stage when they were still more or less anonymous,

It seems,

however, that the position was changed by the time of the ~~hatsaffihita and
the

Amarako~~.

seven Mothers,

and an entirely new element was added to the concept of the
They were identified as personified energies of certain

gods and obtained names, appearances and other characteristics from their
222
male counterparts,
There are thus two clearly-marked stages in the
development of the concept of the Seven Mothers in the brahmanical tradition:
first, when the Mothers were conceived of as a group of seven without any
agreement over the names of the individual members, and second, when they
were conceived of as energies of certain male gods and were identified as
Brahmi, etc,,
traditional

The latter development brings us to the stage of the

Sapta-mat~kas

The traditional

of brahmanical tradition,

Sapta-mat~kas,

as noted earlier, are generally counted

as Brahmi (or Brahma~I), Mahesvari, Kaumari, Vai~~avi, Varahi, Aindri (or

Indra~I or Mahendri), and Cam~4a. 223 The epic anticipates the idea
contained in the above list, though not the specific seven of the group,
when, in the long description of the nature of the Mat~s in the Salya-parvan,
it says that some Matrs partook of the nature of Yama, some of Rudra, some
of Soma, some of Kubera, some of

Var~a,

some of Indra, some of Agni, some

220
See above, p, 163, and fn,115,
221
See above, p. 167, and fn,132; cf. also above, p, 175 and fn,179.
222
This is clearly mentioned in the ~rhatsamhita, 57.56: Matr~~ah kartavya~
svanamadevanurupak~tacihna~, and implied in Amarako~a's"Brahmityadyastu
Matara~; see AK., NSP, edn., p,8, line 70. See also Na~ya-~astra, III,66,
cited above, p,139 and fn,11.
223
One of the frequently quoted verses g1v1ng the list is
See above, p,149.
contained in the Bombay (NSP,) edn, of the Amarako~~. with the Mahesvari
commentary, p.8:
Brahmi maheSvari caiva kaumari vaisnavi tatha,
Varahi ca tathendra~I cam~4a sapt~:matara~.
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of Vayu, some of Kumara and some of Brahma.

224

But the earliest definitely

dateable sources where the Sapta-matrs are referred to are the inscriptions
225
of the early Calukyas of Badami.
•Whether the reference there is to the
seven Mothers traditionally counted as Brabmi, etc., is not absolutely
certain, though highly probable,

The

Amarako~~

definitely identifies the

Mathers as "Brahmi, etc." (Brahmityadyastu mataraJ:), but does not specify
the number, although here again the traditional Sapta-matrkas may be
226
implied,
The same may be said of the prescription in the ~r~h~a~t~s~a~m~h~1~·t~a~
which con·ceives of the Mothers as female forms of their corresponding male
counterparts but neither names them nor even identifies them in the manner
227
of Amara by naming the first of the group.
In Indian literature and art in the mediaeval period and, therefore,
presumably in the religious beliefs and practices of the brahmanical
society represented by such sources, the Sapta-matrkas remain very
enduring figures. The Pura~~ and Agamas generally count the Matrkas as
. 1cons
.
-hm-1, 228 and , as no t e d above, thelr
. .
seven, b eg1nn1ng
Wl'th Bra
are
229
frequently recognized on the walls of mediaeval Hindu shrines.
It
appears, however, that once the Mothers had been conceived of as personified
energies of the gods, this, and not the number seven, became the central
concept behind them.
them in the

Amarako~~

This is suggested in the abbreviated reference to
and the simple, straightforward prescription of the

224
Mbh,, IX.45.35-6:
--- Yamyo raudryastatha saumy~ kauberyo'tha mahabala~,
Varu~yo'tha ca mahendryastathagneyya~ paramtapa.
35
Vayavyascatha kaumaryo hrahmyasca bharatar~abha,
36
A line immediately following it, viz, Vai~~avyasca tatha sauryo varahyasca
mahahalaJ:, that appears in the vulgate text (Kinjawadekar's edn, IX.46.38a),
is rejected in the Poona Critical edn, as interpolation; see notes on Mbh.,
IX,45.36 in the Cr. edn ••
225
See above, p.147 and fn,41,
226
See above, p,185 and fns, 222 and 223.
227
See above, p,185 and fn,222,
228
See Rao, EHI., I, pt,II, p.381,
229
See above, pp,153-4.
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• . - 230

~'!' h atsamh1ta,

What is implied in the individual names of the

Sapta-mat:rkas is allegorised in the
Pura~~.

Pura~ic

myths, as in the

Marka~4eya

where they are described as emerging from the bodies of their male
231

namesakes.

The conception that the Mat:rs are personified energies of gods is
232
clearly related to the Devi or Sakti cult in genera1,
and its origin
and history are intelligible only in relation to and as consequent upon
the idea that the gods are all associated with their Saktis, without whom
they are powerless,

This, incidentally, provides a logical clue towards

a rough determination of the antiquity of the concept of traditional
Sapta-mat:rkas.

The idea that a supernatural being is possessed of power

is a perfectly natural and innocent one and may be presumed to be an
important constituent element in the conception of a deity in the earliest
233
stages of religion,
But in India, in the context of the growing
popularity of the cult of the Supreme Goddess, it assumed great significance
when the power of the god was abstracted and allegorised as a feminine
being,

Distinguishable from the prior and more general philosophical idea

of Supreme Female Energy as the creator of the universe and the main power
234
behind it,
and largely dependent upon it, the concept that each god has
235
his own Sakti is a relatively later development,
No doubt, the )fg-veda
has Indra 1 s wife Saci; who is essentially the personification of that god's
236
power,
and the Svetasvatara Upani~ad anticipates it in its classic
230
See above, fn,222,
231
See above, p. 1 56.
232
See above, Ch,I~., for.the evolution of the cult of Maha-devi,
233
This is a very common observation by scholars writing on the nature and
origin of religion. See, e.g., van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence and
Manifestation, pp,23 ff •• Power is also the primary attribute of the
Vedic gods; see Macdonell, VM., p.19,
234
-See above, Ch,II, pp,133 ff,, esp,136,
235
Cf, Basham, The Wonder that was India, p,311,
236
See Gonda, Some Observations on the Relations between "Go"ds". and "Powers"

in the Veda, etc., p.70. We are, of course, not dealing with the gods'
nwives" like Varur:ani, Agnayr, etc~i which has no relevance here, even
though, much later, they also might have come under the influence of the
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s t a t emen t :

237
- -· t u prak ~ t..
. dh.1 mayinam
• tu mahesvaram,
•
Mayam
1m v1d
bu t the

concept became popular only at a much later date,

Its general currency

has to be associated with the popularity of the Sakti cult and the
organisation of the Tantric traditions, which, on the available evidence,
cannot be dated before the beginning of the Christian era, and in fact
238
The
become fully recognizable only from the 6th- 7th century A,D,,
origin of the traditional

Sapta-mat~kas,

counted as Brahmi, etc,, therefore,

cannot be placed much earlier than this period,

This inference is quite

in agreement with the literary and archaeological evidence,
text which suggests the concept of the

Mat~s

The earliest

as personified energies of

the gods and which can be dated with any certainty is the ~~hatsamhita
240
239
of Varahamihira,
generally assigned to the 6th century A.D ••
The
241
Amarako~~ also, which refers to the Mat~s as Brahmi, etc.,
cannot be
242
and the same may be said of the Devidated before the Gupta period
mahatmya of

Marka~qeya Pura~~243 which gives a detailed description of

236 contd
same idea and have been conceived of as their husbands' "Energies"; cf.
Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, II, p,41, fn,61; also Kane, HD., V, pt.II,
p,1044·
237
Svetasvatara Upani~ad, IV.10 (Radhakrishnan, The Principal Upani~ads,
p,734).
238
The precise or1g1ns of the Sakta and Tantric cults are obscure, but it
is generally believed that they appear as recognizable religious movements
in the post-Gupta period; see Farquhar, An Outline of the Religious
Literature of India, pp,167 ff.; 199 ff.; Winternitz, A History of Indian
Literature, I, pt.II, pp.514 ff,, esp, 530 ff.; Bhattacharya, H.D., in
Majuindar(eu,), The Age of,Imperial Kanauj, pp,315 ff.; cf, Renou, Religions
of Ancient India, pp,101-2; also Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, II, p,31.
239
See above, fn,222,
240
See Keith, A History of Sanskrit Literature, p,517; Majumdar (ed,), The
Classical Age, p,321, For a very recent discussion on the date of
Varahamihira, see Shastri, India as seen in the B~hatsaffihita of Varahamihira,
pp.4 ff ..
241
See above, fn,222.
242
See Keith, A History of Sanskrit Literature, pp,413, 517; Majumdar (ed,),
The Classical Age, pp,318, 321; cf, also Kosambi, D,D,, "The Working Class
in Amarako~~~~, JOR., XXIV, 1954-5, p. 57.
243
On the date of the Devi-mahatmya, see above, Ch,II, pp,109-10,
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the Mothers as the personified energies of the gods.

244

Similarly, as

noted above, the traditional Sapta-matrkas are not clearly recognizable
in any sculpture dated before the Gupta period, 245 and the grants of the
Calukyas of Badami are the earliest epigraphical records which refer to
the Sapta-matrkas, probably in the sense of the Matrkas counted as Brabmi,
246
etc ••
The Mahabharata passages, therefore, which paint the Matrs as
247
partaking of the natures of various gods
must be regarded as belonging
to the later stages of the development of the epic; and, whatever may be
the date of the Na}ya-sastra of Bharata, at least those sections of the
text which refer to the Mothers as Brahmi, etc. , under the name Na}yamatrs,248 are not likely to have been added before the Gupta period, 249
One important aspect of the development discussed above must be
emphasized to avoid possible misunderstanding of the concept of the Seven
Mothers,

While it is undeniable that the traditional Matrkas, Brabmi, etc,,

came into being in the background of the general Sakta-Tantric ideas, the
individual goddesses of the group so formed are not quite parallel to the
concept of a god associated with his Sakti,

The independent group

244
See above, p,156.
245
See above, pp,151 ff,,
246
See above, p,147,
247
See above, PP.185-6.
248
and fn,11,
See above, p,139
249
There has been considerable discussion about the date of the Na}ya-sastra,
which, according to various opinions ranges between the 4th cent. B.C. and
the 8th cent. A.D •• The text is generally acknowledged to be a compilation
from several different sources, The consensus appears to be to date the
core of the work to 2nd-3rd cent, A.D., to which additions were made in the
following centuries, Particularly suspect are the first five and the last
two chapters of the text, See Keith, A History of Sanskrit Literature,
pp,372, 407; The Sanskrit Drama, p.13; Winternitz, A History of Indian
Literature, vol.III, fasc. 1 (tr, from original German by Kohn), p,10;
Majumdar (ed,), The Age of Imperial Unity, pp,269-70; Natya-sastra, ed,
Ghosh, vol.I, Intro., pp.xlix ff,, esp. lxxix ff,; Kane, History of Sanskrit
Poetics, pp.40 ff.; Dasgupta and De, A History of Sanskrit Literature:
Classical Period, yol,I, pp.cxiv, 522; see also a recent and balanced
appraisal of various opinions in Shekhar, Sanskrit Drama: Its Origin and
Decline, pp.42 ff ..
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character of the Mothers is ever the dominant feature and there is scarcely
250
any individualisation of the constituent members of the group.
Thus, in
myth or iconography, the individual members have nothing to do with their
respective male counterparts from whom they borrow their names and many
other characteristics,
as a group,

When forming associations, they always form them

If Brahmi, Mahesvari, Kaumari, Vai~~avi, etc., are to be

individually associated at all with.other divinities, it is not with their
respective male counterparts, but with the Supreme Goddess as her different
251
aspects or forms.
Perhaps for the reason that the central idea behind the concept of the
Sapta-matrkas was their being personified energies of gods, in literature,
new goddesses with names formed in similar manner replace old ones or
sometimes are added to the list,

A good instance is the account of the

250
One possible exception may be varahi, but her independent status is
intelligible not so much in the context of the Mairs as of the popularity
of such goddesses in general in the Tantric period; and, possibly, also of
that of the Varaha incarnation of Vi~~u; see above, p,158 and fn,99; see
also Banerjea, J.N., "The Varahi Temple at Caurasi", Dr Mirashi Felicitation
Volume, pp,349 ff.; Agrawala, R,C., "A Rare Image of Varahi in the British
Museum", Or,Art,, n,s., IX, no.3, 1963, p,167.
The case of Cam~qa, who is generally counted as the seventh in the group
of the Sapta-matrkas (see above, p,185 and fn,223), seems different. Since
her name is not formed like that of the other Matrkas, Brahmi, etc., she
must be regarded as a goddess of independent origin. It is significant
that the Devi-mahatmya section of the Marka~qeya Pura~~ does not refer to
Camu~qa while describing the origin of the Matp as the personified
"energies" of various gods, and finds it necessary to explain the origin of
her name separately; see above, p. 156.
Cam~qa does not appear in the
epics (cf. Hopkins, EM., p,226; Mar,P., tr, Pargiter, Intra., p.xi), but
her independent popular cult is clearly suggested by the Sanskrit drama
Malatimadhava, which introduces this goddess and her temple in the city of
Padmavati and refers to the attempt by her votaries to offer a human
sacrifice there; see Malatimadhava, Act V, Ba~abha}~a also refers to a
shrine of Cam~qa in a dense grove in the Vindhyan forest regions
(Gahanataru~~~qanirmitacamu~qama~qapairvanapradesai~ ••• ; ~~acarita, ed,
Kane, 7th Ucchvasa, p,68), As an independent goddess, Camu~qa is akin to
Kali and conceived of as the fierce form of Devi; see Mar,P,, ch,84, esp,
84,4-7, 26 (tr, Pargiter, 87,4-7, 25, pp,499, 500), cited above, p,156.
fns, 87, 88),
Similar appears to be the case with Carcika, Although often counted as
the eighth in the group of the A~~a-mat~kas (see below, p,191), she seems
to have had an independent history; see above, p,174, fn.174.
251
See below, p,199,

191
Pu ra~~
.
.• - 1n
. place of the usual Camu~,a.
a- 252
wh1ch
has Naras1ffih1
253
Similar instances may be cited for Raudri, Kauberi, etc ••
- k

a

~~.eya

Apart, however, from the fact that the group of the Seven Mothers
remained s·omewhat unstable in view of replacements and additions in the
254
shape of goddesses of similarly-formed names,
the number seven, as far
as literary evidence goes, cannot be regarded as the only standard one,

We hear fairly frequently of the eight Mothers
of nine, thirteen, fourteen and sixteen,

(A~~a-matrkas),

and sometimes

In the lists of eight, most of

the names are the same as those of the common Sapta-matrka list, In one
255
such frequently appearing list, only Carcika is added;
in another, while
Aindri and Camu~4a are dropped, Raudri, Carmam~ga and Kalasaffikar~i~i are
256
added to make eight.
The ~V~a~r~at==a~Pu~r~a~~~ has a very different list of
Yogisvari, Mahesvari, Vai~~avi, Brahmi-svayambhu,
257
Kaumari, Indraja, Yamada~4ahari, Anasuya and Varaha.
Some late citations
eight Mothers, viz.

by Khare from

K~irasvamin,

the Suprabhedagama, the

Nir~ayasindhu,

the

Sritattvanidhi and some other works fill in the eighth place by

Kalasaffikar~a~i,

Vamani, Vainayaki,

Mahalak~mi

and

Ca~4ika, 258

The

252
See above, p. 156.
253
Such instances may be gathered from the lists collected in the
Sabdakalpadruma, III, pp.691 ff., s.v. Mata and Matrka, Cf. ibid,, p.692a,
where the following verse is reproduced from the Bharata's commentary on
Amara:
Brahmi ca vaisnavi caindri raudri varahiki tatha,
Kauveri caiva'kaumari matara~ sapta-kirtit~.
254
Sabdakalpadruma, III, p,692b, s.v, Mata, incidentally, has an entirely
different list of seven whose names have no relation at all with the
traditional Bratmi, etc,:
Adau·mata gure~ patni brahma~i rajapatnika,
Gavi dhatri tatha prthvi saptaita matarah smrtah,
This is apparently an in~tance of a list made'pur~ly'on the basis of the
number seven of the traditional Sapta-matrkas, and indicates the
popularity of the latter,
255
See Sabdakalpadruma, III, p,692a, s,v, Mata:
Bratmi mahesvari caindri varati vai~I tatha,
Kaumari caiva camunda carcciketyast~'matarah,
**
•
256
See Bohtlingk and Roth, SW,, V, p. 700, s, v. Matar: "acht M'utter".
257
As cited in Karmarkar, The Religions of India, I, p,109.
258
Ibid.
~ II
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Brahmanda Purana also names Mahalaksmi as the eighth Mother.
constructed are the lists of nine Mothers,
Ca~qika

259

Similarly

In one, Narasiffihika and

are added and Raudri appears for Mahesvari; in another, very

different, only three of the standard seven, Varahi,

Camu~qa

and

Indra~I,

are retained, and Narasimhi, Var~I, Lak~mi, Kali, Kapali, and Kurukulya
260
are added.
Groups of Mothers consisting of more than nine members are
very different lists indeed, the only reason for treating them as Mothers
being because they are labelled

Matara~

Thus Kasyapa 1 s

261

the Skanda Purana has a list
.
'
·and perhaps Yogesvari and
may be

thirteen wives are Lokanam matarah·
fourteen in which Carcika,

and form a group.

to be the only familiar Mothers;

Ca~qika

262

and the Brahmavaivarta

of
said

Pura~~ has two

different lists of sixteen, both of which include different types of
female relatives, or elderly females, to whom respect is normally due,
suggesting the development of the concept of the divinity of human mothers
on the basis of the divine ones. 263 A frequently quoted list of sixteen
e

is actually a medly of several types of deities like Gauri, Padma, Saci,

•

259
Ibid. According to Karmarkar, "the number of the Divine Mothers was
originally eight representing the counterparts of the eight forms of Siva";
see ibid, In our opinion, this is purely speculative. As suggested above,
Pp,169-79, the Mat:rs appear to have been originally an indefinite number,
and, in the process of their absorption in the brahmanical pantheon, they
were probably first counted as seven,
260
Ibid,, and Bohtlingk and Roth, sw., V, p.700, s.v. Matar: "neun Mutter".
Explaining the "Nine Ambikas" inthe Nai~adhacari ta, VII. 97 ( = VII. 98 in
NSP, edn. of the text), which the commentary explains as the seven Mothers,
Brahmi, etc,, vith Gauri and Sarasvati added to them, Handiqui has collected
a few other lists of the eight and nine Mothers; see Nai~adhacarita, tr,
Handiqui, pp.555 ff., Vocabulary, s,v. Ambika,
261
See Bohtlingk and Roth, SW., v, p,700, s,v, Matar, q. from Bha.P., VI.6.
24, See also Hopkins, EM., p,199,
262
See Karmarkar, The Religions of India, I, p,109.
263
As quoted in the Sabdakalpadruma, III, pp.691c and 694b, s.v. Mata and
Mat:rka respectively. A slightly larger list of the Mothers from the same
Pura~~ is also reproduced in the Sabdakalpadruma, III, pp.694a-b, s.v.
Matrka.

---·--
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Savitri, with Vijaya, Jaya, Devasena, Medha, Svaha, Svadha, Santi, Pu~~i,
Dh~ti, Tu~~i, Itmadevata and Kuladevata, 264
Many of the above lists, especially the larger ones, are clearly late
productions and must be viewed in the light of the general popular cult of
the

Mat~s

as well as the popular standardized 'lists of seven or eight.

At

least one thing is certain that iconographic texts and archaeology together
generally support a list of Seven Mothers, and sometimes of eight, with
members who were, with the exception of

Cam~~a,

normally conceived of as
265
the personified energies of their male counterparts.
It is these

Mat~kas,

with the attributes, ornaments and vehicles, etc,, of their male

namesakes, that are recognized in the carvings of mediaeval shrines.

In the context of the origin, nature, names and number of the
we may also take note of their special associations,

The brahmanical

..

.

literature sometimes associates the Matrs with the cult of Visnu,
already noticed the
said to accompany

Vi~~uite Mat~kas

N~simha

in the Matsya

Mat~s,

Pura~~'

We have

who are always

and receive offerings along with him, although

the whole episode appears like the concoction of a Visnuite editor
266
asserting the supremacy of
over Siva,
In
the more important

Vi~~u

fa~~

..

.

element in the story appears to be the role of the Nrsimha form of Visnu
as the chastiser of the Matrs, In the Narada-Paficaratra, if Visnu is
M _ _
,
' .
267
••
.t
called Nahamat~~~esvara, he 1s also Mat~cakrapramathana,
However, 1
is not unlikely that in the process of coming to terms with Sakti worship,
the

Vi~~uites

occasionally looked kindly also upon the

Mat~s. 268

The

264
They are called Gauryyadi~odasamatrka~ in the Sabdakalpadruma, III, p,692a,
s,v, Mata. Importance of the number 16 {see Gonda, Change and Continuity in
Indian Religion, ch,IV, pp,115 ff.) must be responsible for the conception
of the 16 Mothers; cf. 9o4asopacara.
265
See above, pp,185 ff ••
266
See above, p,160 and fn.106,
267
As quoted in Bohtlingk and Roth, sw., V, p.700 s.v. Matar.
268
In the hierarchical presentation of the goddesses in the Devi-Mahatmya
section of the Marka~4eya Pura~~' the chief form of the Supreme Goddess is
said to be the Yoganidra or Mahamaya of Vi~~u, of which all other goddesses
are manifestations, But it would be futile to search ·ror genuine Vi~~uite
elements here; cf, Rao, ~., I, pt,II, pp.334-7; see also above, Ch.IJ, p.95.
Lak~mi is naturally conceived of as the Supreme Goddess also in the Vi~~~
Pura~~; see Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, p,445,
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Gangdhar inscription

269

is sometimes cited as evidence of the association

of the two cults, because the same builder, himself a devotee of
270
is said to have built shrines both for Vi~~u and the Mothers.

Vi~~u,

But the

association here may be more superficial than real, and may indicate no
more than the mutual toleration and peaceful co-existence of the two cults,
In fact, all indications are that
the formation and growth of the

Vi~~uism

Mat~

hardly made any contribution to

cult,

The closest connection of the Mat~s appears to be with Siva and his
mythic circle,

In the myths of Skanda's birth in the Mahabharata, it is
271
with Skanda-Karttikeya that the Matp are most intimately linked,
Such
272
and in the
also is the case in the early Kadamba and Calukya records
Bihar fragmentary pillar inscription of the time of SkandaguptaPUrugupta,273

A

Parisi~~~ of the Atharva-veda, dealing with the worship

of Skanda, also called Dhurta, prescribes the invocation of the Matrs along
274
with Skanda-Karttikeya,
and a similar prescription is available in the
description of apparently the same rite in the

Qrhyaparisi~~asutra.

275

~

As cited by Rao, the Kumara Tantra prescribes the

installation of the Sapta-matrkas among the Parivava-devatas in the temple
276
A very close
of Subrahma~ya- another name of Skanda-Karttikeya,
relationship between the two cults, at some stages of their history, seems
269
Fleet, CII., III, pp,72 ff,, cited above pp,144-5.
270
See Sircar, D.C., in Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, p,426,
271
See above, pp,161 ff,,
272
See above, pp.147-8.
273
See above, pp.146-7.
274
Atharva-veda Parisi~~~' XX (Skandayag~ or Dhurtakalpa~). 2,6:
Yas ca matr-ga~air nitya~ sada parivrto yuva,
Tam aham matrbhi~ sardham dhurtam avahayamy aham,
275
Harting, Selections from the Baudhayana-Grhyaparisi~~asutra, pp,25, 56.
The relevant verse reads as:

Iyatu devottama~ karttikeyo brahma~ya~ putra~ saha matrbhi~,
Dhatra visakbena ca visvarupo justaffi balim sanucaro jusasva,
In his translation (see ibid,, p.56), 'Harting equates the "Mothers" with
the Krttikas,
276 •
Rao, EHI., II, pt,II, p,423,
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undeniable,

Still, it is not possible to assert that the association of

the Matrs with Skanda is original, because in the Mahabharata, both Skanda
and the Mat:rs remain very obscure figures.

In fact the myths are so

confused that the very concept of a "mother" or "mothers" of Skanda is
277
suspect;
and, if the Mat:rs are linked to him as his mothers, they appear
278
equally prominently as independent deities unrelated to him,
The close
relation of the two, therefore, has to be regarded as a relatively late
development in the history of the Mat:r cult, and, it would appear, one
that was also popular in some select circles,

In the traditional origin

of the Mat:rs in the Puragic myths, Skanda is completely ignored, and
moreover, what is more significant, in iconography the Mat:rs are invariably

accompanied by Ganesa - the other son of Siva - and VIrabhadra - a form of
•
Siva himself -, but never by Skanda-Karttikeya. 279
Of all the members of the Siva family, perhaps the most enduring
relationship of the Mat:rs was with Siva himself,

Suggestions of this are

already contained in the Skanda-myth of the Mahabharata, where Skanda is
portrayed as looking upon his father Siva surrounded by various beings
-t ~-ga~~~·
- 280 Puravic myths, as we have seen, depict
lnclud lng the s ap t a-rna
0

0

Siva as creating the

Mat~s, 281 and, as in the epic, the

Mat~s

are present

in Siva's retinue also in the Purav~. An instance from the Bhagavata
Purav~ has been cited earlier. 282 In the Devi-matatmya of the Markav1eya
277
Cf, Banerjea, DHI., p,362, Apart from the question of the origin of the
group of goddesses called Mat:rs, it has been suggested that the conception
of the "mothers" of Skanda might have developed on account of the association
of Skanda with Agni, In other words, since Agni is called in the ~g-vedic
hymns Matarisvan, lit, "growing inside his mother", the epithet might have
been transferred in course of time from the father to the son; see
Mukhopadhyay, Manmatha, "Some Notes on Skanda-Karttikeya", IHQ., VII, 1931,
p,316,
278
It is interesting to note that when the Matrs are introduced for the first
time in Skanda 1 s story in the Aravyaka-parva~ of Mahabharata, it is to kill
the child Skanda; see above, p,162,
279
Cf, Getty, Gavesa, p,12;
280
See above, p,167 and fn,132,
281
See above, P.159.
282
See above, p,181.
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PuraJ:t,!':, it is said that when the Saktis of the different g.ods came into
being, tbey surrounded Siva and the latter said to Candika:
Asuras be slain forthwith through my good-will", 283
The

Mat~s

"Let the

were not simply the companions of Siva as a ferocious

fighting group, amongst several others of similar nature,

An even closer

relationship between the two must be imagined to appreciate expressions
like Mat~bhaktaya and Mat~J:tam pataye nama~ used for Siva in prayers
addressed to that god in the Mahabharata and the BrahmaJ:t4a PuraJ:t.!':
' l y, 284 In the Kumarasambhava of Kalidasa, where Siva is described
respec t 1ve
as being decked for marriage, the

Mat~s

are said to have been the first to

place the ornaments in front of him, and later, in the marriage procession,
285
the resplendent Mothers lead the train immediately behind the groom.
In a description of the same event in the Matsya Puralf,!':, Viraka, goading
everybody to hasten with the marriage procession, notes with a touch of
impatience that thronged by the

Mat~s,

his chariot, is not able to move,

286

Siva, together with the horses of
The same text also contains an

avahana-mantra of Rudra-Siva which suggests that the Mothers, along with
287
several other deities, were supposed to be yoked to Siva's chariot,
A
very close connection between the Mothers and Siva seems to be hinted at
283
Mar.P., 85,21 (tr, Pargiter, 88,21, p.503):
Tata~ pariv~tastabhirisano devasaktibhi~,
Hanyatamasura~ sighram mama prityaha CaJ:t4ikam.

284
See above, p. 139 and fn, 7; also Br.P,, Purva-bhaga (Anu~anga-pada), 25. 70.
Cf, Bhuta-mat~-gaJ:t!i:dhyak~am virupak~~. apparently used for Siva, in the
Kinjawadekar's edn, of the Mahabharata; see above, p,180, fn,200, For the
identity of Virupak~a with Siva, see Hopkins, EM., p,226,
285
Kumarasambhava, VII ,30, 38:
Tavadbhavasyapi kuberasaile tatpurvapanigrahananurupam,
Prasadhanam mat~bhirad~tabhirnyastaffi p~rastatpurasasanasya,
30
Tam mataro devamanuvrajantya~ svavahanak~obhacalavatamsa~,
Mukhai~ prabhamaJ:t4alarelfugaurai~ padmakaram cakrurivantarik~am,

38
286
Mat,P., 154.457:
Padam na yadrathaturagaih puradvisa pramucyate bahutara matrsallkulam,
287
Ibid,, 266,45 ff,, esp, v,45.

.

.

.
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also in the Amarakosa 1 s

list of deities where the Matarah appear immediately
after Siva and even.~efore the names of Uma-Parvati, 288 •
The

Mat~s

also in ritual,

seem to have been associated with Siva not only in myth but
It may be inferred from the iconographic prescriptions in

which Siva in the form of VIrabhadra or VI~adhara, is a constant companion
of the

Mat~s

and whose sculptural illustrations are noticed frequently in
289
mediaeval shrines of Sivaite character,
But there are explicit textual
recommendations for the joint worship of Siva and the Mat~-ga~~· One such
290
recommendation is available in the Visnudharmottara Purana.
The

·-

-··

~~~h~a~t~s~a~m~h~i~t~a~ also prescribes the worship of Rudra with the Mothers in the

291
Pu
r1. t e of -~yasnana,

In t he Andhakavadha chapter of the Matsya

.

Pura~~.

..

it is expressly said that when Nrsimha-Visnu disappeared with his own
group of the Mat~s, Siva stayed behind with the Mothers created by him and
292
disappeared only after installing the Sapta-matara~ in his Raudrasthana,
The Rajataransi~I of Kalha~a records joint shrines and worship of Siva and
293
the Mat~s, and the worship of the Mothers by the devotees of Siva,
The Mat~s' association with the cult of Siva, therefore, appears to
have been a very intimate one, but how old this association was and whether
other members of the Sivaite family were necessarily allied to the Mat~s
on that account is difficult to say,

It is particularly difficult in the

case of Skanda, since the Mahabharata evidence, which seems to be our
288
Amarako~~ (NSP, edn,), pp,7-8,
289
See above, p. 154.
290
Vi,Dh,P,, III. 222.99,
291
~rhatsaffihita, 47.26:
Grahamsca sarvanak~atrai rudramsca saha matrbhi~.
292
Mat,P,, 179.87-9:
Q

* • '

Tatrapi purvajo devo jagadarttiharo hara~.
87
Raudrasya matrvargasya datva rudrastu parthiva,
Raudram divyam tanuffi tatra matrmadhya vyavasthitah,
Sapta ta mataro devya~ sarddhan~rinara~ siva~,
•
Nivesya raudram tatsthanam tatraivantaradhiyata.
89

88

293
Rajatarangi~I, I,122; 335; III,99; V.55,
Somewhat similar evidence is
available also in the Kathasaritsagara of Somadeva; see Kathasaritsagara,
tr, Tawney, IV, pp,69-70, 225; IX, pp,17-8,
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earliest definite source of the cult of the Matrs and which aligns these
deities both with Skanda and Siva, does not appear to admit the priority
294
of one over the other.
But the probability, in view of Siva's known
history, is in favour of his association with the Matrs being earlier,
whether or not Skanda was allied to them through this.source, 295 It seems
certain, however, that Siva's close association with the Mothers was
responsible for the similar relation of his son

G~esa

with those deities,

Like Siva as V1rabhadra on the one side, G~esa always flanks the Matrs
on the other in iconographic prescriptions and sculptural illustrations;

296

and, along with the Mothers, he seems to have been included in certain
297
Tantrika rites,
In the Isana-sivagurudeva-paddhati, he is invoked,
under the name Vighnanayaka, to protect little children from the
demon-goddesses by removing all obstacles to a successful propitiation of
298
the Sapta-Matrkas,
Ga~esa is a very late entrant into the brahmanical
pantheon and opinions are divided about the origin of this elephant-headed
299
But as there is no indication of the association of Ga~esa with
go d •
the Mothers before the former was incorporated into the Sivaite family, and
as Siva himself was conceived of as the lord of the ~~~ at an early
300
date,
it is likely that Ga~esa obtained the guardianship of the Matrs
from his father.
294
See the discussion on the association of the Matrs with Skanda-Karttikeya,
above, pp.194-5.
295
See below,pp,244-5,for the discussion on the possibility of a very early
association of the Matrs with Siva,
296
•
See above, p.149 and fn.51 ; also Getty, Ga~esa, pp,10 ff •.
297
See, e.g., Mahanirva~a Tantra, X. 118 ff,, esp. 124, 127,
298
.;As c;tt~:in Getty, Ga~esa, p,12,
299
See Bhandarkar, Vai~~avism, Saivism, etc,, pp,147 ff.; Coomaraswamy, Yak~~.
I, p.7; II, p.4; Getty, Ga~e~a, pp,1 ff, and ibid,, Intra, by Foucher,
pp.xv ff,; Aravamuthan, T,G,, "Ga~esa: Clue to a Cult and a Culture", JOR,,
XVIII, pt,IV, pp.221 ff,; Banerjea, DHI,, pp,354 ff., etc •.
300
In the hymns of the ~g-veda, the Maruts are always imagined as forming a
troop (~~~) and, at the same time, frequently spoken of as the sons of
Rudra, or as Rudras or Rudriyas; see Macdonell, VM., pp.74, 77-8.
Rudra-Siva is mentioned as Ga~apa~i in the Satarudriya; see TS., IV,5.4;
see also Bhandarkar, ~~~avism, aivism, etc., pp. 103-4, 147,
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The Matrs' association with the cult of the Supreme Goddess - Mahadevi,
Sakti -might perhaps also be a legacy of the Siva cult, since it is
generally believed that the Devi cult developed and attained a classical
301
form in association with that of Siva,
but it should not be unduly
emphasized,

In the apocryphal Devi-stotras in the Mahabharata and the

Harivamsa, and similar eulogies in the Pura~~. the Devi emerges as the
Supreme Goddess in her own right.

Only nominally attached to Siva, she is

otherwise the apotheosis of the idea of the female energy as the creator of
302
the universe and the force behind it.
It is easy to imagine that the
Matfs were conceived of as forms of this Goddess, in the same way as were
all _goddesses according to the

Pura~ic

accounts.

It is explicitly said in

the Marka~qeya Pura~~ that, taunted by the demon Sumbha for having sought
the assistance of the Matfs, etc,, the Goddess replied that they were but
303
her own forms, and demonstrated this by absorbing them into her breasts.
The

Pura~ic

passages, however, are rather an extension of a philosophical

concept than evidence of the actual association of the cults.

But it is

highly likely that such an association also existed.
Some Theories about the Origin and Early History of the

Matf~

Definite literary evidence of the cult of the Matfs does not go further
304
and some reliefs of
back than the Mahabharata and the dramas of Bhasa,
301
See above, Ch.II, esp. pp.128 ff .•
302
See above, Ch.II, for the concept and cult of the Great Goddess.
303
Mar.P., 87.1-4 (tr. Pargiter, 90,1-4; p.509):
Rsiruvaca:
Nisumbham nihatam drstva" bhrataram pranasammitam,
Hanyamanam balam caiva sumbhah kruddho 1 bravidvacah.
1
Balavalepaddu~~e tvam rna durg; garvamavaha,
•
2
Anyasam balamasritya yudhyase yatimanini,
Sri-devyuvaca:
Ekaivaham jagatyatra dvitiya ka mamapara,
Pasyaita du~~a mayyeva visamtyo madvibhutaya~.
3
Rsiruvaca:
T~tah samastasta devya brahmanipramukha layam,
Tasy~ devyastanau jagmurekaiv~sittadambika.
4
In some Pura~ic accounts, the Matfs are said to have been born from the
person of Devi herself; see above, pp. 157-8 and fns. 95, 96.
304
See above, pp.137 ff,, 140 ff. and 161 ff ••

.

. ... .

.
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the early

Ku~a~a

period in the Mathura Museum, as noted above, are possibly
the earliest archaeological evidence of this cult, 305 but various
suggestions have been made about the origin and early history of these
divinities and sometimes their antiquity has been stretched back to the
Indus Valley and the early Vedic culture,
The very general suppositions that the Matrs are old divinities of
306
India or that they are of non-brahmanical, tribal or Dravidic origin
307
are likely to be true even if not definitely proved,
Our own examination
of the concept of the Matrs in classical Sanskrit literature and in
archaeology clearly sugge:ts the un-brahmanical nature of these deities,

308

A great antiquity of the Matrs is also suggested by the very primitive form
in which they appear in the ~ahabharata.3° 9 Again, a considerable previous
history of these goddesses has to be presumed to account for their
widespread and popular cult in India from about the beginning of the
. t•1an era. 310
Ch r1s
The more specific theories, however, which derive the Matrs from the
one or the other aspect of the Indus Valley or early Vedic culture or from
concepts mentioned in the Vedic literature need to be critically examined
to test their validity,

It appears to us, as the following discussion will

show, that several such theories are built up on the basis of aspects which
are either not essential to the concept of the Matrs or are apparently late
developments in their character.

Even while there may be sufficient

grounds for the presumption that the Matrs are amongst the oldest divinities
of India, any suggestion of their origin from a specific ancient source is
not likely to prove satisfactory if it does not take into account the
305
See above, pp,149 ff ••
306
See e.g. Hopkins, The Religions of India, pp,415-6; Elliot, Hinduism and
Buddhism, II, pp,276, 286. This is also implied in the treatments of
Arbman, Kosambi, etc,, examined below; see below, pp,212 ff., 251 ff,,
307
See our conclusion, below, pp,244-5.
308
See above, PP.182 ff,,
309
See above, Pp.161 ff,, 167 ff •.
310
See above, pp,137 ff., 140 ff,, 149 ff,,
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essential character of these deities as reflected in the epic and Pura:r:ic
texts and in the "belles-lettres" of the classical Sanskrit literature,

We may now examine some attempts to find the prototypes of the Mii:trs
in the Indus Valley and the early Vedic culture.

A terracotta seal from Mohenjodaro represents a human figure standing
between the two branches of what looks like a pipal tree, and to its
proper right is a kneeling human figure doing obeisance, behind whom is
depicted a human-faced goat.

In the lower ground of the seal, there is a

row of seven standing human figures, all facing in the same direction and
311
Perhaps all the human figures
away from the central figure in the tree,
312
in the composition are females, although this has also been doubted,
The seal undoubtedly represents a religious scene, but there is no unanimity
about its exact nature.

Marshall understood it as a representation of the

worship of the tree-goddess and took the seven standing females below to
be officiants or ministrants of the goddess performing some kind of ritual
dance, and the human-faced animal behind the kneeling worshipper as some
313
Mackay also was certain in his mind that no animal-sacrifice
minor deity,
is depicted here, and the human-faced goat may be a form of the goddess
herself.

According to him, the similar headgear suggests that all the human

figures in the composition are to be understood as deities, the so-called
kneeling worshipper and the seven standing females being divinities of
lesser rank,

He noted the mystical number. seven of the standing figures

and tentatively suggested that they recall the goddess Sitala and her six
. t
314
SlS erso
Mackay did not specifically identify the seven figures standing in a
row on the Mohenjodaro seal with the Sapta-matrkas of classical Hinduism
315
but there is no doubt that such an idea was on his mind,
Subsequent
311
See Marshall (ed,), MIC,, I, pp,63-5; pl,XII,18.
312
See below.
313
Marshall (ed,), MIC., I, pp,63 ff ••
314
Mackay, Further Excavations at Mohenjodaro, I, pp.337-8; Early Indus
Civilization, p.58.
31 5
See Mackay, Further Excavations at Mohenjodaro, I, p.338, fn.3.
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interpreters of the seal have been less circumspect than Marshall and
Mackay and have even read into it aspects of

~g-vedic

ritual and belief,

Some have unhesitatingly seen in the seven figures prototypes of the
-t ~kas
- .. 316
Sap t a-rna
The predilection of the Vedic religion towards the number seven is
317
well known,
and the ~g-veda does speak of "Seven Mothers" and "Seven
Sisters"

(Sapta-matara~, Sapta-svasara~). 318 Emphasizing the vegetative

and fertility aspect of the scene on the Mohenjodaro seal, Wijesekera has
suggested that the seven figures below represent the seven river-goddesses
of the

~g-veda,

the kneeling figure the Sarasvati - as chief of them, and
319
the figure in the tree, the male procreant deity.
He is not so much
concerned with finding in the seal prototypes of any deities of later
Hinduism, as in demonstrating that there is strong evidence of the
existence of fertility ideas in the

~g-veda,

that the

~g-vedic

river-

goddesses are fertility goddesses, and that the Mohenjodaro seal represents
precisely the same idea,
of the origin of the

But, in a recent paper dealing with the question

Sapta-mat~kas,

Dhavalikar finds in the seal an exact

passage where the Sapta-matara~ are said to
320
regulate the preparation of Soma,
According to him, the deity in the
representation of the

~g-vedic

316
See below, Only those views are considered here which have a bearing on
the question of the Mat~s or the Sapta-mat~kas.
317
See Keith, RPVU,, pp,41, 79, etc,; also by the same author, "Numbers
(Aryan)", ~., 9, pp,407 ff,.
318
For the "Seven Mothers", see e,g. RV., I,34,8; 141,2; VIII,96,1; X,86,36;
102,4, etc.. For the "Seven Sisters", see ibid,, I,164,3; 191,14; VI,61,10;
VIII,41,2; 59,4; IX.66.8; 86,36; X.5.5. There are numerous references in
the ~g-veda to Sapta-sindhav~ or the "Seven Rivers", as in I,32,12, and
there are also passages in which it is very clear that the Seven Sisters or
the Seven Mothers are the Seven Rivers, e.g. RV., I,34,8; VI,61,10; VIII.
96.1; perhaps VIII,41.2, as also IX.66,8 read with st.6, etc ••
319
Wijesekera, O,H, de A., "~g-vedic River-goddesses and an Indus Valley Seal",
Dr C. Kunhan Raja Presentation Volume, pp.428 ff,.
320
Dhavalikar, M.K., "The Origin of Sapta-mat~kas", BDCRI., XXI, 1960-1,
pp,19 ff., esp, 22-4. The ~g-vedic passage under reference occurs at
IX,102.4, and reads as:
Jajfianam sapta mataro vedhamasasata sriye,
Ayam dhruvo rayi~am ciketa yat.
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tree represents tha. god Soma,_ stan.d.irlg_..hetween..the branches of tha. styliz.e.d
Soma plant; the kneeling_ figure being Agni by the side of his vahana, the
ram, and the seven figures below the

Sapta~matara~

mentioned in the hymn,

Apparently pasing his entire argument on the identical number seven,
Dhavalikar believes that the Mohenjodaro seal, and the

~g-vedic

referred to, together provide definite evidence that the
the

Pura~ic

Sapta-mat~kas

of

tradition or their prototypes were worshipped during the

Harappan and early Vedic times,
mentioned in the

Sapta-sindhava~,

conceived of as goddesses in the

Sapta-mat~kas

Conscious that the "Seven Mothers"

hymn as regulating the preparation of Soma juice

~g-vedic

may he the "Seven Rivers",
"the

passage

and that the Waters are

he makes another suggestion that
321
were essentially water-deities to the Indo-Aryans".
~g-veda,

The identification of the seven standing figures on the Mohenjodaro
seal with the Seven Mothers regulating the preparation of the Soma juice
and the

Sapta-mat~kas

of the

Pura~ic

tradition, as also the suggestion

that the latter were essentially Indo-Aryan water deities, are apparently
the main points Dhavalikar wants to make, but in his enthusiasm for finding
the prototype of the
passages in the

Pura~ic Sapta-mat~kas,

~g-vedic

such as the seven tones

he not only notes various other
322
hymns where the number seven is prominently used,

(sapta-vii~I~), 323 the seven rays (sapta-rasmay~)

used both for the Sun-god and Agni, 324 and Agni of the seven mothers

(sapta-matara~) 325 or seven tongues (sapta-jihva~) - the last suggested in
321
See Dhavalikar, op.cit., BDCRI., XXI, pp.24-5.
322
Ibid,, pp,21-2, Some of the references to the Rg-vedic passages cited by
Dhavalikar are inaccurate; see fn,323 below,
'
323
Dhavalikar cites RV., II,2,9, but it makes no mention of Sapta-va~I~· The
"seven tones", however, are mentioned at a few other places, e.g., RV., III,
1.6; 7.1; ·vni.59.3, but never clearly as an epithet of the goddess Yac, as
claimed by Dhavalikar. In the first two of the three places cited above,
Saya~a understands the "Seven tones" as the seven rivers, and does~~omment
on the third which occurs in one of the Valakhilya hymns.
324
For the seven rays of the Sun-god, see BY·• VIII.72,16, and for the seven
rays of Agni, see ibid,, I,146.1; II,5,2; cf, also IV,50.4.
325
RV., I.141,2. The seven mothers of Agni are here called siva or
auspicious.
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the

~g-veda and individually named later in the ~~qaka Upani~ad 326 - but

also quotes Dikshit with approval:

11

,,,

there can be no denying the

fact that these seven tongues correspond to the •seven sisters' or the
327
Sapta-mat,kas with whom we are now familiar",
It must be pointed out first that the severe limitations of using the
seals and similar objects of the Indus Valley culture for the reconstruction
of religious beliefs and practices of those times, and the risk of reading
328
too much into such materials, have been frequently noted,
The
representation on the Mohenjodaro seal under reference, on which various
interpretations have been put, itself provides a good illustration,

\ihile

the general opinion appears to be to treat the central figure standing
329
between the two branches of the tree as female,
which is also supported
to a certain extent by the very common belief in the later periods that
330
the guardian spirits of trees were frequently female beings,
both
331
Wijesekera and Dhavalikar regard the figure as male,
Some have even
326
The tongues of Agni are frequently mentioned in the ~g-veda, e,g., at
VIII.72. 18, and sometimes they are counted as three, as at III.20.2, but
BY., III.6,2 also refers to the seven tongues of the god (cf. also Saya~a's
commentary on sapta-svasr~ in RV,, X.5.5). The seven tongues of Agni are
also mentioned in the Vajasaneyi Samhita, XVII,79, and the names of each
are provided by the M~qaka Upani~ad, I.2.4:
Kali karali ca manojava ca sulohita ya ca sudhlimravar~a,
Sphulingini visvarupi ca lelayamana iti saptajihva~.
327
Dhavalikar, op,cit,, BDCRI,, XXI, p,21, quoting Dikshit, The Mother Goddess,
p,122.
328
See, e.g., Wheeler, The Indus Civilization, p,108; Sullivan, Herbert p.'
"A Re-examination of the Religion of the Indus Civilization", HR., 4, 1964,
pp,115-6; Gonda, Change and Continuity in Indian Religion, pp.T9 ff,, See
also above, Ch.II, pp,118, 122,
329
This is presumed by Marshall and Mackay whose views have been referred to
above, p,201;
see also Banerjea, DHI., p,168; Viennot, Le Culte de
l'arbre dans l 1 Inde ancienne, p,13; Sullivan, op,cit,, HR., 4, pp,117-8;
Majumdar (ed,), The Vedic Age, p,186; Basham, The Wonder that was India,
pp,23-4, Almost all the authorities cited above also treat the kneeling
worshipper on the left as well as the seven standing figures below as females,
330
See Coomaraswamy, HIIA,, p,64 and fn,2; Yak~~' I, pp,32 ff.; II, p,11;
cf, also Marshall (~, MIC,, I, p,64,
331
Gordon also regards the figure framed by the branches of the pipal tree as
male and the seven figures in a row in the lower ground as females, probably
priestesses; see Gordon, The Pre-historic Background of Indian Culture, p,68.
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doubted whether a female figure is represented on the seal at an,

332

In

our opinion, the seal appears good evidence of worship of a tree-deity
which is clearly suggested by the position of the principal figure and,
even more, by the suppliant attitude of the kneeling figure facing it.
But to read more than this seems unwarranted.

Presuming, as is generally

done, that the figure in the tree and the seven standing in a row in the
333
and agreeing with Mackay that the similar
lower ground are all females,
headgear etc, suggest the divinity of all the human figures in the
334
composition,
we are still nowhere near a definite possibility that the
seven standing figures are the
~g-vedic

Sapta-sindhava~

hymns or the Sapta-matrkas of the

or

Pura~ic

Sapta-matara~

tradition,

of the

At best, the

scene would then appear to represent some aspect of a myth connected with
a female tree-deity of the Indus culture in which probably seven other
female divine figures played a part. Apparently, as Sullivan also has
335
pointed out,
not much should be made of the number seven here, for,
notwithstanding a few other specimens from Harappa and Mohenjodaro, cited
by Dhavalikar, which portray seven human figures in one way or the other,

336

there is one seal impression with a representation very similar to the
Mohenjodaro seal referred to but showing only six so-called "votaries" or
337
"ministrantsn.
There are even more serious difficulties in reading aspects of Vedic
belief and ritual in the remains of the Indus Valley culture, for all
available evidence indicates that the two were intrinsically alien to each
other.

This was early demonstrated by Marshall through a fairly detailed

332
See, e.g., the interpretation of
Dhavalikar, op,cit,, BDCRI., XXI,
whether the deity in the tree and
below are male or female; see The
333
See above, p.204 and fn,329,
334
See above, p,201,

Heras and Ramchandran referred to in
p,23, Wheeler seems to be un~ertain
the seven "votaries" or "ministrants"
Indus Civilization, p,105,

335
Sullivan, op,cit., HR., 4, pp.117-8, fn,12,
336
Dhavalikar, op,cit,, BDCRI., XXI, p,22,
337
See Marshall (ed,), MIC., III, pl,CXVIII,7; for the description of the seal
impression, see ibid,, II, p,393,
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analysis and is now generally accepted.

338

In fact, the present consensus

often favours the opinion that the Vedic Indo-Aryans were partly or largely
339
responsible for the destruction of the Indus Valley cities,
The only way
in which an element of one of these cultures may be read into the other is
on the assumption that either such an element is extraneous to both and
borrowed from a common source, or that it was a feature of the one which
was chronologically prior and was borrowed by the other which came after
340
it,
Since neither the representation on the Mohenjodaro seal under
338
See Marshall (ed,), ~., I, pp,107 ff,, esp, 110-2, The suggestion made
by some scholars that the Vedic Aryans may have been the authors of the
Indus Valley culture or at least may have formed an important part of the
populace in those days and contributed their share to the evolution of
this culture is exceptional and not generally accepted; see Majumdar (ed,),
The Vedic Age, pp.193-5; Basham, The Wonder that was India, p,24,
339
See, e.g,, Wheeler, The Indus Civilization, pp,126 ff,, esp, 131-3;
Piggott, Prehistoric India, pp,262-5; Gordon, The Pre-historic Background
of Indian Culture, pp,77 ff,, esp, 80, 93 ff.; Basham, The Wonder that was
India, pp,28, 29-30; Allchin, Bridget and Raymond, The Birth of Indian
Civilization, pp,143-4, 152 ff,, The counter theory that the Harappa
culture disintegrated owing to constant flooding (see Wheeler, op,cit.,
pp,7 ff,, 127 ff, and references cited there), is equally unfavourable to
the theory that the culture was in any way connected with the Aryans,
340
A good illustration is provided by the case of Rudra-Siva, While Rudra
is a well known Vedic deity and a certain continuity of his complex history
is easily traceable up to the later Rudra-Siva of epic-Pura~ic myths and
the exclusive Sivaite sects, Marshall's conjecture that an analogous god
was worshipped by the people of Indus Valley culture has come to be almost
universally endorsed, even by scholars who otherwise exercise extreme

caution in using material objects like seals, terracottas, etc,, in
reconstructing the religious beliefs and practices of the Indus Valley
people, .Although the common practice, generally following Marshall, is to
cite various aspects of the conception of Rudra-Siva in the epics and the
Pura~~. e.g. Siva as Maha-yogi, as Pasupati, as Urdhvaretas, as having
three eyes, or many faces or trisula as his emblem, etc,, which appear to
be anticipated in some seals and similar objects of the Indus Valley culture,
the real reason for the overwhelming approval of Marshall's hypothesis is
apparently the peculiar growth of Rudra-Siva in the Vedic religion itself,
It seems very easy to demonstrate that the concept of Rudra in the Vedic
thought and the position occupied by him in the Vedic pantheon, myths and
rites are such that mark him completely out from the rest of the gods, Thus
it is often noted that, of all the Vedic gods, Rudra alone is predominantly
malevolent, He is marked out from the other gods in the ritual by being
assigned a different direction of the compass, It is said that he was left
behind when others attained heaven through rites; he forcibly snatches his
own share and those of others at the sacrifice; not only human beings but
also gods are afraid of him, and he is the one chosen to punish Prajapati
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reference on the one hand, nor the grouping into seven of the rivers,
mothers, or the rays or flames of the Sun and Fire-god, etc,, in the
~g-vedic

hymns on the other, are suggested as intruding elements in the

respective cultures to which they belong, the interpretations of the type
offered by Wijesekera and Dhavalikar apparently assume an identity of the
Indus Valley and the early Vedic culture which is otherwise ouite impossible
to uphold,

In the circumstances, while it appears legitimate to look for

the proiotypes of the later

Sapta-mat~kas

individually in the remains of

Mohenjodaro and Harappa and the hymns of the

~g-veda,

it is not possible

to imagine that an identical concept of the Seven Divine Mothers or an
340 contd
for his incestuous misdemeanour - a theme which grows into the elaborate
Dak~a-yajfia-vidhvamsa episode of the epics and the Pura~~· He is excluded
from the normal Soma offerings and receives only informal balis, The
specific rites of Rudra-Siva are generally of popular and inauspicious
character and very different from the usual Vedic rites, The utterance of
his name was to be avoided in rites, and "to be forsaken like the offerings
made to Siva" (siva-nirmalya ki taraha tyajya) is still a current phrase in
Hindi literature, To all this may be added the generally accepted opinion
that phallic worship, which is so characteristic of Sivaism of the
epic-Pura~ic times, is condemned in the ~g-veda,
In fact, even before the
civilization of the Indus Valley had been brought to light, Arbman had used
such materials to arrive at the opinion that Rudra-Siva may have been
originally a popular cannibalistic death-demon who was later transformed by
the Vedic priests into a celestial deity; But even if we do not take
recourse to this extreme view and discount attempts to trace the words Siva
and Rudra to non-Vedic or Dravidic origins, it still appears undeniable-,--and, in fact, is the generally accepted opinion, that much of the content
of the Vedic Rudra is made up of non-Vedic elements, In special cases of
concepts like that of Rudra-Siva, therefore, it should be regarded as
legitimate to try to trace elements of the Vedic religion in the remains of
the Indus Valley culture. For the origin and development of the concept of
Rudra-Siva and his place in the Vedic pantheon, see Macdonell, VM., pp,18,
74 ff,; Arbman, Rudra etc.; Keith, RPVU., pp,142 ff.; Bhandarkar,
Vai~~avism, Saivism, etc,, pp.102 ff.; Majumdar (ed,}, The Vedic Age,
pp.162-3, 203, 372, 443-4; Renou, Religions of Ancient India, p.47; Gonda,
Vi~~uism and Sivaism, pp,2 ff., etc •• For brief descriptions of two special
rites of Rudra, Sula-gava and Tryambaka-homa, see Kane, HD,, II, pt,II,
pp,831-2, 1103-5; see also below, pp,212 ff,, For Marshall's hypothesis and
its general approval, see Marshall (ed.), MIC., I, pp.52 ff.; Piggott,
Prehistoric India, p,204; Gordon, The Pre-historic Background of Indian
Culture, p,68; Wheeler, The Indus Civilization, pp,89-90, 105, 109; Banerjea,
DHI., pp,159-60; Basham, The Wonder that was India, pp,22-3; etc,. Gonda,
who is generally quite sceptical about such attempts (see above, p,204,
fn,328), nevertheless seems to feel the force of these arguments; see Gonda,
Die Religionen Indiens, I, pp,7-8. Perhaps a relatively more definite
dissent is of Sastri, in Bhattacharya (ed,}, The Cultural Heritage of India,
IV, pp,65-7,
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identical ritual involving them was familiar both to the people of the
Indus Valley and the early Vedic culture and that the same provides the

.

.

starting point of development of the Sapta-matrkas of Puranic tradition,
It has been seen above that the Mohenjodaro seal cited by Dhavalikar
does not provide any proof that the Sapta-matrkas of Puranic tradition
341 Before
were already worshipped by the people of Indu: Valley cul~ure,
we comment on his attempts to find the prototypes of these deities in the
hymns of the

a reference should be made also to the suggestions
342
of Dikshit, whose statement is cited in support by Dhavalikar,
~g-veda,

Dikshit does not deal specifically with the question of the origin of
the Matrs.

He expresses his opinion on the subject in the course of a

discussion on the role of the stars and planets in the development of the
Mother Goddess cults in western Asia and India.

In this context, he

identifies the Sapta-matrkas of classical Hinduism with the seven Krttikas,
and, arguing that since a close connection existed between the Krttikas and
the Vedic deity Agni, he further imagines that the Sapta-matrkas must also
be the same as the so-called seven mothers of Agni, "the Seven Sisters",
as well as his seven tongues or rays as mentioned in the

~g-vedic hymns. 343

At least this appears to us to be his main inference, although Dikshit
does not express himself as unambiguously as we have tried to
argument.

s~arise

his

He speaks of the motif of the Goddess multiplying herself into

seven, which, according to him, was popular in western Asia and India from
very ancient times, and seems to imply, without any historical basis, that
the Vedic concept of the seven

K~ttikas,

the seven mothers, flames, tongues,
344
etc., of Agni are all manifestations of the same motif,
341
See, however, below, pp,244-5.
342
See above, p,204,
343
Dikshit, The Mother Goddess, pp,112 ff ••
344
As illustration of the motif of the Goddess multiplying herself into seven,
Dikshit points to the seven Hat-hors of Egypt and cites the opinion of
W, Max Muller in support that these seven were originally the Pleiades
which were among certain nations constellations of human fate, especially
ill-omened fate, and foretellers of harvest, and that this concept,
especially of the zodiacal sign bull which is associated with the seven
Hat-hors, may have been borrowed by the Egyptians from the Asiatics in the
days of the New Empire, i.e., later than 1580 B.C.; see Dikshit, op.cit.,
pp,112, 114; Gray (ed.), The MYthology of All Races, XII, p,40, Inasmuch
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The possibility that the

K~ttikas

Mat~s

may be derived from the concept of the
345
is separately discussed below,
But it may be stated here that

Dikshit, in his frequently imaginative style, accepts equations amongst the
Vedic and other Indian concepts of later age which have little evidence to
support them,

Also, generally speaking, he leaves no margin for the

possibility that a religious concept in later Hinduism, which is presented
in a Vedic brahmanical garb, may be essentially of extra-Vedic origin,

In

the present context, beyond the common number seven, no definite equation
can be established, in our opinion, between the so-called seven mothers of
Agni and his seven tongues or rays, despite the complex correspondences
frequently present in the

In view of the facts that the
346
~g-vedic hymns often depict Agni as present in or born of the Waters
and the latter as goddesses and mothers, 347 and also that the seven mothers
.
348 1't 1s
. l og1cal
.
are at times specifi.cally identified as the seven r1vers,
~g-vedic

thought,

to suggest that the reference to the "Seven Mothers" of Agni is to these
Waters or r1vers,

Again, even if it is accepted for the sake of argument

that a clear correspondence exists between the seven rays of the Sun and
the seven rays, flames or tongues of Agni on the one hand and the seven
K~ttikas on the other, 349 still it appears to us too far-fetched to imagine
that Agni, who is called Kumara in the Vedic hymns, is the real prototype
of Kumara-Karttikeya of the epic
between Skanda and the

Mat~s

Pura~ic

pantheon, and that the relationship

is only another form of the ancient Vedic

344 contd
as Dikshit's supposition may be imagined to be supported by the view that
the ancient Indians derived their astronomical conceptions, of the Nak~atras
in general and the seven K~ttikas in particular, from the Babylonians, it
may be noted that this view is based on very insufficient grounds and is
far from certain; see, for arguments in brief for and against this view,
Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, I, pp,409 ff., s.v. Nak~atra, and Kane,
HD., V, pt,I, pp,508 ff.; also Keith, in Rapson (ed.), The Cambridge History
of India, I, p,140; Basham, The Wonder that was India, p.490; Renou, Vedic
India, p.57;
345
See below, pp,216 ff,.
346
See Macdonell, VM., pp,91-2; Keith, RPVU,, pp,155-6,
347
See Macdonell, VM,, pp,85-6; Keith, RPVU,, pp,141-2,
348
See above, p,202,fn,318,
349
See Dikshit, The Mother Goddess, pp,112-3, 121-2,
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relationship between the Fire-god and the stars of the Pleiades
350
constellation,
The origin of the god Skanda-Karttikeya is obscure, but
the available evidence seems to suggest that he is of non-Aryan origin, and
probably several allied god-concepts of un-brahmanical folk origins combined
to develop the complex character of Skanda-Karttikeya of the
t ra d 1't'1on. 351
Inasmuch as the hymns of the

~g-veda

speak of the

epic-Pura~ic

Sapta-matara~,

whether in the form of the river-goddesses or as mothers of Agni, or as the
352
seven mothers regulating the preparation of the Soma juice,
there may
always be a temptation to find in these expressions some suggestion of the
Sapta-mat~kas

of

Pura~ic

the concept of the

tradition,

Sapta-mat~kas

As it is suggested above, so far as

is concerned, the

Mat~s

do appear to have

been later moulded according to Vedic concepts in the process of their
353
incorporation into the brahmanical pantheon,
But any attempt to find
the clear prototypes of the

Mat~s

in the

Sapta-matara~

~g-veda

of the

is

wholly inadmissible, for the simple reason that these so-called mothers of
Agni or Soma, etc,, have nothing of the character of the

Mat~s

as reflected

in classical Sanskrit literature. The Mat~s of classical Sanskrit
literature, as we have seen, 354 appear essentially as a group of
un-brahmanical, anonymous deities of indefinite number and mainly demoniacal
nature, and even when names were given to them or their number was sought
to be fixed, there was no unanimity about it.
of the

Pura~~'

The so-called.

Sapta-mat~kas

iconographic texts and archaeology were no doubt popular

350
Ibid., pp.112-3, 117; cf, also Mukhopadhyay, Manmatha, "Some Notes on
Skanda-Karttikeya", IHQ., VII, 1931, p,316; see also above, p ,195, fn,277.
351
For the origin and development of the concept of Skanda-Karttikeya, see
Jacobi, "Brahmanism", ERE., 2, p,807; Bhandarkar, Vai~~avism, Savism, etc.,
pp,150-'1; Hopkins, EM., pp,227 ff,; Mukhopadhyaya, op.cit,, IHQ., VII, 1931,
pp,309 ff.; Banerjee, DHI,, pp.361 ff.; Basham, The Wonder that was India,
p,314; Venkataraman, K,R,, "Skanda Cult in South India", in Bhattacharya
(ed,), The Cultural Heritage of India, IV, pp,309 ff.; see also below, Ch.V,
p.335.
352
See above, p.202,
353
See above, p,184,
354
See above, PP.169 ff,, 177 ff,, 184 ff,,
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divinities in the brahmanical tradi_tion_, 355 bu_t_ in_.tha± form, i.e., as
personified energies of. seven_ dL£f.e.reiLt..g_ada,...Brahma,. etc., they are
certainly not anticipate<i
literature.

i_n_the..~Jg_~veda._or_

even__i_n__the. later Vedic

Any attempt at finding the Matp in_the_Vedic religion is

bound to be defeated if these deities are indiscrimillately regarded as
wholly identical with the traditional Sapta-mat{kas, counted as Brahmi,
356
etc.,
and if their essential nature as ferocious and cruel beings is
overlooked,
Similar objections would seem to apply to a casual suggestion by
Barth that the cult of the Tisro-devi~ in the Veda is very similar to that
351 The group nature of this ~Jg-vedic trio,
o f t he Matrs
or Maha-mat~s.
14a, Sarasvati and Bharati, or I!a, Sarasvati and Mahi, is no doubt clear,
as also is their prominent position as deities regularly invoked in the
T
"'358 However, apart from the difficulty created by the number
Aprl-Swdas,
three, there seems nothing in the nature of these deities to bring them
close to the Matrs of the epic and

Pura~ic

tradition,

At least two of the

three deities, 14a and Mahi, appear to be products of ritualistic
elaboration by priests.

14a, literally "nourishment", is the personification

of the offering of milk and butter, thus representing plenty derived from
the cow, 1-rith <·rhich she is frequently connected in the
synonymous in the
of similar nature.

Naigha~~uka.
360

359

Brahma~as

and is

Mahi also may be regarded as a goddess

Bharati, according to Keith, must refer to the lady

355
See above, Pp,185 ff,, esp, 185-6, 193.
356
Cf. our remarks above, pp,137, 155.
357
~
Barth, The Religions of India, p,202, fn,1, B~*h gives the impression
that the suggestion was favoured by Weber, which appears to us to be
inaccurate; see below, pp,212f~,for the examination of Weber's suggestions,
For another suggestion contained in a statement of B:th elsewhere, see
below, p. 224, fn,428,
c
358
For the Apri-sUktas and the deities invoked in them, see Max Muller,
A History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, etc,, pp.463-7, With some
differences, the three goddesses are generally invoked in the eighth verse
of each Apri-sUkta. See also Potdar, K.R., "Apri Hymns in the ~Jg-veda",
JUB,, XIV, pp,26 ff.; XV, pp,29 ff ..
359
See Macdonell, VM., p.124; Keith, RPVU., pp,173, 200,
360
See Keith, RPVU., p.173.
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of the Bharatas who dwelt on _the ba.n.ka of tha Sar.asv:atL aniL Drsadvati and
361
is probably the personification of the offeringB.mada. by them:
It is
only the ;rell known river-godde.s.s Sara.sxatL w!w___hatxays. sonie warlike
character, but this is never prominent and cannot be said to form the
362
central aspect of the goddess• personality.
There is also nothing in
the ritual implied in the Apri-sUktas to suggest a sinister aspect of the
.
d ev1-h... 363
T1sroArbman 1 s view, that an explanation of the "Mothers" (i.e., the Mfit:rs
of the

epic-Pura~ic

Rudra and the
364
objection,

~g-veda

tradition) may be obtained in the Tryambaka title of

1I~m9~k~

ritual, may be regarded as relatively less open to

Rudra seems to be referred to as Tryambaka already in the

365

and the epithet is repeated in the later Vedic texts which also
366
describe the special rite in honour of Rudra called Tryambaka-homa,
In
367
this rite, the offerings are made both for Rudra and his "sister" Ambika
368
and the god is requested to retire to Mujavant mountain.
As described

361
Ibid., pp,173, 200.
362
For the conception of the goddess Sarasvati in the Vedic religion, see
Macdonell, VM., pp.86 ff.; Keith, RPVU., pp.172 ff •. The mighty, war-like
character of this goddess is probably best expressed in RV., VI.61. See
also. Potdar, op,cit., JUB., X:V., pp.30-3 for a discussion of the character
of Tisro-devi~ as Apri deities.
363
See Potdar, op.cit., JUB., X:V, pp.49 ff., where the ritual implied in the
Apri Hymns has been discussed.
364
Arbman, Rudra, etc., pp,295 ff ..
365
RV., VII.59.12, Grassmann regards this verse, as also RV., VII.59.7 and 8,
as-later additions; see RV., tr. Grassmann, vol.I, p.555-.366
TS., 1.8.6; VS., III.57-63; TB., I.6.10; SB., II.6.2. For other references
to this rite in the ritual texts, see Arbman, Rudra, etc., p.295, fn,3, and
TS., tr. Keith, pt.I, p,118, fn.1, Arbman deals with the rite in ch.3 of
his book and it is briefly described in Kane, HD., II, pt.II, pp.1103-5.
367
-TS., 1.8.6:
•.. e~a te rudra bhaga~ saba svasra'mbikaya tam ju~asva
Similarly in VS., III.57a.
368
TS., I.8,6:
te navasena paro mUjavatottihi .. a;
VS., III.61:
-- Etatte rudravasam tena para mujavato•tihi.
--

••

$
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in the

Brahmart~

and other later ritual texts, the essential elements of
369
the rite of Tryambaka-homa are as follows:
The adhvaryu first prepares
on the garhapatya fire as many cakes as the yajamana has descendants, with
an additional cake for the unborn ones.
the

dak~lrt~

Then, taking a fire-brand from

fire, he, accompanied by other priests, the yajamana and his

relatives, carries the cakes in a dish to a place towards the north-east.

370

The fire-brand is deposited in a spot where four roads meet and over which
the usual purifying rites have been performed.

Here then, at the cross-roads,

a portion cut off from each cake, except the additional one, is offered to
Rudra and his sister Ambika, the presumption being that thereby the
yajamana and his descendants are delivered from Rudra's power. 371 The
additional cake is buried on a mole-hill or a heap of earth dug up by rats,
which is supposed to free the unborn descendants from Rudra's power.
Returning from the heap, the yajamana, his wife, children and other ladies
in the family go around the fire thrice from right to left, i.e., in an
anti-clockwise direction, as in the pit,-yajfia, striking their thighs in
a specified way.

There is an interesting prescription that unmarried

daughters of the yajamana, who are desirous of husbands, should go around
372
the fire three times each in the anti-clockwise and clockwise direction.
369
For the description of the rite, see Kane, HD., II, pt.II, pp.1103-5;
also Devasthali, Religion and Mythology of the Brahmal}~, pp.102-3.
370
A detail at this stage·, omitted here, is that one cake is laid down on the
earth dug out by moles or rats with the words: "The mole (or rat) is thy
beast, 0 Rudra; rejoice in it" (Akhuste rudra yasustam ju~~; TS., I.8.6;
cf. VS., III.57), or if one has an enemy, one may think of him and offer
that cake with the words "that is thy beast"; see Kane., HD., II, pt. II,
p.1104.
371
This offering is accompanied by the utterance of the mantra quoted above
in fn.367; see Kane, HD., II, pt.II, p.1104.
372
The clue to this is in the use of the epithet pativedanam for Rudra in
VS. , I II. 60b :
-Tryambakam yajamahe sugandhim pativedanam.
Explaining the word, the commentary says:
Yajamanasambandhinya~ kumaryo 1 pi purvoktapuru~avaduttarerta
tryambakamantrertagnim tri~ pariyanti. Tryambakam yajamahe
k1d,sam pativedanam patim vedayatiti tam bharturlambhayitaraffi
vidl' labhe •.••
See also Kane, HD., II, pt.II, p.1104.
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The ya.jamana then throws up high in the air the portions of the cake that
remain and either catches them in his hands one after the other or touches
them when they have fallen on the ground.
Rudra's darts from his body,

This act is supposed to cut

The cakes are then put in two baskets and

hung from the two ends of a bamboo pole which is afterwards fastened to
a tree-trunk or an ant-hill towards the north in such a way that a cow or
bull cannot reach it. Rudra is then requested to retire to Mujavant
373
mountain,
Finally, the priests and the ;x:aj amana return without looking
back and touch water for purification,

While the various acts of the rite

are performed, suitable Vedic mantras are also recited,
Full of magical elements, the rite of Tr;x:ambaka-homa is undoubtedly
of a popular, inauspicious kind, very different from the normal Vedic
374
sacrifices,
The malevolent nature of Rudra is transparent enough in
the description of the rite which is especially meant for him,
Brahma~~

But certain

passages and the commentators of the Yajur-veda leave no doubt

also about the similar character of his so-called "sister" Ambika,
explaining this rite, the Taittirlya

Brahma~~

While

makes the statement:

" .... His sister Ambika is the autumn; with her he smites (or kills)",

375

and both the commentators, of the Vajasane;x:i and the Taittiri;x:a Samhita,
elaborate that Ambika kills by taking the form of autumn and producing
376
diseases, etc,,
It is also significant that the joint offering to Rudra
and Ambika was supposed to be made a><ay from the house, at the crossroads,
373
See above, fn,368,
374
Cf, Devasthali, op,cit., pp,102-3,
375
TB., 1.6.10:
•.• Saradva asyambika svasa, Taya va e~a hinasti
376
The commentary explains the mention of "sister Ambika in the joint offering
to her and Rudra in VS,, III.57 as:
Ambika ha vai namasya svasa tayasyai~a saha bhaga iti.
Yo'yam rudrii:khyaJ;t kruro devastasya virodhinam hantumicha
bhavati tadanaya bhaginya krurad.evataya sadhanabhutaya tam hinasti.
Sa cambika saradrupam prapya jaradikamutpadya tam virodhinam
hanti, ...
Similarly, the commentary on TS., I,8,6 says about Ambika:
Saratkalo hi pinasajvaradyutpadanena himsakastadvadiyamambika
himsika, Tatah saradityucyate, Esa rudrasta:yaiva sahayabhutaya
prEt:ginaffi hinas-fi.
~
Q

&

•
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Arbman emphasized the popular nature of the rite and the malevolent
377
nature of the goddess associated '"i th Rudra.
He understood Tryambaka
in the sense of one accompanied by three mothers (ambah, ambikah), i,e,
378
goddesses,
Obviously presuming the so-called "sist:r" Ambik~ as

.

identical, at least in name and nature, with the ambah or ambikah implied

--·

in the title Tryambaka, Arbman supposed that these must be the same as the
.
cruel, demoniacal Mat~s of the e:p1c,
e t c ... 379
The supposition of Arbman carries considerable force, especially in
view of the close association of the Mat~s with Siva in epic and Pura~ic
380
Hinduism,
and the suggestion in the epic passages of a great, if
381
obscure, antiquity of these divinities.
It must be emphasized, however,
that Arbman 1 s view, in the present state of our knowledge, is no more than
a good supposition, perhaps more satisfactory than some others of its kind
but still far from being certain.

The mention of a goddess Ambika in

relation to Rudra in the Vedic texts may be very significant for the history
382
of the Devi or Sakti cult in India,
but the association of Rudra with a
group of Ambikas as prototypes of the later

Mat~s

should be regarded as no

more than a possibility, for Arbman 1 s statement that the name Tryambaka
implied one associated with three mothers or three goddesses, although
383
highly plausible, is not universally accepted,
Elsewhere in the
377
Arbman, Rudra, etc,, pp.295 ff.,
378
Ibid., p,295.
379
Ibid., p.296. For a somewhat similar inference drawn by Kosambi, see
below, pp,251 ff ••
380
See above, Pp.195 ff,,
381
See above, p,200,
382
See above, Ch,II, p,123.
383
The meaning of Tryambaka as "one having (or being associated with) three
mothers" would seem to be generally supported by most scholars; cf.
Macdonell, VM., p.74; Hopkins, EM., p,220 and fn.1; Keith, RFVU., p.149.
Grassmann also understands the word Tryambaka in the sense of one having
three mothers, and suggests comparison with trimata in RV., III.56.5; see
RV., tr. Grassmann, vol.I, p.555; Worterbuch zum Rig-ve~, p.561. However,
the agreement seems to extend only to the bare translation of the term, and
there is difference of opinion as to the origin of the title and its
significance, For the traditional view, see, besides Hopkins cited above,
Barth, The Religions of India, p,161 and fn.1.
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Yajur-veda when, in the ritual of the Asvamedha sacrifice, the chief queen
is required to lie down with the slain horse and utter "0 Amba, 0 Ambika,
384
there is no indication that three
0 Ambalika! No one leadeth me, etc.",
divinities are meant or that they have any connection with the goddess
385
Ambika or with Rudra 1 s 'I'ryambaka title.
The suggestion sometimes put forward that the Matrs may be derived
from the concept of the Krttikas must be regarded as inspired by the popular
386
epic and Pura~ic myth of the K~ttikas nursing the child god Karttikeya,
387
Since the Matrs are also closely connected with Skanda-Karttikeya,
there
may always be a suspicion that they were originally the same as the
Krttikas.
The Krttikas appear as a prominent constellation closely associated
388
with Agni ~n the texts of the later Vedic period,
Their association
384
TS,, VII,4,19; see also SB,, XIII.2,8.3,
385
See SB., tr. Eggeling, SBE,, XLIV, pp,321-2; TS,, tr. Keith, pt,2, p.615,
fn,5.
386
Dikshit's op1n1on has already been cited, above, p,208, but he arrives
at the equation Krttikas = Matrs in a somewhat different and roundabout way,
Perhaps the most ;epresentativ; opinion of this type, though very briefly
expressed, is of Patil; see Patil, "Sapta-matrkas or the Seven Mothers from
Besnagar", .!11I£., XII, 1949 ( 1 50), pp,109 ff,, esp. 111-2. While
discussing Roman influence on the classical Indian art, Goetz points to a
new wave of "light cults" and, referring to the growing worship of
Karttikeya, quotes Patil in support of the close association of this god
with the Matrkas who may be the stars of the Pleiades constellation; see
Goetz, "Imperial Rome and the Genesis of Classic Indian Art", EW,, n.s.,
X, no,4, 1959, pp,262 and 268, fn,69, See also Yaduvanshi, Saiva Mata,
pp.95-6, 141, and cf. Mukhopadhyay, "Some Notes on Skanda-Karttikeya", IRQ.,
VII, 1931, pp,316-7.
387
See above, p p, 194-5,
388
See Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, etc,, I, pp.413, 415, s.v. Nak~atra;
Kane, HD., V, pt,I, pp,499, 501, 507; Dikshit, The Mother Goddess, pp.113,
117-8. An instance of the close connection of the Krttikas with Agni may
be seen in SB,, II,1,2,1;
Krttikasvagni'adadhita, Eta va'gninak~atram yatkrttikastadvai
Saloma yo 1 gninaksatre 1 gnJ adadhatai tasmatkrttikasvadadhJta,

.

.
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with the Fire-god continues throughout the history of Indian culture

389

and, in fact, it is quite probable that the myth of Skanda-Karttikeya
as son of .Agni and the Krttikas in the Mahabharata is already influenced
390
by Vedic concepts.
The Krttikas were uniformly regarded as six in the
391
classical Sanskrit literature
and in this form are taken to explain
392
the name and the six faces of Karttikeya,
but there are earlier
393
traditions that they were counted as seven
and it appears that they
were sometimes also imagined as of a very large and indefinite number.

394

389
See Hopkins, EM., pp.105-6; Mudhopadhyay, op,cit,, IHQ., VII, 1931, p,317;
Shastri, India as seen in the Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira, p,142; also
Sabdakalpadruma, II, p.176, s.v. !rttika; Monier-Williams, SED., p,304, s.v.
!rttika, The Krttikas are called Vahni-daivata in the Mahabharata; see
Mbh,, I,213.78; III.219.11; cf. also ibid., IX.43,10,
390
Cf. Hopkins, EM., p,229; Mukhopadhyay, op,cit., IHQ., VII, 1931, p,316;
see also above, p. 195, fn,277
391
See Monier-Williams, SED., p,304, s,v. !rttika; ERE,, 2, p,807.
392
See above, pp.164,167, It has been suggested that the name Karttikeya of
the god was probably derived not directly from that of his so-called
mothers, the Krttikas, but from Karttika, the first month of autumn when,
on the cessation of the monsoon, the roads become practicable and kings
were wont to set out on war expeditions; see Jacobi in EiiE., 2, p,807.
Hopkins, however, preferred to accept the traditional derivation from
!rttika since these stars were imagined as regents of war (see below,
p, 218
) and governed the month when wars usually began in ancient India;
see Hopkins, EM., p,230,
393
Several later Vedic texts count the Krttikas as seven and give their names
as Amba, Dula, Nitatni, Abhrayant1, Meghayanti, Var~ayanti and Cup~Ika;
see TS,, IV.4.5; TB., III,1,4,1; for other references and some variations
in names, see Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, etc., I, p,415, fn,68;
TS., tr. Keith, pt.2, p.346, fn,2, Several of the above names suggest
association with clouds and rain. The description of the Krttikas as
Sapta-sir~abha nak~atra in Mbh., Kinjawadekar 1 s edn., III.230,11, has been
rejected in the Cr. edn, and the accepted reading describes this
constellation as Saka}akara; see Mbh., III.219,11.
394
Cf. SB., II.1.2,2:
Ekam dve trigi catvariti va anyani nak~atragyathaita eva bhuyi~tha
yat krttikastadbhlimanamevaitadupaiti. Tasmatkrttikasvadadhita . . . . .
A large and indefinite number of this constellation is also suggested by
the name Babula by which it is referred in Pagini, IV.3.34 and AK., NSP. edn,,
p,231( 1, 2733. Cf. also the expression Tatasca prapte jye~}hamuliye masi
bahulasu, etc,, in the Har~acarita and the commentator's equation of bahulasu
with ~rttikasu; Har~acarita, ed, Kane, 4th Ucchvasa, p.6; ibid., ed, FUhrer,
p,183, The masculine form of this name, i.e. Babula, is given to Agni (see
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An association with birth and new-born children is also brought out in
- their relationship with the child Skanda as his mothers, 395 The Mahabharata
also suggests a war-like character bo:tlL.of tba Kf--Ltika.s.-and. their presiding
. 396
d e1.ty Agn1,
It is not improbable, therefore, that the Matrs may be ultimately
derived from the concept of the Krttikas.
is no definite evidence to prove it.

Unfortunately, however, there

Firstly, even though the Krttikas

occupy a prominent place in the basic Srauta rite of the consecration of
sacred fire (Agnyadhana) and invariably head the list of the Nak~atras in
397
the Vedic literature,
it does not seem to be possible to reconstruct a
popular cult of this constellation in the Vedic and pre-epic times.
Secondly, as we have seen, the Skanda-myths in the Mahabharata, which are
probably our earliest sources where the Matrs of later Hinduism are clearly
recognizable and which describe these deities in such a detailed, if also
confused manner, do not \¥arrant the derivation of the

specific group like the Krttikas.

398

11

Mothers 11 from a

In these myths, the Krttikas appear

incidentally as "Mothers" and assume significance only in relation to Skanda,
. 11 y 1n
. re 1 a t.1on t o h.lS s1x
. f ·aces6 3 99
espec1a
Perhaps the suggestion of a possible early relationship of the Matrs
with the Krttikas may be regarded as more· acceptable in another form.
394 contd
commentary on AK., NSP. edn., p,231, line 2733), and Skanda-Karttikeya is
sometimes called Bahuleya; see AK., NSP. edn,, p.8, l, 79.
395
See above, pp.164,167, A certain relationship of the Krttikas with birth
and new-born children can also be inferred from the fact that in the later
Vedic and especially the post-Vedic period, the Nak~atra of a child's birth
was supposed to be of great significance and in certain rites in the
ceremonies relating to birth, offerings were prescribed, among others, also
to the Nak~atra of that day and the god of that Nak~atra; see Kane, HD.,
II, pt,I, pp,246 ff.; V, pt.I, pp.521 ff,, esp. 525, 528 ff.; also Keith,
RPVU., p. 368,
396
See Hopkins, EM., pp.105-6, 230,
397
See Kane, HD,, V, pt,I, pp.501, 506-7, For the place of the K'ittikas in
the rite of-xgnyadhana, see SB., II,1,2,1-5. A description of the rite is
given in Kane, HD., II, pt.II, pp.986 ff ••
398
See above, p,171.
3~

See above, pp,164, 167,
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Although the Mat's do not seem to h&ve haeQoriginally astral figures as
shown by their names, whether
Pura~~

in~

the l.ongar. lists in

the~

epic and the

or in the shorter lists in these sources, including the popular

traditional Sapta- or

A~1a-matrkas, 400 it is possible to imagine that

astral cults influenced their growth and developmen-L.
The origin and development of

the~

astral cults in India is obscure,

The old theory of Hillebrandt that a lunar cult formed the basis of the
~g-vedic rites and myths is all but abandoned, 401 but moon and stars did
402
play an important role in the life and thought of the Vedic people,
and
there is also evidence that the knowledge of the Vedic Aryans about
403
The stars seem
astronomy was fairly advanced, if. not fully organised.
to have played some part also in the eschatological ideas of the Vedic
404
people,
The word Nak~atra, generally in the sense of star, appears
400
Cf, Hopkins, The Religions of India, p,415, fn,2, on Skanda 1 s Grahas, both
male and female,
401
See Macdonell, VM,, p,113; Hopkins, The Religions of India, pp,114 ff.;
Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, pp,171 ff., esp, 175-8; Keith, RPVU.,
p. 171; TS., tr. Keith, pt.I, p,cxx; Renou, Religions of Ancient India,
p,14; Gonda, Change and Continuity in Indian Religion, p,38, fn,1, etc .•
A very brief survey of Hillebrandt•s theory may be seen in Dandekar, R.N.,
"Vedic Religion and Mythology: A Survey of the Work of Some Western
Scholars", JUP,, XXI, 1965, pp,24-5.
402
See Hopkins, "Festivals and Fasts (Hindu): The Vedic Calendar", ERE,, 5,
p,871; Keith, RPVU., p.316; Kane, HD., V, pt.I, pp.506-7, 523 ff.; Renou,
Vedic India, p,49; Basham, The Wonder that was India, pp,489-90; etc,,
403
See Kane, HD,, V, pt,I, chs, XIV, XV, esp. pp.477 ff., 488 ff., The
arguments by Kane may not be uniformly objective, but he has collected
enough materials at one place to convince us that the astronomical knowledge
of Vedic Indians must have been fairly advanced, See also Macdonell and
Keith, Vedic Index, etc,, I, pp,409 ff,, s,v, Nak~atra; Rapson (ed,), The
Cambridge History of India, I, pp,139-40; Basham, The Wonder that was India,
pp,489-90; Apte, Social and Religious Life in the Grhya-sutras, pp,155 ff ••
404
The stars are sometimes imagined in the Vedic thought as the souls of the
virtuous dead; see Barth, The Religions of India, p,23; Hopkins, ~
Religions of India, p,204; Macdonell, VM., p,167. Commenting on TS,, V.
4,1,3-4:
.sukrtam va etani jyotim~i yannaksatrani tanyeva''pnotyatho
L
'
'
anUkaSamevaitani jyotlffi~i ku~te suvargasya lokasyanukhyatyai,
Saya~a says:
Ye sobhanam sastravihitam karma kurvanti te sukrtinah.
Tesarnetani divi drSyamanani naksatrarUpani jyotfillsi6 • Te
hi· p~yakrtalt svad:ga:riLgatva bha~amanavig;ahastany~pnuvanti,
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and, in the later Vedic period, it
405
seems to be technically used in the sense of the stations of the moon.

already in the hymns of the

~g-veda,

Mythologically, in this period,

the.Na~atras

and wives of Soma, identified with moon,

are conceived of as females

406

However, in. spite of the fact
that some later Vedic texts describe a Naksatresti, 407 there is no clear
evidence that the worship of the

--·--··personified as

Nak~atras

played any significant part in the Vedic ritual,
including the cult of the female

Nak~atras,

408

f.emale deities

But a star-cult,

must have been more popular

than the Vedic literature seems to reveal, for, as pointed out by Hopkins,
the epic mythology appears to have been conspicuously affected by such a
409
cu lt •
404 contd
Ata eva tadupadhanena tadiyani jyotimsi prapnuvanti. Api
caitani naksatrajyotimsyanu tenopadha~ena kimcitprakasam
karoti. sa'ca prakasa~ svargalokavirbhaya sampadyate.
(See Sayava's commentary on TS., IV.4.11; ~·• no.42, p,2092), See also
SB,, VI. 5.4.8:
•.. tani ha tani naksatranyeva naksatrani vai Janayo ye hi
jana~ puvyakfta~ sva~gam iokam yanti te~ametani jyotim~i
naksatrairevainametatpacati.
Cf, Griffith's note on the reference to the Fathers decorating the heaven
with stars in RV,, X,68,11; see RV., tr, Griffith, vol.II, p,481. In any
case, the identification of the Saptar~is as the stars of the constellation
of Ursa Major was an established concept in the Vedic thought; see Macdonell,
VM., p,167; Keith, RPVU,, pp,201 and fn,9, 416; see also above, p,164,fn.121,
405
See Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, etc,, pp.409 ff., s,v. Nak~atra;
Kane, HD,, V, pt,I, pp,495 ff,,
406
See Macdonell, VM., p,112; Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, etc., I, p,410,
407
TB., III.1; BSS,, 28.3 and 4; for the text and English translation of the
former, see Dumont, Paul-Emile, "The Istis to the Naksatras • • • in the
Taittiriya Bratmav~", PAPS,, 98, no,3-;-'1954, pp,204 ff .. Atharva-veda
Pari~i~ta, I is a Nak~atra-kalpa, See also Keith, RPVU., p,201, and Kane,
HD., V, pt,I, pp,505-7; pt.II, pp,792 ff,,
408
Cf. Keith, RPVU., p,201; Renou, Vedic India., p.74,
409
-Hopkins, EM., pp.52-3, For the inclusion of the Nak~atra deities in
brahmanical rites in the post-Vedic times, or for special rites of Nak~atras
in general or particular Nak~atras, see Keith, RPVU,, p.201, fn.2; Apte,
Social and Religious Life in the Gfhya-sutras, pp.234-5; Kane, HD., V, pt.II,
pp,792 ff., where the rites of Nak~atra-snana and Pu~ya-snana are described;
see also Shastri, India as seen in the Bfhatsaffihita of Varahamihira,
pp,167-8.
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In the present context, it is worth remarking that even though diverse
and very obscure groups of goddesses are associated with Skanda in the myths
of his birth in the Mahabharata, and many of them are also labelled as
or

Matara~

in different contexts, at least some, besides the

clearly identifiable as astral figures,
Rohi~I,

Such are the stars

K~ttikas,

Mat~s

are

Dhani~~ha,

etc,, as well as Abhijit, whose position is said to have been

assigned by Skanda to the K~ttikas.

410

Although, in the particular context

where they are introduced, none of the above

Nak~atras

are called

Matara~

or mothers of Skanda, their motherhood is nevertheless implied in the
myth.

Similarly, even though the Skanda myth in the Mahabharata does not

clearly allude to the astral nature of the wives of the seers, this can be
safely inferred because there are some indications that already in the
Vedic thought dead ancestors were sometimes conceived of as transformed
into stars and constellations, and, in post-Vedic thought, the

Saptar~is

in astronomy are regularly understood as stars of the constellation of Ursa
411
Major,
In any case, some versions of the myth of Skanda's birth render
the six

K~ttikas

as six of the seven wives of the

Saptar~is,

who, when

Svaha assumed their forms to woo her own infatuated husband Agni, were
supposed to have fallen from their status and consequently to have been
412
assigned the position of a constellation,
This is clearly a skilful
adaptation of the ancient Vedic belief that the
the Seven

~sis

K~ttikas

were the wives of

but that they were for some reason prevented from cohabiting

with their husbands and thus it was that while the seven Bears, i.e, the
Saptar~is, rose in the north, the K~ttikas did so in the east. 413
410
See above, p,165,
411
See above, p,219,, fn,404, where it is also pointed out that the Saptar~is
were identified with the stars of the constellation of Ursa Major already in
the Vedic thought.
412
See ERE., 2, p,807,
413 SB., II.1.2.4:
-- Atha yasmanna krttikasvadadhita 1 rksanam va 1 eta agre patnya asuh
sapta 1 r~Inu ha ~rna vai pura 1 rk~a ity~cak~ate ta mithunena vyardhyantami
hyuttarahi sapta 1 r~aya udyanti pura eta asamiva vai tadyo mithunena
vy~ddha~ sa nenmithunena vy~dhya 1 iti tasmanna k~ttikasvadadhita.
See also SB., tr. Eggeling, SBE., XII, pp,282-3. The context is the
establishment of the fire in the rite of Agnyadhana, and amongst several
arguments as to why it must be established under the K~ttikas, the above
statement is introduced to indicate why it may not be so done,
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A close association with astral figures, named or implied, in the myths
of the birth of Skanda iu..tha Mahabharata,. ther.efore, strongly suggests the
possibility that the concept. an<l.culL of the. Ma:t:p> were influenced by
astral ideas,

Such a possibility finds support also from au.other

consideration,

Although in the evolved astrological ideas in the later

Vedic and post-Vedic periods, the. Nak¥'tras, in_<liffereu.t. poaitions and
varying conjunctions with .. the planets, tended to be divided for the purposes
414 't
. l ac t s 1n
. t o ausp1c1ous
. .
.
. .
o f ceremon1a
and 1nausp1clous,
1 appears th a t a
markedly malevolent nature was attributed to them from the very beginu.ing
of their conception.
suggested in the

I~~i

This does not, of course, seem to be clearly
to the

Nak~atras

described in the Taittir1ya

Brii:hma~~

and the Baudhayana Srauta-sutra, except perhaps in the division of the 28
asterisms into the
myth about the

Deva-Nak~atras and Yama-nak~atras, 415 But a popular

Nak~atras

in the texts of the later Vedic period clearly

paints a malignant picture of them,

According to this myth, as referred to

in the Taittir1ya Samhita, Prajapati gave his 33 daughters - all presumably
astral figures- to king Soma, but as the latter associated only with
Rohi~I,

the rest deserted him in anger and he was consequently afflicted
416
with a serious illness.
But even if such evidence were not available,
the very fact that, from as early as the Vedic times, the

Nak~atras

were

regarded as having a potent influence on human lives, and some of them
were imagined as inauspicious in contrast to others which were auspicious,
would be enough to suggest the malignant nature of these figures.
later periods, when we hear of specific rites to a certain

Nak~atra

417

In the
or

414
See Kane, HD., V, pt,I, pp.524-5, 528 ff ••
415
-See Dumont, op,cit., PAPS., 98, no.3, 1954, p.205; Kane, HD., V, pt.I,
p.505. The Taittiriya Brii:hma~~. however, sometimes uses the word~~~
nak~atra (TB., 1,5.2.1; III,1,2,8), implying belief in evil Nak~atras,
and suggests the evil nature of Nak~atras like Jye~~ha and Mula (see ibid.,
III,1.2.2-3; cf, Kane, HD., V, pt.I, pp.524-5). The birth of a child on
the Nak~atras like Jye~~ha, Mula, etc,, is regarded as very inauspicious
in AV., VI,110,2-3 and the whole of this hymn is prescribed by the Kausika
Sutra, 46,25 to be recited in a rite of pacification for one born on an
evil Nak~atra; see Kane, HD., V, pt,I, p,524 and fn.753.
416
TS., II,3,5; see also Keith, RPVU,, p.170.
417
See above, p,219 and also below,
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in general, they are generally of the nature of pacificatory or
418
santi rites,
As already noted above, the description of the rite of

Nak~atras

E\1~;)'"'""-'lii:J:l"l>

by Varahamihira also includes the worship of the Matp along
419
with Rudra, the Grahas, Nak~atras and a host of other deities,
The
close association of the rites to the

Nak~atras with those to the Grahas 420

also suggests the malevolent nature of the former, since the planetary cults,
421
in general, were of inauspicious and pacificatory nature,
As implied
by their name, the Grahas or the planets were conceived of as beings which
afflict human lives in various ways.

The Mahabharata often treats them as
422
fiends and classes them with demons and ogres,
One of the earliest and
the best descriptions of the rite of pacification of the Grahas is found
. th e y-·t' 423 Much of the Brhatsaffihita is occupied with
1n
aJnava lkya sm1~·

-·

418
Cf. Kane, HD,, V, pt.II, pp,792 ff •. According to the Baudhayana
Srauta-sutra (28,4), the Isti to the Naksatras is performed to drive the
evil away, produce lumino;;~ess and conq~er repeated dying; see Dumont,
op.cit,, PAPS., 98, no,3, 1954, p,207.
419
See above, p.197 and fn.291. The worship of the Nak~atras and Grahas in
the rite called Rohi~I-yoga in the ~~hatsamhita seems to be aimed at
avoiding droughts and securing timely and adequate rain for the crops; see
~~hatsamhita, ch.24.
420
See above, fn.419. In the Vi~~udharmottara Pura~~. Kha~qa I, the rite of
pacification of the Mat~s (ch,227) is followed immediately by the rite of
worship of the K~ttikas (ch.228), etc,, and then by the rites to the
Grahas (chs. 231-2). For the frequent mention of the Nak~atras and the
Grahas together in a Sanskrit Buddhist text, see below, fn,421,
421
See ERE., 12, p,84. The Mahayana Buddhist text Suvar~a-bhasottama-sutra
frequently refers to the afflictions caused by the Grahas and the Nak~atras,
etc, (Graha-nak~atra-piqE, Sarva-graha-nak~atra-janma-mara~a-piqE, Sarvagraha-kali-kalaha-nak~atra-janma-piqE); see Suvar~a-bhasottama-sutra, ed,
Nobel, pp,104, 107, 157, 163. See also ibid,, pp,65, 93, 106, where the
Grahas and the Nak~atras are separately mentioned as evil beings causing
afflictions,
422
See Mbh,, VI.73.10; 96,35-6 for references to cruel planets, The fact
that the epic speaks of evil beings called Skanda-grahas (see above, R 166 ),
Deva-grahas, Gandharva-grahas (see Hopkins, EM., p.34), and Pit~-grahas
(Mbh,, III.219,47) easily suggests that the Grahas in their primary sense as
planets were regarded as evil beings, The demoniacal beings exercising evil
influences on human life, especially that of children, are called Graha also
in the Susruta-saffihita and divided into nine classes apparently according to
the number of planets; see Susruta-samhita, Uttara-tantra, 27.1-5; also
Monier-Williams, SED,, p,372, s,v. Graha,
423
yajfiavalkya-sm~ti, I, 295-308.
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the potent and often evil influence of these beings, and the text frequently
,_ t '
~
424
re f ers to t he Grah a-san 1, Graha-yajna, etc~e
Several Pura~~'
425
astrological texts and mediaeval digests describe the Navagraha-santi,
and it is interesting to note that a detailed description of such a rite
in the Visnudharmottara Purana almost immediately follows a similar one to
- - · 426
·t he Matp.
It seems therefore safe to assume that the cult of the
itself of astral origin or derived from a cult of the

Mat~s,

K~ttikas,

if not

was strongly

influenced by astral cults at a fairly early stage of its history and, in
any case, before the Mahabharata assumed its present form,
Another suggestion of the origin of the

Mat~s

may also be considered,

that they were at first essentially dead ancestresses, and were conceived
of as a group and commanded reverence in the same way as the

Pit~s.

We

shall examine presently some very interesting uses of the word Matr in
texts of the Atharva-vedic tradition, 427 but it may be mentioned that Weber,

--·

commenting on the relevant passages of these texts and conscious that the
"Mothers" presumably referred to in them might be connected with the
of the epic and

Pura~ic

Mat~s

tradition, expressed the opinion that their worship

may have been modelled on the lines of the various supplicatory sacrifices
to the

Pit~s. 428 In support of his opinion, he pointed mainly to the

424
See Shastri, India as seen in the Brhatsamhita of Varahamihira, pp,166-7,
425
See Kane, HD,, V, pt,II, pp,749 ff •.
426
Vi,Dh,P,, I, 231-2; see also above, p,223, fn,420,
427
See below, pp,232 ff,,
428
Weber, Zwei vedische Texte uber Omina und Portenta, pp,349 ff., esp.
pp,352-3. This is, of course, only part of the explanation offered by
Weber, For a fuller examination of his views, see below, pp,232 ff,esp,238ff,,
Apparently inspired by the suggestions of Weber, Bloomfield also expressed
a similar opinion while explaining the use of the word Mat~-kalpika in
Patafijali 1 s Mahabha~~; see Kau~S., ed, Bloomfield, Intro., p,lviii; also
below, p,235, Cf. also the suggestion implied in the following statement
of Barth in The Religions of India, preface, p,xv:
"Suppose that certain hymns of the tenth book of the ~g-veda •.•
had not come down to us, what would we learn from the rest of the
collection respecting the worship of the manes of the departed?
We might know that India paid homage to certain powers called
Pit~s ••• ,but we could not infer from that, any more than from
later worship of the Mat~s ••• , this worship of ancestors, or
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offerings made to the Mii:tp in the Abhyudayika Sraddha, mentioned probably
for the first time in the Sallkhayana G~hya-sutra but more frequently in
429
the later ritual texts.
He also referred to a passage in the Kausitaki
Upani~ad

which mentions the Apsarases, called Amba, Ambayu, welcoming the

newly arrived dead in heaven, suggesting that they might have been
regarded as the souls of the deceased human mothers occupied with the fate
430
of their descendents on earth,
The suggestion that the Matrs were in origin the souls of dead female
ancestors and their concept and cult was modelled on the pattern of those
of the dead male ancestors, the Pitrs, may appear attractive from several
points of view,

Apart from the obvious correspondence between the two

names, like the Mii:trs, the Pitrs also, at least in the Vedic brahmanical
tradition, ">Jere conceived of as an indefinite but numerically large group
431
of anonymous beings;
they also 11ere sometimes referred to as forming
432 h. h .
. t.1mes 1·rere oft en count e d as seven 1n
. num b er. 433
groups,
·•J 1c
1n ep1c
Far less marked than in the case of the Matrs, the Pitrs' anger nevertheless
428 contd
spirits of the dead, which, as the comparative study of the
beliefs, customs, and institutions of Greece and Rome shows us,

was nevertheless from the remotest antiquity one of the principal
sources of public and private right, one of the bases of the
family and the civic community .••• "
429
Weber, op,cit., p.352. The Sallkhayana Grhya-sutra, IV,4 runs as:
Athata abhyudayikam. (1) Apuryama~apak~e p~yahe. (2) Mat~yagam
k'tva. (3) Yugman vedavido brahma~anupavesya. (4) Purvah~e. (5)
Pradak~i~amupacara~. (6) Pitrmantravarjam japa~. (7) ~javo darbha4. (8)
Yavaistilarthah. (9) Dadhibadaraksatamisrah pindah. (10) "Nandimukhan
pi t:fnavahayi ~y~ i ti" avahane. ( 11) . "Nand1mclcha~ 'U~1itara~ priyantami ti"
ak~<;yyasthane, (12)
"Nandimukhan pit:fn vacayi~ya iti" vacane, (13)
"Sampannamiti" t,ptiprasne. (14) Samanamanyadaviruddhamiti, (15)
430
Weber, op,cit., p.352, citing Indische Studien, I, p,397; cf. also Gonda,
Die Religionen Indiens, I, p,100,
431
See Macdonell, VM., p.170; Kapadia, Hindu Kinship, p,8 and fn.4.
432
See groups of Pit's specified by family names in RV., X,14,6; VS., XIX.50;
AV., XVIII.3.15-6, 20; cf, also Kapadia, Hindu Kinship, p, 12,
433
Hopkins, EM., pp,31 ff., esp. 33.
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had to be reckoned with,

434

and, as the

1mrship and could likewise grant boons.

godB~,

they alBo ahrays comrminded

435

The reliable evidence for the theory that the Mat:rs were originally
souls of dead ancestresses, however, can. only be of the type suggested by
436
Weber,
Probably he was right in thinking_..tha.:l .the inclusioJL of the
Matp in the Abhyudayika Sraddha is recordeiLfor the first time in the
Sallkhayana G:rhya-sutra,

Some other Q:rhya-sutras alBo contain suggestions
437
of or prescriptions for this rite but they do not refer to the Mothers,

But the same rite, under the name !:rddhi Sraddha or Nandimukha Sraddha,
is frequently described in the

Pura~ic

and other later Brahmanical texts,

and, generally speaking, includes the worship of the Mothers, preceding
438
that of the Fathers.
Since the worship of the Matrs in the Abhyudayika
or !:rddhi Sraddha is accompanied by and in fact precedes that of the Pitrs,
as also since the rite is clearly called a Sraddha, the natural inference
would appear to be that the Matrs here are to be conceived of as dead
female

ancestors~

434
The Pitrs are implored in RV., X.15.6 not to injure their descendents for
any sins committed against them through neglect. It is interesting to see
that they are also invoked as warriors in battle; RV., VI.75.9; see also
AV., XVIII.4.82-3, The Mbh., III.219.47 even speaks of the evil Pit:r-grahas;
see also Hopkins, EM., p,34, As evil beings, afflicting human lives,
especially that of children, the Pit:r-grahas are also mentioned in the
Caraka and Susruta-samhitas; see Caraka-saffihita, II (Nidana-sthana), 7.14;
VI (Cikitsa-sthana), 9,16, 20(3), 21(3), 88; Susruta-samhita, Uttara-tantra,
27.5; 60,12, etc .. Cf., however, Keith, RPVU., pp.426-7,
435
-See Macdonell, VM,, pp.170-1; Keith, RPVU,, pp.425 ff ••
436
See above, Pp.224-5,
437
See, e,g,, As,GS,, II.5.13-5; IV.7,1 (SBE,, XXIX, pp,209, 250); GGS,,
IV,3,35-7 (SBE., XXX, pp.110-1),
438
See Kane, HD,, IV, pp,525-9; Kapadia, Hindu Kinship, pp,31, 35 ff.; also
Shastri, Origin and Development of the Rituals of Ancestor Worship in India,
pp,236 ff,. The Sraddha-sutra of Katyayana makes no reference to the
worship of the Matrs in the lbhyudayika Sraddha, but Deva's commentary on
it does, and, under the name Matr-sraddham, lists it regularly as a
preliminary rite before the beginning of any new sacrificial undertaking;
see Weber, Zwei vedische Texte uber Omina und Portenta, p,352. For the same
rite being called Abhyudayika, !rddhi or NandimUkha Sraddha, see Kane, HD.,
IV, pp.527-8. The subtle distinction made by Kane between the Abhyudayika
and the !rddhi Sraddha does not affect our argument.
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The evidence collected above, however, is not as conclusive as it

appears at first sight.

Bearing in mind that the rites in question are

typical of the brahmanical tradition, the primary objection to Weber's
439
suggestion would be that the patria potestas of the Vedic brahmanism
does not warrant the supposition of a cult of the dead mothers by the
side of that of the dead fathers,

The word

Pitara~

by itself never really

comprehends female ancestors in the Vedic literature or later brahmanical
440
texts,
and, in the literature of the early or later Vedic period, no
Matara~ appear as recipients of proper funeral offerings. 441 It is only
in the

A~!aka-homa,

or, more properly, in the

Anva~takya

rite following it,

that the Q•hya-sutras sometimes refer to the 11~~~-offerings to the wives
442
of the three immediate male ancestors,
But this is very unusual and is
not likely to have provided the pattern for the so-called Abhyudayika or
443
Vrddhi Sraddha.
In the description of the same rite of A~t~a~k~a~S~r~a~d~d~h~a~
444
in the Pura~~. the dead females are generally absent,

-·

439
See Keith, in Rapson (ed,), The Cambridge History of India, I, pp,88-9;
Childe, The Aryans, etc,, p,81; Poussin, Indo-eurou~ens et Indo-iraniens
l'Inde jusgue vers 300 av. J.-c., p,40, quoting Meillet, Introduction a
l 1 ~tude comparative des langues Indo-europeennes, ch,VI; Majumdar (ed,),
The Vedic Age, p,384; Basham, The Wonder that was India, p,35; see also
Kosambi, D,D,, "On the Origin of Brahmin Gotras", JBBRAS., n.s., XXVI,
1950, p.21.
440
It may be mentioned that the word Pitarau (masculine gender, dual number)
is used in tbe ~g-veda in the sense of parents or father and mother; see
Monier-Williams, SED., p,626, s.v. Pit,. Also Dyaus, the well known Dyauspitar, sometimes appearoas feminine (see Macdonell, VM., p,22; Keith, RPVU.,
p.95), and the word Matar is used to indicate both the parents (see
Bohtlingk and Roth, SW., 5, p,699, s.v. Matar). But such usages provide
no evidence that the word Pitara~ (masculine gender, plural number),
denoting ancestors in general who were invited to receive offerings, also
included dead female ancestors,
441
Cf. Kane, HD., IV, p.472. The A rna gantam pitara matara ca, etc., in VS.,
IX,19, does not appear to us to provide an exception,
442
See Kane, HD., IV, pp,358 ff.; Kapadia, Hindu Kinship, p.24; see also
below, pp,231-2,
443
See below, pp,231-2, for suggestion on the reason for inclusion of Mothers
in this rite,
444
See Kapadia, Hindu Kinship, p,24,
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The suspicion that a cult of dead ancestresses could not have
naturally developed in the Vedic brahmanical tradition is confirmed by
a close scrutiny of the rites of Xbhyudayika or Yrddhi Sraddha described
As Kapadia has demonstrated,

in the Qrhya-sutras and other later texts,

445

these so-called funeral offerings, which were recommended to be performed
on all kinds of auspicious occasions, including the various Saffiskaras,

differ strikingly from the normal
brahmanical tradition,

Parva~a

Sraddha offerings of the

The Pitrs of the Xbhyudayika or !rddhi Sraddha

form a very loosely-defined group called Nandimukha-pitrs, and the
446
definition of the female ancestors is very imprecise and varying,
There are marked variations also in the small details of the rite.

As

against the normal funeral offerings, the Vrddhi Sraddha is performed

-·

from left to right instead of from right to left; barley is substituted
for sesamum; durva replaces kusa; the sacred thread is worn on the left
hand side and not on the right; the brahm[~[s invited are of an even number
instead of odd; the offerings are made with the word svaha, and not svadha;
and the paternal ancestors are invoked in an inverse order, beginning with
the great-grandfather,

It is clear, therefore, that the Abbyudayika or
447
Yrddhi Sraddha is not strictly speaking an obsequial rite,
As implied
in the names of the rite as also in the designation Nandimukha-pitrs,
literally "the Manes of joyful countenances" or, as Kapadia suggests, "the
Fathers who are faces of joyful occasions", it is a special ceremonial rite
for auspicious occasionse

Since the Xbhyudayika or the Yr~d~d~h~i~S~r~a~d~d=h=a does not appear to be a
typical obsequial rite, it is highly unlikely that the offering to the
Mothers prescribed for these rites is a natural extension of the obsequial
448
offerings to the Fathers, as supposed by Weber,
How the Mothers came
445
Ibid,, pp,35-6; see also the prescriptions for the rite in Sallkhayana
Qrhya-sutra as cited above, p.225, fn,429, For a fuller description of
the Abhyudayika or !rddhi Sraddha, see Kane, HD., IV, pp.525-9; Kapadia,
Hindu Kinship, pp,35-41; cf. also Keith, RPVU., p,427,
446
See below, pp,229 ff,,
447
Cf, Kapadia, Hindu Kinship, p.35.
448
See above, pp,224-5.
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to be included in the rite is not easy to answer.

It may be that their

inclusion is to be explained by the grmring importance of motherhood in
the brahmanical tradition, perhaps under the impact of the increasing
recognition of the popular mother goddess cults, even though the extant
449
Dharma-sastra literature provides no adequate proof of it.
It is even
possible that, at a very early stage of its history, the popular cult of
the

Mat~s

influenced the brahmanical tradition and was responsible for

the addition of the "Mothers" by the side of the Fathers in the Abhyudayika
Sraddha.
The possibility that the "Mothers" were included with and given
precedence over the Fathers in the rite of the 1\:bhyudayika or !rddhi
Sraddha under the influence of the popular cult of the Matrs seems to be
strengthened by a closer look at the attempts to define and specify the
so-called "Mothers" of these rites in the brahmanical texts. The short
. t.1on 1n
. th e ~a
~-nkh· ayana
-t ra 450 d oes no t mak e 1t
. . c l ear as
prescr1p
G~ h ya-su
to who the "Mothers" are whose worship is to be performed in the beginning
of the Abhyudayika rite, but the later sources discuss this point and are
more informative, if less definitive.

It may be noted first that, according

to these later prescriptions, the worship of the Mothers is generally
supposed to be accompanied by that of
the Sapta- or

Ga~esa, 451 a constant companion of

A~ta-matrkas in iconography, 452 Moreover, these deities are

449
The attitude of the brahmanical tradition towards women in general is
truly ambivalent; for the censure and eulogy of women in the Dharmasastric
and other works, see Kane, HD,, II, pt,I, pp.574 ff, and 580 ff.; also
Basham, The Wonder that was-rndia, pp. 177 ff,, esp, 182, A good instance
is the attitude of Manu-sm>ti which, while advocating the dependence of
women at every stage of their life on the male members of the family
(Manu-sm,ti, IX,2-~), also makes a statement that the acarya is ten times
more venerable tha~ the upadhyaya, the father a hundred times more than the
acarya, and the mother a thousand times more than the father (ibid,, II.
145).
450
See above, p,225, fn.429,
451
See Kane, HD., IV, p,529 and fns, 1184, 1185, quoting Kalpataru and
Apararka respectively, The Kurma Purana also prescribed the worship of the
Mat>s with Ga~esa in the Nandimukha Sr~ddha; see Hazra, Studies in the
Pura~ic Records, etc,, p,258, fn,53.
452
See above, pp,149, 195,
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sometimes referred to as

Mat,-ga~a, 453 and, in attempts to define and

specify them, they are also sometimes counted as seven or eight and
454
identified as Brahmi, etc ..
Further, an explanation is occasionally
added that the Mothers are worshipped before the Fathers because otherwise
455
they perpetrate violence,
There is no doubt, therefore, that the
Mothers of the Abhyudayika or

Y~ddhi

Sraddha as described in the later

brahmanical sources are the well known ferocious Matrs of the epic-Puranic
tradition who appear in the company of Skanda, Siva :Ud Devi in

..

.

literat~re 456

and whose representations as Sapta- or Asta-matrkas are seen so frequently
on the walls of the mediaeval Hindu shrines, 457 It is true that dead
human females are also included in the rite as described in these sources,
458
but they usually occupy a secondary place,
It is also interesting to
note that in such of these later sources which may be regarded as valid for
a relatively earlier date, only three paternal females are included, but
their number is later raised to eight, when a distinction is also made
between the Divine Mothers who must be worshipped before the Pit~s and the
459
human mothers who must be worshipped afterwards,
It seems clear,
therefore, that the

Pura~ic

and other later brahmanical texts do not

generally identify the "Mothers" of the Abhyudayika or y~ddhi Sraddha as
the souls of dead ancestresses,

On the contrary, they give the impression

453
See Kapadia, Hindu Kinship, p,39, fn,84, citing Prayoga-parijata which
quotes Brahma Pura~~ as authority,
454
Apararka cites verses to show that the Mothers worshipped in the rite of
Vrddhi Sraddha before the Pitrs are seven in number and to be identified
~~ Brahmi, etc.; see Kane, HD:, IV, p,529 and fn,1185, See Kapadia, Hindu
Kinship, p,39 for a different list of eight Mothers, Sometimes these
deities are counted as sixteen and identified as Gauri, etc.; see Shastri,
Origin and Development of the Rituals of Ancestor Worship in India, p,241;
see also above, p,193 and fn.264, for Gauryyadi-~odaia-mat~ka~.
455
See Kapadia, Hindu Kinship, p,39 and fn,84, citing KUrma Pura~~ and
Prayoga-parijata.
456
See above, pp,193 ff,,
457
See above, Pp,153-4.
458
See Kane, HD., IV, pp,528-9; also Kapadia, op,cit,, p,39,
459
See Kapadia, op,cit,, p.39,
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that the dead paternal females were included in the rite following the
inclusion of the well knovm Mlatrs of the epic and

Pura~ic

tradition, and

their number was gradually raised to eight to correspond to the
-t r k-as 460 Since the "Mothers" are included in the rite of the
Asta-ma

..

.

e

Abhyudayika Sraddha as early as the time of the Sallkhayana Grhya-sutra,
the influence of the popular cult of the_Mil:tfs on_ the_ hrahmani<Oal. tradition
may be suspected from that early date.
Perhaps the occasional mention of the offerings to the wives of the
three immediate ancestors, besides those to the ancestors themselves, as
461
prescribed in the Anva~takya rites,
is also to be explained in the same

manner.

We do not agree with Kane that the inclusion of the wives was a
462
463
natural growth in course of time,
For reasons already mentioned,
the
offerings to dead ancestresses in this rite cannot be regarded as a natural
growth inside the brahmanical tradition any more than it can be in the rite
of the Abhyudayika or !:rddhi Sraddha.
to support this suspicion.

But there are other considerations

Apart from the fact that the brahmanical ritual

texts give widely divergent opinions about several vital aspects of the
!~taka

Sraddha - e.g. the number of times and the dates in the year on which

it was to be celebrated, the deities to be worshipped, the offerings to be
464
- which gives a distinct
made, the procedure to be adopted, etc.,
impression that it should not be regarded as an original or typical
465
brahmanical Sraddha but only a variation of it,
it is interesting to note
that even when the offerings to the <rives of the dead ancestors is
recommended, a sharp distinction is made betveen the wives and their

husbands, creating the suspicion that these so-called wives do not belong
in the rite naturally.
~~~as

460
Cf.
461
See
462
See
463
See
464

Thus, according to the Asvalayana Grhya-sutra, the

to the males are put in the east while those to the females are put

ibid ••
above, p,227,
Kane, liD., IV, p.475.
above, p,227,

See Kane, liD., IV, pp. 353 ff •.
465
Cf. ibid., pp.361-2, 426.
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in the west, with the addition of sura and the scum of boiled rice,

466

Perhaps in a suggestion of the same rite in the Sankhayana G'hya-sutra,
the offerings to the females are required to be put behind those to the
males, putting something between the two, which is taken to refer to
467
darbha grass.

It may be added here that the instruction mat,devo bhava, pit,devo
bhava in the Taittiriya Upani~ad, given to the student at the conclusion
468
of his education,
does not appear to us to be of any relevance in the
present context.

Appearing as it does beside acaryadevo bhava, atithidevo

bhava, probably it means no more than an expression of due respect to the
mother and the father,
The idea that the goddesses could be originally spirits of dead
ancestresses, especially in a matriarchal society, is not prima facie

inadmissible,

It may perhaps be argued in the same way as the view

associated 11ith the names of scholars like Herbert Spencer that gods,
especially in a patriarchal society, were originally spirits of dead male
469
ancestors,
But such an investigation is part of the much larger question
of the origin of the concept of gods and of religion with which we are not
concerned,

Our main concern here is with the suggestion that the Mat's

of the epic and

Pura~ic

tradition are to be derived from an earlier cult

of the spirits of dead ancestresses, and our analysis shows that the
earliest extant literature in India, being representative of the Vedic
patriarchal tradition, naturally does not support such a hypothesis.
A passing reference has been made above to the use of the word Mat,
470
in texts of the Atharva-vedic tradition.
The word is actually used as
part of a compound, in the forms Mat,-namani or

Mat,-ga!}~,

literally "the

names of the Mothers" or "the group of the Mothers", which invariably
denotes certain texts or hymns.

Thus, in its chapters on omens and portents,

466
As.GS,, II.5.5, 7-8 (SBE,, XXIX, pp,208-9).
467
SGS. , IV. 1 . 11 ; SBE. , XXIX, p. 108) .
468
Taittiriya Upani~ad, I,11,2,
469
See Hopkins, The Religions of India, pp,8 ff.,
470
See above, p,224,
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the Kausika-sutra frequently speaks of offerings with the recitation of
471
Mlat~-namani which thereby act as a charm against evil portents,
At
another place, it recommends the use of the same recitation in a rite which,

according to the scholiasts, is meant to exorcise the Gandharvas, Rak~asas,
472
The recitation of the Mat~-namani is
Apsarases, Bhutas, etc .•
473
recommended by the Vaitana-sutra in the rite of Agnyadheya
and by a
474
Parisi~ta of the Atharva-veda in the rite called Brahma-yaga,
The references in the Kausika-sutra make it very clear that the hymn
entitled

Mat~-namani

is to be identified primarily as AV., II.2, which
es
begins as Divyo Gardharva~, etc., 475 but when it actually defin~ Matrnamani at one place, the pratikas cited indicate that, besides the
above-mentioned hymn, AV,, VI.111 and VIII.6 are also to be included in
471
Ka u. S. , 94. 1 5:
Divyo gandharva iti matrnamabhirjuhuyat,
See also Weber, Zwei vedische Texte tiber Omina und Portenta, pp,349 ff ..
Exactly the same text occurs at Kau.S., 95.4; 96.3; 101,3; and 114.3,
Ibid., 136,9 reads as:
Sa khalvete~u karmasu sarvatra santyudakam k>tva sarvatra
catananyanuyojayenmat~namani

ca6

The chs. 93-136 of the text form the book of omens and portents; see Kau,S,,
ed, Bloomfield, Intra,, p,lxviii.
472
Kau.S., 26.29 ff.:
(29)
Matrnamno~ sarvasurabhicUrqanyanvaktani hutva Se~e~a pralimpati,
(30) Titauni
Catu~pathe ca sirasi darbe~4ve 1 ngarakapale 1 nvaktani.
pratipam gahamano vapatitaro'vasificati pascat, (31) Amapatra opyasicya
maufije tripade vayonivesane prabadhnati. (32)
See also Karambelkar, The Atharva-vedic Civilization, pp,187-8. In his
commentary on AV., II.2 and VI.111 (two of the three Atharva-vedic hymns
identified in the Kausika Sutra as Matr-namani, see below,pp.236-7l,Saya~a
reproduces Kau,S., 26,29 ff., cited above, and adds:
Asya sliktasya gandharvarak~asapsarobhutagrahadisantaye
gh~taktasarvau¥adhihome catu~pathe grahagrhitasira~

sthitamrnmayakapalagnihomadau ca
473
Vai,S,, 5,10:

viniyoga~.

catanairmatrnamabhirvasto~patyairanuyojitai~.

474
AV.Par,, XIXb.4.2:
Hutva ca catanaffi tatra mat~nama-ga~ena ca,
Snapayet paficagavyena tatha santyudakena ca,
475
See above, fn,471.
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group,

476

_.:::::....:::=

The Atharva-veda Parisista entitled Gana-mala follows the

====-"-=""-"==·-·

tradition of the Kausika-sutra but adds one more hymn, viz, AV., IV,20,
and gives an alternative name of the group as

Mat~-gav~~. 477 It may be

added here that, commenting on the sutra IV,2,60 of Pavini, the
of Patanjali explains the word kalpa by using
Para-kalpika~

Parasara-kalpika~

and

as illustrations, and a variant reading adds to them

Mat~-kalpika~. 478 Weber, who noticed this word
to define it.

Mahabha~~

479

Writing on the Asuri-kalpa, a

very early, did not attempt

Parisi~~~ of the Atharva-

veda, Magoun conjectured that as Kalpa-sutra meant one familiar with the
Kalpa-sutras and Parasara-kalpika was probably used of a person familiar
with the Parasara-kalpa, the word Matr-kalpika should be taken to mean one
480
who was familiar with the Matr-kalpa.
He also thought that the presence
of these words in the

Mahabha~~

without further explanation indicated that

they were well understood by· the people of Patanjali's time and therefore
481
referred to the rites and practices familiar to the Hindus.
Pointing
out that the

Mahabha~~

is very familiar with the Atharvan literature,

Bloomfield also suggested that on the supposition that the word Matr-kalpika
also is Atharvan, it might be translated as "one who practices the
Matr-kalpa",

Mat~-kalpa

He felt that the

may be the title of some minor

ritualistic treatise, involving especially the use of the hymns called
Matr-namani or

Matr-gav~.

and that even though it was impossible to imagine

476
See Kau.s., 8,24:
Divyo gandharva imam me agne yau te mateti mat~namani,
477
AV.Par., XXXII.4:
Matrnama divyo gandharva a pasyati 1mam me agne yau te mate 1 ti
matrnamani,
(4) Iti matr-ganah.
"
478
Vyakarava-Mahabha~~. ed. Kielhorn, vol.II, p.284, 1,3; for the variant
Matr-kalpika~, see ibid., p.477.
479
Indische Studien, XIII, 1873, p,455. The word Matr-kalpika is listed in
Bohtlingk, Sanskrit Worterbuch, V, p,64, as an adjective, and in
Monier-Williams, SED., p.807, s,v. Matr., as traceable in Patanjali, but it
is not explained in either.
480
See PAOS., Oct. 1888, p,xiv.
481 - Ibid,
~

~

.
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the precise nature of these rituals, they might have dealt with "a sraddha
482
f or t ·he Mataras".

Bloomfield's conjecture that a ritualistic text entitled Matr-kalpa
existed which dealt with some rites of sraddha for the Mataras is not
likely to be proved, for, as we have seen, the brahmanical ritual texts do
not seem to contain clear evidence of a supplicatory obsequial rite to the
483
dead Mothers corresponding to one for the Fathers,
On the other hand,
it seems certain that during mediaeval times the rites of worship of the
Matis of the epic and

Pura~ic

tradition in general or of the Sapta-matrkas

in particular were supposed to be in accordance with their own special
kalpas,

Explaining the statement of Varahamihira that the images of Visnu
B
••
should be duly consecrated and installed by the·Ghagavatas, of Siirya by the
c..

(1,.

Mag as, of Siva by the ash-besmeared brahmj.J;J.;, of the Matis by those versed
in the

~~4ala-krama,

etc,, according to the rites peculiar to the worship
484
of the individual deities,
the commentator Utpala, who is generally
assigned to the 9th century A,D,, 485 names the philosophies and the texts
of the various sects and in that context speaks of the consecration and
installation of the images of the Mat's according to the rites prescribed
486
in their own Kalpa.
It is not unlikely that if a ritualistic treatise
called Matr-kalpa existed in Patafijali's time, it contained prescriptions
for some brahmanised form of the popular rite of worship of the Matrs of
epic and

Pura~ic

tradition,

It is even possible that, while no actual

text of such name existed, the popular worship of the Matrs was given the
name Matr-kalpa when it was incorporated in the brahmanical tradition.

.

It is not so much the doubtful occurrence of the word Matr-kalpikah
in the

Mahabha~~

---·

of Patafijali or the possibility of the existence of a

482
See Kau,S., ed, Bloomfield, Intra., pp.lvii-lviii,
483
See above, p,227,
484
~'hatsamhita, 59.19, reproduced above, p,139, fn,10,
485
See Shastri, India as seen in the B'hatsamhita of Varahamihira, pp.154-5.
486
See Utpala's commentary on the ~'hatsamhita, 59.19. The relevant portions
of the commentary are as follows:
Matr~am brahmyadinam ••.•
Ye nara~ yam devamupasrita~ •••
tairnaraistasya devasya svavidhina atmiyadarsanoktenavidhanena ••..
Matr~am svakalpavihitavidhanena •.• kriya karya.
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text called Matr-kalpa during his time that are important to us but rather
it is the use of the word Matr-namani for certain hymns of the Atharva-veda,
487
The instances already quot~;rom the Kausika-sutra etc,
are very likely
to be of great significance to the question of the origin and early history
of the Matrs of the epic and

Pura~ic

tradition,

It is particularly striking

that they appear in texts directly emerging from the Atharva-vedic tradition
which by consensus is regarded as more truly representative of popular
488
religious traditions of India,
Unfortunately, however, it is almost
impossible to guess the real significance of the word Matr-namani or the
reason why certain selected hymns of the Atharva-veda were called by that
name.

The AV,, II.2, which is most frequently cited as Matr-naman and is
489
always cited as the first of the group denoted by that na~e,
is a short
hymn of five verses directed towards the Gandharva and his wives, the
Apsarases,

It is not a hymn of adoration in the true sense of the word,

but rather of supplication or propitiation of deities whom the poet held in
considerable awe,

This is best expressed in the last three stanzas directed

to the Apsarases, especially stanza 5, in which, while the poet pays homage
to these goddesses, he also calls them noisy, dusky, dice-loving and
490
mind-confusing,
There is no clue in the hymn itself as to why it should
have been called Matr-naman,

The opinion of Weber that the Apsarases

referred to in the hymn could scarcely have appeared as Mataras to the poet
and that if this hymn was used later to honour the deities called the
"Mothers", it is only another instance of an inappropriate use of an old
491
hymn by later ritualists,
does not appear to us to be very sound, On
the contrary, if a relationship were to be imagined between the ancient
Apsarases and the Matrs of the epic and

Pura~ic

tradition, it would appear

487
See above, p,233-4.
488
See Bloomfield, The Religion of the Veda, pp,40-2, 76-7; Keith, RPVU., p,18,
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, I, pt.I, pp.112-3; etc.,
489
See above,pp,233-4.and fns. 471, 476, 477.
490
AV., II,2.5:
Yal). klandastami~Icayok~akama manomuhal).,
Tabhyo gandharvapatnibhyopsarabhyokaram namal)..
491
See Weber, Zwei vedische Texte uber Omina und Portenta, p,350.
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to be significant that the former are portrayed in an unflattering manner.
As we have already seen, the attribution of the name

Matara~

to the group

of deities who were of the nature of fierce ogresses is essentially
492
euphemistic,
The fact remains, however, that there is nothing definite
in the hymn itself to suggest that the Apsarases referred to are conceived
of as Mothers and could serve as the starting point of a conception that
developed into the Mat:;-s of the epic and Pural]iC tradition.
The AV., VI.111 is also a short hymn of four stanzas in which Agni is
prayed to cure a man of insanity,

The last stanza of the hymn expresses

the wish that the Apsarases, Indra, Bhaga and the Visvedevas may cure the
man and restore him to normality. 493 Since the Apsarases are conceived of
as agents of mental derangement

(manomuha~) in AV,, 11,2.5, 494 it is

appropriate that they are mentioned here.

But there is no suggestion in

this hymn also as to why it was labelled Mat:;--naman.
The AV., VIII.6 is a long hymn of 26 stanzas and apparently meant to
guard a pregnant woman against demons,

Apart from the fact that it is

included in the group Mat:;--namani, the Kausika Sutra recommends the use of
it in the Simanta rite while binding an amulet on a woman in the eighth
495
Some charmed amulet or bandage seems to be
month of her pregnancy.
suggested also in verse 20 of the hymn,

--·

Here again, presuming for the

.

moment that the name Matr-naman has some relationship with the Matrs of the
epic and Pural]iC tradition, it seems significant that the hymn refers to
demoniacal beings who attack a pregnant woman and destroy the embryo.

But

otherwise there is no indication as to why the hymn was called Mat:;--naman.
Although a large number of evil beings are named in the hymn, they are
generally conceived of as male rather than as female, and are more like the
492
See above, p,182.
493
AV., VI.111.4:
-- Punastva durapsarasa~ punarindra~ punarbhaga~,
Punastva durvisvedeva yathanunmadito 1 sasi.
494
See above, p,236, fn.490,
495
See AV., tr. Whitney, vol.II, pp.493-4, Introductory notes on VIII.6.
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Puru~a-grahas,

the companions of the Matr-grahas, in the retinue of
tt
.k
. ""
- 496
Skanda-Kar 1 eya 1n
u,e Mahabharata.
The hymn, AV., IV,20, which is added by an Atharva-veda Parisi~ta to
-t r-naman1,
- - . 497 1s
. addressed to a plant (osadhi) conceived of as
the group Ma

-·----

a goddess and is supposed to impart the power to expose demons, magicians
and their hostile practices,

The plant-goddess is addressed as Devi but

not called a mother,
It must be accepted, therefore, that there is nothing in the four hymns
of the Atharva-veda noticed above which provides any definite clue to their
grouping as Matr-namani in the later tradition,

According to a traditional
-·
explanation, they might have been so named on account of their authorship

by

Matrnamar~i, 498

and Whitney seems to accept this in his introductory
comments on AV,, II,2. 499 Apparently discounting the traditional

explanation, Bloomfield suggested that these hymns might have been so
designated because they contain the words apsaras (~., II,2,3, 5; VI,111,4),
500
matar (ibid,, VIII,6.1) and devi (ibid,, IV,20,1, 2),
Weber also looked to the Apsarases mentioned in AV., II,2 for a possible
clue towards the identification of the "Mothers" in the name Matr-naman,
but, as noted above, he discounted the possibility that these beings could
501
have appeared as "Mothers" to the composer of the hymn.
After examining,
besides Apsarases, various other feminine members of the Vedic pantheon,
such as ApaJ;t, GnaJ;t DevapatnyaJ;t, Aditi, Anumati, Sarasvati, evil Niqti,
U~a,

Dvaro-deviJ;t, Tisro-deviJ;t, etc., he tentatively offered the suggestion

that two possible sources could have combined to give rise to the concept
502
and cult of the "Mothers",
As Weber argued, even though the ritual
496
See above, p,166,
497
See above, p,234,
498
See AV,, tr, Bloomfield, SBE,, XLII, p,399.
499
AV,, tr. Whitney, vol,I, p.39.
500
AV., tr. Bloomfield, SBE,, XLII, pp,518-9,
501
See Weber, Zwei vedische Texte uber Omina und Portenta, pp,349-50; also
above, p,236,
502
Weber, op,cit,, pp,350 ff ••
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ignores most of the individual goddesses of the Vedic pantheon, this gap
is filled by the rite called Patni-samyaj~s in which offerings were made
collectively to the "wives of the gods" (DevapatnyaJ:.).

The possibility

that the "Mothers" of the expression Matr-naman could be connected to these

--·

"wives" is suggested, according to him, by the fact that in the only place
where the "wives" of the Patni-samyaja rite seem to be named, viz, Paraskara
~:rhya-slitra, III.8.10, they are specified as Indra~I, Rudra~i,

Sarva~i and

Bhavani, and remind us of the eight-fold Mothers of later times and of
prescriptions such as that in the Brhatsaffihita that the images of the
Mat:rs should be fashioned according to the names and forms of their
respective male counterparts. 503 Another, more popular source for the
origin of the worship of the "Mothers", according to Weber, could have been
a cult of the dead ancestresses modelled on the pattern of the supplicatory
rites to the Pit:rs, to which a reference has already been made above. 504
Since the Kausika-sutra mentions the "Mothers" in special relation with
the Apsarases, it appeared significant to Weber that the latter appear
under the names Amba, Ambayu, in the Kausitaki Upani~ad and are portrayed
505
as welcoming the newly arrived dead.
Notwithstanding the above
explanations, Weber confessed that since the contents of the Atharva-vedic
hymns under reference do not give much help, it was impossible to determine
the reason why these hymns were called Matr-namani or to imagine the
506
significance of the "names" of the Mothers:
The second part of Weber's hypothesis, that a cult of the dead Mothers,
modelled on the pattern of the sraddhas for the dead Fathers, could have
been at the root of or helped to form the concept of the Mat:rs, has already
507 As we have seen, whether or not the Mat:rs
.
b een exam1ned,
of the
503
Ibid., p.351. The statement quoted by Weber from the ~:rhatsaffihita is
reproduced above, p.185, fn.222.
504
See above, p.224
505
See Weber, op.cit., p.352; also above, p,225. In suggesting that the
Kausika-sutra brings the Mataras in special relation to the Apsarases, Weber
apparently means that this text uses the hymns called Matr-namani in rites
to exorcise beings like the Apsarases; see above, p,233___ ,
506
See Weber, op,cit., p.353.
507
See above, pp,224 ff,,
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epic-Pura~ic

tradition were originally souls of dead ancestresses, at

least the extant brahmanical literature provides no clear proof of it,
and it is highly unlikely that such a concept could have naturally developed
in the Vedic brahmanical tradition,
The other hypothesis of Weber that the

Devapatnya~

of the rite of

Patni-samyajas could be regarded as prototypes of the later Mat's is also
quite unacceptable,
Sapta- or

It has been demonstrated above that the concept of the

A~1a-matfkas

counted as Brahmi, etc,, i.e. the concept of the

Matfs as the personified "Energies" of the gods, is in all probability a
late growth in the cult of these goddesses and its development cannot be
508
placed before the beginning of the Christian era,
It has also been
suggested that the so-called "wives" of the gods in the Vedic religion,
whether taken individually or collectively, provide no real parallelism
with the later Matfs who, as "Energies" and at least in the form of the
groups called the Sapta- or

A~ta-matfikas,

their respective male counterparts, 509

are not really the wives of

It may be added that while the

group-nature of the Devapatnya~ in the Patni-samyaja rite is clear, there
is nothing known of the character of this group or of the rite in which
they play such a prominent part that may be supposed to bring them close to
the ferocious Matfs of the

epic-Pura~ic

tradition,

The Patni-samyajas are typical brahmanical rites forming the closing
parts of the Darsa-Pur~amasa, which serve as the model (prakfti) for all
510
They actually consist of four
sacrifices of the type known as Isti.
offerings, respectively to Soma,

-··-

Tva~1f, Devapatnya~

and Agni Grhapati, and

the name Patni-samyaja has to be understood rather in the sense of
"offerings made (to some deities) along with the wives (of the gods)".
The

Devapatnya~

511

here are obviously the same "wives of the gods" who are

508
See above, pp,187 ff ••
509
See above, p,187, fn,236,
510
For the Patni-samyajas, see Kane, HD., II, pt.II, pp,1076 ff.; also
Hillebrandt, Das altindische Neu- und Vollmondsopffer, pp,151 ff.; Keith,
RPVU., p,320; see also SB,, I.9.2; ibid., tr. Eggeling, SBE., XII, p.256 ff ••
511

See SBE., XII, p,256, fn,1; Kane, HD,, II, pt.II, p,1076, fn,2406.
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seen in the company of

Tva~t~ also in several hymns of the ~g-veda, 512

Perhaps they include goddesses like

Indra~I,

seems to be suggested by RV,, I.22.9-12. 513

Varu~ani,

Agnayi, etc., as

But, to our knowledge, they

are never really specified and named individually except in the place
514
referred to by Weber.
This fact, in itself, appears significant to us,
because when the Paraskara GThya-sutra specifies the

Devapatnya~

as

Indra~i,

Rudra~i, Sarva~i and Bhavani, it does so in the rite of Patni-samyaja as

part of the Sula-gava sacrifice, 515

Although this special rite to Rudra

is described also in several other Qfhya-sutras, perhaps nowhere else do
516
the Patni-samyajas form a part of it.
It is also interesting to note
that, with the exception of

Indra~I,

all the names of the so-called "wives

of the gods" as given in the Paraskara GThya-sutra are only names of the
517
wives of various forms of Rudra.
Keeping this in mind, as well as the
fact that

Rudra~i,

as the wife of Rudra, appears for the first time only
518
in the Sutra literature,
it seems to us that the individual names of the

Devapatnya~

in the Patni-samyaja rite and the rite itself are only ad hoc

introductions into the Sula-gava sacrifice of the Paraskara Gfhya-sutra,
the opportunity being taken to introduce in this way the female counterparts
512
RV,, 1,22.9; I1,31.4; 36,3; V1,50,13; VII,35,6; X.64.10; 66,3; see also
Muir, OST,, V, p,229; Macdonell, VM., p,117, Keith, RPVU., pp,205, 219,
513
Some other goddesses mentioned in this context are Hotra, Bharati, Varutri
and Dhi~a~a. Since, in his commentary, Saya~a explains a few of them as
the wives of one or the other god, perhaps they also were included in the
group Devanam patni~ or Gna~ referred to in RV,, 1,22,9 and 10 respectively,
514
See above, p,239,
515
Par.GS,, II1,8 (SBE., XXIX, pp,351-3).
516
See As,GS,, IV,8 (SBE., XXIX, pp,255 ff.); HGS., II,8 (SBE,, XXX, pp,220 ff.)
For other references and a short description of the rite, see Kane, HD., II,
pt,II, pp,831-2,
-517
Bhava and Sarva, which appear as independent deities in the Atharva-veda
(see AV,, IV,28,1; VI.93.2; X,1,23, etc.), are already names of Rudra in
the Yajur-veda and the Brahma~as; see TS,, IV.5.5; VS,, XVI.28; SB., 1.7.3.
8; VI.1,3,11, 15; also Macdonell, VM., p.75; Bhandarkar, Vai~~avism,
Saivism, etc., pp,103~5.
518
See Macdonell, VM., p,125; Keith, RPVU,, p,218.
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of Rudra or goddesses allied to him,

This is clearly demonstrated by the

description of the Sula-gava rite in the Hiravyakesin Grhya-sutra which,
without producing individual names, prescribes offerings to the consorts
of Bhava, Rudra, Sarva, Isana, Pasupati, Ugra, Bhima and Mahadeva, but
does not call it Patni-samyaja offering, 519 Thus, even if a relationship
'"ere to be imagined between the "wives of the gods" named in the Paraskara
Qrhya-sutra and the Mlatrs of the epic-Puravic tradition, it would not prove
a necessary relationship of the latter with the

Devapatnya~

of the normal

Patni-samyajas or as companions of Tva~~r.
In the light of the above analysis, it appears almost impossible to
determine the real significance of the name Mat,-naman, especially as the
contents of the Atharva-vedic hymns so designated offer little help,

In

our opinion, the choice of the name Mat,-naman is neither as accidental as
the native explanation implies nor as arbitrary as suggested by
520
Bloomfield,
We are strongly inclined, like Weber, to treat the name as
very meaningful and to suspect some relationship with the Mat,s of the
epic and Puravic tradition,

It is difficult to say, however, what is the

precise nature of this relationship or who are the "Mothers" in the name
Matr-naman,

The fact that the hymns in question deal with uncanny and evil

spirits and magical practices involving them may not be of any special
relevance to the problem, for the majority of hymns in the Atharva-veda are
of a similar nature,

521

As far as the hymns under discussion themselves

permit us to conjecture, the only likely candidates for the designation
Matr may be the Apsarases referred to in AV., II,2,3, 5 and VI,111,4, and,
as ><e have already seen, the difficulty pointed out by Weber is not
.
522
necessarily a very ser1ous one.

519
See HGS., II,8,7 (SBE,, XXX, pp.221-2),
520
See above, p,238.
521
See Bloomfield, The Atharva-veda and the Gopatha Brahmav~, p.57 and ff.;
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, I, pt.I, pp.111 ff.; Hopkins,
The Religions of India, pp,151 ff,,
522
See above, pp,236-7.
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The Apsarases are amongst the minor deities of the Vedic pantheon.

523

It is generally agreed that they were originally water-nymphs, but even in
the

~g-veda

their conception has developed far from their natural source,

They have become rather heavenly or celestial nymphs, and, in the later
Samhitas, their domain fully extends over the earth, trees, clouds, heavens,
etc,.

Again, already in the

~g-veda,

more than one Apsaras is spoken of,

and by the later Vedic period, the close association of the Apsarases with
the Gandharvas, as their beloveds and wives, assumffithe character of an
oft-repeated formula,

In the Vedic pantheon, the Apsarases are essentially

beautiful beings fond of love, song, dance and play, and it is this aspect,
generally speaking, that is noticed in a developed form in the epic and
Pura~ic

myths.

The only aspects of their character, besides their group-

nature, which may be imagined to bring them nearer to the Matrs of the
epic and the

Pura~as,

are the sinister ones suggested in the Atharva-veda,

These, as we have already seen, are clearly reflected in one of the hymns
later labelled as Matr-namani, in which the Apsarases are called mano-muha~,
524
"mind-confusing".
Explaining this expression as unmadakari~~~' Saya~a
cites a statement from the Taittiriya Samhita which says:

" ••• it is the
525
A certain
Gandharva and the Apsarases who madden him who is mad •.• ".
connection of the Apsarases with mental derangement can also be inferred
526
from AV,, VI.111.4.
In still another hymn of the Atharva-veda, the
Apsarases are prayed to depart from the vicinity of men to the river and
527
the banks of the waters.
523
For this and the following statements about the nature of the Apsarases
in the Vedic religion, see Macdonell, VM., pp.134-5; Keith, RPVU., pp,179 ff,,
524
AV., II.2,5; see above, p,236,
525
TS,, III,4,8,4:
-- Gandharvapsaraso va etam unmadayanti ya unmadyati,
See Saya~a's commentary on AV., II.2.5.
526
See above, p.237. Saya~a makes similar comments on this verse as on AV,,
II,2.5; see fn.525 above.
527
AV., IV.37.3:
-- Nadiffi yantvapsaraso'paill taramavaSvasam,
Gulgul~ pila naladyauk~agandhi~ pramandani,
Tat paretapsarasa~ pratibuddha abhutana,
Cf. also ibid., vv, 2, 4 and 5.
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It is

~uite

likely, therefore, that the Apsarases had a malevolent
528
streak in their character,
But this by itself provides too feeble a
ground to suggest that they may have served as prototypes of the
epic and

Pura~ic

Mat~s

of

traditions, particularly as there is no certainty that a

marked malevolence was an essential characteristic of the Apsarases.
least, the epic and

Pura~ic

myths retain no clear memory of it,

At

In his

survey of the epic mythology, the worst that Hopkins notes in the character
of the Apsarases is that ordinarily they are not shy and the best of them
529
is described as lewd and pitiless.
As a general rule, the epic Apsarases
are very free in their love and are conceived of as deities of love-lorn
530
women,
none of which aspects bespeak essential malevolence or provide
parallels with the

Mat~s.

The prehistory of the

Mat~s,

i.e. their history before appearance in

the epic and such classical Sanskrit works as the dramas of Bhasa and
Sudraka, therefore, remains obscure, and nothing more can be stated with
confidence beyond the simple assertion that they are likely to be very old
divinities of India and to have originated, in all probability, outside the
brahmanical tradition,

We have seen that there is a strong probability that

a popular cult of the Goddess or several goddesses existed in the Indus
531
Valley culture.
Moreover Rudra -with whom the Mothers were so intimately
532
connected in later history
- if not wholly non-Vedic in origin, had many
non-Vedic elements in his make-up and is similar to a god worshipped by the
533
Thus it is possible that the Mat~s
people of the Indus Valley culture.
528
See Keith, RPVU., p,182 and fn,3, suggesting a comparison with Mannhardt,
Wald- und Feldkulte, II, pp,36 ff •• Keith believes that the Gandharva may
have obtained his power of causing mental derangement or mental excitement
from the Apsarases. He cites an instance recorded in the Jaiminiya
Brahma~~ in which a Gandharva, in conjunction with an Apsaras, brings about
the madness and death of a brahma~a; see RPVU., p.182 and fn.9.
529
Hopkins, EM., p.161. Generally speaking, in classical Hinduism, the
Apsarases are dangerous only to the ascetics whom they seduce; see Gonda,
Die Religionen Indiens, vol,I, p.110.
530
Hopkins, EM., p.161,
531
See above, Ch,II, pp,118 ff ••
532
See above, pp.195 ff •.
533
See above, p,206, fn.340; also Ch.I, pp,120-1,
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were already known in the times of the Indus Valley and the Vedic cultures,
but there is no definite evidence in support of this, and, for all
practical purposes, these goddesses are recognizable in literature only from
the time of the Mahabharata, (Daridra-) Carudatta,
inasmuch as their concept in the epic and

Pura~ic

~rcchakatika,

etc,,

Also,

myths shows some

correspondence with astral figures, it may be imagined that, already in the
epic, the Matrs do not appear in their original form but have assumed a
534
somewhat complex character by absorbing alien features.
Geographical Distribution of the Matr-cult
From what we have seen above of the origin and history of the Matr
cult, it may be safely concluded that, though of obscure origin and probably
of great antiquity, this cult becomes noticeable around the beginning of the
Christian era, and from about the beginning of the early mediaeval period
it becomes very popular in the brahmanical tradition,

From notices in

literature, no safe generalizations can be made about the specific
geographical distribution of this cult, except that it was probably popular
all over North India and Deccan.

It has been suggested on the basis of

archaeological finds that, at least in the early mediaeval period, the Mat'
cult was widely prevalent in the Malwa region; 535 and, similarly, that as
the Sapta-matrs were so popular with the early Calukyas, it is probably from
their region that the cult of a definite number of the Mothers with a
specific iconography, migrated towards Orissa in the north-east and the
Pa~dya-Pallava territories in the south and east, 536 There may be some
truth in both the suggestions, but, based as they are, generally speaking,
on the provenance of Matr icons, they should not be overemphasized,

From

about the beginning of the Christian era, Western India, including the Malwa
537
region, seems to have been a stronghold of Sivaism,
and it is but to be
534
See above, pp.219 ff •.
535
See Goetz, "Gupta Sculptures from Northern Gujarat", JGRS,, XIV, no,1, 1952,
p. 5.

536
See Srinivasan, Some Aspects of Religion as revealed by Early Monuments and
Literature of the South, p,26,
537
See above, Ch,II, p,129.
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expected that Mlatr icons would have a relatively greater concentration in
this region.

The testimony of Sudraka and Bana would appear to support
538
this to a certain extent,
as also that of ~he very important Gangdhar
539
and Deogarh inscriptions.
But it should be borne in mind that discoveries
or absence of icons of a certain deity or deities in a particular area will
always involve an element of accident, particularly as monuments in North
India were the worst sufferers from Muslim iconoclastic zeal.

Nevertheless

we cannot ignore the testimony of the Bih~r fragmentary pillar
540
inscription,
which would speak of a popular Mlatr cult in that region,
and the earliest of the Matrs' icons, fairly large in number, from
541
Mathura.
The only safe conclusion appears to be tbat during the early
centuries of the Christian era, the Mlatr cult was equally popular all over
North India and probably continued to be so in later periods, even though
few art specimens have survived to corroborate this.
The above inference is in accord with the general literary testimony.
The evidence of the epic and the

Pura~as,

of course, cannot be localised

with any certainty, and probably the same is true of Bhasa, Kalidasa,
Sudraka, Varahamihira, Ba~a, etc., for the simple reason that, while drawing
upon popular beliefs and practices, they were nevertheless producing
idealized works in a traditional style.

The pantheon reflected in the

poetical works of Kalidasa and the astrological prescriptions of
Varahamihira may reflect the respective authors' biases, but they cannot be
regarded as parochial in character; and the same should also be true in the
cases of Amara, Bhasa, Sudraka and Ba~a.

Unless pointedly localised by the

author and corroborated by independent evidence, the casual mention of the
shrine of a deity or its cult should be understood as valid for the entire
geographical horizon with which the author was familiar. Thus, Carudatta 1 s
«-a rak a 542 need not be
bal1. t o the Matrs
as referred to by Bhasa
and ou
538
See above, Pp.140 ff ••
539
See above, pp.144 ff ••
540
See above, pp.146-7.
541

See above, pp.149 ff •.
542
See above, pp.140 ff •.
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regarded as specific evidence of the

Mat~

cult in the Ujjain area,

At

best it would be good evidence of the popularity of that cult even amongst
respectable people like Carudatta in the age of the two authors.
Similarly, the account of the

Mat~s

being propitiated to cure

Har~a's

father,

as referred to in the Har~acarita, and, for that matter, the Mat~~~ha near
543
- .
. 1 relevance for th e
. h Bh a1ravacarya
wh 1c
was s t ay1ng,
have no spec1a

.

Sthanvisvara region,
at night in the

.

.

Bana's reference to the throwing of bali
- to the Matrs

Har~acarita

or to Vilasavati propitiating these divinities

for a son in the Kadambari also suggest that such were common practices in
544
the author's age.
Indubitable epigraphic evidence, combined with sculptural testimony,
would make it certain that in the age of the Kadambas, and later in that of
the early Calukyas of Badami, 545 the Mat~ cult was popular also in southwestern Deccan, and the close political contacts of this region with that
of Pa~4yas
and Pallavas on the one hand and southern Orissa on the other 546
547
are no doubt some grounds for the other suggestion noted above,
especially
in view of the lack of independent evidence of the

Mat~

cult in these regions

in the earlier period and its popularity in the later one.

We are not aware

of any literary or archaeological evidence which may conclusively prove the
548
existence of the Mat~ cult in Orissa before the 7th century A.D,,
although
549
it was obviously quite popular afterwards.
Similarly, in the Tamil
region, the cult appears only in the 8th century A,D, 550

Srinivasan's

suggestion, however, has the weakness of being based largely on negative
evidence.

We have to remember that there is too strong a local tradition

543
See above, p,142,
544
See above, p,143.
545
See above, pp.147-8,
546
See Majumdar (ed,), The Classical Age, pp,xliv, 238, 240.
547
See Srinivasan, as cited above, p,245 and fn.536.
548
See, however, below.
549
See above, p,154.
550
Srinivasan, op,cit., pp,24 ff .•
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in South India of the seven mothers or seven sisters 551 to be explained
as an import to that region in mediaeval times,

Again, if a popular Matr
cult is presumed in Bihar in the 5th-6th century A.n., 552 the possibility
cannot be ruled out that the existence of this cult in Orissa in the

mediaeval period was essentially a part of a widely prevalent Matr cult
in North India during that period,

It should also be remembered that

during the mediaeval period, Orissa was an important centre of Tantric-Sakta
553
554
cult,
and the cult of the Matrs there might be affiliated to it,
In
this form at least, the Orissan phenomenon has no direct links with the
Calukyan region,
Some Aspects of the Cult of the

Matr~

The types of evidence utilized above for the reconstruction of the
Matr-cult in the early centuries of the Christian era are not very
enlightening in respect of details, but a few points may be noted,
Considering the clear references to Matr~rha, and Matr-bhavana, etc., in
literature and inscriptions, 555 it is certain that independent shrines were
built for these divinities.

Such shrines might imply regular worship even

if it was not identical with the brahmanical or agamic mode of worship,
Perhaps there were regular or periodical animal sacrifices in such shrines
in view of the malevolent nature of these deities and specific references
to their being fond of blood and wine, 556
551
See e.g. Sastri, South Indian Images of Gods and Goddesses, p,229;
Elmore, Dravidian Gods in Modern Hinduism, ch,III; Whitehead, The Village
Gods of South India, pp.29, 32, 39.
552
See above, p,246,
553
See Sahu, Buddhism in Orissa, chs, IX and X, esp, pp,141 ff.; Panigrahi,
Archaeological Remains at Bhubaneswar, pp,102 ff., 232 ff.; also Brown,
Indian Architecture (Hindu and Buddhist Periods), p,131; Basham, The Wonder
that was India, p,362; and Boner and Sarma, Silpa Prakasa, etc., Intra,,
pp.xix, xx.
554
For the Tantric affiliation of the Matr-cult, see below, pp,249 ff .•
555
See above, pp,142-3, also 144 ff ••
556
Cf, Mbh,, III,219.35.
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The testimony of the Gangdhar inscription is quite in accord with the
nature of the Matr deities when it describes them as stirring up the very
oceans with the mighty winds arising from the rites of their religion, 557
Since the inscription uses the word tantrodbhuta to qualify these rites
the first epigraphic mention of this word - it is cited as evidence of
antiquity of Tantrism in India. 558 We cannot enter here into the complex
question of the origin and nature of Tantrism, but it may be mentioned that
Tantrism, as known to us from the texts going under the name of Tantras, is
a sophisticated religion and far from being a popular cult, such as the
Matr-cult essentially must have been, 559 It would, therefore, be
presumptuous to regard the so-called "Tantric" rites of the Matrs in the
Gangdhar inscription as identical with the rites of the Tantric texts,

The

inscription, however, greatly strengthens the probability that, although
several extraneous elements went into the making of Tantrism, perhaps its
nucleus was formed of essentially popular, unsophisticated and crude,
unbrahmanical cults, largely of female deities like the Matrs.
The contribution of the cult of the Mothers towards the formation of
classical Tantrism seems to be corroborated also by Varahamihira, who lays
down that the persons especially qualified to install the icons of the Matrs
and perform their worship are those versed in the
word

~~4a1a

~~4ala-krama. 560 The

is highly suggestive, and seems to imply a mode of worship
Ka~ha's Dohako~~.

analogous to the later Tantric rites.

In

~~4ala-karma,

and homa, seems to be synonymous with

distinguished

from~

the word

Tantric rites, and, as suggested by Banerjea, might be regarded as a variant
557
See above, p,182, fn.209, where the relevant lines of the inscription are
cited.
558
See e.g. Banerjea, J.N., "Some Early Literary and Archaeological Data
about Tantricism", PIHC., XVI, 1953, pp,24 ff .•
559
Cf. the following statement by Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature,
I, pt,II, p,531:
" • • • • On the whole the Tantras and the curious excrescences and
degenerations of religion described in them, are not drawn from popular
belief or from popular traditions either of the aboriginal inhabitants or
of the Aryan immigrants, but they are pseudo-scientific productions of
theologians, in which the practice and theory of Yoga and the doctrines of
the monist (advaita) philosophy are seen mingled with the most extravagant
symbolism and occultism,"
560
See above, p.139, fn.10.
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o f t he

• . -

~~hatsamh1ta

word,

561

Ma~4a1a,

like other Tantric technical terms,

is of complex meaning, implying a circular configuration of spiritual
powers both inside and outside the human body, but in its ordinary
ritualistic usage it may be understood as a circular arrangement of
562
deities for invocation and worship,
Considering the general nature of
the ~~hatsamhita of Varahamihira, devoted as it is to sophisticated
rituals and astrological materials, perhaps the reference to ~~4ala-krama
563
in it actually anticipates the later Tantrism of the texts,
but it is
difficult to say if the
manner,

Mat~s

were always popularly worshipped in such a

Early sculptures do not seem to warrant this and no such system

is clearly implied in the Gangdhar inscriptions,
If we understand the word

~~4ala

in a somewhat loose, literal sense

of a circular configuration of icons or symbols of deities, and not in the
technical sense of the Tantric

.

~~4alas,

it is not improbable that the

Matrs were propitiated in a mandala form - at least in some magical rites

-··--

involving them - from the very beginning,

The use of

~~4alas

or mystical

circular diagrams is of greater antiquity than the Tantric texts,

Its

history in the Vedic brahmanical tradition has sometimes been traced back
to the later Saffihitas and

~B~r~ahm~a~~-a_s, 564 But considering the magical ideas

associated with it, its prevalence need not have been confined to the
learned tradition of the Vedic sacrificial ritual, and the drawing of
charmed circles may have been an essential feature of popular magical
rites. 565 However, when the Mat~s are actually said to have been
propitiated as a

~~qala,

into the Tantric movement,
referred to in the

perhaps their cult was already being incorporated
Thus the propitiation of the

Har~acarita,

Mat~~~qala,

as

in which young nobles burnt themselves with

561
Banerjea, op,cit., PIHC,, XVI, p,27.
562
-See general remarks by Conze in the context of ~~qala in Tantric Buddhism;
Buddhism: Its Essence and Development, p,187 f.; see also Woodroffe, Sakti
and Sakta, pp.547-8; Kane, HD., V, pt,II, pp.1131 ff.,
563
Cf. Banerjea, op,cit,, PIHC., XVI, p.27.
564
-See Kane, HD,, V, pt.II, pp,1131 ff,,
565
Cf, Conze, op,cit,, p,187.
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lamps, 566 appears to fall in line with the possibly Tantric rite suggested
in the ~~~ala-krama of the ~rhatsaffihita, rather than to be a cult of
popular kind, and the same may be said of the references in the Rajatarangi~i
567
to the establishment of the Matr-cakras in or near the shrines of Siva,
Considering the period to which they belong, the circular shrines for the
Matrs, or shrines in which they were installed in a circular fashion, during
mediaeval times may have been essentially Tantric establishments.
dancing Matrkas of Bheraghat seem to have come from such a shrine.

The
568

Apart,

however, from the suggestiveness of relatively early evidence like the
Gangdhar inscription, or the ~rhatsamhita and Har~acarita, the Matrs appear
569
prominently in later times in purely Tantric rites.
The offering of bali to the Matrs at the crossroads, as referred to
in the dramas of Bhasa and Sudraka, and the analogous rite of throwing
bali-pi~~as

to the Matrs in different directions at night, as in the

Har~acarita,

may refer to some brahmanised form of a rite in honour of
these deities, 570 But, curiously, no details of such a rite are available
in brahmanical ritual texts,

Kosambi traces it to a peculiar rite described

in the Manava Grhya-sutra for the evening before the last

A~taka,

in which

the sacrificer kills a cow at the crossroads, dismembers it and divides the
flesh among the passers-by, although it is not mentioned for whom this
566
See above, p,142 and fn.26,
567
Rajatarangi~i, V.55; see also ibid., I,122, 335; III.99.
568
See Mitra, Debala, "Dancing Matrkas of Bheraghat", JASL., XXII, no,2, 1956,
pp,237 ff., where relevant references to Cunningham's Archaeological Survey
Reports and Banerji's The Haihayas of Tripuri and their Monuments is also
given.

569
See, e.g., Mahanirva~a Tantra, X.124, 127, Cf. also Silpa Prakasa, II.66
(Boner and Sarma, Silpa Prakasa, etc., text p.48 and tr. p,66):
Evam prasadabheda syu~ vaitalika mahat tatha,
Matrbheda e~a prasada tantrika~ saudha ucyate,
570
This presumption is based on the fact that here Carudatta of the two
Sanskrit dramas is a briihma~a albeit in merchants' profession, and is proud
of his brahma~a lineage and culture; see above, p.140 and fn.16. For the
rite of throwing bali-pi~~as to the Matrs as referred to in the Har~acarita,
see above, p,143.
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particular offering is meant.

571

The

!~takas, as ve have seen, vere

domestic offerings to the dead and were performed generally three to four
572
times in a year,
There were no uniform rules about the deities of these
offerings, but the

Pit~s

been noted above that the

were naturally the main recipients,
!~~aka

It has also

rite was generally followed by

Anva¥~akya

in which offerings were made also to the Mothers along with the Fathers,
although a distinction was made between the two, inasmuch as they were
sometimes assigned two different directions of the compass or their seats
were separated by some mechanical means. 573 Kosambi notes this distinction
between the Mothers and the Fathers, and also emphasizes the fact that the
curious Manava rite of the distribution of cow's flesh at the crossroads
574
should fall on the sixth day of the dark half~ of the lunar month,
The fact that the rite was to be performed at the crossroads, as well as
the date when it was to be performed, would no doubt bring it close to the
.
~575 but the Manava
-t
Mat~-bal1 of Bhasa and ~udraka,
G~hya-su ra itself does
not specify that the rite was for the Mothers,

Kosambi, however, feels

that, since in the later Vedic literature offerings were conjointly made
to Rudra and his "sister" Ambika at the crossroads, 576 and Rudra was
remembered as Tryambaka- one having three Mothers, Ambika herself being
one of the three 577 - the presumption is strong that the Manava rite was for
the Mothers not as mere female ancestresses but as deities in their own
right whom it was necessary to appease, although Vedic practice did not
571
Kosambi, D,D,, "At the Crossroads: A Study of Mother-Goddess Cult Sites",
in his Myth and Reality, pp,82 ff.; see also Keith, RPVU,, pp,428-9, citing
Manava G~hya-sutra, 11,9,1-3,

572
For the !~~akas and the rite of Anva~~akya accompanying it, see above,
llp,227, 231-2.
573
See above, pp.231-2.
574
Kosambi, Myth and Reality, p,84,
575
The Matr-bali, referred to in the Carudatta and ~rcchaka~ika, is also
likely to have fallen on the 6th day of the dark half of the month; see
above, pp,141-2,
576
Kosambi, op,cit,, p,84, citing SB,, II.6,2,9; see also above, pp,212 ff,,
577
Cf. Arbman 1 s view, cited above, pp.212 ff .•
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enjoin it,

578

The non-Vedic nature of these deities, according to him,
also explains why they are not named specifically, 579 The argument is
ingenious and carries considerable conviction, but remains doubtful in the

absence of the Matrs or Ambikas being specifically named as recipients of
the crossroads offering of the cow's flesh.
In his fairly detailed paper, Kosambi takes pains to explain the
choice of crossroads for offerings to the Matrs.

By a field investigation

of mother-goddess cult-sites in Maharashtra, he notes a mother-goddess in
every village in the region, their cult-sites located generally outside
habitation areas by the side of a water-tank or grove, the general
injunctions against any roofing over the red-daubed shapeless stones that
were the goddesses, the goddesses being generally without consorts, the
more fashionable cult-spots visited by a number of people out of all
proportion to residents in the vicinity, and, what is more important to
his thesis, the invariable discovery of a far greater concentration of
microliths at the cult-sites than at any other location nearby. 58
Kosambi

°

thus comes to the conclusion that these goddesses are all of primitive,
pre-agricultural origin, and argues:

"The fixed cult-spots for

pre-agricultural people would necessarily be those where their regular
paths crossed, places where they met for their pre-barter exchange with the
ceremonial and communal ritual that always accompanied it, or where several
581
groups celebrated their periodic fertility cults in common".
He has
tried to strengthen his thesis by demonstrating that some of these
prehistoric tracks eventually developed into trade-routes and that ancient
literature like the Jatakas speaks of traders and travellers, when setting
out, making animal sacrifices at the crossroads, by a tree outside the
582
village, or in a grove or jungle on the way.
According to him, therefore,
Carudatta 1 s offering to the Matrs must be in this tradition of sacrificing

578
See Kosambi, op.cit,, p,84,
579
Ibid,
580
Ibid,, p.85 ff,,
581
Ibid,, p.95.
582
Ibid,, pp.95 ff ••
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to deities en route, and presumably the ritual propitiation was carried
583
out by pious caravan merchants even when they remained at home.
Earlier,
in the beginning of his enquiry, Kosambi also notes that in the Mrcchaka1ika
reference the ordinary crossing of two city streets would not serve the
purpose; the catu,patha had to be on a highway (raja-marga} outside the
584
t own,

It was necessary to cite Kosambi at length to do justice to his
painstaking enquiry.
over-imaginative.

His arguments here too are ingenious but

Several presumptions seem to underline them which,

especially as far as they are supposed to explain the matr-bali at crossroads,
appear either unnecessary or unwarranted.

As Kosambi himself seems to have

been aware, crossroads along with roads, open spaces, trees and forests,
river banks, hills, caves and crematoria,

etc~,

were often regarded as
585
inauspicious places, being haunts of evil, demoniacal beings.
No special

explanation for this need normally be found necessary except the natural one
586
that such places may incite fear and insecurity.
Since the Matrs also
587
were conceived of as ferocious evil beings,
their association with such
places is to be expected.

It may also be noted that the inauspicious

nature of crossroads is not singularly an Indian but almost a universal
588
phenomenon,
for which, if one explanation has to be supplied at all, it

would have to be like the simple one suggested above.

Kosambi 1 s argument

that the crossways were natural cult-spots in the pre-agricultural stage
of society in India appears presumptuous to us,

Still, even if this were

accepted as true, it would not prove that they should necessarily be sites
for mother-goddess cults, unless one makes another unwarranted presumption
that such cults were the sole religion of the pre-agricultural population,
583
Ibid., pp,108-9.
584
Ibid., p,82,
585
Ibid., p,83; see MacCulloch, "Crossroads", ERE,, 4, pp,330 ff,, which
dra;m upon much material from India; also above, p.179 and fn,193,
586
From the instance of the Mahaparinibbana Sutta, V,26, VI,33, it would
appear that the crossroads also served as burial sites.
587
See above, pp,177 ff ••
588
See MacCulloch, op.cit., ERE., 4, pp,330 ff ..
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Our concern, however, is with the. explana:tiDn of the. rite referred to in
the two

S~>nskri t

dramas, anil we feel that, despite his. labour" Kosambi does

not enlighten us very much.
the

catu~patha

Apart from his unwarranted presumption that

referred to in the

~~cchaka}ika

has to be outside the town,

he completely overlooks the fact that here we are dealing not with a rite
to mother-goddesses in general, but one to a special group of them, the
Mat~s.

His emphasis on the non-Aryan nature of the mother-goddesses in

India, their anonymity in the brahmanical tradition for that reason, the
constant swelling of their number, etc., is clearly irrelevant to the case
of the Matrs, for he would appear to imply that the

Mat~s

were non-Aryan

goddesses thrown arbitrarily into a group in the brahmanical tradition in
view of their alien nature and alien cults.

As we have already seen, even

when the Matrs appear to have been originally outside the brahmanical
tradition, they were always conceived of as a group, which seems to have
been their essential, inalienable, characteristic. 589
589
See above, p,169.
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APPENDIX
An

Alphabetical list of the Matrs as given in the Mahabharata,

Salya-parvan, ch.45 and the

Matsya-Pura~~'

ch.179.

The number of the

verse or verses in which each name occurs is indicated against it in

brackets,
I

II

Mbh,, IX,45

Mat.P., 179
Abala (27)

A

Adarsana (27)
Aditi (15)
Aghavinasini (28)
Ajamukhika (24)
Alambak~i
Alatak~I

(22)

(8)

Amoca (20)
Amitasana (7)
Aparajita (13)
Apsujata(4)
Asani (29)
Atibala (12)
Avikara (26)
Ayomukhi (29)
B

Bahudama ( 1O)
Bahuputrika (3)

Bahuputri ( 19)
Bahusalini ( 2 5)

Bahuyojana (9)
Bala (14)

Bala (12)
Balamohini (30)

Balotka}a (22)
Bhadrakali (11)
Bhagamalini (11)
Bhagananda (11)
Bhamini (11)

Bhagananda (11)
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I

II

Mat,P,, 179

Mbh., IX.45

B contd

Bhangada (26)
Bhavada (13)
Bhayarllkarl: ( 4)
Bhe<j.I (13)
Bherisvanamahasvana (25)

1
Bhima (22)

Bhogavati (8)
Bhrama (12)
BhrukuF (19)
Bhusm:<J-I (16)
Bhlita<j.amari (31)
Bhlititirthanyagocara (27)

2

I

Bi<J-aH (12)
Brahmi (9)
Brhadambalika (4)

c

Cakranemi (5)
Calacchikha (11)
Calajjvala (32)
c amm:<J-a ( 10)
car:<J-a (16)
Candrasena (26)
Candrasita (11)
Candrika (30)
Catvaravasini (12)
Catu~karr:I

(24)

Catu~pathaniketa

(25)

Catuspatharata (27)
1

If this word gives the names of two goddesses, they might be understood
as Bherisvana and Mahasvana.
2

This may be understood as giving the names of two different goddesses,
Bhuti and Tirthanyagocara,
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I
!!£.~:!.

,

II

IX. 45

Mat,P,, 179
Citrarupi~i

C contd

(20)

Citrasena (4)
citta (28)
Cittajala (28)
Curvyuti (16)
D

Dahadaha (19)
Dan~trala

(23)

Danu (19)
Devamitra (13)
Dhamadhama ( 19)
Dhanada (13)
Dh:rti (20)
Dhruvaratna (4)
Dhlimasikha (24)
Dhlimra ( 17)
Dirghajihva (22)
Dirghakesi (29)
Diti (15)
Dubharga ( 14)
Duti (1o, 14)
E

3

4

E<).i ( 13)
Ekacakra (28)

3

This may be a mistake for Durbhaga; cf, above, p,173, fn,169.
4

Duti occurs in the two verses in the following manner:
(i) Sauri saumya siva duti cam~da catha var~i (Mat.P., 179,10b), and
(ii) Kali caiva mahakali duti caiva tathaiva ca (ibid,, 179.14a).
Since Siva-duti is called the "Energy" of the goddess Ca~<J-ika in the
Marka~<j.eya Pura~~ (see above, p,157 and fn.91), and the iconographic texts
describe her form and sculptures have been found to illustrate them (see
Banerjea, DHI., pp.33-5), it is possible that Siva duti and Duti in the
verses of the Matsya Pura~~ reproduced above actually refer to this
goddess,
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I

II

Mat.P., 179

Mbh,, IX.45

E contd

Ekacu4a (5)
Ekak~ara

(24)
Ekak~i

(25)
Ekavira (17)
G

Gaga (26)
Garddabhi ( 18)
Ghag~arava
Gha~odari

(23)
(15)

Gitapriya (7)
Gokargi (25, 28)
Go-mahi~ada

Gokargika (24)

(27)

Gonasi (3)
Gopali (4)
Gramya (15)
Haratpapa (27)

H

Haripig4i (23)
Hasini (30)
Hmikari (31)
J

Jalesvari (13)
Jarayu (19)
Jarega (15)
Ja,jaranana (19)
Jarjarika (14)
Ja~alika

(22)

Jaya (13)
Jayanti (13)
Jayapriya (12)
Jayatsena {6)
Jayavati (4)
Jvalamukbi (32)
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I

II

Mbh,, IX.45
J

K

contd

Mat.P., 179
Jye~tha

(20)
Jyotsnamukhi (26)
Kadrula (7)
Kii:kajanghika (23)
Kalaparr;.i (22)
Kale<J.ika (23)
Kalika (13)

Kali (14, 27)

Kalyar;.i (7)
Kamacari (22)
Kamada (26)
Kamala (9)
Kamalii:k~i

(6)
Kamariipa (21)
Kampana (25)
Kampini (24)

Kanakavati (8)
Kandara (9)

..

Kandara (15)
Kar;.cj.iiti (13)
Kanka!}a (15)
Ka!}~akini

(16)
Kapali ( 16)
Kaparddini (20)
Karali ( 14)
Karalini (17)
Karr;.amoF (15)

Kar!}apravara!}a (24)
Katumukhi (29)
Kaumari (9)
Kekari (18)
Kesini (23)
Ketaki (14)

.. ..

Khandakhanda (20)
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I

Mbh,, IX. 45

K contd

II

Mat,P., 179

Kharajangha (21)
Kharakar1fi (25)
Khari (6)
Khasaya (16)
Khe}a ( 17)
Khyata (19)
Kokalika (15)
Kol]-a (28)
Ko}ara ( 17)
Kovidari (30)
Kraufica (19)
Krodhana (6)

Krodhani (29)

Krosana (16)

K:n'fa: (21)

... .

Krsnakarni (24)
K~urakar'ti (24)

KFela (25)
Kukku}ika ( 14)

KukkuF (17)
Kumari (22)
Kumbhakari]-i (22)

KU1f4iirika (15)
Ku}abhi ( 16)
Ku}umbika (30)
L

Lamba ( 17)

Lamba (23, 30)
Lambamekhala (27)

Lambapayodhara (20)
Lambasata (28)
LambasT (14)
Lambastani ( 28)
Lambini (17)
Langalavati (27)
Lang ali ( 16)
Lelihana (18)
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II

I

Mat.P., 179

Mbh., IX. 45

L contd

Lohamekhala (18, 21)
Lohitak~i

(22, 23)
Lohitamukhi (23)

M

Madhavi (7)
Madhuku!llb:Q.a ( 18)
Madhurika ( 18)
Madoddhata (22)
Mahabala (9, 26)
Mahacitra (26)
Mahacii<j.a (5)
Mahadevi (31)
Mahagriva (24)
Mahajava (21)
Mahakali ( 14)
Mahakaya (23)
Mahamukhi (21, 24)
Mahanada (31)
Mahanasa (21)
Maharakta (13)
Mahasuri (22)
Mahavega (15)
Mahayasa (27)
Mahesvari (9)
Mahi~anana

(25)
Mahodari (31)

Malatika (4)
Malini (9)

..

Mandodari (17)
Marigala (21)
Ma~ikug<j.ala

(20)
Manojava (16)
Manorama (26)
Manthanika (19)
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I

II

Mbh,, IX. 45

Mat,P., 179

Mari (15)
Matarigi (27)

M contd

Mat:rnanda ( 12)
Maya {21)
Meghamala (28)
Megharava (28)
Meghasvana (8)
Meghavasini (17)
Menaka (20)
Mohana (25)
Mrtyu (15)
Mukhamandika (12)
Mukhevila (21)
Muktika (3o)
Muku}a (23)
Nair:rta ( 1 o)

N

Nandini (5)

Nandini (14, 25)
Narasiffihi (11)
Nikumbha ( 26)
Nirbhaya (25)

. .

Niskutika (12)
Nrtyapriya (10)
P

Padmavati (9)
Pak~alika

(19)

Palita (3)
Parikampini (24)
Pasuda (27)
Payoda (27)
Picchila (11)
Pilapicchika (13)

..

Pindajihva (32)
PirigB:k~r

(18, 21)
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I
~.,

II

IX.45

P contd

Mat,P., 179
Pirigala (23)
Pisaci (16)

Prabhavati (3)
Praghasa (16)
Pramoda (27)
Prati~yha

(28)

Pretayana (19)
P'thuvaktra (18)
Pii~a~ta

( 20)
Piitana ( 16)
Rabhasa (26)

R

Rakta (12)
Raktakampana (26)
Rak~asi

(16)

Rambha (20)
Revati (13)
Rocamana (28)
Rocana (22, 23)
Rudrasusaya (31)
Rudresi (31)

s

Sadaha (22)
Sailamukhi (19)
Sii:kri ( 10)
Sakui:.r ( 12)
Salabhi (6)
Salila (20)
samanya (30)
Samasavi (30)
Samedi
(13)
•
saffikarika (12)
saffitanika (9)
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I

Mbh., IX, 45

S contd

II

Mat. F., 179
Sangama (21)
sa:ilkara (16)

Sallkhakumbhasvana (26)
Sallkhanika (14)

Sallkhini (23)
Sallkukarl)-i (31)
sa:ntika (28)
Sarpakarl)-i (25)

Sasira (28)
SasolUkamUkhi (21)
Sataghal)-fii ( 11)
Satananda (11)

Satananda (11)

Satodari (15)
SatolUkhalamekhala (10)
Satrufijaya (6)
Saumya ( 1o)
Sauparl)-i (10)
Saur1 (10)
Siddhi (18)
sikha (32)
Sisumaramukhi (22)
Siva (1o) 5
Skhalanti (29)
Sobhana (6)
Srimati (3)
Stherika (28)
Subha (29)
Subhaga ( 17)

Subhaga ( 14)

Subhavaktra (7)
Subhru (8)
Sucira (29)
Sudama (5, 10)
5

See above, p,258, fn,4,
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I

II

Mat.P., 179

Mbh,, IX,45

S contd

Suga~a

(26)

Sukarni (28)
•
Sukhada (27)
Sukusurna (24)
Sulocana (17)
Surnarigala (12)
Sunak~atra

(9)

Sunanda (12)
Sundari (29)
Suprabha ( 1 o)
Suprasada (13)
Suprati~1ha

(28)
Surabhi (12)
Surasa (19)

Surocana (28)
Suvi~ar:a:

(27)
Svadha (20)
svaha (20)

Svastimati (12)
Sveta (22)
Syama ( 17)
T

Taditprabha (16)
Tirthanemi (7)
TrijaF (17)
Tu~<j.a

u

( 17)
Ulkamukhi (24)
UlUki (15)
Unmattodurnbari (18)

6

6

This word may refer to two goddesses called Unmatta and Udurnbari.
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II

I
~·,

U contd

IX,45

Mat,P., 179

Urdhvave~1dhara (18)
u~a:

(2o)

Utkrathin1 (15)
Uttejan1 (6)

v

Vainayaki ( 18)
Vai~~av1 (11)

Vaitali (18)
Vajrahasta (16)
varna (16)
Vamanika (23)
Vaficana (27)
Vapu~matl

(11)

Varahi ( 11)
varulJ1 ( 1 o)
Vasacurnn1 (28)
Va~atkara (20)

Vasucii<fa ( 17)
Vasudama (5)
Vayavya (10)
Vetalajanani (13)
Ve~uv1~adhara (21)

Vibhi~a~a

(22)
Vicitrariipa (21)
Vi<fambin1 (19)

Vidyujjihva (8)
Vijaya (13)
Vikatthan1 (17)
Vinata (19)
Virocana (28)
V1ryavat1 (8)
Visaladam~tri~i (17)
Visalak~i

(3)
Visata (28)
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I

V contd

Mbh,, IX,45

Mat.P,, 179

visoka (5)

Visoka (25)

Vittada (27)
vradhikama (12)
y

II

Yasasvini ( 10)
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Chapter IV
THE NUDE SQUATTING GODDESS OF INDIA
Among the popular goddesses in the early centuries of the Christian
era in India must be included a squatting nude goddess with a strikingly
individual iconography.

Although in the present state of our knowledge

she remains unnamed, there is no doubt about the wide prevalence of her
cult.

As evidenced by her representations, she is, with some variations,

portrayed nude, in a squatting posture, the legs widely separated and the
pudenda fully displayed,

This seems to be the essential element of the

iconography of the goddess, but equally characteristic of her, to a
certain extent, are the upraised arms and the head and face which are
concealed or obliterated by one device or another.
about the identification of the goddess,

There is no unanimity

She has been casually called

the'£arth Mother or labelled as a fertility goddess.

In more serious

attempts at identification, it has been suggested on the one hand that
she is a Greco-Roman goddess whose cult was imported into India in the
early centuries of the Christian era, and, on the other, that she is
"Aditi Uttanapad" of the
Indian phenomenon a

~g-veda,

in other words, a characteristically

1

Semi-nude female figures are common in Indian art,

2

but what invests

the present goddess with great significance is the highly individualistic

See below, pp.273 ff •.
2

Excluding females in erotic compositions on mediaeval Hindu temples,
which, however, belong to an independent genre and need a different
explanation, completely nude female figures are not at all common in Indian
art, The same is the case with male figures, except in Jaina art.
Standing nude females in early Indian terracotta are noticed, particularly
in the centuries before the Christian era (see e.g., Coomaraswamy, "Archaic
Indian Terracottas", Marg, VI, no,2, pp,24-9; also Agrawala, in AI., no.4,
pp.151-2), although in many cases, in view of the crude style ~nd cursory
modelling, it may not be possible to be sure whether a covering dress is
intended or not. In stone sculpture, as in the case of railing figures
from Bhutesar (Mathura) or the bracket Vrksakas in the gateways of the
Stupa 1 at Sanchi, only partial nudity i~-to be understood, since, if the
sex organs are clearly marked, there is also the clear suggestion of the
covering lower garment. The marking of the sex organs in such cases,
therefore,appears not so much an iconographic necessity as artistic license,
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nudity of her iconograph_y,

Such fignr.es. were noti.c.ed. for the first time,

without their fulL s.ignificance being_.real.is.eil, by MarshalL, . who. published
a circular terracotta plaque from

Bhi~a

(near Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh)

showing a female figure in high relief with upraised arms and outstretched
legs, and pointed to a similar figure from Kosam (also near Allahabad),
3
both now in the Indian Museum, Calcutta.
The Bhi~a figure (Pl,I,1) is
entirely nude except for a girdle of circlets around the waist and bangles
on the hands and feet,

Also, in place of a head, it has a lotus flower

with petals falling over the shoulders,

The archaeological context shows
that the figure must be assigned to the Ku~a~a period, 4 and Marshall

tentatively suggested identification with Prthivi, the Earth-goddess,
Later, when the same author found on an oblong terracotta sealing from
Harappa (Pl,I,2), on the one side, a nude female figure depicted
upside-down with legs apart and a plant issuQng from her womb, he suggested
comparison with the

Bhi~a

specimen and felt confirmed in his mind of a
"cult of the Earth or Mother-goddess" in the Indus Civilization, 5
2 contd
no doubt in conformity with the nature of such goddesses in general and
the overall attitude of the ancient Indians in such matters,
3
Marshall, "Excavations at Bhi~a", ASI-AR., 1911-2, p,75, and pl,XXIII,
fig,40, For the Kosam figure, see Indian Museum Cat., II, p,286, no,Km,36,
as cited by Marshall, op,cit,, p,75. He, however, neither illustrates the
Kosam figure nor provides a detailed description of it,
4

Marshall himself was uncertain of it as he assigned the figure to the
or the Gupta period", but see Sankalia, Art,As,, XXIII, 1960, p,114.
5
Marshall (ed,), MIC., I, p.52 and pl,XII.12, The figure occurs at the
extreme right end of this seal, and to its left, separated by a pictograph
in the centre, are two rearing and confronting animals, probably tigers,
"the animal genii" of Marshall, Wheeler's suggestion that what looks like
a plant issuing from the figure's womb "may eaually be a scorpion or even
a crocodile" (see Wheeler, The Indus Civilization, p,106) is highly
improbable; cf, Sullivan, "A Re-examination of the Religion of the Indus
Civilization", HR., 4, 1964, p,117, fn,S. On the other side of the seal,
the same pictograph (perhaps minus one character) occupies the right half,
and to the left are represented a man and a woman, the woman seated with
hands raised as if in supplication but both the legs apparently to one side,
and the man on the left, standing with a sickle-like weapon in his hand,
appearing to threaten the woman, Marshall interpreted this scene as a
representation of human sacrifice, and both Wheeler and Sullivan (op,cit,)
seem to agree; esp, cf, Sullivan, op,cit,, p, 117, fn,10, Picard, unaware
of later historical evidence which subsequently came to light in India,
made greater and more specialized use of the Harappa evidence to reconstruct
"Ku~a~a
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The real interest in such figures from India seems to have started
with the publication of an article, "Female Fertility Figures", by
6
Margaret Murray.
The author's aim was to provide a systematic framework
to classify and study the large number of female figures found throughout
the ancient world which are all generally labelled as "Mother Goddess".
She imagined these figures as falling in at least three distinct
categories:

1)

Universal Mother or Isis type;

Ishtar type; and 3)

2)

Divine Woman or

Personified Yoni or Baubo type, and described the

third, with which we are concerned here, as the type of nude figure,
generally squatting, in which the beauty of form or features is disregarded,
the secondary sexual characters, such as the breasts, are minimized, and
the whole emphasis is laid on the pudenda. 7
Referring to Murray's Baubo-type, Codrington noticed a small terracotta
figure in the form of a toad in the India Museum, London, cast from a
double mou,ld, the underside of which displays a similar squatting goddess
8
(Pl.II),
If the identification with Baubo was certain, he felt, this
little figurine would be "possibly the only directly borrowed classical
icon known to Indian archaeology".

On the basis of associated acquisitions

in the Museum, Codrington was certain that the figure came from Mathura and
is to be dated in the early 2nd century A.D., and, since the theme of his
short paper was to emphasize the emergence of Indian iconography in this
period, especially at Mathura which had close contact with centres in the
North-west where the hybrid art-forms of the Gandhara School were
5 contd
the cult of a Mother Goddess baring her sexual parts in the ancient world;
see below, pp.298 ff ••
6
JRAI., LXIV, 1934, pp,93-100, with illustrations.

7
Murray has classified the Sheila-na-gigs of mediaeval churches in the
British Isles under her Baubo type; see JRAI,, LXIV., pp,97 ff .• It may
be mentioned that even though Murray borrows an Indian word to identify
her third type, she does not use any Indian specimens to illustrate this
or the first two types,
8
Codrington, "Iconography: Classical and Indian", Man, XXXV, May 1935,
pp,65-6, with accompanying plate.
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appearing, he no doubt implied that the
imported into India in this period, 9

~lassical

Baubo may have been

An image of a nude squatting goddess, preserved in the Museum of
Alampur in Southern Deccan, has been published by Stella Kramrisch
1
(Pl.III).
Carved in a dark stone with excellent finish and worked to

°

a high degree of polish, this figure is a remarkable piece of art and
deserves all the encomium lavished on it by Kramrisch,

It represents a

female form lying facing upwards on a nearly square plane,

The figure

is entirely nude except for the armlets on the upper arms, widely-spaced
bracelets at the wrists and thin anklets, all shaped as serpent-coils,
and a small bead-necklace on the chest,

The broadly spread out legs are

drawn up laterally and bent at the knees, framing the gently swelling
abdomen and "bud-like" opening of the sex below,

The arms are bent

upwards, elbows resting on the knees, and the hands, each holding a
lotus-bud, are laid on the shoulders,

As its neck and head, a fully-

blossomed lotus crowns the image, and the nipples on the gently flattened
breasts also take lotus-shapes,

On stylistic considerations, Kramrisch

dated the image approximately to the 8th century

A.D., and thought that
11
it might have belonged originally to one of the local sanctuaries,
That

the image was actually meant for worship seems to be suggested by the
prov1s1on of spouts on either side of the figure to allow the water poured
12
during worship to be drained off,
Its cultic significance is also
9

With reference to Murray's Baubo-type, Dasgupta also (see Man, XXXVI,
Oct, 1936, pp.183-4), pointed to a terracotta figure of thel'i"i:ron age" from
Nilgiri in Foote's Catalogue of Pre-historic Antiquities in the Government
Museum, Madras (1901), p,48, pl,iii, 542, but from the published photograph
it does not look like the true Baubo-type, Cf, also by the same author,
Origin and Evolution of Indian Clay Sculpture, p,17, Impressed by Murray's
classification, Dasgupta frequently speaks in this work of a "Baubo-type"
for figurines of the Indus valley, pre-Maurya, Maurya and Sunga periods,
but does not cite a single true specimen of the type; see ibid., pp,SO, 134,
173-4, 254.
10
Kramrisch, Stella, nAn Image of Aditi Uttanapad", Art,As,, XIX, 1956,
pp,259-70, with illustrations,
11
Ajit Mookerjee illustrates this image in his Tantra Art, etc,, pl,58. He
arbitrarily dates it to 11th century A,D, and labels it as Adya-Sakti,
12
A spout is clear on the proper left of the image, but there may also have
been a similar spout on the right rim, which is damaged,
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indicated by the size of the figure, which along with its support
measures 36 11 x 40"9

Without referring to Murray's Baubo-type figures or the suggestion
of Codrington that the Classical Baubo may have been introduced into India,
Kramrisch has tried to explain the figure as a purely Indian phenomenon,
She has laid stress on the two obvious elements of the figure:

the

depiction of a majestic female form in the throes of giving birth and
the close association of the lotus with it. Noting that the iconography
13
of the image has no known parallel,
Kramrisch nevertheless picks out
its two conspicuous elements to find archaeological and literary
correspondences and ascertain the meaning of the sculpture.

For parallel

art specimens, she points in the main to the fragment of an approximately
contemporary image of a goddess from Mahakuta (south-western Deccan) who
•
is lotus-headed and holds a lotus flower in each hand, to the two
terracotta plaques from

Bhi~a

and Kosam already noticed by Marshall, to

a relief composition in Stupa no,2 at Sanchi showing lotus plants with
buds and flowers, where the stalk of the crowning lotus by its breadth
and curvaceous contour gives to her the impression of lithe female limbs,
and to two painted pot-sherds from Mohenjodaro with a circle of lotus
petals around the necks,

Since the lotus-flower, born from water and mud,

yet impressive in the purity of its bloom and subtlety of its fragrance,
has remained a perennial symbol of creativity in Indian art and culture,
Kramrisch finds it in remarkable agreement with the conception of the
birth-giving Mother of the Alampur figure,

She also notes that in India,

the lotus was conceived as foremost of all plants, and plants in the Vedic
14
culture were conceived as goddesses, nourishing, life-giving mothers,
In Indian art, the anthropomorphic equivalent of the lotus-flower is
the goddess

Padmasri-Lak~mi,

who is so frequently depicted on the railings

and gateways of the Bharhut and Sanchi stupas and who, already in the
Sri-sllkta, in the Khila of the ~g-veda, is intimately connected with the
13
Kramrisch makes this comment even though she herself refers to earlier
specimens from Bhi~a and Kosam, and a later one from Mahaku~a which,
however, is fragmentary,
14
TS,, IV,2,6, as quoted by Kramrisch, op.cit,, Art.As., XIX, pp,265-6.
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lotus,

In classical Sanskrit and iconographic texts, the goddess dwells

in a lotus-pond, stands or sits on a lotus, and always carries a lotus
15
flower in her hand.
There is no textual warrant, however, that a lotus
flower should replace the head and face of the goddess.

The statement in

some iconographic texts that a beautiful lotus should be made on the head
of the goddess is apparently to be understood as the description of the
16
head decoration,
Again even though ~ri-Lak~mi may have been originally
17
a fertility goddess worshipped for the growth of crops and cattle, etc.,
there is no evidence, literary or archaeological, that she was ever
conceived of as having the nudity and the posture of the Alampur figure,
In fact, she is noted in the classical Sanskrit literature and iconographic
texts not only for her sweet face and beautiful form but also for her
charming dress and rich ornaments, and frequently serves as the model of
18
beauty for mortal princesses and heroines,
Kramrisch herself seems to
have been aware of these limitations,

Although she found close parallels

between the lotus-headed image from Alampur and the rich, life-giving
Padmasri-Lak~mi,

yet, conscious that the female figure in the throes of

15
For the ~ri-slikta, see RV., Khila, II,6, esp, vv,4, 5 and 11; also 13-4.
For ~ri-Lak~mi 1 s association with lotus in general, see Scheftelowitz,
"~rislikta", ZDM1,, 75, 1921, p,38; Coomaraswamy, "Early Indian Iconography
- II: ~ri-Laksmi", ~., I, 1928-9, pp.177-8; Hartmann, Beitrage zur
Geschichte der Gottin Lak~mi, pp,1, 6-8, 31, etc., On the symbolism of
the lotus, see Gonda, Aspects of Early Vi~~uism, pp,103-4 and references
cited there; also Coomaraswamy, Yak~as, II, pp,23, 26, 56 ff.; Zimmer,
tlrths and Symbols, etc,, pp.90 ff.; Kramrisch, op,cit., Art.As., XIX,
pp,264 ff ..
16
Vi Dh.P., III.81,8: DeyYasca mastake padmam tatha karyam manoharam;
also cited by Hemadri, see Rao, EHI,, II, pt,2, App,C, p,134; cf, also,
~iraso ma~ganam sallkhacakrasimantapallkajam, as in Allsumadbhedagama and
Purvakara~agama, cited by Rao, op,cit,, pp,133, 135.
17
See Scheftelo1;itz, Hartmann, Gonda and Zimmer, op,cit, (fn,15 above),
18
The goddess Sri-Laks'!li is described as kancukacchadistani,
sobhanambarave~~ita and sarvabhara~a-bhu~ita in Amsumadbhedagama,
svetavastra-vibhu~ita, kaficukabaddhagatri, etc, in the texts cited in
Silparatna, diyYarupambaradhara, sarvabhara~abhu~ita, etc, in the
Vi~~udharmottara Pura~~~ and kaficukacchadistani and sobhanambarasampanna
in Pllrvakara~agama; see Rao, op,cit., pp,133 ff,.
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giving birth conveys "a deeper message and a more primal vision", she

finally suggested identification with the "Aditi Uttanapad" of the
~g-veda,

19

Aditi in the

~g~veda

appears as the primal female energy, the source

from which everything is born, as identical with whatever has been and
21
20
· 1s
· always la1d
· on t he motherhood of Ad't'
wh a t ever s h all be,
Emphas1s
1 1,
Specifically the mother of the Adityas, she is the mother of the gods in
general, and of all beings.

Perhaps earlier distinguished from Prthivi,
22
she is constantly identified with her in the later Vedic literature,
Kramrisch was obviously persuaded to her suggested identification by

the reference to Uttanapad in a late hymn of the

~g-veda. 23 She translates

the two relevant stanzas, where the word occurs, as:
gods, the existent was born from the non-existent,

"In the stage of the
After this the regions

were born,

This [existent] was born of her with the legs spread open,
24
From Aditi Dak~a was born and from Dak~a Aditi".
In her opinion, Aditi
is here identical with Uttanapad and the two stanzas apparently describe
the mysterious process of creation from Aditi.

Kramrisch also notes that

when Norman Brown saw the photograph of the Alampur image, he immediately
25
pointed to this ~g-vedic hymn.
While there is no ambiguity about the literal meaning of the word
Uttanapad, i.e., "one with the legs spread open", different opinions have
19
Kramrisch, Art,As., XIX, pp.267-8.
20
Kramrisch herself cites several significant passages in
Vedic literature to prove her point. For the conception
Vedic religion in general, see Macdonell, VM., pp.120-3;
vol,I, pp,215-8; Muir, OST., V, pp,35-53; also Agrawala,
the Great Goddess", IC., IV, no,4, 1938, pp.401 ff ••
21

See esp. Agrawala, cited in fn,20 above,
22
Ibid., and Muir, cited in fn.20 above.
23
See Kramrisch, op.cit,, Art.As., XIX, p.268.
24
RV., X.72.3-4,
-- Devanam yuge prathame'sata~ sadajayata,
Tadasa anvajayanta taduttanapadaspari.
3
Bhurjajfia uttanapado bhuva asa ajayanta,
Aditerdakso ajayata daksadvaditih pari,
4
25
See Art.As., XIX, p.268, fn.27.

.

.

.

early and later
of Aditi in the
Keith, RPVU.,
V,S., "Aditi and
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been expressed about its precise meaning in the context.

26

According to

Norman Brown himself, whose verbal approval is cited by Kramrisch but
who later expressed himself in a different context on the stanzas under
reference, two parallel creations seem to be described in the hymn,
viz., of the material universe from Asat which was made by

Brahma~aspati,

and of the sentient beings from the primal potentialities,

Dak~a

and

Aditi.

He understands Uttanapad as referring to Asat and used as feminine
27
in the sense of one whose legs are stretched apart in parturition.
It

is, therefore, not quite certain that Uttanapad in RV., X.72,3-4
necessarily refers to Aditi,

As a matter of fact, the whole hymn,

addressed to the gods in general and purporting to describe the process
28
of creation, is quite obscure.
But, whether or not Uttanapad in RV,,
X,72,3-4 refers to Aditi, it is not improbable for the creatrix Mother
Aditi to be described in such a manner,
is described as widely-spread

w

Elsewhere in the

(uru-vyaca~)

29

~g-veda,

she

and there are references to

her lap, aomb or sex (garbha, upastha) in the context of her role as
30
birth-giving Mother.
P~thivi, with whom Aditi is so often identified
in later Vedic literature, is herself conceived of as the wide one,
31
capacious, widely spread, bounteous, etc •.
There is no doubt, therefore,
26
See RV,, tr. Griffith, vol,II, p,486, note on X.72,3; cf, also ibid,,
tr. Geldner, vol.III, pp,250-1, fn.3cd, Saya~a explains Uttanapad as:
uttanamurdhvatanam padyanta ityuttanapado v~~~E~; see RV., ed. Sontakke
and Kashikar, vol,IV, p.538,
27
See Norman Brown, "Theories of Creation in the Rig Veda", JAOS., 85 ( 1965),
pp.26, 29-30.
-28
Cf. Muir, OST., V, p,48.
29
RV., V.46,6; cf, also TB., II.4,2,7: Sena ha nama p~thivi dhanamjaya
visvavyaca aditi~ suryatvak, For Aditi as spacious, far-extending, see
RV. , I. 72,9; VS. , XXI. 5,
30
•
See RV,, VI.67.4; IX.74.5; X.5.7. This tradition is retained also in
the classical Sanskrit literature; cf, aditija~haramiva 1 nekadevakuladhyasitam,
said of the c~ty of Pa~aliputra in the Vasavadatta of Subandhu; see
Vasavadatta, "<id, Gray, pp. 79 and 162,
31
Several such references are cited by Kramrisch; see, however, AV., XII.
1,2, 12; VS., XIII,17. The word E~thivi literally means the broad one,
wide oneo
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that if a Vedic parallel for the remarkable Alampur figure is to be found
at all, the conception of

Aditi-P~thivi

would be more appropriate than

that of Padmasri-Lak~mi, especially as the universal motherhood of

Sri-Lak~mi appears to have been a late development in her character. 32
On closer analysis, however, as we shall see,

33

the identification

suggested by Kramrisch appears untenable,
Recently, H.D. Sankalia has published about half a dozen other
specimens of the nude goddess in India, and has tried to strengthen
34
Codrington's suggestion of a foreign inspiration.
Apart from the figures
already noticed, he has listed the following others of "Baubo-type", all
from the Deccan:
1)

A terracotta figure from Ter (Osmanabad Dist,, Maharashtra; Pl.IV.1),

cast in a single mould with a fine finish and red polish all over.
female figure is portrayed seated in the Baubo-pose,

The

It is entirely nude

except for the beaded necklace around the neck, a thick girdle around the
waist and heavy anklets.

It is intentionally made headless and the two

arms are supposed to be at the sides,

The figure was a surface find, but

on the basis of associated pot-sherds of ascertainable dates, Sankalia
confidently assigns it to the 1st-2nd century A.D ••
32
Sri-Lak~mi obtains her universal motherhood mainly in the Vi~~uite theology
as reflected in the Vi~~uite Pura~as and the Samtitas, and the development
is fully intelligible only in the background of the theoretical
systematization of the concept and cult of the Supreme Goddess. Her
association with Vi~~u also seems to have been a late development in her
history. At whatever period this association may have taken place, it does
not seem to have been popular much before the younger portions of the
Mahabharata; see Gonda, Aspects of Early Vi~~~~ p,223; Coomaraswamy,
op,cit,, ~.,I, pp.175, 178; also Hartmann, Beitrage zur Geschichte der
Gottin Lak~mi, p,25. It is interesting to see that the line giving the
names Lokamata and Ma to Sri-Laksmi in the NSP, edn, of the Amarakosa with
the commentary of Mahesvara is n~~found in the Trivandrum edn. of the text
with Sarvananda 1 s commentary and the earlier Bombay edn, with the commentary
of Bhanuji Dik~ita; see Hartmann, op,cit., p,1.

33
See below, pp,283 ff,,
34
Sankalia, H,D,, "The Nude Goddess or 'Shameless Woman' in Western Asia,
India and South-eastern Asia", Art.As,, XXIII, 1960, pp,111-23 1 with
illustrations,
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2)

A similar terracotta figure (Pl,IV.2) from the same site but from

controlled excavations and thus dateable to the 1st-3rd century A.D.
This figure, too, is headless, but it is difficult to ascertain the
position of the arms.

There appears to be a large number of beaded

girdles around the waist, and the torso, much shortened, seems to be
rounded above in a stump.

Four rosettes are placed at the corners, the

two on the top roughly occupying the position where the hands would be
if they were depicted raised upwards as in the Bhita figure.
3)

A headless terracotta figure in relief from Nagarjunikonda (Guntur

Dist., Andhra Pradesh; Pl.V.1), where the rounded torso is depicted as
35
a solid mass, which suggested to Sankalia the shape of a stupa.
4)

A stone relief figure from Nevasa excavations (Ahmadnagar Dist.,

Maharashtra; Pl,V.2), dateable to c.100-300 A.D.

The carved female nude

appears as a highly abbreviated Baubo-type, with the rounded stump-like
torso drastically shortened and the entire figure with its spreadeagled
thighs and only vaguely suggested lower legs forming an inverted triangle
in outline ..

5)

A tiny stone sculpture from Vadgaon (near Satara, Maharashtra;

Pl,V.3).

The headless female depicted is exactly similar in composition

and outline to the stone relief from Nevasa excavations, described above,
with the very significant addition of a bull to its right, suggesting
that this goddess might have been conceived of as a form of Durga or
Parvati.

Although Sankalia does not date the figure, there is no doubt

that it belongs to the same age as the figure from Nevasa.
6)

Relief sculpture of a nude goddess in a cave at Siddan Kotte, north

of Kelur, in northern Karnatak (Sankalia's fig,6).

It is also headless

and the torso, which seems to be sharply truncated above the shoulders
instead of being rounded, clearly depicts the breasts,
raised upwards as in the Bhita figure.

The hands are

This figure too is not dated by

Sankalia, but his order of treatment seems to imply that it is not later
than the figure, listed below, in the Ramesvara Cave at Ellora, i.e., not
later than the 8th century A.D.
35
Sankalia emphasizes in this context that the piece came from a Buddhist
site, In fact, on that basis, he felt that the goddess was also accepted
in the Buddhist pantheon; see Art.As., XXIII, p,114,
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An interesting piece of information supplied by the late Shri Chapgar
(from whose copy in his diary, Sankalia seems to reproduce the illustration)
is that the figure is called Lajja Gauri, and local women, desirous of
children, pray to the goddess and worship her by applying butter and red
lead on the vulva and the breasts,
7)

Relief carving of a goddess with a female attendant on either side

in the Cave no,21 (Ramesvara Cave) at Ellora (Pl.VI),

Sankalia is uncertain

whether it represents the Baubo-type, since, even though the figure is
seated in a manner which would emphasize the pudenda, i t is not at all
clear whether it was intended to be nude, especially as the region of
the sexual triangle seems to have been repaired,

The two hands of the

figure could have been raised upwards but the relief in the illustration
appears too damaged to permit verification of this,

Incidentally, the

attendant females and the possible suggestion of a halo behind the head
of the central figure seem to leave no room for doubt that the latter
represented a goddess,
Sankalia 1 s arguments for the foreign inspiration of the above figures
are discussed below in detail,

But we may first notice a few other

figures of the nude goddess which were either overlooked by Sankalia or
published after his paper,
Two figures of the goddess are listed in the recently published Patna
Museum Catalogue of Antiquities,

One is a weathered red-sandstone relief
36
plaque of "Kusana-Gupta" period from Kausambi,
It shm<s a seated female

..

figure with legs wide open, knees drawn up laterally, elbows resting on
knees and left arm raised to shoulder height,

As the figure is not

illustrated, it is impossible to be certain of many details,

The right

hand may have been similarly raisedlut the Catalogue does not specify it,
Also, lThile the beaded chain between the breasts and a heavy shape round
the neck are noticed, it is not made clear whether the figure is otherwise
nude and whether it is with or without a head,

However, since a comparison

is invited with the terracotta figures from Bhita and Kosam noticed by
Marshall, there is no doubt that an identical figure is meant here,

Like

36
Gupta (ed,), Patna Museum Catalogue of Antiquities, p,27, no,29 (Antiquity
no,7606), Red sandstone with white or pale yellow spots was a popular medium
in the Mathura art, Could it be that, though discovered at Kausambi, the
figure originally came from Mathura?
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Marshall, again, the Catalogue identifies the figure with the Earth-goddess,
P'l'thivi,
The other specimen is a coarse, rectangular, terracotta plaque of
Ku~a~a

date, showing a crudely modelled female squatting with widespread
knees and upraised hands (Pl.VII.1). 37 Despite defacement and slight
damage, the figure appears entirely nude except for the heavy necklace,
and bracelets and anklets.

It may have had also a girdle around the waist,

The breasts are crudely suggested in the horizontal alignment of the upper
arms, and there is no doubt about the head even if the facial features
cannot be made out.
38
Goddess".

The illustration labels the figure as "Fertility

The above two pieces were published after Sankalia had listed the
figures of "Baubo-type" known to him,

A highly significant omission by

him, however, is a stone figure of the same goddess, with a dedicatory
39
inscription, from Nagarjunikonda (Pl.VIII).
The image is carved in high
relief on a white marble slab.

The upper part is broken hut the lower

part, which remains almost intact, leaves no doubt about the identification,
It shows a nude seated female with the knees laterally spread and the
pudenda clearly marked.

There are a series of anklets on each leg and

several elaborately carved girdles around the waist.

It is difficult to

be certain about the position of the arms, the form of the bust and the
presence or absence of the head,

But the nature of the ornamentation

above the girdle, as also the marked similarity to the nude headless
goddess from Nevasa and Vadgaon (Pl.V.2, 3), and to a certain extent also
37
Ibid,, p,307, no.145 (Antiquity no,7716).
38
According to the Catalogue, the figure seems to have come from Kausambi.
It may be mentioned that S.C. Kala describes another terracotta piece
from Kausambi showing a seated nude stretching her legs on both sides,
similar to Marshall's Bhi~a specimen; see Kala, Terracotta Figurines from
Kausambi, etc., p.30 and pl.XVII.C. But we agree with Sankalia that the
illustration provided does not make it clear; see Art,As., XXIII, p,114,
fn. 14.
39
Narasimhaswami, H.K., "Nagarjunikonda Image Inscription", EI., XXIX,
1951-2 (probably published in 1957), no,18, pp.137-9, with pl. facing
p. 1 39.
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to the terracotta figures from the Ter excavations (Pl,IV,2) and
40
Nagarjunikonda (Pl.V,1),
suggest that this figure also was headless.
Towards the top of the surviving part of the trunk where the image is
broken, outlines of what looks like a large lotus flower may be
discernible,

But even so, its position is not such as to be equated with

the lotus-heads in the Bhi1a and Alampur figures; at the most, it would
be part of an ornamental floral decoration.
The short one-line inscription at the base, written in Prakrit in
Brahmi characters of approximately the 3rd century A.D., informs that the
image was caused to be made by Mahadevi Khamduvula, who was avidhava and
41
jivaputa and wife of Maharaja Siri Ehavala Camtamula,
The king is
probably identical with his namesake who was the son of Siri Virapurisadatta
42
of the Ik~vaku dynasty and is generally placed in the 3rd century A.D.
The inscription thus proves beyond any doubt that the nude, squatting
female whose figures have been found all over the Deccan and the various
sites in North India was not only a popular goddess but also counted among
her votaries members of royal families.

It should be mentioned that the

marble sculpture was discovered buried in debris at the extremity of the
remains of a large, many-pillared hall which, the editor of the inscription
43
thought, may have actually enshrined the image,
40
Cf, esp, the rows of wide girdles of the Ter figure with the equally
elaborate one in this image, The editor of the inscription finds the
ornamental belt around the belly resembling a decorated pur~a-gha1~·
41
See EI., XXIX, p,139. The text of the inscription has been read as:
Sidha[m*]. Mahadeviya a-vidhava~a j[I]vaputaya
Mahar[a]ja-siri-[Ehavala Camtamujla-pati[ya]
Kham~uvulaya karitati[.]
42
See EI., XXIX, pp.138~9; also Majumdar (ed,), The Age of Imperial Unity,
pp.225-6. Ladies of Ik~vaku family frequently appear as benefactresses of
the Buddhist mahacaitya at Nagarjunikonda; see ibid,, p,225.
43
EI., XXIX, p,137. The "exhibitionistic" female figures occasionally
appearing on the mediaeval temples, such as those illustrated by Maury
(Folk Origins of Indian Art, figs,132-4) do not seem to belong to this
class, even though they look like the Sheila-na-gigs of the mediaval
churches in England and Ireland which are included by Murray in her
"Personified Yoni or Baubo type"; see above, p,271, fn.7, In fact, it is
doubtful if they belong to a strict iconographic pattern at all, Even
if they are conceived of as religious figures of some kind, they need to
be studied in the general background of the erotic symbolism of mediaeval
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Several significant facts emerge from a survey of the images of
the nude squatting goddess in India.

To begin with, all the images fall

into a distinct class and it is certain that they represent a goddess
who was in active worship.

The available specimens show a distribution

over most of North India and the Deccan generally, the greater concentration
being in the Deccan, and range in date approximately from the first to the
eighth centuries A.D.

The fairly large proportion of terracotta specimens

would indicate that the nude goddess was essentially a deity of the common
44
people,
Nevertheless, she must have been popular enough to have attracted
the attention of the higher sections of society, to have retained an almost
standard iconography for several centuries and to have excellent stone
images carved to represent her and possibly to be installed in independent
shrines.

The striking iconographic form of the goddess would have been
sufficient reason to suspect that she was connected with fertility, but
this seems to be suggested also by the Nagarjunikonda image inscription
where a queen is represented as dedicatrix of the goddess' image and is
characterized as avidhava: ("not a widown, i.e&, one whose husband is
45
living) and jivaputa (one whose son or sons are living).
It appears that

this goddess was essentially a goddess of women who prayed to her for a
43 contd
Hindu temple sculptures, and not as representations of a specific goddess.
We believe that the figures discussed in this chapter conform to a more
or less strict iconography and, in spite of their nudity and peculiar
posture of the legs, cannot be labelled as exhibitionistic; cf, below,

Pp.308-9.
44
With respect to the figure from Mathura, Codrington noted that its being
pressed from a mould indicated demand in quantity; see Man, XXXV, p.65.
Sankalia specifically noted about one specimen from Ter that it was made
from a mould.
45
·It must be noted that the expressions Jivaputa, Jivasuta or Jivaputrapautra
have been used in inscriptions elsewhere to characterize ladies whose.
children were living, and also in literature, these, as well as avidhava,
are used of married ladies either in simple descriptions of them or as
auspicious modes of addressing them; see EI,, XXIX, p,139 and fns,3 and 4.
But, in the present instance, the epithets seem to take an added meaning,
In any case, even in the most casual and innocent use of these epithets
for married ladies, the sentiment of fullness and fertility can always be
suspected as the basic element,
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happy and fruitful marital life,

This is also the modern tradition recorded
46
by Chapgar about the Siddan Kotte figure,
It is not easy to form a definite opinion about the precise
identification of the nude squatting goddess in India,

Unfortunately the

short dedicatory inscription on the Nagarjunikonda figure does not give
the name of the goddess,

As we propose to show below, the contemporary

Sanskrit literature is not entirely unaware of her, but the iconographic
texts or similar material in the

Pura~~

or other works, to our knowledge,
47
do not mention such a goddess, either with or without the name Aditi,
48
In fact, even while Aditi lives in brahmanical Pura~ic mythology,
we do
not find any descriptions of her iconographic form as an independent
49
goddess
and there is no indication that she was ever actively worshipped
in post-Vedic times, 50
Aditi, as we have already seen, is among the prominent goddesses of
the

~g-veda.

Her conception, probably more than that of any other early

Vedic goddess, comes closest to the idea of the primeval Great Mother.
46
See above, p.279.
47
Iconographic texts, to our knowledge, are also unaware of a goddess called
Lajja-Gauri. However, for possible survivals of the form of the nude
squatting goddess, see below, PP.311 ff •.
48
Aditi sometimes appears in the Puranas as the mother of Indra and Visnu
in the context of the origin of the Vamana incarnation of the latter; ·;ee
Rao, EHI., II, pt.I, pp,161-3, In the post-Vedic mythology, generally
speaking, she is the daughter of Dak~a, and the mother of Vivasvant and
Vi~~u, and of the gods generally; cf, Keith, RPVU., p.215,
The deva-matr,
"mother of the gods", frequently appearing in Pura~ic myths must refer to
Aditi; cf, Dasgupta, Shashi Bhusan, "Evolution of Mother-worship in India",
in Madhavanand and Majumdar (ed,), Great Women of India, pp,51-2,
Strangely, Aditi also appears as the name of a Rak~asa in Mlanasara; see
Banerjea, DHI., p,207.
49
We know· of only one reference to the figures of Adi ti in the iconographic
passages of the Puranic literature, It occurs in the Visnudharmottara
Pura~~ and lays down' that the figures of the divine moth~;s Aditi, Diti,
Danu, Ka~~ha, Danayu, Simhika, Muni, Kadru, Krodha, Tura, Pradha, Vinata,
Surabhi and Khasa should be made as "engaged in making images"; see Shah,
Vi~~udharmottara Pura~a 1 Third Kha~~~' vol,II, p.226,
The reference, to
say the least, is a curious one, and, naturally, no images of this type
are known, In any case, it provides no evidence of a cult of Aditi.
50
Cf. Dasgupta, op,cit,' (above, fn.48).
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In fact, so great is the attraction towards her name and form in the
Vedic pantheon that modern scholars, when attempting to trace the history
51
of the Sakti-cult of historic India, often fall back upon her name,
and
she is sometimes even utilized to reconstruct the history of the Great
Mother in proto-historic times in Western Asia and Iran,

Thus Przyluski

has tried to establish doubtful etymological relations between Aditi and
52
Anaiitis, Artemis and Anahita,
and Coomaraswamy, looking for a name for
the standing nude goddess represented in early Indian terracottas, also
53
suggested Aditi.
The fact remains, however, that the history of Aditi
as a living goddess is confined to the Vedic period, and any identification
of a later historical figure with her, and even more, any attribution of
a specific iconographic form to her, is purely conjectural,
The Vedic word Uttanapad would no doubt appear as an accurate graphic
description of the nude squatting goddess, but this does not warrant that
she was called Uttanapad or was identified with Vedic Aditi,

It should

also be borne in mind that the iconography of the squatting goddess,
despite its characteristic singularity, is of the simplest kind, and,
therefore, whatever her early history, if any, on Indian soil, if she was
really conceived as Aditi Uttanapad during the period of her popularity
in India, it is difficult to understand why the brahmanical iconographic
54
texts are silent about her name and form.
51
Ibid.; cf, also Banerjea, DHI., p.490.
52
Przyluski, Jean, "The Great Goddess in India and Iran", IHQ., X, 1934,
pp,405-30, esp.412 ff, Keith doubted this equation; see "The Asvins and
the Great Goddess", IC., III, pp.721-30.
53
Coomaraswamy, "Archaic Indian Terracottas", Marg, VI, no.2, pp,22-35,
esp.32-3,
54
While the study of Indian iconography is of the utmost importance for
the history of the cults of various gods and goddesses, it has also a very
significant limitation, It would appear that in the mediaeval period many
complex iconographic forms emerged purely as a result of the enthusiasm of
priests and patrons or the fertile imagination of the artist, It is
difficult to imagine, for instance, that the "24-forms" (caturvimsatimurtaya~) of Vi~~u, which are distinguished from each other only by a
permutation and combination of the four attributes in the four hands of the
deity (see Bidyabinod, Varieties of the Vi~~u Image, MASI., 2; Rao, EHI,,
I, pt,I, pp,227 ff.; Banerjea, DHI., pp,410-2), had any real meaning for
the worshipper, The mediaeval authors of sectarian and iconographic texts
seem to have conceived of forms of deities which were never really
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It appears, therefore, that the identification of the nude goddess
with the so-called "Aditi Uttanapad" of the

l}g~veda

has to be given up.

A Vedic origin of this goddess is quite unacceptable even if it could be
proved that she is of longer history in India than when her representations
first appear after the Christian era or is to be related to the figure on
the Harappa seal noted by Marshall,
It has been suggested above that the contemporary classical Sanskrit
literature is not entirely unaware of the goddess baring herself.
solitary reference comes from the Matsya

Pura~~

The

which has so far been

ignored or misunderstood by scholars working on the text.

The context is

of the gods beseeching Brahma for the destruction of the demon Taraka and
Brahma advising them to bring about the marriage of Siva and Parvati, whose
son would accomplish their purpose. 5 5 Brahma is supposed to have said to
the gods:

"

At present Sarikara is without a wife.

spoken to you of the goddess with raised hands.
are always raised to grant boons.

I have earlier

The hands of the goddess

Soon that goddess will be (born as) the

daughter of Himacala, and the son born of her from Siva, like fire from
the firewood, will destroy Taraka •.•• ". 56 Later, when the gods have
departed, Brahma prays to the Goddess Ratri (who is said to have earlier
emanated from the grandsire himself) to enter into the womb of Mena, the
wife of Himacala, and take birth as Parvati.

Ratri obliges the father-god

54 contd
represented for worship. On the other hand, many complex images may have
been created first before they were standardized in an iconographic text,
and this may be the reason why icons are occasionally found for which no
textual sanction is available, The question, however, is very different
in the case of a figure of very simple iconography and relatively early
date. If such a figure is attributed to a learned tradition, it is natural
to expect reference to it in the appropriate texts emerging from that
tradition,
55
Mat.P., ch.154,
56
Ibid., 154,51-3:
Yaccayamuktavanyasya hyuttanakarata sada,
Uttano varadaq pa~ire~a devyaq sadaiva tu.
51
Himacalasya duhita sa tu devi bhavi~yati,
Tasyah sakasadyah sarvastvaranyam pavako yatha.
52
Janayf~yati tam prapya tarakoibhibhavi~yati,
Mamapyupayaq sa krto yathaivam hi bhavi~yati.
53
There is in fact no earlier reference to the goddess in the Matsya Pura~~·
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and Parvatr is born at an auspicious moment,

She is described here as

beginning to grow with all the virtues of Devas, Gandharvas, Nagendras,
etc,, and gradually captivating and adorning the three worlds with her
beauty, fortune and intelligence, 57 Incongruous though it may seem,
however, when Narada, to whom the gods assign the task of bringing about
the marriage of Siva and Parvatr, approaches Himacala and Mena and is
asked to read the marks on their daughter's body and predict her future,
he replies:

"

Her husband is not yet born.

She will be devoid of

(auspicious) marks, and will always be with her hands raised upwards and
58
her feet going astray by her own shadow, What more can I say?"
The words
of the sage shock the parents, who are deeply distressed to think of their
daughter as full of inauspicious marks and therefore entirely undeserving
of a husband,

Narada, however, consoles them by saying that their fears
59
were groundless,
Parvat'i:'s husband is "not-born" because he is the
eternal, immutable, Supreme God,

She is herself devoid of any auspicious

marks because no marks can express her everlasting good fortune,

Her hands

will always be raised to grant boons to gods, demons and sages, and the
reason for her straying feet, as the sage explains, is that the toenails of
her lotus-like feet will shine with the radiance of the gems in the crowned
60
heads of the prostrating gods and demons,
57
Ibid,, vv,96 ff., esp.109-10,
58
Ibid,, v,146:
Na jato 1 sya9 patirbhadre Lak~a~aisca vivarjjita,
Uttanahasta satatam caranairvyabhicaribhih,
Svacchayaya bhavisyeyam kimanyadbahu bhasyate.
146
Part of this prediction, as we have seen, is anticipated in Brahma's
statement earlier (fn.56 above), and all its elements are repeated again in
Himacala 1 s lament (ibid., vv,147 ff,, esp, vv.160, 169-73) and Narada's
explanation (see below, fn,60),
59
Ibid., vv,176 ff ••
60
Ibid., vv. 178-93:
Na jato'sy~ patirdevya yanmayoktam himacala,
Na sa jato mahadevo bhutabhavyabhavodbhava9,
8ara~ya9 sasvata9 sasta sankara9 paramesvara9.
178

.

.

Yaduktam ca maya devr lak~a~airvarjita tava,
s~~u tasyapi vakyasya samyaktvena vicara~affi.
185
Lak~a~am daiviko hyanka9 sar1ravayavasraya9,
Sarvayurddhanasaubhagyaparimanaprakasakah.
186

.

.
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The agency of Narada in affecting the union of Siva aniL Parvati must
have been a fairly popular motif for it ~ to be noted also in the
61
Kumarasambhava of Kalidasa,
but the enigmatic prediction by him, to our
knowledge, is found only in the above passages of the Matsya

Pura~~·

The

important thing to note, however, is that this prediction, only partly
anticipated by Brahma earlier, reads like a graphic description of the
nude squatting goddess.

Unaware of the existence of the figures of this

goddess, Agrawala has misunderstood the verse as referring to Parvati
62
holding in her hands a beggar. 1 s bowl and always roaming about.
No effort
is needed to see that this interpretation is wholly unwarranted,
63
The relevant verse
containing the prediction can be easily
paraphrased as:

Bhadre!

Asya~ pati~ na jata~.

Iyam lak~~~ai~ vivarjjita

ca, satatam uttanahasta (ca), svacchayaya vyabhicaribhi~ cara~ai~ (yukta
ca) bhavi~~·

The use of instrumental in vyabhicaribhi~ cara~ai~, to be

60 contd
Anantasyaprameyasya saubhagyasyasya bhudhara,
Naivallko lak~a~akara~ sarire samvidhiyate,
187
Ato 1 sya lak~a~am gatre saila nasti mahamate,
Yathatamuktavanasya hyuttanakaratam sada,
188
Uttano varada~ pa~ire~a devya~ sadaiva tu,
Surasuramunitratavaradeyam bhavi~yati.
189
Yatha proktam tada padau svacchayavyabhicari~au,
Asy~ s~~u mamatyapi vagyuktim sailasattama.
190
Cara~au padmasallkasavasya~ svacchanakhojjvalau,
Surasuranam namatam kiritamanikantibhih,
191
Vicitrav~r~airbhasantau ~vac~hayapratibimbitau,
Bharyya jagadgurorhye~a v~~ankasya mahidhara.
192
Janani dharmalokasya sambhuta bhutabhavani,
Siveyam pavanayaiva tvatk~etre pavakadyuti~.
193
V,189a is already anticipated in Brahma 1 s statement in v.51b, cited above
in fn.56. The vv.191-192a, which together form the explanation of the
straying feet, are difficult to be rendered accurately, partly because of
the awkward construction but especially because of the fantastic nature of
the explanation,
61
Kumarasambhava, 1,50-1:
Tam narada~ kamacara~ kadacit kanyam kila prek~ya pit~ samipe,.
Samadidesaikavadhum bhavitrim prem~a sarirardhaharam harasya.
50
1
Guru~ pragalbhe pi vayasyato'syastasthau niv~ttanyavarabhila~a~,
~te k~sanorna hi mantraputamarhanti tejansyaparavi havyam.
51
62
Agrawala, Matsya Pura~a- A Study, p,241,
63
Mat,P., 154,146, cited above in fn.58,
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understood as "endowed with" or "characterized by", should be regarded as
64
amongst the normal usages according to Sanskrit grammar.
Also, the
literal meaning of vyabhicarin as qualifying the feet would be straying
65
From
away from each other, going in opposite directions, falling apart.
66
and Narada's detailed explanations
the comparison with Himacala's lament
67
later,
it is also clear that the body devoid of distinguishing marks, the
upraised hands and the straying or falling apart feet are three separate
elements of the prophecy,
verse, and the

Pura~~

There is, therefore, no real ambiguity in the

appears to provide a straightforward description in

pleasing and very aptly chosen words,
prediction is the word svacchayaya,

The only figurative element in the
That it has to be understood as

invariably qualifying the straying feet is clear from the father's lament
and the sage's consolation, 68 Although the instrumental is awkward, the
word seems to have been used to further emphasize the falling apart of the
legs,
There is no doubt, therefore, that the Purana-writer had the nude,

--·-

squatting goddess in mind when he composed the verses containing Narada's
strange prophecy about Parvati,

In fact, we believe that even the

expression lak~~~aisca vivar,jjita, "devoid of (auspicious) marks", may have
been chosen to describe the utter simplicity of the iconography of the
goddess who has no distinguishing marks, no attributes, save her peculiar
posture, and it is even possible that Parvati•s covering her face with
the ends of her garment on the suggestion of her mother to salute the sage
to ensure a worthy husband, 69 which could be understood as the natural
64
For the general principle underlying the use of instrumental in Sanskrit
grammar and the varieties of its usages, see Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar,
paras 278 and ff., pp.93-5,
65
See Monier-Williams, SED,, p,1032, s.v., Vy-abhicari and Vy-abhicarin,
66
See Mat,P., 154,160 ff,, esp,169-71,
67
Ibid,, 154,185 ff., esp,185, 188-90, cited above in fn,60,
68
See ibid,, 154,171 and 190, The verse 190 is cited above in fn,60, and
171b runs as:
Svacchayayasyascara~au tvayoktau vyabhicari~au,
69
Mat,P,, 154,137-9. The verse 138b-139a reads:
Ityukta tu tato matra vastrantapihitanana,
Kificitkampitamurddha tu vakyam novaca kificana,
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shyness of a bride-to-be, has a veiled reference to the figures of the
nude goddess where her head and face are concealed or obliterated,

At

the same time, however, a touch of irony and disapproval also seems to
be implied in

lak~~vaisca

vivarjjita, and possibly also in the choice of

the words vyabhicari and svacchayaya to describe the goddess' offensive
posture,

That the prophecy as a whole was meant to be evil is obvious
from the fact that the parents were shocked to hear it, 70
Narada's prediction in the Matsya

Purav~

is the only literary

allusion to the nude goddess in contemporary texts that we have been able
71
to find,
This fact is significant in itself and suggests the alien
character of the goddess,
also confirms it,

But the nature of the Puravic allusion to her

The entire episode is a very awkward and jarring

element in the story of Siva's marriage with Parvati.

Narada's explanations

of the real meaning of his predictions, even though they are said to have
pleased Himacala, are not only lame but virtually meaningless.

Uttanahasta,

which literally means "one with raised hands", can never be understood as
72
granting boons,
The boon-giving gesture (varada-mudra), which must have
been standardized in Indian iconography by the time of the Matsya

Purav~,

70
Cf. ibid,, 154,160, uttered by Himacala:
Tvam coktavan sutaya me sarire do~asamgraham,
Aha muhyami su~yami glami sidami narada,
71
There is an interesting reference to a naked Yak~ivi in the
Manorathapuravi of Buddhagho~a. Commenting on the Allguttara Nikaya,
V. XXII.10 (PTS,ed,, vol,III, p,256), where Buddha speaks of the five
disadvantages of Madhura (the modern Mathura), including its fierce Yak~as,
Buddhagho~a relates the story that when Buddha was once visiting Mathura
and had entered the outer precincts of the town, a naked Yak~ivi stationed
herself before him with her two hands outstretched and her tongue sticking
out( •••• Ath 1 eka micchaditthika yakkhini acela hutva dve hatthe pasaretva
jihvam ninnametva dasabalassa purato atthasi, .•• ). Buddha, apparently
disgusted, turned back from the town and took his residence in a monastery
outside (Manorathapuravi, ed, Kopp, PTS. ed,, vol,III, p,329). The
nakedness and the outspread arms of the Yaksini appear to suggest some
parallelism with the nude squatting goddess'b~t this may be coincidental,
In its element of confrontation between a nude ogress and the Buddha and
the latter turning away, the story perhaps betrays even greater similarities
with that of Kotavi in the Puravas (see below, eh,V, pp,317.ff.). The
protruding tongue is characteristic of the fearful images of Kali or her
forms.

72
See below, p.309, for a discussion on the real meaning of the upraised
arms in the figures of the goddess,
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is a very different position in which the right arm is held diagonally in
such a way that the fully-opened palm,

w~th

the. onlooker - a natural gesture of giving.

fingers pressed together, faces
The explanation of Parvati• s

falling-apart legs is too fanciful and confused to need any comment,
obvious from the Matsya

Pura~~

It is

episode, therefore, that the nude goddess to

which it seems to allude was essentially a figure alien to the brahmanical
tradition,

At the same time, she must be assumed to have had an important

popular cult of her own, whence attempts were made to absorb her in the
brahmanical Sivaite pantheon by regarding her as identical with Parvati
and as the consort of Siva,

This is suggested also by the Vadgaon figure

where the Nand1 - Siva's characteristic emblem
goddess,

is represented beside the

The Sivaite affiliation of the goddess may be hinted at also if

the doubtful figure in the Ramesvara cave at Ellora is understood to
represent her, because this cave enshrines a Siva-li:riga and its walls are
73 Chapgar, therefore,
full of scenes in relief representing Sivaite themes,
appears to have referred to the survival of a truly old tradition when he
recorded that the Siddan Kotte figure was worshipped locally as
La.j.ja-Gauri.
It is clear, however, that even by the time of the Matsya

Pura~~'

this

absorption was far from complete and the nude goddess who had already a few
centuries of history behind her, was as yet only on the fringes of
Sivaism,

Pura~ic

When we consider that this Purana is the only text which alludes

--·-

to the goddess, and that also in such an abrupt, awkward manner, the
conclusion is forced on us that this goddess, through most of her popular
history in India, remained a figure alien to the brahmanical tradition,
An unfortunate result of this aspect of her history is that even the name

of the goddess is unknown to us,
Since Narada 1 s prediction in the Matsya

Pura~~

further militates

against the identification of the nude squatting goddess with a Vedic
deity, her origin must be sought for outside the Vedic brahmanical
tradition,
In a recent short paper, Vishnu Sisodia has published a late mediaeval
(18-19th century A.D.) brass image of a Jain goddess from Rajasthan which
he regards as derived from the "Baubo-type" figures published by Codrington
73
See Gupte and Mahajan, Ajanta, Ellora and Auragabad Caves, pp,211 ff,,
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and Sankalia. 74

In this context, he also puts forward the tentative

suggestion that the nude squatting goddess may have been known to the
tribal Indian religions long before the 1st century A.D., and Hindu and
Jain iconography may have occasionally borrowed from this source,

His

two arguments are that similar nude female figures are sometimes seen
in the modern tribal art of north India, and that the Arya-stava in the
Harivamsa refers to nude goddesses Apar~a and Nagna-Savari as worshipped
75
by Savaras, Barbaras and Pulindas, all probably primitive tribes,
Sisodia 1 s suggestion may appear attractive on the face but it does
not stand close scrutiny.

The apocryphal Arya-stava in the Harivamsa

does refer to the Sabaras, Barbaras and Pulindas as worshippers of the
76
Great Goddess,
suggesting that elements of the religious beliefs of
such tribes must have been incorporated with her cult,

It does not

mention Apar~a or Nagna-Savari, but elsewhere in the Harivamsa and several
other Pura~~. Uma-Parvati is called Apar~a. 77

The name Apar~a may have

denoted a goddess who was "not even clad in leaf garments", but, according
to the traditional interpretation, it was given to Uma-Parvati because she
sustained herself in her asceticism without even accepting a leaf as food.
A conspicuous Sahara element in the formation of the Great Goddess is
adequately corroborated by the Mediaeval tradition of Sabarotsava as a
variety of the autumnal worship of Durga. 78 It would not be surprising,
therefore, if the Great Goddess was also called by names like Par~a-Sabari
74
"A Jain Goddess from Rajasthan", EW,, n,s., 19, nos,3-4, Sept-Dec,1969,
pp,410-2, with illustrations.
75
The well known Arya-stava in the vulgate editions of the Harivamsa (see
e.g. Hv., Kinjawadekar's edn., II,3) does not contain a statement of the
type imagined by Sisodia; see below. The author derives his information
from Banerjea (DHI., p,491 f.) and seems to have misunderstood him,
Incidentally, Banerjea refers to the Arya-stava as Hv., III.3 which is
clearly a misprint for Hv. (vul,ed,), II,3.
76
-Hv., Kinjawadekar's edn,, II,3.7. The Critical edition of the text rejects
the Arya-stava as apocryphal; see Hv. (Cr,edn,), vol,I, p,327, note 591.
77
Hv,, 13:15-9; also Va.P,, 72.7-12; Bra.P., III,10.8-13; see also
Kumarasambhava, V,28, and Va.P,, 9,86,
78
-For Sabarotsava, see Kane, HD., V, pt.I, pp,176-7,
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or

~

- 79

Nagna-~avar1,

But all these evidences do not appear to us to be very

pertinent to the problem, since we are not dealing with nude goddesses in
general but with a very specialized nude goddess with a strongly
individualistic iconography,
Pura~ic

Even if the statements in the Harivamsa and

texts are accepted as some proof that autochthonous Indian tribes

worshipped nude goddesses, we cannot be certain that they worshipped the
nude squatting goddess or that such a goddess was familiar to them from
before the beginning of the Christian era,
As regards the survivals in modern Indian tribal art, an apparently
nude female of the Baubo-type, carved in wood in low relief, is seen in
two illustrations provided by Elwin from the arts of the Santals and the
80
Marias,
and since the figures occur on a Santal marriage-litter and a
Maria funerary pillar, they may also be imagined to have religious
connotations,

But there is no record that the Santals or the Marias

actually worship a goddess of that form,

Presuming, however, for the sake

of argument that such a goddess is known to these tribes, it still provides
no evidence that she is original to them or that similar goddesses were
worshipped in India by various non-brahmanical tribes before the beginning
of the Christian era,

The tentative suggestion of Sisodia, therefore,

though not illegitimate, is scarcely more than a conjecture,

Any

worthwhile evidence of the origin of the nude squatting goddess in India
must be obtained through an investigation of reliable historical antecedents,
The known historical antecedents suggest two alternative possibilities
of the origin and early history of the nude squatting goddess in India,
viz. that she is a descendent of her remote ancestress on the oblong
terracotta sealing from Harappa, or that she is a Greco-Roman goddess who
may have been imported into India in the early centuries of the Christian
era,

Overlooking the tentative relationship with the terracotta figure

from Bhi}a already established by Marshall, only the second of the two
alternatives has really been offered so far, but the first may be equally

79
Cf, Banerjea, DHI., p,492,
80
Elwin, The Tribal Art of Middle India, etc,, figs,83 and 102; see also
Fraser (ed,), The Man Faces of Primitive Art, p,46, fn.4. Sisodia's
reference to the fig, nos, as 82 and 120 see EW,, n,s,, 19, no,3-4, p,412,
fn,9) is apparently inaccurate,
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worthy of investigation.

The solution, however, is somewhat complicated

by the possibility that the two alternatives may not be as·well defined and
disparateas they appear, and connections between the two in remote times
81
have also been suggested,
Both Codrington, who first hinted at the possibility of Baubo 1 s
importation into India, and Sankalia, who accepted a foreign inspiration
without specifically referring to Baubo, chose to ignore the evidence of
the Harappa sealing.

The arguments for a possible foreign inspiration of

the Indian goddess are best marshalled by the latter scholar, who not only
published several specimens of the figures of the goddess falling into a
definite time-pattern, but also reconstructed their historical background,
in which a foreign inspiration appears highly probable.
If we do not question, like Codrington and Sankalia, Murray's
nomenclature, it must be accepted that the images of the Indian goddess,
in the essential elements of their iconography, do conform to her
"Baubo-type".

Further, the majority of these images come from the early

centuries of the Christian era,

All the north Indian specimens - from

Mathura, Bhi~a and Kausambi - are assignable to the Ku~a~a period and most
of the specimens from the Deccan also range from the 1st to 3rd century A.D.
This was the period when India had the closest trade contacts with the Roman
82
world in the west,
This fact was already known from the Greek sources
like the Periphus of the Erythrean Sea, but recent archaeology has confirmed
it, and it is even possible to speak of Roman trading posts in India in
83
84
this period,
As pointed out by Sankalia,
it is clear that the contact
was not only confined to the

Ku~a~a

empire in the North but was even more

brisk through seaports on the coastal regions of India,

Excavations at

Arikamedu, Chandravalli, Kolhapur, Nevasa, Junnar and Ujjain have brought
to light Roman coins as well as sherds of Roman amphorae,

There is also

an associated fine red-polished ware, as at Nasik and probably also at
Nevasa and several other Andhra sites, which, if not actually of Roman
81
See below, p,298,
82
See e.g. Basham, The Wonder that was India, pp,228 ff ••
83
Wheeler, AI,, 2, 1946, pp,17 ff,.
84
Art,As,, XXIII, p,113.
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origin, may have been made in imitation of the Roman ware. 85

One of the

terracotta figures from Ter (Pl,IV,1) was discovered in association with
such sherds,

With this accumulated information, Sankalia reinforces

Codrington's suggestion, and, since Murray had looked essentially to Egypt
86
for the origin and development of the Baubo-cult,
he feels that the
inspiration was received in India most probably from Egypt through the
Romans in about 1st-2nd century A.n. 87
The circumstantial evidence for the foreign inspiration of the Indian
goddess would appear overwhelming, but it is interesting that Baubo herself
is a very obscure figure in Greek mythology and it is uncertain how many
of the so-called "Baubo-type" figures from the Roman-Egyptian world
actually represent that goddess,

Murray's paper itself hints at this

obscurity, although it provides much useful information and suggestions
about the origin and nature of Baubo,
Baubo has attracted the attention of several scholars who interested
themselves in the Orphic religion and Eleusinian Mysteries, 88 Perhaps
the most important source of Baubo•s myth is the Orphic version of the
rape of Persephone and the wandering of the sorrowing Demeter in search
85
Ibid,.
86
JRAI., LXIV, pp.94-5,
87
Art,As., XXIII, p,121. Sankalia also rejects Kramrisch's identification,
but agrees that this foreign goddess, once absorbed, may have been
identified with Aditi Uttanpad; ibid., pp.114, 121, In view of our
arguments above,pp.283ff,,we feel that even this is unlikely,
88
In spite of her obscurity, there is considerable literature on Baubo. A
fairly comprehensive list of ancient sources, literary as well as
archaeological, is collected by Guthrie, Orpheus and Greek Religion, etc.,
pp.136-7. For modern literature and opinions on Baubo, see Cook, Zeus; A
Study in Ancient Religion, vol,2, p,131, fn.5; Nilsson, Geschichte der
griecheschen Religion, I, p.657, fn.2. Particularly referred is Kern,
"Baubo", in Pauly-Wissowa (ed,), Realencyclopadie der classischen
Altertumswissenschaft (1897), III, pp,150-1, See also Guthrie, op,cit.,
pp.135-6; Kerenyi, The Gods of the Greeks, pp,241 ff.; Mylonas, Eleusis
and Eleusinian Mysteries, pp,291 ff,, Some other important references
are cited below at appropriate places,
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89
of her daughter,
In this version, which is dateable to the 1st century
90
B,.C,,
the scene of the rape was Eleusis. Demeter, looking for her
daughter, was received here by poor Dysaules and his wife Baubo in their
humble cottage where their sons informed the goddess about the rape.

The

grief-stricken Demeter is said to have refused the barley-drink offered

by her hostess, whereupon Baubo lifted up her gown and revealed her
uncomely womb through which the child Iacchus was laughing,

The goddess

laughed too and accepted the drink.
In the above myth, Baubo appears in the role of a servant of Demeter,
but there is no doubt about her having been a goddess in her own right,
The only certain evidence of her cult, however, comes not from Eleusis
but from the island of Paras where an inscription of the 1st century B,C,
is dedicated to her along with Demeter, Kore, and Zeus Eubuleus by
Erasippe, the daughter of Prason, 91
Classical scholars have often suspected Baubo to be an alien figure
on the Greek soil, She has been variously found alien to the Orphic
92
religion,
to the Eleusinian Mysteries 93 and even to the island of Paras
94
where the inscription referring to her cult was found.
There is, however,
no unanimity about her place of origin,

On the basis of an inscription

from Galatea (north Phrygia, Asia Minor) which mentions Baubo, another
inscription from Magnesia on Maeander which speaks of a Maenad of that
name, and the fact that Asklepiades of Tragilos (4th century B.C.)
represents Baubo and Dysaules as parents of Mise, who is known to be a
figure of Anatolian cult as well as of Orphic tradition, Guthrie,
~

Kern, Orphicorum Fragmenta, 52, as cited in Guthrie, op,cit,, pp,134-5;
op,cit,, pp,242 ff,, etc.; see also Clement of Alexandria, tr,
Butterworth, pp,40 ff,.
90
Guthrie, op,cit., p,134,
91
Kern, in Pauly-Wissowa, op,cit,, III, p,150; Guthrie, op,cit., p,135.
92
Guthrie, op,cit,, pp.135-6,
93
Cf, Mylonas, op,cit,, pp.291 ff., Foucart had earlier expressed a
similar opinion, cited by Picard in RHR., 95, 1927, pp,220 ff,,
94
Cf, Guthrie, op,cit., p,135,
Ker~nyi,
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following a suggestion of Gruppe, has looked to Anatolia, or more
particularly Phrygia, as the original home of Baubo, 95
At a very early stage of the study of Baubo, Egypt was considered
the real source of the goddess,

Thus Foucart, pointing out that Baubo

is essentially alien to the Eleusinian Mysteries, looked to that country
for her origin, especially as a large number of her figures were supposed
96
to appear in Egypt in the Roman period.
Since Dieterich had very early
demonstrated that the word Baubo originally meant "that which she showed
97
Mylonas has recently argued that the
to Demeter", i.e., the female sex,
name seems to have been coined after the fact, and, therefore, it could
on,ly have been created in a locality "where the raising of clothes by
women and the exhibition of their secret parts, accompanied by banter,
obscene language and gestures, were related to the worship of some God
98
The only report of such a custom is by Herodotus, who
or Goddess".
relates it to the Egyptian delta.

According to him, women pilgrims on

boats en route to the shrine of the cat-headed goddess Pasht at Bubastis,
on approaching a town on the river-bank, used to indulge in singing and
dancing, and shouting mockery of the women of the town, and some would
99
stand up and raise their garments to expose their secret parts.
Diodorus also preserves a tradition that when after the death of the
sacred Apis-bull of Memphis, a new one was discovered, only women might
look at the God for forty days, but they did this "while lifting their
100
clothes up and showing their private parts to the God".
95
Guthrie, op,cit., pp,135-6.
96
As cited by Picard in RHR., 95, 1927, pp.220 ff.; cf, also Hornblower, G,D,,
"Predynastic Figures of Women and their Successors", The Journal of Egyptian
Archaeology, XV, 1929, pp.46-7, and Murray, cited below.
97
Guthrie, op,cit., p.135.
98
Mylonas, op.cit., p.293; cf, similar arguments by Lenormant and others as
cited by Hornblower, op,cit,, p.47,
99
Herodotus (tr. Godley, Loeb edn.), II.59, 60, as cited by Mylonas, op.cit.,
p.294.
100
As cited by Mylonas, op,cit., p.294.
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Murray also suggested an Egyptian origin of Baubo.

101

She noted

that in the ancient world, the most realistic of Baubo-type figurines
belong to Egypt, though of the Roman period (Pl.VII.2), and the Classical
scholars themselves seem to accept an Egyptian origin of the goddess when
they equate Baubo-Phryne (Frog-Baubo} with Heqt, the Egyptian Frog-goddess
of birth,

Even though, she argues, the equation Baubo-Hecate with

Baubo-Heqt is philologically impossible, it might still be correct if
understood to be based on some of the Baubo-figures,

According to her,

since, in the Greek sources, the goddess is referred to both as Baubo and
Babo, her name is probably derived from the goddess Bebt, the female
counterpart of Beb,

She points out that the cult of this pair is best

known in the First Intermediate Period, particularly in the VIIth Dynasty,
when personal names compounded with Beb are very frequent, and it seemed
significant that Baubo figures should appear in great numbers in Ptolemaic
102
and Roman Egypt, when deities of the common people became important,
In a well-documented study, Isidore Levy has also looked for the
source of the myth of the goddess baring herself to ancient Egypt, from
where, according to him, it spread in the Alexandrian times to the Greek
103
archipelago, Asia Minor and as far east as Japan,
He believed that the
Baubo-episodes of Orphic tradition were late Hellenistic imitations of old
and obscene Egyptian myths, as in the legend of goddess Hathor who pulled
up her clothes in front of her father.

In this legend, which is preserved

in a papyrus dateable to the reign of Ramesses V (c. 12th century B.C.) and
is entitled "The Contendings of Horus and Seth", Re 1 -Harakhti, the Master
of the Universe, who is aggrieved and pensive after being taunted in the
tribunal, regains his composure and resumes his seat after his daughter
Hathor is said to have come to him and uncovered her nakedness before his
104
face, which made him laugh,
101
JRAI., LXIV, pp,94-5.
102
For objections by H.J. Rose to some of the suppositions of Murray, see
Man, XXXIV, 1934, pp,167-8.
103
Levy, "Auteur d•un roman mythologique egyptien", in Melanges Franz Cumont,
vol,2, pp.817-45.
104
See Gardiner, The Library of A, Chester Beatty: Description of a Hieratic
Papyrus >nth a Mythological Story, etc,, pp,1 and 13 ff,, esp,16,
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Charles Picard has strongly criticized Foucart•s thesis of an Egyptian
origin of the motif, and Levy's, of its proliferation from Alexandrian
105
Egypt, In several important contributions,
he has argued in favour of
a very ancient motif of the Mother Goddess baring. her secret parts popular
106
all over the Mediterranean world and up to the Indus Valley,
In the
Eleusinian episode of Baubo, he notices a continuity of ideas stretching
back to the Cretan Mother Goddess, and still further, to the representation
on the Harappa seal, and felt that the later Myceanean, Egyptian and
Hellenistic representations express the same ancient conception,

According

to him, what was later interpreted as an obscene gesture by the Christian
Fathers and became the basis of lurid jokes in Greek writings was an
essential element of the ancient Mother Goddess cult, and the exhibition
of secret parts was a ritual act related to the fertility of animals and
the earth,

He commends Lagrange for emphasizing that, though it is

attributed to a servant, the Baubo myth was essentially a prerogative of
the Great Goddess, and points out that it is not without significance that
St Gregory Nazianzen, in a sermon against heathens, attributes Baubo 1 s act
to the goddess Demeter herself,
The earliest evidence of Picard from the Mediterranean world comes
107
from a crudely-sketched figure on a pot-sherd from Mallia in Crete,
It is not very clear in the illustration provided.

The main figure probably

does show a female with the sexual triangle clearly marked, and it might
represent the Mother Goddess in her fertility aspect, but Picard imagines
her as portrayed with legs widespread and finds her cognate with the
earlier Harappa representation of the nude upside-down female with a plant
105
Picard, "L 1 Episode de Baubo dans les M;ysteres d'Eleusis", B:!!!!;., 95, 1927,
pp.220-55; "D 1 un Sceau d'Harappa a 1 1 Anneau d'Or de Tirynthe", RA.,
July-Dec, 1938, pp. 5-16; "Die Grosse Mutter von Kreta bis Eleusis", EJ,,
1938, pp.91 ff,,
106
See esp. EJ., 1938, pp,100 ff,,
107
Ibid,, p1,4 of Picard, fac,p,102; see also the line-drawings in figs, 7
and 8 in RA,, July-Dec,1938, pp,12-3,
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issuing from her womb (Pl,I,2), already noticed by Marshall,

108

He also

notes several examples, in literature and art, from the Myceanean,
Etruscan, Greek and Roman culture, as later expressions of the same motif
·~ l exh•b•t•
.
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Baubo herself, according to Picard, is only one of the several
manifestations of this ancient motif, and apparently a very minor one,

110

In fact, he believed that Baubo and her male counterpart Baubon, together,
are

11

gastro-cephalic" spirits who were essentially personifications of

female and male sex-organs and modelled on the pattern of the earlier
111
pair, Iambe and Iambos,
The only certain representations of Baubo,
according to him, are the

11

bi?arre and scandalous" figures from Prienne,

without torso, showing on the belly, over the clearly indicated sex, a
112
human face full of details, apparently Iacchus,
These figures are
113
generally dated to the 4th century A.D.,
Picard might be accused of occasionally stretching his point in
bringing diverse elements of myth and art within the compass of a single
abstract idea of great antiquity,

He also appears to underrate Baubo,

whose strange service to Demeter seems to have been a popular myth of the
Greco-Roman world, and whose cult is indubitably established in the 1st
century B.C. on the island of Paras,

Again, his ideas about the origin

of Baubo carry no greater conviction than the alternative suggestions
that derive the goddess from elements of myths and practices in the Near
108
Picard in RA., July-Dec.1938, pp.5 ff., and EJ,, 1938, p,101. For the
Harappa sea~ seep. 270, fn.5 above. The tiger or tiger-headed monsters
on one side of the Harappa seal, according to Picard, could be demons with
protective armour or priest-dancers clothed like animals. The scene on
the reverse showing a woman with upraised hands threatened by a man holding
a sickle reminds him of the Greek myth of Perseus killing Gorgon, From the
blood of the latter came out Pegasus and Chrysaor, and not just a twig with
leaves; see EJ., 1938, p,101,
109
EJ., 1938, pp.102 ff ••
110
EJ. , 1938, p. 1 01 , fn. 3, and pp. 1 02 ff ..
111

Ibid,, p,101, fn.3, and RHR., 95, 1927, pp.226 ff ..
112
EJ., 1938, p,101, fn,3, and RHR., 95, 1927, pp.248-9.
113

EJ., 1938, p.101, fn.3.
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East or Egypt.

The real merit of Picard's investigations seems to lie

in suggesting the possibility of a great antiquity of the motif of the
goddess baring herself and, what is even more important for our purpose,
the possibility of a continued history of it in various forms in the
Mediterranean world up to the Greco-Roman times,

Fraser refers to early

Neolithic examples, probably of the 7thmillenniumB.C., excavated at
Chatal Huyuk in Anatolia and showing the lower half of "goddesses in
114
birth giving position".
Certain bronze pins from Luristan, on the
western border of Iran and the fringes of ancient Near East, also show
115
the motif.
In one example, the nude female with the outstretched legs
and holding her breasts with her two hands is actually portrayed as giving
birth to a child,

In another, she is surrounded by rosettes all around,

which remind us of the Indian figures associated with the lotus,

These

pins are generally dated between 1000 and 600 B.C ..
It must be accepted that the form of the nude goddess and the
essential message conveyed by it lack any sophistication, and have all the
appearance of a primitive idea expressed crudely.

Guthrie expressed this

sentiment when he noted about Baubo that "she has all the characteristics
114
Fraser (ed,), The Many Faces of Primitive Art, p,37, citing Mellaart,
James, "Earliest of Neolithic Cities: The Third Season of Excavations at
Anatolian Chatal Huyuk, etc.", Illustrated London News, Feb,1, 1964,
pp, 158-60; see also Mellaart, Catal HuyUk: A Neolithic Town in Anatolia,
pp,180 ff., esp.183. For the dating of the site, see ibid., pp~ 52-3. The
only clay statuette supposed to represent the goddess, seated on a throne,
in the birth-giving position (see ibid,, pls.67, 68, IX and fig.52) is
dateable to the 6th millenium B.C .. Cf. the claims made about the
representations of mother-goddess figures in the attitude of giving birth
in the terracotta pieces of a slightly later period (approximately 4000
B.C.) from Tall Arpachiyah in ancient Mesopotamia, and of a still later
period (approximately the middle of the 2nd millenium B.C.) from Tell Beit
Mirsim in Palestine; see, for the evidence from Tall Arpachiyah, Mallowan,
M.E.L., and Rose, J. Cruikshank, "Excavations at Tall Arpachiyah, 1933",
Iraq, II, 1935, pp.79 ff.; (cf, also Roux, Ancient Iraq, ~65); and for
Tell Beit Mirsim, see Mallowan and Rose, op.cit., p.79, fn.4, and James,
Prehistoric Religion, p,151, both citing Albright, The Archaeology of
Palestine and the Bible, The claims about the latter evidence appear to us
to be quite doubtful if the figures under reference are the same as those
illustrated in Albright, The Archaeology of Palestine, p,107.
115
See Ghirshman, ~' p,102 and pl.8a; Goddard, The Art of Iran, p.69 and
figs.61-2; see also Fraser, op.cit., pp.37-8 and fig,1,
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of a creature of primitive popular imagination, a kind .of bogey, and in
116
later times became quite naturally an associate of the dread Hekate".
Kramrisch seems to have been conscious of this when she read "a deeper
117
message and a more primal vision" in the Alampur figure,
and, perhaps
118
for the same reason, Przyluski commends Picard against Levy,
It is

this which gives added significance to the representation of the Harappa
seal~

In spite of the obscurity that still surrounds the origins of the
Indus Valley culture, its contact with the contemporary Western world is
generally accepted,

This contact seems to have embraced various aspects

of the social and material life, not the least of which is the probability
of an identical or similar cult of the Great Mother spread from the shores
119
of the Mediterranean to the basin of the Indus river.
At the same time,
the discovery of the Indus Culture has been hailed as revolutionary for
the history of Indian religions, and various aspects of later Hinduism,
particularly the prominent cults of the Mother Goddess, which are not
directly traceable to the Vedic religion, are often conveniently traced
120
back to the Indus Culture,
Now, whether or not Picard was right in
associating the representation on the Harappa tablet with the drawing on
the pot-sherd from Mallia, it is interesting to observe that while a
continuity of the motif of the Goddess baring herself is demonstrable,
116
Guthrie, op,cit,, p,135,
117
See above, pp,274-5,
118
Przyluski, La Grande Deesse, p, 156,
119
See, e.g., Marshall (ed,), MIC,, I, pp.50, 57-8; Coomaraswamy, HIIA,,
p.3; Przyluski, "The Great Goddess in India and Iran", IHQ,, X, pp,405-38,
etc,, C,L, Fabri has specifically tried to relate the Mother-goddess cults
in Crete and the Indus Va;lley (see his "Cretan Bull-grappling Sports and
the Bull-sacrifice in the Indus Valley", ASI-AR., 1934, pp.93-101),
although some of his assumptions and the conclusion have been objected to
py K.N. Sastri in "An Important Cultural Link between Indus Civilization
and the Minoan Crete", JAS-L. , XXII, 1 956, pp, 39 ff ••
120
Marshall (ed,), MIC., I, pp.48-9, 77-8; cf. also Piggott, Prehistoric
India, p,205; Majumdar, R.C., "Evolution of Religio-philosophical Culture
in India", in Bhattacharya (ed,), The Cultural Heritage of India, IV,
pp,31-3; Pande, Studies in the Origins of Buddhism, pp,251 ff,, etc.; see
also above, Ch. II, pp,118 ff ••
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however loosely, in the ancient Mediterranean world from the early
Neolithic to the Hellenistic-Roman times, there is no such thing on Indian
soil.

Except for the so-called "Aditi Uttanapad" in the

~g-veda,

who, as

we have seen, seems to have little claim to identification with the nude
squatting goddess in terracotta and stone, the enigmatic prediction of
Narada in the Matsya

Pura~~

is the only allusion to her in Indian literature.

In archaeology, in the large number of terracottas assignable to the
Maurya-Sunga period, if not earlier, not a single true representation of
this goddess has been noticed, even though a high percentage of such
figures are of females and are frequently labelled as representations of
121
the Mother-Goddess.
The balance of probability, therefore, seems to
favour a foreign inspiration of the Indian goddess.
There is no doubt that the hypothesis of a foreign inspiration for
the Indian figures has its own limitations.

Apart from the fact that the

evidence of the Harappa seal, howsoever ambiguous in itself, leaves a
margin for the possibility of a continuity of ideas even if no connecting
links are available, it may be pointed out that sexual symbols have an
122
almost universal distribution in ancient culture,
and similar symbols
may have been conceived and developed independently in widely separated
areas,

What is more important, the specific symbol of the nude seated

goddess with outstretched legs is itself very widely distributed in time
and "space,

The Sheila-na-gigs on the mediaeval churches in England and

121
Cf, e.g., Coomaraswamy, "Archaic Indian Terracottas", Marg, VI, no,2,
pp.22 ff.; see also above,Ch.I, pp.74 ff •. Most of these so-called figures
of the goddess represent standing females, and many are nude; see e.g.,
the Sunga terracotta illustrated as fig.43 by Coomaraswamy, op.cit.; cf,
also the earlier gold-leaf plaque from Lauria-nandangarh; ibid,, fig.36.
We do not believe, however, that the standing nude females in these
terracottas, even when the sex is clearly marked, have any close
relationship with the figures of the nude squatting goddess, As already
suggested (above, p.269, fn,2), the nudity of the squatting goddess is of
too specialized a kind to be imagined as directly derived from the former.
For the same reason, we believe that even though the Classical Baubo may
have a very ancient origin, Murray is not quite justified in directly
relating to it all those earlier standing female figures in Egypt where
the sexual triangle is very prominently marked; see JRAI,, LXIV, p.96.
122
Cf, Hartland, "Phallism", ERE., 9, pp.830-1; see also Chakravarti, The
Tantras: Studies on their Religion and Literature, pp.S-9.
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Ireland,

123

certain mythical motifs in mediaeval Japanese literature

124

and a very large number of modern art examples from South-east Asia and
125
the Pacific world in genera1
have been taken to belong to the same class,
On the other hand, it may be also suggested that there is such a strong
current of erotic and sexual symbolism running through the history of
Indian art, religion and culture that any hypothesis of a foreign
.
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The two limitations outlined above are valid and well worth keeping in
mind,

But they are also of a very general nature.

It needs to be

emphasized that in the case of the nude squatting goddess in India, we are
123
See~., LXIV, pp,97 ff.; Man, XXIII, 1923, pp,140-1; ibid,, XXIX, 1929,
pp,133-5; ibid,, XXX, 1930, pp,10-1; ibid,, XXXI, 1931, pp,3-6, etc.; also
ERE,, 9, pp.817-8; Ross, Pagan Celtic Britain, pp.229, 232; Fraser (ed,),
The Many Faces of Primitive Art, pp.44-5, where reference is also made to
Guest, "Irish Sheela-na-gigs in 1935", Journal of the Royal Society of
Antiquaries, Ireland, LXVI, 1936, pp.107-29, and Mercier, The Irish Comic
Tradition, p.54. The obvious fertility aspect and possible apotropaic
significance of these figures are often noted, but their precise meaning
remains obscure; see, however, Murray's opinion cited below, pp,307-8. The
meaning of the word Sheila-na-gig is also doubtful; see Man, XXXIV, 1934,
p,184; ibid., XXXV, 1935, pp,62-3.
124
See Levy, op,cit,, Melanges Franz Cumont, vol,2, pp,821 ff.; Przyluski,
La Grande Deesse, p.156; also Kojiki, tr, Philippi, p,84 and fn.19.
125
Several such examples are collected by Sankalia (see Art.As., XXIII,
pp,121-2), but a much fuller and up-to-date account is given by Fraser;
see Fraser (ed,), The Many Faces of Primitive Art, pp.47 ff,, Fraser,
however, concentrates on a special type of these figures which he calls
"the Heraldic Woman"; see below,
126
It is very common to cite India for the wide prevalence of sexual and
erotic symbols; cf, e,g,, the introductory remark in Fiser, Indian Erotics
of the Earliest Period, p.5; also ERE,, 9, pp,442, 818, 819; Encyclopaedia
of Social Sciences, 6, p,192; International Encyclopaedia of Social
Sciences, 14, p,206,
A good example of this aspect of Indian culture
may be said to be the popular worship of the Siva-linga which, in its
standard iconography, combines both the male and the female sex principles,
But more appropriate examples, equally well known though not fully
investigated, are the Tantric traditions in Indian religions, the erotic
sculptures on the mediaeval temples and the scientific erotic literature
of India. For the attitude of ancient Indians towards the sexual life in
general, see Basham, The Wonder that was India, pp.170-2; and for the
frequent erotic suggestions in the early Indian art, see Coomaraswamy,
HIIA., pp, 64-5.
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not dealing with a general sexual symbol but with a very specific
iconographic form,

In fact, it is the highly standardized iconography

of the goddess that not only provides definite evidence of a well
distributed cult but also necessitates enquiry about origins from a
specific source,

Apparently, under some such compulsion, Murray related
127
the Sheila-na-gigs to her Baubo-type
and Levy imagined the proliferation
of an old Egyptian mythical motif in the Greek legend of Baubo and the
128
Japanese one of the goddess Ame-no-uzume,
even when adequate historical
links were not available,

In a very well-documented study of a special

form of this motif, especially of its manifestations in the modern primitive
cultures, Fraser faces the same situation and boldly postulates a common
origin of the motif probably in the early neolithic times in the ancient
129
Near East and its wide diffusion from that source,
The original sources of the Sheila-na-gigs in the British Isles, the
Japanese myth of the goddess Ame-no-uzume and the modern representations
of the nude squatting goddess in the South-east Asia and the Pacific world
in general are not our main concern here,

We should, however, like to

comment that, while in their own ways, Picard and Fraser have ably put
their case suggesting the great antiquity of the motif of the goddess
baring herself and its possible origins in the ancient Mediterranean world
130
or the Near East,
their arguments are of no help in understanding the
historical process of its diffusion in later times in widely separated
areas,

Fraser's investigations, otherwise quite thorough and well argued,

suffer in our opinion also from the two limitations he has imposed upon
himself,

Firstly, it is a very special type of the motif of the nude

goddess that is principally investigated by Fraser.

He calls it the

"Heraldic Woman" and defines it as the image of a female figure holding the
knees apart and exposing the genital area and symmetrically flanked on the
127
See above, p, 271 , fn. 7.
128
Levy, op.cit., Melanges Franz Cumont, vol.2, pp,819 ff., esp. pp.828 ff.;
cf, also Kojiki, tr, Philippi, p,84, fn,19.
129
Fraser, "The Heraldic Woman: A Study in Diffusion", in Fraser (ed,),
The Many Faces of Primitive Art, etc,, pp,36-99.
130
See above, pp.298 ff ••
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two sides by two other figures who may be human beings, animals, monsters
. d 131 He therefore does not regard the Indian specimens published
or b 1r s"
132
by Codrington and Sankalia as true heraldic women,
although they could
be regarded as somehow connected with the same original motif,

Secondly,

what is even more important, he shows no awareness of the existence of
possible literary motifs parallel to the artistic forms, and only discusses
the problem of diffusion and various manifestations of the so-called
"Heraldic Woman" in primitive art.

Naturally, therefore, he makes no

reference to the investigations of Picard and Levy.
The non-awareness of the possibility of the literary forms of the
motif, in our opinion, considerably detracts from the value of Fraser's
conclusions, and betrays a refusal to face the complexity of historical
problems that might be involved with the individual manifestations of the
motif,

To take the Indian phenomenon as an illustration, apart from the

considerations that certain peculiarities of iconography of the Indian
figures, e.g., the headless form of several specimens, put them in a new
133
and that a figure of
light and necessitate independent explanations,
as high artistic and technical merit as the one from Alampur presupposes
the influence of learned traditions, the facts that at least one Indian
figure bears a dedicatory inscription by a queen and the nude goddess
appears to be referred to in the Matsya

Pura~~

indicate that, howsoever

primitive the idea underlying the nude squatting goddess may be, her figures
in the historical period in India cannot be explained simply as manifestations
of primitive art,

All the Indian evidence considered together indicates a

complex historical phenomenon of a cult of the nude goddess which had come
into prominence in the early centuries of the Christian era, spread over
a fairly extensive geographical area and become popular to an extent that
it affected the higher religious traditions and was gradually being
absorbed by them.

Naturally such a phenomenon cannot be adequately

explained on the basis of a general assumption, of the type made by Fraser,
131
Fraser (ed,), op.cit., The Many Faces of Primitive Art, pp.36-7,
132
Ibid., p.46.
133
For possible explanations of the headless forms of the Indian figures,
see below, pp.310-1,
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that the motif probably originated in the Near East in neolithic times
and gradually diffused in the other regions of the world,

Whether or not

Levy was right in ascribing an Egyptian origin to the motif of the goddess
baring herself and imagining the Hellenistic Baubo as an imitation of the
same, his idea of its proliferation to distant regions in relatively recent
.
134
· wou ld appear to suit at least the Indian phenomenon, even though
t 1.mes
he himself was unaware of it,
The solution to the problem of the historical origin and inspiration
of the Indian figures of the nude squatting goddess is facilitated to a
certain extent by the fact that the ancient specimens of the motif come,
besides India, only from the Ancient Near East and the Mediterranean world,
Now, the only available source of the motif in the Indian sub-continent is
the solitary representation on the Harappa seal (Pl,I,2),

It appears to

us that the similarities between the upside down female on this seal and
the figures of the nude squatting goddess of historical times do not extend
far enough to suggest total identification,

But even if the possibility of

continuity of cognate ideas from the Indus Valley Culture is imagined, the
sudden

~ppearance

of the figures of the nude goddess in the early centuries

of the Christian era, and contemporary inscriptional and literary evidence
suggesting her popular cult, remain inexplicable,

The phenomenon strongly

suggests a fresh inspiration, and therefore the need to look outside India
135
The historical background of the Indian
for its adequate explanation.
figures also favours a fresh inspiration from the Roman west.

As Sankalia

has ably demonstrated, the specimens of the nude squatting goddess in
appreciable number appear for the first time in a period when India had
the closest contacts with the Roman world, and some of these were actually
discovered in association with a ware which, if not itself of Roman origin,
1 36
.
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134
See above, p,297.
135
On the grounds that the image was apparently unknown prior to c, 1st or
2nd century A,D,, Fraser also thinks that the idea does not appear to be
indigenous to India; see Fraser (ed,), op,cit,, The Many Faces of Primitive
Art, p,46, It is interesting to note that he makes no reference to the
representation on the Harappa sealing,
136
See above, pp,293-4,
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As the most conspicuous representative of the goddess baring her
secret parts, the Classical Baubo could well be the inspiration behind
the Indian figures, but, from what we have seen of the obscurity
surrounding her name, it would be impossible to assert it with confidence,
In any case, whatever may be the origin and early history of the Goddess
baring herself in the Near Eastern or the Mediterranean world, and whatever
different forms it may have taken in later times, it seems to us safe to
assume that it was a popular religious motif during the Roman period when
137
a large number of figures of "Baubo-type" are said to appear in Egypt,
and it could have been introduced into India by the Romans in the early
centuries of the Christian era.
Murray has noted a few details about the "Baubo-type" figures of
Roman Egypt which seem to be significant also in the context of their
Indian counterparts.

She informs us that these figures, where adequate

records exist, were discovered in houses, usually in the inner, i,e,, the
138
women's apartments, indicating that these were for the use of women.

Again, while citing the Sheila-na-gigs of the British Isles as the later
examples of the ancient "Baubo-type", the same author informs us that
Romsey Abbey, which contains one such figure, was a nunnery and one of
the most important religious houses of the Norman period in the south of
England, and since, in the Middle Ages, young girls of good position were
brought up in these institutions and at puberty left them to be married,
the Sheila-na-gigs on the wall might suggest that the bride may have been
139
She also quotes a modern incident
prepared for marriage in the convent,
to the effect that when one such figure was removed from the tower of St
Michael's Church at Oxford, a local newspaper published the information
that brides on their way to the Church for their weddings were made to look
140
at the figure.
She thus concludes that Baubo seems to have been a
141
goddess for women only, like Bona Dea, from whose rites men were excluded,

07
See above, p,296.
138
~.,LXIV, p.97.
139
Ibid., p,98,
140
Ibid,, p. 99.
141

Ibid, For a brief notice of the cult of Bona Dea, see Kiefer, Sexual Life
in Ancient Rome, pp.143-5.
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Although the Indian evidence

i~

even more slight in this respect, it is

significant that in the case of the only figure with a dedicatory
inscription, viz. the marble image from Nagarjunikonda, a queen appears
142
as the worshipper of the goddess.
Chapgar's report about the Siddan
Kotte figure also indicates that the nude goddess was essentially a goddess
143
of women,
This parallelism incidentally suggests another argument in
favour of a possible foreign inspiration of the Indian goddess,

According

to the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, pretty girls were sent as articles
144
Weber had used this argument
of merchandise from Alexandria to India,
to suggest possible Hellenistic influence in tbe concept of the Indian god
of love, Kama, whose makara-dhvaja brings him so close to the dolphin145
bannered Eros,
We feel that the evidence of the Periplus is even more
apt in the context of the introduction of the nude squatting goddess in
India,

It is easy to imagine that the girls imported into India from

Alexandria brought with them their favourite deities,
There is absolutely no question about the local origin of the figures
of the goddess found in India,
art-style and ornaments,

This is clearly reflected in the technique,

Even when her inspiration appears to have been

introduced from the Roman west, the nude goddess seems to have very soon
acquired a characteristic Indian form,

It must first be noted that all

the figures of the Indian goddess belong to Murray's 11 Baubo-Phryne 11
146
type,
There is no specimen from India in which the legs are horizontal,
the knees bent and the feet turned inward, a posture which according to
Murray is the most usual in the Roman figures, 147 Similarly, the hands in
India, where they can be clearly seen, are always raised upwards,

They

are never held forward as in invitation, and there is absolutely no
142
See above, pp,280-1,
143
See above, p,279.
144
The Periplus of the Erythrean Sea, tr, Schoff, para 49, p,42,
145
Weber, "On the History of Religion in India - A Brief Review" (translated
into English from the author's original German), IA., July 1901, p,283.
146
JRAI., LXIV, p.95.
147
Ibid,
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indication, explicit or in the form of arms-akimbo, that they are laid on
148
the inner thighs to stretch the legs apart and emphasize the pudenda,
It is difficult to say what was the real meaning_ of the upraised hands
in the eyes of the worshippers of the goddess, especially when they hold
no attributes.

They certainly cannot be understood as in an attitude of

supplication or prayer, for that would be incongruous in the context of
a cult-goddess, although, outside such a context, the upraised hands would
149
normally indicate supplication,
Murray's use of the expression for
150
Baubo-type figures
thus could only be regarded as valid for a description
of the visual form of the figures,

If the figures from Egypt etc, of the

Roman period were unmistakably identified as Baubo, perhaps the myth of
her peculiar service to Demeter could provide some explanation of the
raised hands,

Considering, however, the possibility that the myth of

Baubo and Baubo herself, as well as other cognate concepts of the Greco-Roman
world, were developments of an ancient motif of the Mother-Goddess baring
herself, we feel that the best explanation of the upraised· hands and the
entire attitude of the figures would be to understand them as the depiction
151
of the birth-giving Mother-Goadess,
In the context of the Indian figures
at least, this is likely to be the central idea,
148
Cf, ibid, The only figures in which the knees are bent, the feet turned
inward and the hands placed on the inner thighs to stretch the legs apart
and emphasize the pudenda are the late mediaeval ones of the type illustrated
by Maury. But these, as already noted (see above, p,281, fn,43), do not
appear to us to be representations of the nude squatting goddess,
149
In the Semitic tradition, and possibly in the western religious tradition
in general, the attitude of the upraised hands, as in the Baubo-Phryne type
of figures, is one of the well known attitudes of prayer or supplication,
or expression of humility before the deity, In India, already in the
~g-veda, VI.16,46, uttanahasta is used of a man praying to Agni,
But the
typical Indian form of prayer and supplication, as seen in early Indian
relief carvings and modern usage, is the raising of the two hands, folded
together, and the open palms pressing each other,
150
JRAI., XLIV, p.95; cf, fn.149 above,
1 51
Cf, Kramrisch, cited above, pp,272 ff ••
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The absence of the head and face in the majority of the Indian figures
is paralleled to a certain extent by the terracotta figures of Baubo from
Prienne, which are without torso and for whom, owing to the depiction of a
152
human face on the belly, Picard uses the word "gastro-cephalic",
But
the Indian figures form a class by themselves and are thoroughly imbued
with Indianness,

The most effective device used to obliterate the head

and face is by substituting a fully-blossomed lotus in their place,

The

best and artistically the most satisfying example of this is, of course,
the Alampur figure of the 8th century A.D. (Pl.III), but it is already

..

.

seen in the Bhita terracotta of the Kusana period (Pl.I,1).

The alternative

device 1 as far as can be guessed from the poorly preserved specimens, seems
to be the complete omission of the head and neck and the rounding off of
the torso to give it the appearance of an elongated stupa or lingam
(Pls,IV,2, V,1-3 and VIII).

Perhaps the necessary requirement was the

concealing of the face, and no Buddhist or Sivaite meaning need to be read
in such forms,

But it must be admitted, with Kramrisch, that the

introduction of the lotus does appear to infuse the figures with a new
meaning and significance,
It is difficult to be certain of the reason for the absence of the
head and face of the goddess.

Despite the Prienne figures, there is

nothing in the Orphic myth of Baubo or in the earlier history of the
153
goddess,
whether derived from the motif of an ancient Mediterranean
goddess baring herself or from Hathor, Bebt or other similar concepts from
Egypt, to suggest this requirement.

It is possible that, at least in India,

the hesitation to portray the face is to be understood partially in the
light of the blatant immodesty of the figures, The Matsya Pura~~ episode,
154
as we have seen, implies such disapprova1,
Sankalia, therefore, may be
right in suggesting that the modern name Lajja Gauri of the Siddan Kotte
152
See above, p,299.
153
Picard understands the headless Prienne figures in the context of the
class of headless spirits; see RHR., 95, 1927,pp,249 ff,.
1~

See above, p,289,
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goddess, as reported by Chapgar, is really a euphemism and simply means
155
a 11 shameless woman".
In the present state of our knowledge, the history of the nude goddess
in India seems to have been confined roughly to the first eight centuries
of the Christian era,

But Codrington has noted that her type survives in

certain late forms of Kali and
in myth if not in iconography.
as Rudra-Carcika or

Camu~4a,

156

Rudra-Camu~4a,

which are largely identical figures

A form of

Ca~4ika, which is characterized

is also described in the Agni

Pura~~

as

urdhva-pada, but it may not mean the characteristic pose of the nude
squatting goddess since the immediately following verse seems to understand
'
1't as a d anc1ng
pos t ure. 157 It is interesting to note, however, that
158
She
Camunda is a late entrant into the circle of brahmanical goddesses,

..

is unknown to the epics and seems to be referred to for the first time in
159
the Malatimadhava of Bhavabhuti
and the Devi-Mahatmya section of the

Marka~4eya Pura~~. 160

According to the latter, Kali obtained this

appelation after killing the demons

Ca~4a

and

M~4a,

Later she is generally

155
Art,As,, XXIII, p,121,
156
Codrington, op,cit,, Man, XXXV, 1935, p,66; cf. a bronze figure of Kali
belonging to the Cola period illustrated in Basham, The Wonder that was
India, pl,LXX. Codrington also relates the squatting posture to the
caryatid-friezes of dwarfs (Kicakes, Ga~as) as at Bharhut, and later at
Badami and Ellora, but we feel this parallelism is of no special significance
for the basic iconographic form of the goddess,
157
Ag,P,, 50.30-2 (AS!l.ed,, p,74):
Sikhipiccham dhanu~ khe~am pataka'bhayakukku~e,
KapalakartarisulapasabhTdyamyasaumyayo~.
30
Gaja-carma-bhTdurdhvasyapada syadrudracarcika,
Saiva castabhuja devi sirodamarukanvita,
31
Tena sa ·;udra-cam~4a nad;svaryatha nTtyati,
Iyameva mahalaksmirupavista caturmukhi,
32
V, 31a is not found in some m;;, of the Pura~~; see ibid,, p,74. Cf, also
Ag.P,, tr. Dutt, vol,I, p,185; Bhattasali, Iconography of Buddhist and
Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca Museum, p,209; Mallmann, Les
Enseignements Iconographiques de l'Agni-Purana, p,154.
1 58
Cf, Hopkins, EM,, p,226; Mar.P,, tr, Pargiter, Introduction, p,xi.
159
The Act V of Malatimadhava introduces this goddess and her temple in the
city of Padmavati and refers to the attempt by her votaries to offer a
human sacrifice there,
160
Mar,P., 84,25-6; ibid., tr. Pargiter, 87.24-5, p,500; see also above,
Ch.III, p,190, ,fn,250,
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included as the last of the Mat1s in the traditional group of the
Sapta-matrkas, and represented along with them in the sculptured panels
161
on the walls of the mediaeval shrines,
Since, in myth as well as
iconography,

Camu~4a

is the dreaded goddess of death and destruction, a

comparison is easily suggested with the equally dreaded Hekate who was
162
identified with Baubo.
No philological equation, however, can be
established between Hekate - Heqt and

Cam~4a

to indicate a foreign origin

of the latter,
The brass image from Rajasthan, which according to Sisodia derives
its form from the earlier figures of the nude squatting goddess in India,

163

should provide another instance of survival of the iconographic form of the
latter,

But it appears to us to be doubtful,

If Sisodia's identification

of the image as a Digambara Jain icon, representing Trisala - the mother
of Mahavira, is correct, as also his suggestion that it may have been
intended to be put on a swing, 164 both the ~udity and the position of hands
and legs become intelligible without reference to the figures of the nude
goddess,
There is a greater possibility that the form of the nude goddess
survives in the mediaeval figure called Chinnamasta,

Chinnamasta was one

of the ten Mahavidyas of the Tantric Hinduism who were especially venerated
165
by the Saktas of Benga1,
The iconographic form of this goddess resembles
166
and Bhattacharya
a form of the Buddhist Tantric deity Vajrayogini,
believed that she was originally Buddhist and later borrowed in the Hindu
167
168
pantheon,
As conceived by the Hindu and Buddhist Tantrics,
161
See above, Ch,III, pp.153-4, 185, etc,.
162
See above, p.297.
163
See above, pp.290-1 and·fn.74.
164
EW., n.s., 19, nos,3-4, p,410,
1~

See Banerjea, DHI,, p.560, fn.1,
166
Ibid,
167
Bhattacharya, The Indian Buddhist Iconography, pp.1, 247.
168
For the following description of the form of the goddess ChinnamastaVajrayogini, see ibid,, pp,247-8; Chakravarti, Tantras: Studies on their
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Chinnamasta, or the headless Vajrayogini, is a fierce goddess carrying in
the right hand the weapon with which she has decapitated herself and in
the left her own severed head with its gaping mouth and sticking-out tongue,
She is nude, with dishevelled hair, and wears a garland of human heads
around her neck.

On the two sides, she is attended by two female figures

who are also nude and who are said to drink the blood gushing out of the
severed neck of the goddess,
Var~ini

These attendants are called

in Hindu Tantrism, and Vajravairocani and

~akini

Vajravar~ani

and

in Buddhist,

It will be seen that the nudity and the severed head of the Tantric goddess
have clear parallelisms with the "headless" forms of the nude squatting
goddess, but the former has very different positions of hands and legs,
Her left hand carrying her own head is raised up while the right is placed
below,

Moreover she does not have a squatting posture but assumes a form

which should be best described as virasana, with the right leg stretched
forward and the left bent,

In this form, she is said to stand on Rati and

Kama who are in an attitude of sexual embrace.
The goddess Chinnamasta-Vajrayogini has evidently a complex
iconographic form made up of diverse elements, but, since she is the only
well known example of a nude goddess without the head, a continuity of
ideas with the nude squatting goddess is easily suggested.

In fact, it is

not improbable that she stands in a relatively direct line of continuity
with the nude goddess of our investigation, who, with the passage of time
and in the process of absorption, took on a characteristically Tantric form,
While her nudity and headless form were retained, both the elements were
interpreted in the light of the presumed fierce nature of the goddess,

She

was thus conceived of as decapitating herself and riding the sexual pair,
Kama and Rati, in a sprinting posture,
Since the evidence of the cult of the nude goddess is mainly confined
to figures in terracotta and stone, and since our knowledge of the beliefs
associated with the cult and its ideological basis are mostly hypothetical,
it has been possible to speak of continuity only in terms of survivals of
iconographic forms,

Some aspects of the beliefs and rites associated with

the cult may also have survived in later history, but the nature of our
168 contd
Religion and Literature, p,88; and Bose and Haldar, Tantras:
Philosophy and Occult Secrets, pp,206-7.

Their
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evidence limits any speculation about them.

It is not possible to say, for

example, whether the worship of the female sex in the Tantric traditions,
in the form of diagrams or in the live symbol of a nude woman in the
169
so-called Cakra-puja,
has any relationship with the cult of the nude
squatting goddess, even though an analogy is easily suggested,

Tantrism

itself is such a complex phenomenon of Indian religious history, and its
170
origins are so obscure,
that any inference in this regard might be
hazardous.

However, keeping in mind the obvious parallelism, and the

possibility, as suggested earlier, that folk cults of goddesses may have
171
formed the nucleus of Tantrism,
it is not impossible that the cult of
the nude squatting goddess has some meeting points with the beliefs and
rites of the Tantric religion,
169
For the Tantric diagrams (Yantras) as the symbol of the sexual principles,
see Zimmer, Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization, pp,137-48.
For the Tantric Cakra-pu.ja, see Bhandarkar, Vai~1,1avism, Saivism, etc.,
pp.146-7; Farquhar, An Outline of the Religious Literature of India, p.203;
Payne, The Saktas, pp.15 ff.; Kane, HD., V, pt.II, pp.1089-90; see also
Zimmer, The Art of Indian Asia, I, p.220; Chakravarti, The Tantras:
Studies on their Religion and Literature, p,81.
170
Cf. Renou, Religions of Ancient India, pp.84 ff., esp.87-8.
171
See above, Ch.III, p.249.
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Chapter

V

KOTAVI
-·Describing the appearance of various evil omens in the enemies'

camp when
of

Har~a

Ba~abha~~a

got ready for his march of conquest, the

refers to a certain

Har~acarita

Ko~avi,

moving around all day long
1
in the parks, shaking her index finger as if counting the dead.
The
commentator Sa:rikara understands her as nagn8: stri,

2

"naked woman", and

in the same sense the word is listed in the Sanskrit lexicons,
It is obvious that

Ko~avi

3

was not entirely an obscure figure.

Her form and function must have been well understood in the time of
Ba~a

even though neither the statement in the

Har~acarita

nor its

explanation by the commentator attribute any divinity to her.
are sufficient indications, however, that

Ko~avi

There

was one of the popular

goddesses in northern India in our period, and, in all probability, is
4
to be connected to the ancient south Indian goddess Korravai.
V.S. Agrawala seems to have been the first to point out the
importance of

Ko~avi

in the religious life of northern India and the

connection between Ko~avi of Har~acarita and the south Indian goddess
Korravai. 5 Agrawala identified as Ko~avi about a dozen terracotta
figurines from Ahicchatra (Dist. Bareilly, U.P.), four of which are datable
between A.D. 450 and 650, showing "a nude woman either moving with a

Harsacarita (ed. Kane), 6th Ucchvasa, p.52:
ga~ayantiva gatayu~as-tarjanataralaya tarjanya
vatakesu kotavi.
See als~, ibid., 'tr. Cowell & Thomas, p.195.

divasama~a

2

See Har~acarita (ed. FUhrer), p.272.
3

See below, p,326
4

See below,pp.327ff.The transliteration of Tamil words in this chapter
generally follows the system adopted in the Tamil Lexicon, but exceptions
have been made in the case of words like Tamil, Sangam, Pa~4ya, which are
either often rendered without the transliteration marks or for which a
different system of transliteration has become popular.
5
Agrawala, "Terracotta Figurines of Ahichchhatra, etc.", AI., 4, 1947-8,
p.151: by the same author, Har~acarita- Eka Samskritika Adhyayana,
pp.134-5.
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bent body in a dishevelled and disconsolate posture, or simply standing,
6
with right hand drawn parallel to the body and the left akimbo",
He
also pointed to two local traditions in modern India; firstly, the
existence of a shrine of the goddess Ko}amai in the vicinity of Banaras
Hindu University (Dist, Varanasi, U,P.), 7 and, secondly, a local tradition
in the Almorah district (U.P.), where a place named
to have been a stronghold of

"Kot~avi".

Ko~alagarh

is believed

The latter, according to the

local belief, was regarded as the mother of the demon

Ba~a {Ba~asura),

and was conceived of as having the upper half of her body covered with
a shield {kavaca) while the lower half was always bare,
is recorded, when
Vi~~u,

Ba~a,

As the tradition

the son of Bali, was once engaged in battle with

the demon host, as soon as they were killed, were immediately

replaced by the same number of fresh demons, and it was only when, by
the gods' efforts, Mahakali was born that Kottavi as well as the demons
8
were destroyed by her,
On this rather slender evidence, Agrawala came
to the conclusion that the worship of Kotavi may even now be much more
widely spread over the whole of North India than at first appears.

9

He

believed that the South Indian goddess may have been incorporated into
the Hindu pantheon by the early Gupta period, "at any rate sometime
10
before Ba~abhatta", but the role assigned to her was inauspicious.

The

Ahicchatra figurines, according to him, probably served an apotropaic
purpose and may have been used as "offerings to ward off coming evil and
11
ill-luck" •
Whether or not the Ahicchatra figurines portray Ko}avi, enough
evidence is available to prove Agrawala's conjecture about the popularity
of this goddess.

It would also appear that the modern tradition about

6

AI. , 4, p. 151.

7

Har~acarita- Eka Samskrtika Adhyayana, p.134, fn.4,

8

Ibid, The tradition about Kotalagarh is cited by Agrawala from Amrita
Bazar Patrika, 15th May 1952, Hill Supplement, p,3,
9
Har~acarita- Eka Samskrtika Adhyayana, p,134, fn.4.
10
AI. , 4, p, 1 51 •
1-1
Ibid.
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Ko~alagarh

is substantially based on old

Ko~avi,

named

Ko~ari

or Ko"(oara,

Pura~ic

myths, and that a goddess

malevolen-LirLna_tur~e-

aruL connected with

the battlefield, was alJ:eady a popular figJ.ll:e in.nnrtharn. India. in the
Gupta period and

probably~

stilL earlier.

The Mahabharata includes Kotara in a long list of Mat~s in.the
12
entourage of Skanda-Karttikeya,
and, in the same place, the so-called
13
Mothers are portrayed as divinities of markedly malevolent nature.
In
the Bhagavata
Putana by

Pura~~.

KH~a,

in the story of the destruction of the child-ogress

Kotara is counted along with l{akinis,

Kii~ma~<j.as,

Mat:rs,

PiSB:cas, Yak~as, Ralu~asas, Revati, Jye~~ha:_, etc., as an evil being,_

protection fromwhom is obtained by the performance of a certain apotropaic
ritual which involved the recitation of the names of
Ko~avi,

in the

Kotari or Kotara, also appears in an important myth recorded

Vi~~uite Pura~as

Harivamsa,

Vi~~u. 14

like the

Vi~~~

and Bhagavata as well as in the

All three texts describe in considerable detail the love of

Aniruddha for

U~a

- the daughter of

by the magical means devised by

Ba~asura,

U~a's

the secret union of the two

maid Citralekha, the discovery of

this secret and the arrest of Aniruddha by the enraged demon-king, and
the eventual fight of Krsna-Visnu with Banasura to secure the release of
15
his grandson,
In eac~·versi~~ of the s~ory, when Vi~~u is getting ready
to hurl his dreaded discus at the demon, Kotavi appears naked in the
battlefield to protect the latter.

The nudity of Ko"(oavi is specifically

noted and sometimes her dishevelled hair, and it is also generally pointed
out that Visnu had to close his eyes or turn his face away to be spared
. • .d t
16
from her 1mmo es y.
12
Mbh., IX.45.17.
13
Mbh., IX.45.30-40; see also above, Ch.III, pp.168, 174.
14
Bha.P., X.6.27-9; see also above, Ch.III, p.181, fn.202.
15
ch.
Vi,P,, V.32-3; Bha,P,, X.62-3; Hv.,A112,
16
Vi.P,, V,33,36-7:
Muficato ba~anasaya tatascakram madhudvi~aq,
Nagna daiteyavidyabhut-kotari purato hareq,
36
Tamagrato harirdrstva militaksassudarsanam,
Mumoca ba~amuddi~y~cchettuffi bKhuvanam ripoq,
37
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There is a noticeable development in the myth as recorded in the
three texts,

-··

At least as far as

Ko~avi,

Ko~ari

or

Ko~ara

is concerned,

the Visnu Purana seems to preserve the simpler and more original account,

·-

referring to her encounter

withK:r~Jta

briefly, without embellishment.
Ko~ari

Also it establishes no clear relationship between her and BaJta.

is only qualified here by the epithet daiteya-vidya, literally, "the
17
(magical) lore of the. demons",
and is probably to be understood as the
18
tutelary deity of the demons,
The reference in the Bhagavata PuraJt~
19
is equally brief,
but there Ko~ara is the mother of BaJt&, interceding_
for the protection of her son, and her form, when she appears before

K:r~r;ta,

is further oualified by mukta-siroruha, "with dishavelled hair".

The story in the Harivamsa is the most developed of the three.
is considerable space devoted in the text to the
and the accompanying

BaJta-K:r~Jta

battle, but also

U~a-Aniruddha

Ko~avi

20

Not only
episode

makes her

16 contd
Bha,P., X,63,20-1:
-----Tanmata ko~ara nama nagna muktasiroruha,
Puro 1 vatasthe k:r~Jtasya putrapraltarirak~aya.
20
Tatastiryanmukho nagnamanirik~an gadagraja~,
BaJtasca tavad virathaschinnadhanvavisat puram,
21
Hv,, 112.97-101:
-- Cakrodyatakaram d:r~~va bhagavantam raJtaJlre,
Pramukhe vasudevasya digvasah kotavi sthita,
97
Antardhanamupagamya tyaktva ~a v~sasi puna~,
ParitraJtaya baJtasya vijayadhi~~hita tata~,
98
Bhuyah sarnarsatamraksi vivastravasthita rane.

Ba~as~mrak~aVapara v~yametaduvaca ha,

·

Narhase deva hantuffi vai banamapratimam rane.
99
Tata~ kruddh? mahabah~ k:r~Jta~ praharatam'vara~,
Provaca baJtam samare bhramayamscakramuttamam,
100
Yudhyatam yudhyatam sallkhye bhavatam ko~avi sthita,
Asaktanamiva rane dhigbana tava paurusam.
101

.

.

.

17
Vi,P,, V.33.36, quoted above, fn.16; ibid,, tr. Wilson, p.468, Wilson,
without warrant in the text, also qualifies Ko~avi as "the mystical
goddess"; ibid, It may be noted that while the Gita Press edition of
the text, which is here used, reads the name of the goddess as Ko~ari,
the text on which Wilson based his translation seems to have read Ko~a.vi.
18
Cf, Vi.P,, tr, Wilson, p,468, n.4.
19 - The entire episode of the Bar;ta-K:r~Jta fight, however, appears in the
Bhagavata PuraJt~ in a developed form, with greater detail,
20
Bha.P., X.63,20, ouoted above, fn.16.
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characteristic appearance more than once,

...

It even adds Krsna 1 s verbal

disapproval of her nakedness and a satirical comment on

Ba~a

for seeking

her aid,
As presented in the Harivamsa, before the engagement of Ba~a and
K~~~a

in battle, Karttikeya is portrayed as fighting the latter on behalf
21
of the demon-king,
Just as in the Ba~a episode, which is to come later,

when

Kn~a

is getting ready to hurl his discus, the naked

to save Karttikeya,

K~~~a

Ko~avi

appears

rebukes her for her immodesty and asks her to

22

leave the battlefield,
The reappearance of Kotavi for the sake of Bana
23
is noted by K~~~a
and again a conversation is ;ecorded between the tw~.
It is said that
and

K~~~a,

Ko~avi

requested

K~~~a

greatly enraged, turned to

to spare the life of the demon-king,
Ba~a

and severely chided him for bis

unmanly conduct in repeatedly seeking the aid of Ko~avi,
Ko~avi is here
•
-25
t
called Ba~a-samrak~~~apara
and some colour has been added o her
26
appearance by describing her as,samarsa-tamraksi,
There is also more
27
•
than usual emphasis on her nudity,
24

21

!!!·' 112,33 ff ••
22
Ibid., 112,49:
Vyavidhyamane cakre tu k~~~enamitatejasa,
Tam d~~~va pramukbe tasya vyati~~hata ca kau~avi,
Apagacchapagaccha tvam dhigdhigityeva so 1 bravit,
23
This is clearly implied in K~~~a's satirical comment on Ba~a; see Hv.,
112,101, quoted above, fn,16.
24
Hv., 112,99-101; see above, fn.16,
25
Ibid,, 112,99.
26
Ibid,, 112,98.
27
The nakedness of Ko~avi is not only expressed by the use of epithets like
digvasa~ and vivastra, but she is also described, somewhat incongruously,
as disappearing and returning again after divesting herself of her clothes;
Hv., 112,97-8; see above, fn,16, It is also accentuated by K~~~a 1 s vehement
disapproval, about which the Vi~~~ and the Bhagavata Pura~~ are silent,
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The myth of the battle between

Ba~a

and

Siva, Karttikeya, etc,, with the demon-king,

K~~~a,

28

inasmuch as it aligns

has all the materials for

the incorporation of Kotavi into the Sivaite pantheon, but none of the
three versions of the story specifically state that Kotavi is identical
29
with or a form of Siva's consort,
That this was a natural development,
30
however, is fully attested by other texts.
It is clear from the nature of the development of the myth in the

.

.

three texts that Kotavi - Kotari

Kotara was essentially an independent

28
Ba~a is portrayed as a great devotee of Siva, for which the latter had
granted him the boon of fearlessness; see Vi,P., V,33.43; Bha,P,, X,63.45;
cf, also ibid., X,63.49; Hv., 112,110, According to the Bhagavata Pura~~
and Harivamsa, Siva always stayed with Ba~a for the latter's protection;
Bha.P., X,62.5; Hv., 106,6, In Hv., 106.5, Ba~a is rudraskandasahayavan.
29
.
It is interesting to note that.in the large number of verses in the
popular Calcutta, Bombay and Poena editions of the Harivamsa, which are
regarded as apocryphal in the Critical Edition, Kotavi not only occupies
a very prominent place but also her absorption into the Sivaite pantheon
is complete. To cite the Poena edition (ed, Kinjawadekar) as an instance,
it is said that when Aniruddha was arrested and bound by Ba~a, he sang a
prayer to Devi Kotavati, at the end of which the goddess, here called the
Mahadevi Durga, appeared to grant protection to him (II,120,1-2, 35 ff,).
The prayer itself begins with salutations to Ca~qi, Katyayani, etc, (ibid.,
vv,4 ff,). Later, when Karttikeya is in danger of being killed by K~~~a,
Kotavi is said to have appeared on the instructions of "Deva", apparently
Siva, and is specifically called "the eighth portion of Devi" (II,126,23),
In the description of the Ba~a-K~~~a fight, a much longer introduction is
added to the account of the intercession of Kotavi, in which she is said
to have been deputed to her task by Rudra~I, on the initiative of Siva
(II,126,106 ff,), It also contains a longer dialogue between Kotavi and
KH~a (II.126.114 ff,), where the latter addresses her as "the mother of
Karttikeya" (ibid,, v,112), Further, as Ba~a is made a son of Siva and
Parvati and a younger brother of Karttikeya (II,116,16-7), and Kotavi as
the mother of Ba~a (cf •. II.126,117, 120), the identification of Kotavi
with Siva's consort is easily suggested,
Since Kotavi is sometimes also called Lamba or Lambamana in the popular
Poena edition of the Harivamsa (II.126,23, 108-9), it may be regarded as
a measure of her popularity that Lamba appears in the list of the
ferocious Matrs in the Mahabharata (IX,45.17), Matsya (179.23, 30) and
the Vi~~u-dharmottara Pura~~ (1,226.21, 29). In the Saddharmap~qarlka,
XXI (SBE., XXI, pp.373 ff,), she is called an ogress (rii:k~asi).
30
See below, pp.323 ff., 327.
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figure in her own right,

It is not certain whether she was first related

to Bagasura as his mother and then, when the demon-king was affiliated to
the Sivaite circle, became a form of Siva's spouse, or that the two were
the simultaneous results of a single process of myth-making,
possibilities have to be conceded,

Both

In fact, since Sivaism is well known

to have absorbed many unbrahmanical and demoniacal features in its fold,
it is even possible that an independent goddess

Ko~avi

was first absorbed

into the Sivaite circle, whence she was conceived as the mother of Baga,
although this appears less likely,

In any case, the myth clearly

establishes the wierd demoniacal nature of this goddess and seems to
explain the peculiar statement in the
tradition about

Ko~alagarh

Har~acarita

as well as the modern

in Almorah district.

In the various versions of the Puragic myth analysed above,

Ko~avi

is connected with the battleground, even though she herself does not
engage in battle.

Constant stress on her nudity, and, it would appear,

sometimes also on her dishevelled hair, seem to have the ring almost of
an iconographic prescription, but until her images are indubitably
identified, it would be impossible to be certain of it,
Ahicchatra may or may not represent

Ko~avr,

31

The figures from

The "emphatic nudity" of

the terracottas is by itself too slender a ground to make a definite
identification,

The same may be said of the so-called "dishevelled and

disconsolate posture" of the figures,
of

As for the pointing index finger

Ko~avi, it is attested only in the Har~acarita, 32 and there again

apparently as an incidental gesture on her part rather than an inalienable
characteristic of possible iconographic significance,
The evidence collected above from the epic and Puragic literature
is enough to testify to a popular belief in the demoniacal figure
variously called

Ko~avi, Ko~ari

or

Ko~ara.

The fact that no iconographic

text describes her image may be understood as further indication that she
was essentially a goddess of the common people.
definite indications that

Ko~avi

In fact there are

was not only a mythical figure but that

she had her own shrines and sacred places, and possibly festivals were
periodically held in her honour.
31
See above, pp,315-6.
32
See above, p.315.
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Perhaps the earliest reference to the cult of
Jain canonical literature.

~ayadhammakaha

Ko~avi

refers to a

comes from the

Ko~~akiriya-maha,

Ko~takiriya (skt. Ko~~akriya), 33
34
which, in all probability, is another variant of the name of Ko~avr.
i,e,, a festival in honour of the goddess

The commentator Abhayadeva Suri equates Ko~~akiriya with Durga riding a
35
The date of the Jain canonical literature is uncertain, but,
buffalo.
on the whole, many texts incorporated in it, including ~ayadhamma-kaha,
36
.
.
.
g1ve
1mpress1ons
of grea t an t.1qu1•ty
and have been utilized to reconstruct
the earliest state of the Jain teachings as well as the life in India in
the centuries before the Christian era. 37 In any case, if the identification
of

Ko~~akiriya

with

Ko~avi

is correct, which is highly probable, a popular

cult of this goddess can be safely presumed in parts of North India in the
38
early centuries of the Christian era, if not before.
33
~ayadhammakaha (ed, Vaidya), 8, p.100, as quoted by Jain, Life in Ancient
India as depicted in Jain Canon, p,215 and fn,173. For Maha in the sense
of popular religious festivals, see Agrawala, Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma,
pp,4-5. Maha seems to be comparable to the Buddhist samajja; cf, Pande,
Studies in the Ori ins of Buddhism, pp,319-20, On Samajja or Samaja, see
Pali - English Dictionary PTS, ; Bhandarkar, D,R,, "Epigraphic Notes &
Questions: XIX- AsokaCRock Edict I. Reconsidered", IA., 1913, pp,255-8;
Maj\.lllldar, N.G., "Samaja", IA., 1918, pp,221-3,
34
-Cf. Agrawala, Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma, p.7.
35
~yadhammakaha-~ika, 8, p,138a, as quoted by Jain, op,cit,, p,225 and
fn,261, According to Paia-Saddha-Maha~~' Ko~takiriya is referred to
in ~uogadarasutta and was the name of a fierce goddess like Durga; the
same Dictionary also lists Ko~~a as a name of Gauri-Parvati; see ibid,, p,262,
36
On the date of the Jain Cano11, see Jacobi, Jaina Sutras, pt.I (SBE,, XXII),
Introduction, pp,xxxvii ff.; cf, also Renou, Religions of Ancient India,
p,117.
37
The two representative examples would be Schubring, The Doctrine of the
Jainas, and Jain, op,cit •• Schubring gives the summary of the contents of
~ayadhammakahao in op,cit,, pp.89 ff •.
38
According to Agrawala, the maha referred to in the Jain text may be
connected with the navaratra~tival of the goddess Durga observed in the
bright half of the month of Asvina, because it is sometimes called
~abarotsava and appears to have been originally of a gruesome nature; see
Pracina Bharatiya Lokadharma, pp,114-5. For a brief description of
Sabarotsava, see Kane,~., V, pt.I, pp.176-7,
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The Matsya
Kotavi-cult,

Pura~~

also has interesting information about the

In the context of a description of the family of

Pit~s,

it

records a discourse between Sati, who had mounted the funeral pyre to
consume herself, and her father

Dak~a,

grown sad on that account as well

as owing to her foretelling the destruction of his sacrifice and himself
at the hands of her husband, 39 Addressed by her father as "Mother of
the Universe" and begged not to forsake him, Sati advised him to practise
penance at her own sacred places after his sacrifice was destroyed, and
went on to enumerate her different names and forms in which he would find
her,

In this context she instructs that she would be known as Kotavi in
40
Kotitirtha,
Since the names enumerated are specifically counted in the
41
text to be one hundred and eight,
the list should be regarded as
42
traditional and arbitrarily compiled,
and, therefore, of little
historical value,

Any relationship between the goddess Kotavi and

Kotitirtha also appears imaginary, since several Kotitirthas are known
43
but nowhere is any relationship
from the epic and Pura~ic literature
established between them and the goddess Kotavi, except in the
above-mentioned verse of the Matsya

Pura~~

and in exactly similar verses

in some other Puranas where also the one hundred and eight names and
44
sacred places of Devi are recounted,
Nevertheless, the statement in

----·--

39
Mat. P. , 1 3 • 1 2 ff ..
40
Ibid,, 13.37:
kotavi kotitirthe tu,
41
Ibid,, 13.54.
42
See Hazra, Studies in the Pura~ic Records, etc., p.45, where he regards
the verses 13,10 ff. of the Matsya Pura~~ as late interpolation by the
Saktas; cf, also Sircar, D.C., "The ~akta Pithas", JRASBt.;, XIV, no,1,
1948, pp.24 ff,, where the development .of the Sakta tradition of 108 names
of the Goddess is traced, and the portion of the Matsya Pura~~ where it is
found is assigned to the "early mediaeval period".
43
Mbh., III,80,68; 81,14, 171; 82,23-4, 68; 83.58; also in Mat.P., 106,44;
191.7-13, 55-7; see also Dikshitar, ~~a Index, I, s. v. Kotitirtham.
44
The same text about the 108 names of the Goddess is found in the Padma
Pura~~. Skanda Pura~~ and Pevibhagavat~; see Hazra, Studies in the
~~ic Records, etc,, p,45, and Sircar, op,cit,, JRASBL,., XIV, 1948, p.25.
See below, fn.45, for another mention of Kotavi in the list of the Pi!jhas,
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the Matsya

Pura~~

of the goddess

provides some evidence for the existence of the cult

Ko~avi,

and attempts at absorption of it in,to the cult of

the Great Goddess. 45
Similar conclusions can be drawn from another significant reference
46
in the Matsya Pura~~· It describes a Saubhagya-sayana-vrata,
"the
giver of all bliss", which was celebrated mainly in honour of Sati and in
which the divine couple, Siva and Parvati, was to be worshipped on the
third day of the lunar fortnight. of the month of Caitra - the. day when
they were supposed to haye been united,

In the detailed description of

the ritual, rules are laid down for the worship of different parts of
the bodies of the two deities, and, in that context, it is said that the
abdomen of the Goddess should"be worshipped by uttering:

Ko~avyai nama~,

45
It is interesting to note that the name of Ko1avi in slightly varying
forms is persistent in the list of the Pithas. The first Pitha or seat
of the Goddess to be named in the late mediaeval Pi1hanir~acy:a--r17th - 18th
century A.D.; see JRASBL., XIV, 1948, pp,3, 23-4), regarded as a section
of the Tantracuqama~i, is Hingula and the form of the goddess associated
with it is called Kot1ari. In the probable original of the Pi1hanir~aya
as reconstructed by Sircar, the verse reads (ibid., p.59, v.4b-5a):
Brahmarandhram hingulabhyam bhairavo bhimalocana~,
Kot1ari sa madadevi trigu~a ya digambari.
Hingula is identified with modern Hinglaj in Baluchistan. A
locally-worshipped goddess called Bibi Nani is, according to Sircar,
probably the same as Nana of the Kusana coins.
The tradition of the Pithas may be'r~garded as evidence of the wide
proliferation of the ~ti-cult, Also, some names and forms of the Goddess
localized in a place may be found to be based on historical facts (cf.
Banerjea, J .N., "Identification of Some Ancient Indian Pli'I,<Jr<;-Names", ~HQ,,
XIV, 1938, pp,751 ff.; S1rcar, JRASBL., XIV, 1948, pp,8 ff~). But th1s
has to be separately examined for each case. Generally speaking, as far
as the cult of a special form of the Goddess at a particular place is
concerned, the Pit~-lists are more imaginary than real (cf, ibid,,
pp,22 ff., 29 ff. and 32 ff.). In the case of Kottari- Kotavi, there is
no independent evidence to show that she was really worshipped at Hinglaj.
But, notwithstanding such a want of confirmation, Kotavi 1 s inclusion as a
form of Devi in the list of the Pithas speaks of the popularity of the
goddess and her inclusion in the-s~ti cult.
46
Mat,P., 60, Even this chapter, along with several similar ones
incorporating Smrti material on vrata etc,, is regarded as a relatively
late introduction into the Pura~~; see Hazra, Studies in the Pura~ic
Records, etc,, pp.37 ff., esp,39, This, however, does not affect our main
argument.
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"Salutations to (the goddess) Kotavi".

47

Many of the names of the Goddess

used here, e.g., Jaya, Bhavani, Gauri, Varada, Isa, Isani, Mangala, Rudra~I,
Kalanalapriya, Svaha-Svadha, candramukhapriya, Lalita, Vasavi,
Bhimograsama-rupi~I,

are either quite familiar or are easily understandable

of the Great Goddess in the light of her general nature as well as of her
relationship with Siva.

Kotavi is probably the only unfamiliar name, not

so easily intelligible,

It is obvious that she was an independent popular

goddess of appreGiable following, for which reason she was sought to be
- 48
1·a ent'f·
1 1e a w1'th Dev1.
Although no certain identification of an image of the goddess

Ko~avi

exists, there appears to be at least one significant historical evidence
of the existence of her shrine in the Gu.jarat-Katbiawad region in the 6th
7th century A.D •• A Valabhi copper-plate grant, found at Bhamodra-Mohota
49
near Bhaunagar and dated in the (Valabhi) year 320 (= 639-40 A.D.),
records that Maharaja Dro~asimha, for the increase of the religious merit
of his parents, instituted some kind of a grant for the goddess
"Kot~amahika-devi" who was established in the svatala of Trisangamaka, and,

as the grant had been interrupted for some reason, Maharaja Dhruvasena II
reconfirmed it for regular worship in the temple of the goddess, for any
needed repairs, and possibly for the livelihood of the officiating priest
or wandering mendicants staying in the temple.

There is little doubt that

this reference is again to the same goddess and

Ko~~amahika

variant of the name Kotavi -

Ko~ari

-

Ko~ara,

is another

Jackson, who edited the

grant, also added the information that "a temple of Ko~tara-devi appears
to be still in existence at Tarsamia 11 , 50 in Hathab district, with which
47
Mat,P., 60,20:
kuk~idvayaffi ca ko~avyai ....
48
It is tempting to think that the ritual prescription of uttering Ko~avyai
namah while worshipping the abdomen of the Goddess is inspired by the
nudity of Ko~avi, But it may also suggest that Ko~avi was essentially
a·fertility goddess; see below, P.335,
49
Jackson, A.M.T., "Two New Valabhi Copper-plates", II- Grant of
Dhruvasena II, JBBRAS,, XX, 1897-1900, pp.6 ff,,
50
Ibid,, p.7. Jackson does not note anything about the image enshrined,
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the ancient Trisangamaka is identified, 51

..

Kottamahika appears in this

record as an independent, popular goddess, and the only indication of
a Sivaite affiliation may be a trisula- mark that follows the last word
52
of the grant
and the fact that the two donor kings are known to have
been devotees of Siva. 53
.
The above investigation makes it certain that Kotavi, recqrded
variants of whose names are Kottavi, Kautavi,

Kot~ri,

Kotara, Kottakiriya

and Kottamahika, was an independent popular goddess in North India in the
early centuries of the Christian era.

She was principally conceived of

as of demoniacal nature and, as many similar deities were absorbed into
Sivaism, she too was identified with Durga-Parvati as the consort of
Siva.

Nudity, dishevelled hair and a marked malevolence must be imagined

as the essential characteristics of this goddess,

This is not only

apparent from the evidence collected above but also because the Sanskrit
lexicons, though often aware of Kotavi as a goddess and a form of
Durga-Ambika-Ca~4ika,

uniformly preserve a very strong tradition of her

name simply standing for a naked, forlorn and inauspicious woman. Thus
Amarako~~ has: stri nagnika kotavi syat, 54 and the same meaning is
repeated in its commentaries, 55 Similar examples are collected in the
Sabdakalpadruma from the Sabdaratnavali and from Jatadhara, 56
Abhidhanacintama~l

elaborates:

also has:

Hemacandra 1 s

nagna tu kotavi, on which the commentary

nagna vivastra yo~id muktakesityagama~~tena lajjavasad yati

~tavi,

i.e., "an undraped woman moving about with dishevelled hair and
oppressed with deep shame". 57 A good literary use of the word Kotavi in

--·---

51
Ibid., p.2.
52
Ibid., p,10, note.
53
Ibid., p.4, and p.9: line 13 of the grant under reference. Sankalia
imagines that Kottamahika may have been a local goddess or a form of Siva's
wife; see Sankalia, Archaeology of Gujarat, p.218.
54
~. (NSP. edn.), p.98, 1,1107.
55
See ibid., commentary, and SKDr., II, p,201, s.v. Kotavi.
56
SKDr., II, p.202, s.v. Kottavi,
57
Abhidhanacintama~l, III. 98, and commentary, as quoted by Agrawala, AI.,
4, p.151 and fn.2.
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the sense of a naked woman comes from the

Rajatarangi~l

a cruel parricide king Unmattavanti is described as:

of

Kalha~a

where

"Instigated by

wretched companions, he exercised himself in the use of arms by hitting
58
naked women in the hollow between their breasts with thrown daggers".
As it is clear from the commentary on the

Abhidhanacintama~i,

cited above,

the mediaeval lexicographers invented new etymologies to arrive at this
.
t
- 59
mean1ng
of Ko.av1.

The lexicons and commentaries, however, as noted above, are also
generally aware of the identification of Kotavi with
~Am~a~r~ak~o~~

Thus a commentary on the

Durga-Ambika-Ca~<j.ika.

identifies her with

Ca~4ika,

understanding

the word as denoting the goddess who kills demons of a wicked nature:
60
kotam ku1ilasvabhavam rak~asasuradikam ri~ati hanti (iti kotavi).
Dhara~l

identifies her with Durga, who destroyed the demon Durga, here
61
equated with Kota,
Similar identification is established in the

Trika~<j.ase~~, 62 .and

the

of the forms of Ambika,

Kalpadruko~~

of Kesava enumerates Kotavi as one

63

Agrawala's suggestion that the north Indian Ko1avi is the same as
Korravai, the goddess worshipped by the ancient Tamils, is highly probable,
It is not only suggested by the obvious phonetic similarities of the two
names but also by the consideration of the facts that KoE!avai seems to
have been the earliest and most important goddess of the ancient Tamils,
that she was intimately connected with the battlefield and had a pronounced
58

Rajatarangi~l,

v.

440:

Samprerita~ kusacivai~ sastrabhyasam cakara sa~,
Patayan ksurikaghataih kotavistanakotaram,

.

.

. .

.

The translation quoted in the text above follows ibid,, tr, Stein, I,
p,231,
59

For other examples of such derivations where kota is equated with
wickedness and shamelessness, see $KDr,, II, p:26T, s,v, Kotari, Kotavi,
A very different etymology is suggested in Bohtlingk and Roth,~., 2,
pp.444-5, s.v. ~ttavi,
60
$KDr,, II, p,201, s,v, ~tari,
61
Ibid., s,v, ~tavi.
62
Ibid,, p,202, s,v. Kottavi,
63
As quoted by Agrawala, AI,, 4, p,151 and fn,3,
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demoniacal strain in her character, and finally that, in her later history
in South India, she too was identified with Durga-Kali and absorbed into
the Sivaite pantheon,

In fact, so complete is this absorption that

references to Ko,!Eavai in he.r originaL.forllL even. irL the... earliest Tamil
works are relatively rare,
Ko,!Eavai (pronounced Ko"(;"(;ra'!rai) is believed to ba...-.e be.en.. the dreaded
goddess of the hunting,

fighting~

txibes ...of.

tha.arid~l'ii:laL

regi_on..- the

name for the composite region of Mulla:L.aruLJCurii'icL- wbi cb waa .one..of the
so-called five regions of the.. earlieat TamLLgrammaticaL tex.t. T.olkappi,ya!IL,
In this work, there is a cryptic. reference to "Korravai-nilai, after the
victory has been won", which is explained by the commentator
Nacci_!!arkki_!!iyar in the words that after the figh.ting_.was over, the
warriors went and prayed to Ko,!Eavai, the goddess of victory, and on that
64
occasion, they also gave a description of her form,
In Kuruntokai,
which is perhaps the earliest among the anthologies of the Sangam classics,
the mention of a goddess Culi, "the one who holds the trident", to whom
vows were made by women who prayed to her so that their husbands might
65
achieve success in their missions and return safely,
has been regarded
66
as a reference to Ko£avai,
although her name suggests Sanskritic-Sivaite
influence.

Amongst other works of the Sangam classics, in Paripa"(;al,

-and~

red tilaka on the forehead of a young girl is said to resemble the third
eye :;·Korravai, 67 In Tirumurukarruppatai, Murukan is mentioned as the
son of th:-victorious Korravai,

-

68

·-

In N:tunalvatai: where the king is

64
TolkapPiyam, Pu£atti~ai Iyal 59, and Nacci_!!arkki_!!iyar's commentary on it;
cf, also Vipulananda, Swami, "The Development of Tamilian Religious
Thought", TC., V, 1956, p,254 and fn,15; and Mudaliar, S. Arumuga,
"Concepts of Religion in Sangam Literature and in Devotional Literature",
ibid,, XI, 1964, p.256.
65
Ku£untokai (ed, Swaminatha Iyer), poem no,2, 1.118, p,461. See ibid.,
intro,, p,9 about the editor's comments on the date of this collection,
66
Cf., Srinivasan, Some Aspects of Religion as revealed by Early Monuments
and Literature of the South, p,21.
67
In CaDka Ilakkiyam: E"(;"(;ut-tokaiyum Pattupa"(;"(;um (Saiva Siddhanta
Mahasamajam edn, , p.798,11.99-100,
68
Pattupa"(;"(;~, ed, Swaminatha Iyer, p,27, 1,258.
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depicted as absent on a distant military campaign and the queen sad and
restless on account of the separation, the elderly ladies-in-waiting pray
to Ko£aVai, the goddess of victory, addressing her as "Mother", to gra.nt
speedy victory to the king and end the battle, 69 In all the instances
cited above, except Kuruntokai, Ko£avai is referred to by name and
therefore instantly recognizable, but the same goddess might be alluded
to in several other places in the Sangam anthologies simply as the goddess
of war and victory, as identical with the goddess of the forests, as one
70
who performed the t~allkai dance, etc,,
Generally speaking, this is
the type of evidence available in the Sangam literature about Ko£avai,
Although the date of this literature is uncertain, we will not be far
wrong if we regard it as reflecting the conditions in South India in the
71
first two or three centuries of the Christian era.
Ko£aVai appears prominently in the Purapporul
grammatical treatise dealing with heroic themes,

Va~pamalai

- a

Even though the available

text of this work is a comparatively late production - it may not be much
72
older than c,1000 A.D.,
- the picture of the Tamil society presented in
it is apparently much older,

It seems to reveal the earliest stage of the

South Indian tribes who were constantly at war with each other and
frequently made raids for cattle-lifting, which is the main topic of the
poems cited,

Apart from the fact that a mythical origin is provided to
the main theme and content of this work, 73 Rev. Pope has pointed out that
the authors of Kural, Nalatiyar, and many other lesser poets seem to draw
~

----·----

69
See Somasundaram Pillai, A History of Tamil Literature, pp.249 ff.;
esp, 256-8,
70
Several such examples are collected by Srinivasan, op.cit,, pp,21-2;
see also Diehl, C,G,, "The Goddess of Forests in Tamil Literature", TC,,
XI, 1964, p,313,
71
Cf, Srinivasa Iyengar, K,R., in Majumdar (ed,), The Age of Imperial Unity,
p, 293; hllitt, Vainyapuri, <in Sastri ( e<:L,), A Comprehensive History of
~' vol,2, pp,676 ff,, esp, 682; and Basham, The Wonder that was India,
pp,461-2,
72
Cf, Pope, Rev, G.U., "Extracts from the Tamil Purra-porul Ve~ba-Malai
and the Purra-nanniirru", JRAS,, 1899, p,225; also Kailasapathy, Tamil
Heroic Poetry, p,52, where other authorities are also cited,
73
JRAS,, 1899, p,225,
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their material from it, and, in many respects, it provides an introduction
to almost the whole of genuine poetry of the Tamil language. 74 He also
suggested that even though the present text may be later, it should best
be studied with Purananiirii and To1kappiyam, 75
In the

Ve~pamalai, Ko~avai

appears as the patron goddess of war-like
tribal people constan{ly engag.ed in cattle-lifting. raids. 76 She is
described as leading the fighters in their attacks on the forts of the
enemies and making them flee.

While she thus leads, we are told, countless

demons press around her; her beauteous banner bears the lion 1 s. form, and
her hands grasp the golden parrot and the bounding stag. 77 This work also
refers to the poetical theme of eulogizing a warrior on his destroying his
enemies and feeding their dead bodies in a feast to devils and demonesses
who are treated as deities in a sacrifice. 78 At the same place, the
killing of the enemies is compared with ploughing a field, 79 The commentator

Nacci~arkki~iyar .elaborates on the theme 80 by drawing a detailed comparison
between a farmer reaping the ears of grain, heaping them in stacks,
threshing them by driving bulls to trample over them, then offering
oblations to gods, giving portions to beggars and enjoying the ceremonial
meal with his kinsfolk, and the warrior king mowing down the enemies, piling
up their dead bodies and getting elephants to trample over them, having the
carcasses cooked by a virgin who stirred it in a huge pot containing blood
and fat, and offering it as a libation to the gods,

That this information

should be regarded as having some basis in fact is suggested by parallel
74
Ibid,, p,241.
75
Ibid,, pp,226-7; cf. similar opinions expressed by Kailasapathy, op.cit,,
p. 52.
76
Pope, op,cit., JRAS., 1899, pp,241-2.
77
Ibid,, p.237, v.20,
78
Purapporut~~pamalai, vv.159-60, cited by Kailasapathy, op,cit., p.241,
fn. 5.
79
Purapporul Ve~pamalai,v.159, cited by Kailasapathy, op,cit., p,241, fn.6.
80
Quoted in ibid., p,241.
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. p urananuru.
- 81
allus1ons
1n

As Kailasapathy notes, an originally primitive

ritual performed in honour of goddess Korravai seems to underlie this
82
sacrifice to devils referred to in the heroic poems,
He noted the
essentials of the ritual as:

1) it was performed at the end of a battle;

2) wholesale sacrifice of men and animals took place;

3) some sort of

ritual cooking was done, making use of blood; and 4) priestesses officiated
83
at the
ceremony.

The fierce demoniacal nature of the goddess and possible allusions
to human sacrifice to appease her are also retained in the Cilappatikaram,
even though the work is already thoroughly imbued with brahmanical ideas
and there is considerable mixture of the concepts of KoEEavai and Durga.

84

Canto XII of this epic, entitled Vettuvavari, "the song of the hunters",
is generally understood as giving the most detailed information about the
form and appearance of this goddess, 85
Canto XII of Cilappatikaram introduces us to the fierce goddess of the
hunters of the

Aiya~ar-Ma£avar

tribe, and although it calls her by many

names and, mixed with Sivaite elements, presents a somewhat syncretic
picture of the goddess, there is no doubt that it principally refers to
86
Korravai.
It would be useful to give a short summary of the contents
of this part of the epic to appreciate the nature and significance of this
ancient goddess of the Tamils.

Canto XI of the epic ends with a spirit of

the woods trying to lure the hero Kovalan and the latter uttering an
87
invocation to "the goddess who rides a d~er" to dispel her.
Kovalan and
81
Ibid., p.241 and fn.8, citing Puranan~u, 369, 372-3, etc,.
82
Ibid., p,241.
83
Ibid., p.242.
84
Most of our references to this epic refer to its English translation by
Alain Danielou which follows the Tamil text established by Swaminatha
Iyer,
85
Cf. e.g. Venkataraman, K.R., "Sakti Cult in South India", in Bhattacharya,
ed,, The Cultural Heritage of India, IV, p,252; Srinivasan, op.cit,,
pp.22 ff.; Mudaliar, op,cit,, TC,, XI, 1964, pp,256-7.
86
Ve~pamalai also presents KoEEavai as the goddess of the Ma£aVar tribesmen;
cf. Pope, op,cit., JRAS., 1899, p.242.
87
See Cilappatikaram, tr. Danielou, pp.75-6,
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the tired heroine

Ka~~aki

walk up to a grove where they find a temple of

Kafi:, "whose eyes are tongues of fire and who lives in heaven worshipped
by all the gods",

She was the goddess of the cruel bandits who alone

lived in that arid region, attacking travellers and carrying raids on
the neighbouring countries,

"The goddess gave them victory and expected

a bloody sacrifice as a reward for her favour",

The following Canto,

no.XII, continues the account of these people and their fierce goddess,
even though in its opening lines a change of scene seems implied,

-

..

Kovalan and Kannaki are said to have stopped near a lonely village
in which there was a tample of "Aiyai", the goddess of the hunters of
Ma£avar-Aiya~ar tribes, 88 It was an ancient belief of the latter that
the goddess would become incarnate in a virgin of that tribe,

..

Kannaki

the heroine of the epic - is made to witness the transformation of one
such virgin, Calini, into the form of the goddess.
Cali~I

We are told that

began to perform a frenzied dance, her hair standing on end and

hands flung up in wild fervour.
awe, she spoke:

While the forest-folk looked at her with

"The communal store-houses of the

Aiya~ars

are empty;

the fierce hunters of the Ma£avar tribe, forgetting their glorious art
of looting travellers, are behaving like peasants.

When the goddess who

rides a stag is starved of offerings, she does not grant victory.
If you seek happiness, go, get drunk on strong wine and bring the goddess
her dues",

Calini then rode on a stag, silvery snakes entwined around the

crescent-shaped tusk of a boar on her head, wearing a necklace of tiger's
teeth and a short skirt of leopard-hide,

Aiya~ar

women came to lay at

her feet dolls, parrots, soft-feathered cockerels and blue peacocks, and
played with balls of black beans for divination,

They followed her

carrying powders, fragrant unguents, boiled grain, pastries of sesamum
seeds, rice cooked with meat, flowers, incense and perfumes,
to the temple of

~afiku

She was led

who feasts on cruel sacrifices and gives victory

in return,

The virgin prostrated herself before the goddess "who rides

the stag",

Suddenly, she became inspired and was transformed into "an

apparition of the consort of Siva".
88
See ibid., pp,76 ff, for the contents of the canto XII of the
Cilappatikaram, Srinivasan equates Aiyai with the Sanskrit Arya; see
Srinivasan, op.cit., p.23.
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The description of Calini transformed as the goddess 89 is full of
90
Sivaite elements, although s~e is once specifically called Korravai,
It is said that the crescent moon shone on her matted locks,
the centre of her forehead gazed unblinking.
shining teeth,

She had blood-red lips and

Her neck was black with poison,

breast-band and girdle,

The eye in

Serpents served as her

An elephant-hide covered her shoulders and the

hide of the lion formed her skirt.
blazing trident and sword,

She carried bow and arrow and wielded

She is the killer of demon

Worshipped

Mahi~a.

by all the gods, she is "Amari", the virgin goddess, the GaurI, the sister
of

Vi~~u,

etc,.

She is here also identified with Durga,

Lak~mi

and

Sarasvati.
Several hymns of praise are introduced after the above description,
in all of which the emphasis is on the fierce aspect of the goddess, riding
the stag, who grants victory in war and deals death to enemies,

Some of

these take the form of a description of how, when the proud warriors of
the

Aiya~ar

tribe left their humble hamlets to carry raids on the enemies'

cattle, they invoked this goddess, and, their raids successfully
accomplished, made offerings of blood at her altar, even the blood flowing
91
from their own severed heads,
While the conception of Ko!!_avai in the "song of the hunters" in the
Cilappatikaram is a very syncretic one, in which she appears identified
with Aiyai,

~~fiku,

Durga, Ka1I, etc,, elsewhere in the epic a distinction

seems to be implied between her and some of these goddesses,
the bereaved

Ka~~aki,

full of wrath against the

Pa~<j.yan

Thus, when

king and seeking

redress of injustice done to her, arrives at the palace-gates, the
89
Cilappatikaram, tr. Danielou, pp.78-9. For the original in Tamil, see
Cilappatikaram, ed. Swaminatha Iyer, pp.313-4,11.55-74. It is this
description that is generally cited by modern scholars as a description
of Korravai; see Venkataraman, Srinivasan and Mudaliar, cited in fn,85
above.

90
Cilappatikaram, ed, Swaminatha Iyer, p.314, 1,64; see also below.
91
See Cilappatikaram, tr, Danielou, pp,S0-5, esp. TuLaippa11umatai on
pp,83-4, This aspect of the character of the goddess is greatly elaborated
in a chapter devoted to Korravai-Durga in Kalifikattuppara~l• a work of
12th cent, A.D., eulogizing the victory of a Cola king over Kalinga.
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door-keeper reports to the king:

"A woman is waiting at the gate,

She is

not Kof£avai, the victorious goddess who carries in her hand a glorious
srear and stands upon the neck of a defeated buffalo losing its blood
92
through its fresh wounds,
She is not ~afiku, the youngest of the seven

.

virgins, for whom Siva once danced·' and she is not Kali who dwells in the
darkest forests inhabited by ghosts and imps,

Neither is she the goddess
93
who pierced the chest of the mighty Tarukan •.• ".
Modern scholars have found references to Ko£Eavai-Durga also in the
Ma~imekalai

- another well-known Tamil epic contemporary with Cilappatikaram,

This work sometimes refers to Katamarcelvi and her temple, with the
sacrificial altar in its front yard and surrounded by tall posts with
severed heads suspended from them. 94
It is clear from the above that KoEEavai was perhaps the earliest and
the most widely worshipped goddess of the ancient Dravidian people.

She

was essentially a goddess of the semi-nomadic hunting tribes of South India
who invoked her for success in cattle-raids and appeased her with bloody
sacrifices.

As presented in the Tamil heroic poems, there is no marked

element of fertility in the character of KoEEavai, who remains primarily
a goddess of war and victory,

This, incidently, is also suggested by her

name which is generally assumed to be derived from korram, meaning victory. 95
The Tamil Lexicon suggests kol, "to kill", as the basic root for these and
92
This is a clear allusion to Durga Mahi~amardini.
93
Cilappatikaram, tr, Danielou, canto XX, p,127,
94
~~imekalai, VI. 50-3; XVII, 115, as cited by Srinivasan, Some Aspects of
Religion as Revealed by Early Monuments and Literature of the South, p,21,
Srinivasan tentatively identifies Katamarcelvi with Durga or Candika,
Katamarcelvi, "the great lady of the.forest", is described in Akana_!!UE_U
(345: 3-7), as cited in Srinivasan, op,cit,, p,21; cf, also Diehl, op,cit,,
TC,, XI, 1964, p,312, The Tamil Lexicon, as usual, calls her a form of
Durga; see Tamil Lexicon, II, ~t.1, p,1167, s.v. JKoEEavai and KoEEavai-nilai,
Cf, also Venkataraman, op,cit,,'~Bhattacharya (ed,), The Cultural Heritage
of India, IV, p.252, for KoEEavai-Durga in Ma~imekalai,
95
See Burrow and Emeneau, A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary, p,146a,
no,1803, where other cognate words in Dravidic languages are also cited,
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other cognate words in Tami1.

96

But, considering that sacrifices of blood,

including human blood, were made to KoE£avai, and virgin priestesses
probably officiated in her worship, an original fertility character of
97
this goddess is not unlikely,
In any case, Muruka~, with whom she
stood in closest relationship as mother, seems to have been originally a
dreaded fertility god, propitiated with orgiastic rituals involving frenzied
dances by young girls and offerings of blood and flesh, 98
In the bardic poems of the Sangam age, these ancient divinities of
the earliest Tamils already appear with brahmanical colouring, but they
have not completely lost their original character.

While KoE£avai is

identified with Durga, Ka!I, etc,, she continues to be the goddess of the
ancient cattle-raiding tribes, riding her stag, leading the warriors in
battle, and demanding her sacrifice of animal and human blood in return.
Little information of iconographical nature can be gleaned from
incidental references to KoE£aVai in the Sangam literature,

What looks

like such a description in the canto XII of the Cilappatikaram derives
most of its elements from Durga-Ka!I as the spouse of ~iva.

The one feature

constantly noted about the goddess, however, but not generally described of
Durga or her common forms, is the reference to riding a stag,

The stag as

a vahana is rarely met with and must be regarded as an early characteristic
of Ko££avai in the Tamil country, 99 Durga riding a stag must have been
100
Such figures
conceived under the influence of this south Indian goddess,
96
Tamil Lexicon, II, pt,1, p,1167, s,v, Korram,
97
In ancient religions, human sacrifice is often found associated with
vegetation-fertility goddesses; cf, Sullivan, HR., 4, 1964, p,117, fn,10,
esp. citing Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion, pp,341 ff,, and
Przyluski, La Grande D~esse, pp,30-1,
98
This is clear from the Tirumurukarruppa}ai; see large extracts translated
from it in Somasundaram Pillai, A History of Tamil Literature, pp. 194 ff •·i
esp. 212 ff,, where Kunrutoratal, "the Gods' sport in the hills", and
Palamutircolai are translatea:--see also Kailasapathy, Tamil Heroic Poetry,
pp,63 ff.; Basham, The Wonder that was India, p,314; Venkataraman, K.R.,
"Skanda Cult in South India", in Bhattacharya, ed., The Cultural Heritage
of India, IV, pp.309 ff .•
99
See Srinivasan, op.cit,, p,23. We are not aware of any iconographic text
specifically prescribing the stag as the vahana of a goddess.
100
Some such literary descriptions are collected by Srinivasan, op,cit,, p,23.
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of Durga have been noticed in the sculptures of the Pallava and
contemporary
A.D.101

Pa~gya

and other dynasties from the 7th to the 10th . century

All the known aspects of Kotavi, whose worship seems to have prevailed
in North India in the early centuries of the Christian era, appear
intelligible in the light of the south Indian

Ko~avai,

A marked demoniacal

nature, close connection with the battlefield, and eventual identification
with Durga-Ambika and incorporation into the Sivaite pantheon are features
that characterise both of them,

There is nothing in the available

information about the south Indian goddess, however, to justify the nudity
of Kotavi,

Since there is little room for doubt that the two goddesses

were originally and essentially one and the same, the only way this anomaly
can be explained is by assuming that our information about the south Indian
Ko~avai

is still very fragmentary.

Moreover, it is derived from a type of

bardic literature which is imbued with brahmanical ideas and often presents
ancient Tamil concepts in a modified form,

In all likelihood, therefore,

the north Indian tradition of a goddess called Kotavi retains a still
earlier tradition of

Ko~avai

when the latter was the dreaded nude fertility

goddess of the south Indian primitive nomadic tribes.
Although the popular goddess Korravai has generally been ignored by
102
the historians of religion in South India,
it has nevertheless been
often acknowledged that she was the goddess of the ancient Dravidian tribes,
and that her worship in South India was later merged with that of Durga and
101
Ibid,
102
It is understandable that writers like Whitehead (Village Gods of South
India), Elmore (Dravidian Gods in Modern Hinduism) and Slater (Dravidian
Element in Indian Culture) ignore Korravai because they generally aimed
at presenting a sketch of the religi~ in modern times, Oppert (Original
Inhabitants of Bharatavar~~. etc.), does not pay any attention to her,
perhaps because in his times Tamil studies were yet in their infancy, It
is surprising, however, that several recent studies specifically devoted
to the history and culture of the Tamils and development of religion in
South India completely ignore Ko~avai.
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still continued there in some form or the other,

103

What has not been

realized is the very wide-spread nature of her cult and its contribution
to the popular religious life in North India,

Our investigation

indicates that in the earliest stages of Dravidian religion, the worship
of Ko!,E.avai must have been universal, and" tlms, through the natural
process of acculturation, must have gradually permeated into the brahmanical
religions at a very early stage of its history, and also made its
contribution to the development of the concept and cult of the Supreme
104
Go dd ess of the Puranas.

--·-

100

Several such instances have been noted in the course of this chapter.
Particularly referred to is Pope, cited above, fn.72, Referring to Pope,
Smith inserted a brief notice about Ko!,E.avai i~his Early History of
India (3rd ed, p,439), which is thesaole authority for the South Indian
goddess quoted by Agrawala (AI., 4~~fn~J~). See also Srinivas Iyengar,
History of the Tamils, etc., pp,82, 603, and Basham, The Wonder that was
India, pp,312, 314.
1~

Cf. Renou, in Renou and Filliozat (ed.), L'Inde Classique, I, pp.515,
para.1058, and p.523, para~1074; also Agrawala, cited above, p.322; fn.38.
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